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PREFACE. 

In the spring of 1900, I proposed to the ‘‘Commission for 

the Direction of Geological and Geographical Explorations in 

Greenland” that I should like to make a scientific study of the 

Eskimo language there, and | offered to prepare myself for this 

work by a year’s stay in Danish North Greenland. 

The Commission consented to arrange for such an under- 

taking and to enable me to make the stay in Greenland that I 

desired, so that I could there collect material for a work about 

the language calculated to appear among the publications of 

the Commission. On account of the unusual nature of the 

investigations I was to pursue, I was given no special instruc- 

tions. The hope was merely expressed that my travels might 

also possibly result in some contributions to the ethnography 

and traditional history of the Greenlanders (cf. the Commission's 

communication to me of March 17, 1900). 

| was accordingly left at liberty to choose for myself which 

sides of the subject I should lend special attention to and what 

methods I should use. It is but natural that a work which is 

begun under these circumstances will easily become marked 

by the author’s special training and individual interests in his 

department. Yet I hope that chance has not in too great a 

degree set its stamp upon this work. 

I entered upon the undertaking not only with enthusiasm 

but also with the best intentions of making unbiased observa- 

tion, absorbed with the desire of learning the language as well 
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as possible and of presenting ту observations in as exact a 

form as possible. In how far I have succeeded in the latter 

will have to be tested by future experience. It was not until I 

came to work up my material that I fully realized how difficult 

it is to observe well when the object of observation is such a 

rapidly passing phenomenon as language, and when the instru- 

ment is as individual and subjective as the human ear. 

An account of my travels and of my methods of phonetical 

investigation will be found in the Introduction. 

The first object I set for myself was an investigation of 

the phonetics of the North-Greenlandic language. 

After I had on my return home worked up my treatise on 

this subjeet, which I consider the chief result of my travels, 

I realized that I had obtained a new basis for a critical employ- 

ment of the existing lists of words and specimens of language 

from the other Eskimo dialects in Greenland and in Canada. 

| therefore worked out the treatment of the Eskimo dialects 

which is found appended to the treatise on the phonetics of 

the language. 

There is, however, much more yet to be done in the line 

of comparison of dialects. I feel confident that such a com- 

parative study is a way of attaining a better founded under- 

standing of this language, especially of its word-formations and 

its whole synthetical character. Not until the Eskimo dialects 

have been studied in this way will it be possible to describe 

and formulate the Eskimo grammar after its own principles, 

| mean in such a way that the inflexional suffixes with any 

degree of certainty can be classified on a basis of their inner, 

etymological connection. My original plan of appending to the 

phonetical treatise a presentation of the grammar and psychology 

of the Eskimo language I therefore postponed until later, after 

having realized how important it was that this work of compar- 

ison should be taken up first. 

To the specially linguistic bibliography which is found in 
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the last part of the introduction I have added a short sketch 

of the Greenlanders’ literature and of the present state of their 

intellectual culture. 

Finally, on the basis of those accounts of arctic exploration 

that I had the time to look into, I have prepared the accom- 

panying map showing the present and the earlier extension of 

the Eskimo race. It has been executed at the Royal Hydro- 

graphic Office, to whose director, Commodore G. Holm, | am 

much indebted for the care and interest with which he has 

taken charge of the work. 

The collection of folk-tales and songs which | obtained in 

Greenland is considerable. (Yet the collections made by H. Rink 

in the middle of the last century far surpassed mine not only in 

bulk but also in value, my collection of folk-tales being rather 

an after-crop.) With respect to the songs that I took down, 

they consist partly of drum-songs, nursery rhymes etc. of 

older origin, perhaps from heathen times, which are easily 

recognized by their Eskimo melodies, partly of popular songs 

of modern origin set to sailor-melodies, often to the latest 

popular melodies from Copenhagen. Here | have only published 

the former of these two groups, and as far as the melodies are 

concerned, only a selection. — There is no doubt that all these 

tales and songs give us some good samples of the Eskimo’s 

everyday language and of his way of thinking. On the whole, 

with the exception of some few loan-words, there is no European 

influence to be noticed in the spoken language of the Green- 

landers, but this is only natural, since not many of them know 

anything about any other language but their own. Furthermore 

both the tales and the songs that I have written down have even 

been transmitted from older generations in tolerably unchanged 

form and, with a few exceptions, uninfluenced by European ideas. 

If the language in which I have given them should contain faults 

and inaccuracies here and there, they are incorrect reproductions 

of single words which may have been indistinctly pronounced, 
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or repeated for me in a different form from the one which would 

have been used in the course of ordinary conversation. But at 

any rate | have aimed at as faithful empirical observation and 

reproduction as possible. 

Most of these notes and records I took down on my sledge- 

journeys, in the huts of the natives, sitting on the edge of the 

stump-bed, with no other desk but my knee to rest the paper 

on. The dim daylight from the window and the flame of the 

train-oil lamp in the hut made it just possible for the pen to 

find its way over the paper. At that time I could give no atten- 

tion to the contents and connection of what I was hearing 

since I had to concentrate it all on the phonetical side of the 

words so that I could get an accurate reproduction of them; 

most of the words I repeated to myself as I wrote them down. 

I refrained as much as possible from stopping the narrator or 

the singer in order to have him repeat a word, but I often let 

him repeat the whole so that I could revise my record. When 

I noted down melodies to the songs, | used my violin, which 

was tuned after the tuning-fork that I always carried with me. — 

Thus I collected in the course of a year a considerable pile of 

paper filled with specimens of the Greenlandic language both 

in prose and poetry. In style and spirit at least, they are real 

Eskimo, even if there should be some few corruptions due to 

the narrator, or some mistakes which | have made on account 

of the haste in which I had to write them down. 

With respect to the books which have been published in 

the Greenlandic language so far, | consider them in part, but 

only in part, fit to learn the language from. Anyone who wants 

to have the pure Eskimo language by itself will either be very 

careful in using, or altogether shun, the translations, especially 

when they have not been made by natives but by foreign mis- 

sionaries. For the latter have generally been so impressed with 

the power of the language to form new expressions that they 

have themselves in abundant measure employed this power in 
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order to get expressions for new ideas. Even if the translations 

are correct, yet they do not represent Eskimo ways of thinking 

in Eskimo style of expression. | can rather recommend those 

articles about life in Greenland which have been contributed 

by natives, generally school-teachers, to the national magazine 

Atuagagdliutit (cf. Introduction p. 65). The system of ortho- 

graphy in this magazine is the same as the one used in the 

Greenlandic-Danish dictionary (published 1871). 

The author of this dictionary and originator of the present 

orthography was the missionary S. Kleinschmidt. The advan- 

tage of his orthographical system consisted principally in the 

introduction of accents to indicate not only the word-stress 

but also in part the quantity of the sounds, moreover in the 

distinction drawn between Ё and к (my 9). And furthermore, 

in the case of many words Kleinschmidt has given a more 

precise form than that found in earlier authors. It is, how- 

ever, necessary to have heard the language in order to under- 

stand his representation of it, which does not convey a direct 

impression of its phonetical character. Of course there is no 

doubt that Kleinschmidt knew the Greenlandic language as well 

as his mother tongue. Of that his grammar and his dictionary 

bear sufficient evidence. It would be ungrateful of me not to 

emphasize the great debt which I owe to his thorough treat- 

ment of the South-Greenlandic language as long as 50 years 

ago. | am convinced that the two above-mentioned works of 

his will in just as high a degree as the founder Poul Egede's 

works continue in the future to retain their value as linguistic 

monuments, that is as sources of lexical and grammatical know- 

ledge about this language as it was at the time of each respective 

author. There will still be enough left to do for modern or 

future philologists, who will find other problems to solve and 

will require other means of solving them than those which were 

at Kleinschmidt’s disposal. 
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Now in completing my work I cannot but feel that this 

strange language still invites to long continued investigation 

and that I have far from sounded its lowest depths. Yet I hope 

that the results which I publish here may be of some aid to one 

or another student who needs information of this kind about 

this very inaccessible language — until some time when there 

shall be still fuller and more certain information to be had. 

Before concluding I should like to express my sincere grat- 

itude to the Commission for the Direction of Geological and 

Geographical Explorations in Greenland for the excellent assis- 

tance which they have lent me in the accomplishment of my 

task and for the confidence which they have shown me through- 

out; likewise to the Carlsberg Fund, which has shown its 

interest in ıny undertaking by enabling me after my return from 

Greenland to devote all my time and energy to this work so as 

to complete it as soon as possible. 

Furthermore it must be permitted me here to express my 

heartfelt thanks to my former instructors at the University of 

Gopenhagen, Professor Vilhelm Thomsen Ph.D., Professor 

Harald Höffding Ph. D. and Professor Otto Jespersen 

Ph. D., who by their recommendations and the interest they have 

shown my plan have encouraged me to carry it through. 

Finally I should like to give my best thanks to those who because 

of their special acquaintance with the language, history or conditions 

of Greenland have been able to furnish me with much useful informa- 

tion, to Dr. К. J. V. Steenstrup and Commodore ©. Holm; to Pro- 

fessor Finnur Jönsson Ph. D. of the University of Copenhagen; 

to the anthropologist, Police Surgeon in Copenhagen, Sören Hansen; 

to the inspector of the Zoological Museum, H. Winge; to Mrs. Signe 

Rink; to mag. scient. C. Kruuse; to Lieutenant in the Navy G. C. 

Amdrup and to Mr. E.Mikkelsen-Léth (to the latter especially 

for many particulars for the map showing remains of earlier Eskimo 

settlements); to Pastor Christian Rasmussen, the parish rector 

in Lynge and lector in the Greenlandic language, formerly missionary 

in North Greenland; to Pastor Schultz-Lorentzen, Principal of 
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Godthaab Seminary in South Greenland; to the colonial manager 

Johan Petersen and to Pastor P. Rüttel in Angmagsalik on 

the east coast of Greenland; to the Eskimo Pastor Tobias Mörch 

in Upernivik and to Pastor Andreas Hansen in South Greenland; 

likewise to the many other Danish officials and native Greenlanders 

who hospitably opened their homes to me and guided me in their 

arctic land and in the language of this land. 

I also want to express my gratitude to Den kongelige Grön- 

landske Handel (The Royal Greenland Trading, Department), on 

whose ships I sailed to and from the distant land. The present director- 

in-chief, Mr. Ryberg, is known as the author of a Danish-Greenlandic 

parleur especially intended for the officials sent to Greenland by the 

Royal Greenland Trading Department. 

The work has been translated into English by Mrs. Sophia 

Bertelsen, M.A. 

Copenhagen in August 1904. 

W. Th. 
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I. 

Journey. Method of Investigation. Method of spelling. 

1. My journey. I sailed from Copenhagen May 20, 1900 

on the brig Tjalfe belonging to the Royal Greenland Trading 

Department, and arrived, after a six weeks’ voyage, at the colony 

of Jakobshavn in North Greenland (Disko Bay). 

During my daily intercourse with the Greenlanders in this 

colony, 1 began to learn to speak Greenlandic, thus supplemen- 

ting by the study of the living language that insight into it 

which I had hitherto only been able to get through books”). I 

frequently moved out to the Greenlanders to the north and to 

the south, and lived with them a few weeks at the time. At 

about Christmas time, while staying in the house of the colonial 

manager, Poul Muller”), I prepared the lists, on the basis 

of which I later collected specimens of the phonetical elements 

of the language in those parts of Greenland which I visited. 

About the middle of January 1901, as soon as the darkest 

period of the long winter-night was past, and the ice lay along 

*) Yet I had already several times had the opportunity of hearing Green- 

jandic before my departure from Copenhagen, having here met the 

South Greenlander Henrik Lund, who was on his way, via Copen- 

hagen, to the east coast, where he was to take up his work as ‘‘kateket”. 

**) Among my various hosts in Greenland, I feel especially grateful toward 

this Færoic man, who received me with the greatest hospitality on my 

arrival in the land and whose guest I was for about half a year, The year 

after my return from Greenland I received the sad news of his death. 
1? 
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the coasts, I left Jakobshavn to begin a sledge-journey to 

different parts of inhabited North Greenland. My object on 

this journey was to gather new impressions of the language 

and folklore of the people and abundant material for a study 

of both. I first traveled along the coast of Disko Bay to Egedes- 

minde, and from there 68 miles farther south to the Eskimo 

settlements around the Aulätsiwik Fjord, where the Greenlanders 

are supposed to have been very little influenced by eivilization. 

Here they still use gut for their window-panes (not glass), and 

drift timber for the beams and wood-work of their houses; they 

have no wooden flooring, the earth remaining bare, and all 

cooking, heating and lighting is accomplished by means of their 

potstone lamps. After a few weeks’ stay with these primitive 

but friendly people, I continued my journey toward the north 

and returned to Jakobshavn in the end of February. 

It was not long before I again departed from here and 

traveled farther north on my sledge across the Nügsuak 

Peninsula to the colony of Umanak (Oommannag), which lies 

on a little island in the middle of a big fjord. With this as my 

starting-point I traveled over the whole district in the course 

of the spring, being able to traverse the fjord-ice on my sledge, 

and thus get around to all the Eskimo settlements about the coasts 

of the fjord. 

When the ice broke up in the month of June 1901, and 

the ships from Denmark arrived, I traveled north on board the 

bark Thorvaldsen as far as the trading-place Pröven, and 

thence by long-boat to the northernmost Danish colony U per- 

nivik (Upernawik). On the way home, we touched at God- 

havn. After an eight weeks’ stormy voyage, I arrived in Copen- 

hagen October 7, 1901. 

Of the 400 days which I spent in Greenland, | lived for 

142 days with natives in the Eskimo settiements, and the rest 

of the time in the Danish colonies. But I allowed no day to 

pass without being in company with natives several hours. 



In terms of latitude, my travels in Greenland extended from 

68° 13’ to 72° 47’ N. lat. Between January 15 and March 17, I tra- 

veled 920 miles by sledge, accompanied by various native guides. 

A survey of the chief points on my journey through North 

Greenland is given on p. 6. 

2. My Method of Investigation. The phonetical lists men- 

tioned above, which I had with me on my travels, and on which 

I noted down the results of my direct investigations, deserve 

closer attention, since they have been of the greatest importance 

to me in the determination and classification of the phonetical 

elements of the spoken language. They are so arranged that 

for each of the sound-elements in the language, there is a 

special list headed with the symbol of the sound under con- 

sideration. Each list consists of a series of such words of the 

language as I anticipated would be useful for the observation of 

that partieular sound. This is the way in which I used them. 

In every place where I came for the purpose of closer investi- 

sation of the language spoken there, I hired a Greenlander to 

pronounce and repeat again and again for me those words of 

the lists which I asked him to say. I thus got an opportunity 

of observing the parts of his mouth while he pronounced the 

various sounds of which the word was composed. If the sound 

which I especially desired to investigate happened to be pro- 

duced by means of a position of the organs of the mouth which 

could not be directly observed when it was naturally taken, | 

had to let him hold his mouth wide enough open for the 

light to penetrate into it and the movement of the tongue to 

be visible. In order not fo change the nature of the sound by 

a too forced position of the jaws I tried to make my observa- 

tions with the least possible opening of the mouth. Only in 

some few cases, for instance in the articulation of g, it seemed 

to make no difference whether the angle of the jaws was big 

or little. In such cases, in order to illustrate for the Green- 
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(Those place-names which are spelled according to the ortography adopted 

in «Meddelelser om Grönland» are printed with the usual (upright) letters; 

those printed with italies are phonetically spelled. 

The abbreviations of names used in this work are given here. 

The dates give the days af my arrival and departure.) 

1900—1901 N. lat. 

Jkh. .. Colony of Jakobshavn (Ilulissät).... June 30—Aug. 17 ... 69° 13 

Rdb. . Trading-place Rodebay (Ogaettut) ... Aug. 17—Aug. 30 ... 69° 20° 

Colony of Jakobshavn 

Ki. ... Eskimo settlement Kingigtok (Kinittog). Sept. 7—Sept. 20 ... 69° 14 

Colony of Jakobshavn 

Trading-place Rodebay............... Nov. 17—Nov. 24 

Colony of Jakobshavn 

Ka. ... Trading-place Kangäi-, sledge-journey Jan. 15—Jan. 19 .... 68° 18° 

tsiak (Kaya-ttsiaq) J 

Arg. .. Eskimo settlement Argittogqg........ Jan. 22—Jan. 30... 68° 13’ 

Nas. .. Eskimo settlement Niagornarsuk.. Jan. 30—Feb.7..... 68° 15 

Еда. .. Colony of Egedesminde (A'usia'et).. Feb. 10—Feb. 20.... 68° 42 

sledge-journey 

Egedesminde | via Christians- | B 

Eq. ... Eskimo settlement Ege )haab (Chr) and f Feb. 28 Marche 

er am, 

Colony of Jakobshavn | 

Omng.. Colony of Umanak г sledge-journey March 5—March 17 
(Oommannag) | 

Nat. .. Trading-place Niakornat (Niagornät) ..................... 70° 47’ 

Nus. .. Trading-place Nügsuak (Nv'ssuag) ... March 20—March 26 70° 40° 

Uk. ... Trading-place Uvkusigssat (Ukkusis- 
CELE TSE te NAN RE AS EE fe March 26—April 3 .. 71° 2" 

Ii..... Trading-place Igdlorssuit (Z4/orsuit\ April 3—April 13 ... 71° 15 

Up. N. vialUperoivik Мая’ (Nota)! DE ANS SOA 71° 10° 
to Colony of Umanak (Oommannag). April 14—July 24 ... 70° 40° 

Eskimo settlements in Umanak Fjord: Saetut (Sa.), Tu'äitalik (Tu), 
+ 

(Ike.), Qarajaq (Qarj.\. Sermiarsuit (Serm.), Qa’rsut (Qars.), Qegertät (Qqt.), 

Appa (Ар.), Auppildttog (Aup.) ete. 

Prö. .. Trading-place Pröven (Kayersudttsiag) Aug. 1 ............ 72228: 

Up. ... Colony of Upernivik (Upernawik) .. Aug. 2—Aug. 11 .... 72° 47' 

Gdh. .. Trading-place Godhavn .......... *.. Aug. 18—Aug. 24 ... 69° 14° 

Furthermore I have visited in passing the following trading-places and 

Eskimo settlements: Akugdlit (Ak. Aku/irt), Ikamiut (Jka.), both between 

Christianshaab and Egedesminde, Manermiut (Man.), Qegertarsuart- 

tsiaq (Qqts.), Qipimasoq (Qip.), south of Egedesminde, Päkitsok 

(Pa. Pa’kittog), Ata (At.), Kekertak (044. Qegertag), north of Jakobshavn 

in Disko Вау. 
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lander what I wanted him to do, I used, especially in the 

beginning, a “stretcher” in the shape of a little bone peg, 

which was placed between the upper and lower front teeth in 

order to support the jaws, and to keep thein at the same dis- 

tance from each other while the word was pronounced. 

Through these observations of the sounds of the language, 

I have in each single case been enabled to determine the manner 

of articulation, especially as far as the consonants are concerned, 

and immediately to indicate it analphabetically on the corres- 

ponding list along side of the key-word employed. — In addi- 

tion to the lists which I used for determining the vowels and 

consonants of the language, I had other lists where I wrote 

down my observations with respect to quantity and stress in 

Greenlandic, together with some few rhythmical and musical 

peculiarities. 

My experiments in connection with the lists were made 

with 20 Greenlanders from the various places which I visited. 

| here mention them all in the order from north to south: 

Upernawik District: I. Margrete Petersen, née Lynge, born 

in Upernawik 1833, daughter of a Greenlander from Kiyittog, north 

of Upernawik, married to the following II. Andreas Petersen, born 

in Upernawik 1833. Ш. Robert Thomassen, Upernawik, born 1855. 

IV. Lars Christiansen, Préven, born about 1883. 

Oommannaq District: У. Peter Uthesen (Pitakdwssag), 

Igdlorsuit (or Quyulertusog), born 1869. VI. Pele Sakkæusen (Perle- 

kdwssaq), Igdlorsuit, born 1870. УП. Emanuel Samuelsen, Саре 

Upernivik by Igdlorsuit, born 1870. VII. Peter Isaksen, Ukkusissät, 

born 1857 (in @egertät). IX. Karl Broberg, Qarajaq, born 1861. 

X. Pavia Samuelsen (Paviakdwssag), Sagdliarusat, born 1868. 

XI. Lars Frederiksen, Oommannag, born 1878. XII. Juanna Leib- 

hardt, Oommannag, born 1862. XII. Jakob Sigurdsson (Te), Ser- 

miarsuit, born 1898. | 

Jakobshavn District: XIV. Pele Bründlund, Rodebay, born 

1876. XV. Karl Olrik, Rodebay, born 1850. XVI. Pavia Cortzen, 

Jakobshavn, born about 1876. XVII. Johannes Jensen, Jakobshavn, 

born about 1850. 



Egedesminde District: XVIII. Porta Svendsen, Egedes- 

minde, born 1878. XIX. Jakob Inugsuttoq, Argittog, born about 

1876. XX. Ole Ugpernangittoq, Niagornarsuk, born about 1885 

in Kaparıttiaq. 

That which I shall give from my phonetical lists in the 

following pages can thus be considered as the empirical results 

of my investigations with respect to the sound-elements of the 

language. The v-list will be given in its entirety as an illus- 

tration of how my lists were arranged and used (2 11). As for 

the other lists, I generally give only the average result of my 

observations for each word; in exceptional cases, the Roman 

numerals are used to indicate the individuals in whose mouths 

I observed the articulation. 

For every key-word cited from the lists, I give 1) a phone- 

tical transcription, 2) its chief meaning, 3) analphabetical in- 

dications of the articulation of the sound under consideration 

according to O.Jespersen's system”). — For my investigations 

of the accent of the language, the reader is referred to the 

special section on this subject (8 21—23). 

3. Му own and other methods of spelling in Greenlandic. 

The forms of the words as they occur in ordinary conversation, | 

have been able to get hold of especially in those fragments of 

the language which I took down in my small note-books, 

and in the folk-tales and songs which I wrote down as 

the natives told them. In all that I took down, I exerted myself 

to reproduce what I had heard with as great phonetical accuracy 

as possible, without consideration for any earlier system of 

orthography. In order to make sure of what | had heard, 1 

always sought to have it repeated whenever possible. My pur- 

pose has always been first and foremost to give a picture of 

what I myself have observed and comprehended; my second-hand 

*) О. Jespersen: The Articulations of Speech Sounds. Marburg 1889. — 

Fonetik. Kobenhavn 1897—1899. Lehrbuch der Phonetik. 1903. 
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observations are but few, and I have tried to use only such 

sources as there is reason to believe are reliable. 

It is by no means surprising to meet with a complete 

confusion of various orthographical systems in those descriptions 

of the Eskimo language which have hitherto been published. 

For the authors have belonged to different nations, and each 

one has of course started out from his own language, and 

made his own native pronunciation and orthography the basis 

of his auricular impression and his manner of spelling this 

strange literatureless language. It is natural that each one as 

far as possible operates with the alphabetical characters of his 

own language, and only few of them seem to realize how purely 

accidental it is if these happen to correspond to the sounds of 

the new language, and how improbable it is that the sound- 

systems of the two languages will in any way cover each other. 

Danish and German authors have described the dialects in 

Greenland and in Labrador; French, English and Russian 

authors have described the western dialects. They are men who 

themselves have traveled through Eskimo territory, often men 

who have made long stays among the natives, but they have 

always lacked scientific linguistie training and too often also 

natural linguistic talent. The specimens of the language given 

in their works are therefore spelled according to the most 

varied principles. .For a philologist it is not uninteresting to 

compare the many different reproductions of the same word in 

these different works, (among other reasons because they give 

an insight into the national differences in the impressions 

conveyed by the common alphabetical symbols); general com- 

parisons between the stocks of words and between the meanings 

of words in the different dialects may no doubt be easily under- 

taken; but a scientific comparison with a view to clearing up 

such phonetical differentiations as may indicate something of 

the relations between the Eskimo dialects and of the history of 

the language can only be undertaken with great difficulty and 
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uncertainty on the basis of these scattered, unmethodically 

reproduced specimens of the language. 

Nevertheless the explorers of the inhabited regions in the 

north deserve our gratitude for having taken down specimens 

of the native language in the parts which they visited, for many 

of these specimens are really of great interest for the compa- 

rison of the dialects. We must only remember, when we want 

to use them for this purpose that many accidental influences 

may have been brought to bear on the forms in which the 

words have been communicated to us. In most cases it is 

almost a matter of chance for the explorer’s untrained ear if 

he takes note of the phonetical differences between the dialects. 

Now he takes down the language from the mouth of the native, 

now from the mouth of the interpreter. The dialectal charac- 

teristics are especially apt to be effaced through the intervention 

of interpreters, who as a rule report what they hear of the 

strange dialect with the accent peculiar to their own idiom. 

Everything in the strange dialect is thus leveled down to the 

known dialect. 

Therefore if we take the trouble to study the traveler's 

specimens of the language which he has heard, we must always 

take into account not only his nationality, but also his own 

and his interpreters’ inaccuracies, misunderstandings and in- 

consistencies. If he was previously acquainted with any of the 

known dialects from books, for instance South Greenlandic, 

the new dialect which he hears will undoubtedly be colored 

for him by the dialect which he knew before, and he will 

of course use the orthography of the dialect he knows for 

reproducing the new one. It will be most convenient for him 

to overlook the small differences of dialect. 

But even if he should wish to note down these differences 

as the missionary does, yet it is not everyone that simply be- 

cause he wants to will be able to practise that fine art of 
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accurately distinguishing the sounds of a language and of ap- 

preciating the finest shades of articulation. It is not enough 

to draw up a table of the sound-symbols or letters of the 

alphabet used; the meaning of these symbols, that is to say, 

the articulation of each sound must be accurately described. 

But in order to give such a description, it is necessary, first, 

to observe correctly, and secondly, to describe competently. 

Well, it is the business of the scientific worker to be careful, 

and I have only ventured these remarks in order to justify the 

use which I in spite of everything have made of the specimens 

of the language given by travelers and the descriptions of the 

language written by missionaries. The paragraphs in which | 

especially treat the Eskimo dialects will show in how far I have 

dared to make use of these sources and what conclusions I 

could draw from them. I have felt in regard to them in about 

the same way — mutatis mutandis — as the historical philo- 

logist feels in regard to the alphabetical symbols in the old 

inscription which he is interpreting. On account of typogra- 

phical difficulties, I have not always been able to retain throughout 

the orthography used by the foreign author; in such cases, | 

have substituted for his symbols those of my own which I con- 

sidered most adequate. 

If I have thus been compelled to use the severest kind of 

criticism with respect to the works of others on this subject, 

| realize that the value of my own work will depend upon 

whether I have been equally critical with respect to it. I too 

in examining this language, which only a few years ago was 

unknown to me, have had to proceed from something known to 

something new and have had to see the latter in the light of 

the former. What mistakes and inaccuracies | may have been 

guilty of, future investigations of the subject will have to decide. 

To facts I willingly submit; but I think I have been ahead of 

previous investigators of this language in my theoretical know- 

ledge of the formation of speech-sounds in general and in my 
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scientific training in that group of the European languages to 

which my mother tongue belongs. 

In this work, I have tried to counteract all uncertainty and 

inaccuracy by aiming to give an exact description of the sounds 

of the language as I heard them, together with a consistent 

system of phonetical transcription. My sound-symbols were not 

unchangeably established all at once as if by manifest, but they 

were time and again altered and adjusted under the influence of 

my direct phonetical experiments in Greenland. They have been 

chosen with especial consideration for those sound-symbols 

which are gradually winning an established place in phonetical 

science. [ felt convinced that only by proceeding in accordance 

with that scientific tradition which has raised the science of 

phonetics to the place which it occupies today could I expect 

to make this work be of any importance for students of 

general comparative philology. Of course it was sometimes 

necessary for me to find a (new) particular symbol for a new 

sound of constant occurrence which I wished to isolate from 

the other better known sounds; at other times again I had 

begun by using an unusual symbol and ended by changing it 

to a more usual one, when I came to realize that the sound 

was after all nearly related to a known sound in a known 

language. Modern phonetical science, as is well known, chooses 

its sound-symbols as far as possible in agreement with the current 

or average usage of the symbols in the chief European languages 

(with the exception of Bell’s Visible Speech). I have of course 

followed this principle in reproducing the Eskimo speech-sounds ; 

I have also, like the phoneticians, taken the liberty of adopting 

some few symbols from other languages without regard for their 

peculiar use in the languages from which they are taken. I 

therefore want to caution here against any misunderstanding of 

the Greek letters which I have employed. The fact that I have 

used them does not imply that there is any special resemblance 

between the Eskimo and the Greek languages; À and » (just 



like the common phonetical symbol 7) etc. are merely outer 

symbols, merely disguises, and the reader must turn to the 

description of the sounds in order to learn what peculiarities 

in the Eskimo language are expressed by them. 

I hope that the system of symbols which I have used, far 

from hindering, rather will further the absorption of this group 

of languages into the large reservations of ready material for 

scientific research. 



IL. 

Historical data about the East Eskimo. 

Our knowledge about the early history of the Eskimo people 

and their language is not great, although they inhabit that part 

of the new world about which we have the earliest historical 

accounts; I have especially in mind the old Icelandic sagas 

and other works of Scandinavian historians. The historians of 

our own time and of the past century have with ever sharper 

and clearer judgment tried to determine the relations between 

the various old sagas, their sources, and their dating, until 

they have gradually succeeded in distinguishing between the 

authentic and the more incredible elements, and have thereby 

_ made it possible for us to use them in establishing historical 

data. The Eskimo themselves have next to nothing in the way 

of historical traditions and no chronology whatever. When 

they say that this or that event happened in olden days (#8а9), 

they may just as well be referring to the times of their grand- 

parents and their great grandparents as to the times of their 

ancestors who lived 1000 years ago. We can rather obtain 

certain information about the earlier homes and wanderings of 

this people through the accounts of the first discoverers than 

through the Eskimo people’s own traditions. I shall here limit 

myself to giving a survey of the information which has been 

obtained in earlier and later times about the Eskimo inhabitants 

of the coast of Davis Strait, and of those traces of the earliest 

communication with them which were preserved in traditions 
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on both sides of the Atlantic, even after the connection between 

the two worlds for a time had been broken off. 

In about the year 1133, the Icelandic priest named Ari 

borgilsson enn frodi wrote the first little book about Ice- 

land, which is still in existence and which contains among other 

things the earliest account of the discovery and settlement of 

Greenland’). We know that Ari’s authority for this account of 

Greenland was his uncle porkell Gellisson, whose information in 

turn goes back to one of the partieipants in the first expedition 

to Greenland. This expedition took place in 985. With respect 

to this matter, we read in Islendingabök, chapter 6: 

“The land- which is called Greenland was discovered and 

settled from Iceland. Eirikr the Red was the name of a man 

from Breidifjord, who traveled thither and took possession of 

land in that locality which is since then called Eiriksfjord. 

He gave the land a name and called it Greenland, and said 

that it would give people a desire to go there if the land had 

а good name. They found there, both in the eastern and western _ 

parts of the land, traces of human habitations and fragments 

of (skin-?)boats and stone implements, which indicates that the 

same kind of people has wandered there as settled Vineland, 

a people whom the Greenlanders call Scrælings. He began to 

settle the land 14 or 15 winters before Christianity was intro- 

duced here in Iceland, according to what was related to por- 

kell Gellisson in Greenland by a man who had followed Eirik 

the Red thither.” 

That the Scrælings in Greenland are identical with the 

ancestors of the present Greenlandie Eskimo inhabitants may 

*) Е. Jonsson: “Den oldnorske og oldislandske literaturs historie”, Gopen- 

hagen 1898, vol. И, p.354 fl. — Aris Islendingabok, ed. Е. Jonsson, 

Copenhagen 1887. 
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be considered as certain. If Aris information is reliable — and 

there is no reason to question it — there were already before 

the year 1000 A. D. Eskimo wanderers in the southern part of 

Greenland, but they did not settle down there. They must have 

preferred regions farther north, if they have not limited them- 

selves to a visit in Greenland. There is at all events reason 

to suppose that the Eskimo people in Greenland at that time 

consisted merely of some small hordes, which only shortly be- 

fore had come to the land, and who led a roaming life along 

the northernmost coasts. 

During the next few centuries after the year 1000, the 

Icelanders settled the southern part of the west coast, where 

numerous ruins around the fjords at the colonies Julianehaab 

(Osterbygd) and Godthaab (Vesterbygd) still bear evidence of 

the old Norse colonization’). From here proceeded the dis- 

covery of America. The first place where the Norsemen saw 

the Skrælings themselves was not on the coasts of Greenland, 

but on the coasts of the New World. 

Already in the year 999, Leif, the son of Erik the Red, 

had reached America, about 500 years before Columbus. The 

discovery was quite accidental, since Leif was on his way from 

Norway to Greenland, when a storm drove him over to unknown 

lands in the west, where he found ,,self-sown wheat-fields and 

grape-vines growing’. The returning discoverers’ accounts of 

these new regions, whose fame soon spread throughout the 

North, occasioned the big expedition which in 1003 started out 

from Vesterbygden in Greenland under the leadership of Thor- 

finn Karlsefni for the purpose of colonizing ‘‘Vineland”’, as 

the Norsemen called the southernmost part of the newly dis- 

covered land **). | 

*) Е. Jonsson: ‘“‘Grénlands gamle topografi efter kilderne. Osterbygden og 

Vesterbygden”. Meddelelser, Vol. 20 (1899). — K. J. V. Steenstrup: “Om 

Osterbygden”. Meddelelser, Vol. 9 (1889). 

**) Our chief source of information with respect to the Vineland expedition 

is Eireks saga rauda, Erik the Red’s saga, which we have in two 

XXXI. 9 
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There were three ships in all with 140 men. Their stay 

in America lasted three years. For various reasons, they did 

not succeed in founding a colony over there, perhaps especially 

because the aggressive attitude of the natives made the conditions 

too uncertain for them. After the plans for colonization had 

been given up, they returned to Greenland, bringing with them 

from Markland two Skræling children whom they had taken 

captive. ‘They taught them [the Icelandic] language and baptized 

them”, says the saga. 

The accounts of Vineland, Markland, and Helluland which 

are preserved in the sagas are in the main to be traced back 

to the participants in Thorfinn’s expedition who returned home. 

If there have been later expeditions to these lands from Green- 

land or Iceland, we have at all events no certain historical 

accounts of them. The designation Skrelings was probably 

first used as a general name applied to the native population 

found on the coasts of Markland and Vineland. With respect 

to the situation of these lands, the lately deceased Norwegian 

historian, G. Storm, has come to the result that Vineland 

corresponds to the present Nova Scotia together with Cape 

Breton Island, Markland (i. e. the woodland) to Newfoundland, 

Helluland to Labrador or possibly the northernmost part of 

Newfoundland *). 

old Icelandic manuscripts in the University Library in Copenhagen: 

1) Hauksbok (AM 544) written by Haukr Erlendsson about 1320, ed. by 

Det kgl. nordiske Oldskriftselskab, Copenhagen 1892—1896, 2) MS. AM 

557, 4t0 dating from the 15% C., whose original must have been written 

before 1300. — The accounts contained in Flateyarbok and in the so- 

called Grenlendinga pattr are not to be depended upon. — Eiriks 

Saga Rauda, ed. by G. Storm, Copenhagen, 1891. 

Gustav Storm: ‘“Studier over Vinlandsrejserne, Vinlands geografi og 

ethnografi.” Aarböger for nordisk Oldkyndighed, 2nd series, 2nd vol., 1889. 

— А. M. Reeves: “The Finding of Wineland the Good", London 1890. 

Jos. Fischer: ‘‘Die Entdeckungen der Normannen in Amerika”. Freiburg 

1902. “The Discoveries of the Norsemen in America”. London 1903. — 

The latitude of Vineland has been calculated on the basis of the saga's 

statements by the astronomers Geelmuyden and Phythian (America), who 

* 
— 
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With respect to the Skrælings in these lands, Storm has 

tried to prove that they were not Eskimo, but Indian tribes 

that the old discoverers came across. His arguments, how- 

ever, do not seem to me to be quite convincing, especially 

because the information given by the sagas about these natives 

is too scanty and too general to serve as a certain basis for 

any identification whatever. They might have been Eskimo as 

well as Indians; if the latter, then a tribe not known at present, 

which used skin-boats for rowing out on the open sea. For it 

is scarcely as insignificant a feature as Storm would make it 

out to be, when it is related in the saga that these Skrælings 

used skin-boats (huökeipar), just as at present the Eskimo and 

no other people do. This point is too characteristic to be 

accidental or erroneous. There is really most reason to assume 

that the Eskimo are meant, especially- since it seems certain 

that they have formerly dwelt farther south on the eastern 

coast of America than they do now. Now they are not found 

south of 47° N. lat. (Hamilton Inlet in Labrador) *). 

Read, for instance, Baron de Lahontan, the emigrant’s 

description of his travels, dating from about the year 1700, where 

he tells about the Eskimo in Canada, and you will already find 

them farther south on the map. I shall quote a part of this 

book, which gives a good idea of the way in which the French 

settlers looked upon the wild natives **): 

De Vautre côté du Fleuve (Saint Laurent) on voit la 
grande terre de Labrador ou des Eskimaux, qui sont des 
Peuples si féroces qu'on n'a jamais på les humaniser ....... 
Les Danois sont les premiers qui Vont découverte; elle est 

both independently of each other came to the result 49° N. lat. as the 

extreme northern limit to which the eykt and dagmäl-positions could 

refer (ef. Fischer u. s. р. 100). 

*) ef. F. Russel and H. M. Huxley: “A Comparative Study of the Physical 

Structure of the Labrador Eskimos and the New England Indians” 

(Proc. Amer. Assoc. for the Adv. of Science, Vol. 48, 1899). 

**) Baron de Lahontan: “Memoires de l'Amérique septentrionale”. 1703. 

Vol. II, р. 9 ff. 
9% 
~ 
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remplie de Ports, de Havres & de Bayes, où les Barques de 
Quebec ont accoûtumé d'aller faire la troque de peaux de 
Loups marins durant l'Eté avec ces Sauvages. Voici comment 
elle ce fait, dès que ces Barques ont moiiillé Vancre, ces Démons 
viennent à bord dans de petits Canots de peaux de Loups 
marins cousués ensemble, qui sont faits à peu près comme des 
navettes de tisseran, au milieu desquels on voit un trou en 
forme de celui d’une bourse où ils se renferment assis sur les 
talons avec des cordes. Ils rament de cette manière avec des 
petites palétes, tantôt a droit & tantôt à gauche, sans pancher 
le corps, crainte de renverser ...... Ils est constant qu'ils font 
plus de trente mille Combattants mais si lâches & si pol- 
trons que cing cens Clistinos de la Baye de Hudson ont ac- 
coûtumé d’en battre cinq ou six mille. Leur Païs est grand, 
car il s'étend depuis la Côte qui est vis à vis des Isles de 
Mingan, jusques au Détroit de Hudson. Ils passent tous les 
jours à l’Isle de Terre-Neuve par le Détroit de Bellisle qui 
n'a que sept lieuës de traverse, & s'ils ne viennent pas jusqu'à 
Plaisance, c'est qu'ils craignent Фу trouver d’autres Sauvages. 

Isles de Mingan is the name of some small islands in 

the Gulf of St. Lawrence between Anticosti Island and the 

northern shore. Here — at 50° N. lat. — was the southern 

limit for the Eskimo in the year 1700. To the west, lived the 

Papinaki Indians of the Algonkin Tribe. That the Eskimo fre- 

quently made expeditions to Newfoundland we also know from 

the first missionaries who came to Labrador (1764) *). 

There are traces which point perhaps still farther south. 

In the earlier home of the Micmac Indians in New Brunswick, 

south of the St. Lawrence River, lies a little river at 46° 40! 

N. lat. called Nipisiguit**), a name which to a striking degree 

*) D. Crantz: Historie von Grönland (1770) Vol. Ш, p.313: “Ich habe auf 

der Nordost-Huk von Terre Neuve, wo sie [the Eskimos] doch nur 

des Handelns oder Stehlens halber von Labrador herüber kommen, un- 

gefähr 200 gesehen” (cf. pp. 297—298, 318). 

Thus on a map of Canada, signed Echelles 1755, in the Royal Library 

of Copenhagen, Atlas American Tom. LI, no. 41. — Likewise in the 

synoptic map in compte rendu du Congrès International des American- 

istes, Copenhague 1883. — On a map signed Carte du Canada etc. par 

Guillaume de l'Isle (Amsterdam). Atlas American Tom. LI, no. 40, 

‘Labrador is designated as terre des Eskimeaux, and in the south-western 

part of Newfoundland stands “Grands Eskimeaux”. 

LE] 

— 
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resembles the Greenlandic place-name Nepisät*), which signi- 

fies "the wolf fish” (Nipisiguit = the small wolf fish?). — Also 

such a place-name as Tadoussak**) west of the Papinaki's 

territory looks very Eskimoic. They may be Eskimo names 

adopted by the Indians who .came later, and which thus testify 

to the fact that the territory of the Eskimo in earlier times 

stretched farther south (and west) than it does now. 

Of more curiosity than historical value is the tradition 

about the four words of the Skræling language which the cap- 

tive Skræling children taught the. old Norse sailors. Such 

foreign words which are handed down from mouth to mouth 

through long periods of time cannot possibly avoid becoming 

strongly corrupted. Storm thought he. was able to show a гезет- 

blance between them and some few insignificant remains which 

have been preserved of an Indian language formerly spoken in 

Newfoundland (the Beothuks belonging to the Micmac Tribe of 

Indians). But it is daring to build any argument on such unsafe 

ground. It would be quite a different matter if the words 

handed down reminded us of a language which is now spoken 

and well-known, as for instance the Eskimo language. But on 

the other hand, the reasons for assuming them to be Eskimo 

are so slight that they can scarcely be taken into consideration. 

I can only state that all in all there is no reason why the 

Skræling words in question should not have been Eskimo ***). 

*) In Poul Egede's: “‘Efterretninger om Grönland” (Journal 1721—1788): 

Nippiset, Nepisene (pp. 25, 180, 229). 

**) Lahontan, v.s. Vol. II, Carte generale. 

***) The words occur with the following variants in the old manuscripts: 

the name of the children’s mother Vetilldi (Vætthildi, Vetthildi, Veihildi, 

Veinhildi), the name of their father: Uvege (Vegi, Agi, Ovegi, Ovæe) 

the names of their ‘kings’: Avaldamon (Avalldumon, Avalldaina, 

Avalldania) and Valldidida (Avaldidida), ef. ‘“Grönlands historiske 

Mindesmærker” Vol. I, p.437. In the Eskimo language, wva means that 

there! (something pointed at with the finger or indicated with the eye), 

uve, husband, ava, north, the suffix -miut or -miun, inhabitants of a 
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Thus there is neither linguistically, geographically nor his- 

torically any objection to be urged against the supposition that 

the Skrælings, whom the old Icelanders in the saga claim to 

have seen on the coasts of Newfoundland and Nova Scotia about 

the year 1000, really were Eskimo. 

When did the Norsemen first come across the Eskimo in 

Greenland? 

In ‘‘Speculum regale”, which otherwise carefully and at 

length describes the curiosities of Greenland, there is not the 

slightest indication of the existence of Skrælings. This work 

was written about 1250 *). 

But not long after this we have the first account of how 

fresh traces of Skrælings had been found in the north of 

Greenland. This is the account given by the Icelandic ‘‘légmadr” 

Haukr Erlendsson, who in the year 1320 collected and copied 

historical documents referring to Iceland and Norway”*). His 
Lis. 

work (Hauksbök) contained a letter***), where it was indirectly 

stated that the Norse Greenlanders were accustomed to start 

out on long expeditions toward the north from their colonies in 

South Greenland. This is confirmed by some extant fragments 

of a couple of sagas which are otherwise lost. They tell us 

that all the stårbændr (chief landowners) in Greenland owned 

big ships which had been built to be sent to the northern 

place, -mut or -mun: to, toward. There are elements in the four 

Skreling words which remind us of these Eskimo words. 

*) F. Jonsson. “Den oldnorske og oldislandske litteraturs historie” (1898), 

Vol. II, р. 995. 

**) Ibid. Vol. Il, p.594. 

***) Hauksbök, ed. Copenhagen 1892—96, р. 500. — Grönlands historiske 

Mindesmerker, Vol. Ш, pp. 239 ff. — Antiquitates Americanæ, Hafniæ 

1837, рр. 269—276 The letter is preserved in only one copy made by 

the Icelander Björn Jonsson (1574—1656). 
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settlements (Norôrseta) for hunting. and fishing; they had huts 

up north, partly in Greipar and partly in Kröksfjardar- 

heidi (Kroks Fjord’s Heath); up there they got train-oil, for the 

sealing was better there than in South Greenland; melted seal- 

fat was poured into the skin-boats and further prepared; drift 

timber came in great quantities from the bays of Markland"). 

I shall give the letter in an English rendering: 

“This account wrote the priest Haldor from Greenland 

to the former Greenlandic priest Arnaldr, who had then become 

king Magnus Hakonson’s court-priest on board the knar (large 

ship), on which Bishop Olafr traveled to Greenland. That 

summer when the priest Arnald left Greenland and they suffered 

shipwreck at Hitarnes on the (western**)) coast of Iceland, there 

were found out in the sea some pieces of timber which had been 

hewn with small hatchets or adzes, and among them one in 

which there sat tooth-wedges and bone-wedges. This summer 

there also came people from Nordrseta, who had traveled farther 

north than there had hitherto been any account of. They 

found no indications that Skrelings had stayed there, except 

at Kroksfjardarheidi, and people are of the opinion that it 

must be the shortest way for them (the Skrelings) to go, no 

matter where they come from. Thereupon the priests sent a 

ship toward the north, in order to have investigations made 

with regard to conditions north of the most distant region which 

they had yet visited; but they sailed away from Kröksfjardar- 

heidi, until they lost sight of the coast. Then there came a south 

wind against them together with darkness, and they had to let 

the ship drift with the wind; but when the storm had passed 

and it became light again, they saw many islands and all kinds 

of game, both seals and whales and a large number of bears. 

They came right into the bay (hafsbotninn), and then they 

*) Grönl. hist. Mindesmerker Vol. Ш, рр. 243—244. 

**) K. Kaalund: Historisk-topografisk Beskrivelse af Island (Kbh. 1879—1882) 

vol. I, р. 401. 
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lost sight of the whole land, both the southern stretch of coast 

and the glaciers; but south of them there were also glaciers as 

far as they could see. There they found some indications that 

the Skrelings had formerly stayed in these places; but on 

account of the bears, they could not go ashore. Then they sailed 

back in three days, and there [i.e. in the place where they came] 

they found some remains after the Skrelings, when they came 

to some islands south of Snefjall. After that they sailed south 

to Kroksfjardarheidi, a good day’s rowing, Jakobsmassday ; it 

froze there then at nights, but the sun shone both night and day, 

and it was no higher when it was in the south than that, when 

a man laid himself crosswise in a six-oared boat, stretched out 

against the railing, then the shadow of the railing which was 

nearest to the sun fell on his face; but at midnight it was as 

high as it is at home in the colony, when it is in the north- 

west. Then they traveled home to Gardar”. 

That summer when the Norse explorers came home from 

regions farther north than had previously been known can be 

exactly dated, because we are told that it happened about the 

same time as the shipwreck at Hitarnes, and this is known to 

have occurred in the year 1266*. The Skrelings themselves 

had not been seen; but the manner in which they are spoken 

about throughout the whole letter indicates that the Norsemen 

had the impression that they were in the vicinity of them. 

Perhaps the expedition mentioned in the letter, which was sent 

out to the northernmost regions by Greenlandic priests, was 

partly occasioned by fear of the Skrelings, or by a desire to 

become more closely acquainted with their places of habitation. 

Where are Kréksfjardarheidi and Snefjall? — The first 

of these, if it is not named after a man, must suggest a fjord 

with a remarkable bend (krökr), surrounded by desolate highlands 

*) The Icelander Björn Jonsson’s Annals of Greenland, in Grönl. hist. 

Mindesmærker, Vol. I, р. 83 ff., Ш, р. 6 ff. 
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(heidi); the second suggests a conspicuous mountain with eternal 

snow, north of this fjord. The distance between them is design- 

ated as а day’s rowing. There is every reason to believe that 

this Nordrseta (= northern settlement), where the Norsemen of 

South Greenland had erected summer dwellings, and which they 

visited every summer for the sake of the good sealing, was 

situated on the Greenland side, and not on the west side 

of Davis Strait, where there is always dangerous and difficult 

sailing*). The northernmost known monument of Norse origin 

is a stone with a runic inscription, which was found on the 

little island Kingittorsuaq (72° 55’ N. lat., about 16 miles 

northwest of Upernavik), and was in 1824 deposited in the 

National Museum in Copenhagen“). The inscription simply 

gives the names of the 3 men who “‘raised this cairn and cut 

the inscription, Saturday after Gagnday (April 25)”. The year 

is uncertain. This stone was no doubt raised. in memory of 

an unusual expedition, as a testimony to how far north the 

three men had penetrated. Kroksfjord must have been farther 

south***). I make a guess that Umanak Fjord (71° N.) is the 

one in question. The special krékr might perhaps be looked 

for in Uwkusissät Fjord, either east of Svartenhuk Peninsula, 

or at the inner end of the fjord. Is Snefjall Cape Svartenhuk 

or a mountain farther north (Qaersorsuaq close to Upernavik?)? 

Hafsbotninn “Вау of the sea” naturally makes us think of Mel- 

ville Bay. It is possible that the other places are to be located 

farther north. But it seems certain that the Skrelings had not 

yet settled south of Kröksfjord in the year 1266. 

In the light of this fully credible account of the expedition 

*) Prof. Finnur Jonsson, with whom I had a conversation with reference 

to this subject, expressed himself as decidedly in favour of this opinion. 

“*) Gr. hist. Mindesmærker III, р. 843, Plate IX, fig. 3. — Lelewell: Geographie 

du moyen âge, Vol. IV, 1852, p. 77. 

I venture this assertion in spite of the fact that the astronomical cal- 

culation which is based upon the old account of the sun's position 

points to a higher latitude (Gr. hist. Mindesmærker Vol. Ill, р. 885). 

MP) 
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in 1266, that description of the Eskimo which is found in the 

so-called Historia Norwegiæ becomes more valuable. This 

work, which was found in the form of a manuseript in Scot- 

land in 1849, and whose original the historians conjecture to 

have been written in the 13% C.*), contains, among other things, 

a geographical description of the northern lands. ‘Beyond the 

Greenlanders toward the north”, we are told, ‘‘the hunters come 

across a kind of small people called Seraelings: when they are 

wounded alive, their wound becomes white without any issue of 

blood, but the blood scarcely ceases to stream out of them when 

they are dead. They have no iron whatever and use whale- 

teeth for missile-weapons and sharp stones for knives.” This 

certainly seems to indicate, as Fischer thinks”*), that already in 

the 13 C., the Norsemen and the Skrælings had come into 

conflict with each other in North Greenland. They must have 

been seen not far north of Kroksfjord about the year 1300; the 

Norsemen there prevented them from proceeding farther for the 

time being. 

Now it is strange that just exactly from the region about 

Umanak Fjord we have a tradition which treats of the Green- 

landers’ fight on the ice with the old Norsemen (gawAunarit). 

This tradition was sent to Dr. Rink in the years 1861—63 by 

the ‘‘kateket” Abraham Eliasen of Umanak, who had written it 

down”). In it, the Greenlanders are called innwit, not kala: iit, 

as in South Greenland. According to the tradition, it seems to 

have been the Norsemen who gave rise to the struggle, because 

they had pursued some little girls who had been out to fetch 

water. These girls came running home and shouted, “They are 

*) Е. Jønsson: Den oldnorske og oldisl. Litteraturs Historie (1900) Vol. II, 

p. 602. — G. Storm: Monumenta historica Norwegicae. Christiania 1888. 

The above quotation is found in this work pp. 76 and 205. 

**) J. Fischer, u. 3. р. 64. 

***) Rink: Eskimoiske Eventyr og Sagn. Copenhagen 1866, p.354, ef. pp. 362 ff. 

and p. 206. — Tales and Traditions of the Eskimo. London 1875, 

p. 320—21. 
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attacking us!” The Greenlanders fled and hid themselves between 

the heaps of stones, yet the Norsemen managed to get hold of 

some of them and maltreated them. The Greenlanders, however, 

by means of artifice, lured their enemies out on the slippery 

fjord-ice, where they could not stand firmly, and thus the 

Skrelings succeeded in overcoming them one at a time and 

killed them all. — This is the only tradition that has been 

found in North Greenland about the old Norsemen. We shall 

see later that in South Greenland are preserved more abundant 

traditions about them. 

In the course of the 14 C., the Greenland Eskimo gradually 

moved farther south, either because the Norsemen ceased their 

expeditions to the north so that the way to the south lay open 

to them, or because the Eskimo population had increased — 

perhaps through new immigrations from the north. At all events, 

the Eskimo had begun to come into closer contact with the 

Norse inhabitants. The first encounter between them that we 

hear about took place in 1379, when the invading people made 

a hostile attack on the Norsemen, of course this first time on 

the northernmost colony (Vesterbygd, or now Godthaab), 

killed 18 men and took 2 boys captive, whom they kept as 

slaves”). Then they withdrew again toward the north. 

That Vesterbygd was completely destroyed by the Skrælings, 

we know from Ivar Bardsson (Bardtszen or Bere), who after 

1341 was for many years the director of the bishop’s estate, 

Gardar, in Greenland, and to whom we are indebted for а topo- 

graphical description of Greenland, which was probably written 

down on the basis of his oral communications after his return 

to Norway (about 1370) **). “Now the Skrelings possess all 

*) According to the account in the Icelandic annals, ef. Gr. hist Mind. III, 

р. 32, year 1379: “Skrelingjar herjudu 4 Grœnlendinga ok dräpu af 

peim 18 menn ok töku tvo sveina ok prælkudu”. 

**) Е. Jonsson: “Den islandsk-grönlandske Kolonis historie” (Nordisk Tid- 

skrift for Vetenskap, Konst och Industri 1893). — Ivar's description is 
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Vesterbygd”, we read here. Ivar himself had been one of the 

men in Greenland whom the governor had appointed to go to 

Vesterbygd to expel the Skrælings. They found Vesterbygd 

entirely laid waste and completely deserted, so it seems as if 

the Skrelings, for the time being, had withdrawn. 

The next account that we have of a conflict between 

Skrelings and Norsemen goes back to the year 1418. In a 

bull by Pope Nicolai V dated Sept. 20, 1448*), it is stated 

that “the barbarians from the adjacent coasts of the heathen 

arrived 30 years ago with a fleet, attacked the Norman popula- 

tion, destroyed a number of their churches and took many 

captives. But most of these captives returned later from their 

captivity and reconstructed their dwellings”. — The attack this 

time was on Osterbygd, and, as it is seen, the population 

here was not altogether exterminated, but recovered again, even 

if it was only to die a lingering death. 

At that time, the communication with Iceland and Norway 

had already long been inconsiderable. This is evident from the 

scarcity of information about the ships which sailed to Green- 

land. According to the Icelandic annals, there came a ship to 

Straumsfjord in Iceland in 1347, which was on the way from 

Greenland to Markland (Newfoundland), but which had been 

driven by a storm to Iceland. In 1368, a ship brought the 

last bishop (Alfr) to Greenland. He lived there ten years, but 

the news of his death did not rearch Norway until in the year 

1383”). In 1385 it is related that four ships sailed to Green- 

land and remained there two winters. One of them was com- 

manded by Bjérn Einarson Jorsalafari, who in Greenland 

took two young “trolls”, that is, Eskimos, to himself”). 

found in Gr. hist. Mindesm. Ш, р. 248 Й., ef. pp. 461 ff. and in Med- 

delelser о. Gr. ХХ, р. 322 ff. 

*) Liber XXIII, Registri Bullarum р. 251, ef. Gr. hist. Mindesm. III, 166, 466. 

**) F. Jonsson: Den isl.-grönl. kolonis historie p. 543, in Nordisk Tidskrift 

för Vetenskap, Konst och Industri. 1893. 

***) Gr. hist. Mindesm. Ш, 437. On the way home from Jerusalem, he lost 
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In the years 1406 and 1410 there are again accounts of 

voyages to Greenland, but they are the last that are historically 

certain. Yet the papal bull quoted above assumes that the 

connection between the Norse colony and the rest of Europe 

was still unbroken in the middle of the 15 Century, and 

that the colony had not yet at that time been exterminated. 

— From about the year 1450 we also have an account of a 

certain Björn Thorleifson, who was wrecked on the coast of 

Greenland and was rescued by two trolls*), and just as mythical 

are the accounts of the expeditions of the ‘‘pirates”, Pining 

and Pothorst, to Greenland about the year 1490”). — Finally 

must be mentioned the document brought to light by Jelié, 

which was written by Pope Alexander VI (1492 or 1493)***), 

and according to which there had come no ship to the Green- 

landic colony in 80 years; as a result, the colony had fallen 

into misery; now a bishop was to be appointed to go over there 

and bring them help. But there is no indication that this plan 

was carried out. 

his way and came to Greenland: “The Greenlanders made Björn Bonde 

a grant of Eriksfjord’s district while he stayed there [and helped him 

in several other ways}. At last he was benefited by the chance that 

he had happened to rescue two trolls, a young boy and his sister, from 

a rock which was washed over by the sea at high tide. They took an 

oath of allegiance to him and from that time he did not lack provi- 

sions, for they were experienced in all kinds of hunting and fishing, 

no matter what he needed or desired. The girl-troll considered it the 
greatest favour when she was allowed to carry and pet the little boy 

baby which her mistress had just given birth to. She also wanted to 

wear a head-dress which resembled that of her mistress, but she made 
it of whale’s gut. This brother and sister killed themselves and threw 
themselves down from the cliffs into the sea, when they were prohibited 

from following along with Björn Bonde, their beloved master, to 

Iceland.” No one who knows the Eskimo will doubt that the trolls here 

mentioned were Eskimo, 

*) Gr. hist Mindesm. Ш, 468 ff. 

**) Gr. hist. Mindesm. III, 475—481. (Olaus Magnus.) 

***) Quoted by Fischer u.s. рр. 49 ff. 
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This was the state of knowledge about Greenland at the end 

of the middle ages, at the dawn of the era of great discoveries. 

By this time all connection between Greenland and the Scandi- 

navian countries had probably been broken off, and the tradi- 

tion about it was very vague. The name ‘‘Skrælings” does not 

occur outside of the Icelandic-Norwegian saga literature”). But 

in foreign works of that period, the inhabitants of Greenland 

are spoken of as pygmies or as pirates, and the reference is 

undoubtedly to Eskimo immigrants. Just as it must be supposed 

that the knowledge about Greenland and adjacent lands kept its 

firmest hold on the memory in the northern countries, so it is 

also probable that it was from there that it spread to the south, 

where it left traces in the old maps and geographies. 

At all events, mediæval cartography shows one certain in- 

stance of the direct influence exerted by northern tradition on 

the cosmography of the period, as represented in the so-called 

Ptolemaic maps and the old Italian Portulans. I refer to the 

change which took place in the cosmographical representation 

of the northernmost parts of the world, after Cardinal Filiaster 

in Nancy had become acquainted with the Danish ‘‘mathematicus”, 

i.e. drawer of maps, Claudius Clavus (Niger). He had, 

as it seems, been asked by the Danish king, Erik of Pome- 

rania, to draw a map, and after that he traveled abroad”*). Ac- 

cording to G.Storm***), he is supposed to have made a stay in 

Italy about 1425, and he may there have become acquainted 

with the Ptolemaic maps, precious things, which were probably 

not accessible in Denmark at that time. What Clavus knew 

*) The first time it again turns up is on a map drawn by a Scandinavian 

historian, Olaus Magnus (Historia de gentium septentrionalium variis 

conditionibus. Basel 1567). Under Greenland is found the following 

inscription: Hie habitant Pygmei vulgo Screlinger dicti (cf. Nordenskiöld: 

Studier och forskninger. Stockholm 1884, р. 34 ff). 

**) Е. Erslev: “Jylland”. Copenhagen 1886, р. 136. 

***) In Ymer 1891, cf. J. Fischer, u.s. р. 66. 
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from home about the north, he may have added to the old 

maps while he was in Italy. 

We see the result a short time after, namely in the well- 

known, valuable Ptolemaeus MS, which Cardinal Filiaster 

caused to be made in the year 1427, and which is now pre- 

served in the City Library of Nancy. On the map of the 

northern regions which is found there”), the northern lands, 

including Greenland, are surprisingly correct in form and situation, 

when compared with the older maps. There are indications 

enough that this change is due to the Danish map-drawer, 

whether Filiaster has directly employed him to draw this map 

for him, or he has only used a copy of one of Clavus’s own 

maps. For a time, this new type of map was continually in 

conflict with the old. The incorrect representation was repeated 

in later editions of Ptolemaeus (Nic. Donis or, as Fischer calls 

him, Donnus Nikolaus, Ulm 1482 and 1486), and seems even 

still later to have become especially wide-spread through Wald- 

seemiiller’s map of the world 1507 **). 

Glavus’s map, on the other hand, forms the basis of that 

representation of the northernmost parts of the world given on 

Joh. Schöner’s globes, which in turn have influenced Merkator's 

and Ortelius’s later cartographical works (through Waldseemüller’s 

Carta marina 1516, where Greenland is correctly placed***). 

Also that map of the northern lands from the Zamoisky Library 

in Warschau, which Nordenskiöld has called attention to, as 

likewise several Florentine manuscript-maps from the 15™ С. 

belong to this type+), which, however, first became firmly 

established at the appearance of the Zeno map in 1558. 

Of great interest are the place-names which are found 

*) A good facsimile of it together with the inscriptions is to be found in 

Nordenskiöld: Studier och forskninger, Stockholm 1883, pp. 62 И. 

**) Fischer, u. 3. pp. 86 ff. 

<=) Ib. pp. 95—97. 

+) Ш. pp. 71—72. 
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attached to the northern lands on this type of map, and which 

have proved to be pure Danish words*). A list of these with 

variants from various Italian editions is found, for instance, in 

Nordenskiôld's Periplus. With respect to the names in Green- 

land, which are especially attached to rivers and promontories, 

they appear to be pretty corrupt and the majority of them have 

never been satisfactorily interpreted. The name Nice-fluvius 

given to one of the southernmost rivers on the west coast 

undeniably suggests the Old Norse hnisa, a porpoise (delphinus 

phocaceus), which to this day occurs in the Greenlandic Eskimo 

language as an old Scandinavian loan-word with its original 

meaning retained. If this is accidental or not must still remain 

an open question. 

On the Nancy map, we read at the top to the left, in the 

northernmost part of Greenland: ‘‘Carelorum infidelium regio 

maxime septentrionalis”, ,,the region of the heathen Careli 

fartherst north”. Both Storm and Fischer maintain that Norden- 

skiöld was wrong when he assumed this to refer to the Finnish 

Careli. For they had already before the end of the 13% С. 

been converted to Christianity by Thorgil Knutson, so that the 

expression “heathen” would no longer apply to them, to say 

nothing of the fact that their land lay elsewhere. The heathen 

Careli in Greenland cannot be anything but the Eskimo. 

Claudius Clavus knew more about them than what has 

been adopted in the Nancy Codex. He is especially mentioned 

in Schoner’s and Irenicus’s geographical works from the 

16" С. as their authority”) for their accounts of Greenland. 

*) Thus for instance the rivers from Lifland and farther north: fursta fl., 

avenas fl., trediena fi., fierdas fl. (i. e. first, second, third, fourth river). 

**) These two unique passages deserve to be quoted here: 

Franciscus Irenicus: Germaniae exegeseos volumina XII. Hage- 

noae (i.e. Hagenau in Elsass) 1518: “Grolandiae praeterea insulae 

Chersonesus dependet a terra inaccessibili a parte versus septentrionem 

vel ignota propter glaciem. Proficiscuntur tamen Caroli infideles 

quotidie cum exercitu in Grolandiam et hoc absque dubio ex altera 
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They relate how the heathen Careli every day come with their 

military force from the unknown regions of the north to Green- 

land. They are dwarfs who use skin-boats. Claudius Clavus 

himself had seen some of them, who had been taken captive 

on the sea in a little skin-boat, which was at that time still 

preserved in the cathedral at Nidaros (Drontheim in Norway). 

In the same place, there is also a long skin-boat which had 

been seized in olden times together with some pygmies. 

This is the first time we have distinet mention of the big 

and the little skin-boat, the kajak and the umiak. The 

account agrees in a remarkable manner with the information 

given by the Swedish historian Olaus Magnus. He writes in 

his Historia de gentium septentrionalium variis conditionibus 

(Rome 1555, Basil 1567) in Book II, Ch. 9, that he himself 

in the year 1505 säw two skin-boats fastened to the wall, as if 

for display, over the west entrance of Oslo (Drontheim) Cathe- 

dral, and that these boats had been seized from the natives of 

Greenland in the days of King Hakon (probably Hakon IV, who 

reigned in Norway from 1355 to 1380). Of no less interest is 

his description of the human habitations which are seen on 

the coast of Greenland and ‘which resemble hulls of ships 

with the keel uppermost; they are built of the ribs of whales 

and are covered with moss and heather’. Above the chapter: 

parte poli septentrionalis. Non igitur Oceanus alluit limen terrae 

recte sub polo ut omnes priscorum auctores profitentur veluti honestis- 

те nobis Niger mathematicus ostendit.” (Liber X, р. CC.) 

J. Schoner: Luculentissima quaedam terrae totius descriptio 1519: 

“Et ab illis [seil. Uildlappmanni in Pilappelandia] ad occasum mo- 

rantur Pigmei parvi longitudine cubitales quos vidit Claudius Chlaus 

Niger captos in mari in navicula modica de corio praeparata, quae 

hac nostra tempestate in ecclesia Cathedrali Nodrosiae reservatur. 

Habent ibidem navem longam etiam de corio quae quondam cum 

Pigmeis etiam сари erat. Haec itaque portio plarte] maxima Ptho- 

Цетаео] incognita permansit. Sunt utique asperrimae et frigidissimae 

montuosae et sylvestres ac nemorosae regiones, quarwm incolae plus 
de piscatura et venatione vivunt quam de pane, quia raro ibi annona 

ob frigoris excellentiam.” (Regiones asperrimae.) 

XXXI: 3 
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De pygmaeis Gruntlandiae is an illustration representing a 

European fighting with a native dwarf (Eskimo). 

Thus we have found evidence of the advance of the Eskimo 

along the west coast of Greenland all the way from the account 

in Historia Norwegiæ dating from the 13% C. down to these 

late accounts from the 16% С. 

However scattered and unsatisfactory they are, yet they 

furnish certain proof that all the way down to the beginning 

of the new era, indeed far into the 16% C., there still continued 

to exist a living tradition in the Scandinavian lands about 

Greenland and about its strange inhabitants, who had gradually 

penetrated into the land from the north. 

The Eskimo invasion of Greenland did not take place 

without some bloody conflicts, which, considering this race's 

cowardly character, explain why it took such a long time for 

them to penetrate to the southernmost part of Greenland. The 

invasion has probably taken place through repeated advances 

from the west, which have been occasioned by shiftings in the 

territory of the more western Eskimo. It is possible that in 

South Greenland they. have mingled with the few Norsemen who 

still remained there after all communication with the rest of 

the world had ceased. 

It was at this point that English sailors, driven by the 

hope of finding a new way to India, rediscovered Greenland, 

and brought home fresh accounts of the land (Frobisher’s 

first voyage 1576, John Davis’s first voyage 1585). Herewith 

begins a new section of the history of this land and its in- 

habitants. 
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The only place, so far as I know, within Eskimo territory, 

where there are certain traces of the old Norsemen, is in 

the southernmost part of the west coast of Greenland. Here 

are to be seen, as has been mentioned, a large number of 

ruins of Icelandic origin, which were examined in 1880 by 

С. Holm”) and more recently by Dan. Bruun”). In this district 

also, Dr. Rink, in about the year 1850, wrote down 5 old 

Eskimo tales about the first and last conflicts between the two 

peoples***). Internal evidence in these tales shows that it is 

really the old Icelanders that are meant, and not later dis- 

coverers; among other things, the name of one of the old Norse 

chiefs Olave (Old Norse Olafr) is preserved, which indicates 

that the tradition of these tales is at least 500 years old. 

Finally, in the South Greenlandic language, there are some 

words which can and may be Norse loanwords. Hans Egede 

already calls attention to this fact}). They are all (with the 

exception of kona) words which in form stand isolated in the 

Greenlandic language, and they are not used much outside 

of South Greenland. kona (Egede’s vocab.) = mulier, uxor, is 

no longer used and was a rare word already in Egede’s time ++). 

But its existence is also testified to by Olearius’s list of words 

(Копа) from 1656. From Old Norse kona (woman)? sava or savag, 

a sheep, (Fabricius’s vocab.), игза ог nisaq, a porpoise, kuan-eq, 

angelica archangelica, could correspond to Old Norse saudr 
~ 

*) Meddelelser om Grönland VI, 1883. 

**) Ib. XVI, 1896. 

***) H. Rink: Esk. eventyr og sagn 1866. — Tales and Traditions of the 

Eskimo (Edinburgh and London 1875) no. 3—4. 

“Det gamle Grønlands nye Perlustration” 1729 (written 1724): “It is 

quite certain that these present Greenlandic inhabitants, as far as 

the west coast is concerned, are principally the descendants of the 

old so-called Skrelings. But that some of the Norsemen have mixed 
with them and become naturalized in the course of time may be con- 

cluded from some few Norse words, agreeing with our language both 

in form and meaning.” (p. 23.) 

Tt) u. 3. р. 64. 

4 
| 
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(gen. sauda), hnisa and hvönn (plur. hvannir) New Norwegian 

kvanne. The presence of these same words in the language 

of Labrador may be explained by the fact that the first mission- 

aries, who came from Greenland, introduced them there. The 

meaning of kwan-eq in Labrador, however, is not angelica, but 

a kind of edible seaweed, and sava has there the form sa-qaq 

(vocab. saugak). 

kala-leg, a South Greenlander, just about corresponds to 

Old Norse skreling*), which, when pronounced by a Green- 

lander, would become *sakalarleg. The first thing that might 

make the connection between these two words seem doubtful 

is the absence of the first syllable (sa-) in the Eskimo word, 

but the Greenlanders themselves explained to Egede that they 

were called by that name by the old Norsemen (cf. Egede’s 

vocab. under kardlek, Groenlandus indigena. Ita vocatus se 

dictitant a priscis Christianis, terre hujus qvondam incolis). 

In Iceland, the word at present signifies: a churl, a coarse 

brutal person. In Denmark, it is rather used of a cowed or 

effeminate person and is perhaps connected with the adjective 

skral. The etymology is uncertain, and the Danish and Ice- 

landic words are possibly to be traced to different origins. In 

Icelandic, it seems most plausible to connect it with skrekr, 

scream, and skrekja, to scream (Fritzner’s dictionary); in 

modern Norwegian, there is a word skrææla — Swedish and 

Danish skräle, to squall (denominative-of skräl); the last 

word is not known from the Old Icelandic language, but still 

it may have existed there once and have given rise to the 

Greenlandic name. The first discoverers of modern times often 

tell about the noise and screams which the Eskimo raised at 

the sight of them, for instance John Davis on his first voyage 

(1585): “The people of the countrey hauing espied us, mad a 

lamentable noise, as we thought, with great outcries and 

*) Fritzner's Dictionary has also the form skrelingr once (Chron. Nor- 

vegiæ). 
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skreechings: we hearing them, thought it had bene the houling 

of хошез” *). — If it is permissible to draw any conclusion’ 

from Claudius Clavus’s Careli, and if this name has not 

simply been transferred to Greenland from the Careli of Fin- 

land, one cannot but wonder at the strong resemblance between 

this name and Egede’s kararleg; r no doubt stands for a point 

r, so that the word in reality almost coincides with the other 

existing form kalarleg. Where has Clavus, who seems to have 

been so unusually well informed in matters of Greenlandic 

geography, got this form of the name? Is it possible that 

already at that time the Eskimo kara’leg was known in the 

northern countries alongside of the Icelandic-Norwegian skræ- 

ling or skreling? If so, the uncertainty of the origin of 

the name would only be increased, and there would be one 

more reason for supposing that it is originally an Eskimo word 

which has been adopted by the Scandinavians and by false 

etymology changed to skreling. Yet the phonetical characteris- 

tics of the two languages make this hypothesis too seem rather 

uncertain. If, however, this word has been adopted in the 

Eskimo language from the Icelandic, it must have lost its 

initial s early. 

We may no doubt take for granted that communication 

between the various Eskimo tribes was greater, perhaps 

far greater, in earlier times than at present””). The accounts of 

*) Hakluyt Voyages Ш, р. 134, cf. Frobisher's second voyage 1577, ib. р. 101. 

**) It is suggestive to read in Cranz about how the Labrador Eskimo, 

when the missionaries for the first time mentioned the Greenlanders 

and said that they came from the Ката’, immediately seemed to 

know this name and shouted: “the Kara lit up north there are 

evil people”. This idea that the Kara‘lit were a people who lived in the 

north, leads us to a surmise as to whether this name could have come 

to the Labrador Eskimo from the north, through communication north of 

the Strait. D. Cranz: Der Grönländischen Historie (1770) Ш, pp. 298 ff. 
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the Egedes about the expeditions of the Greenlanders give us 

that impression, and it is confirmed by information in later 

works about those Eskimo who have not yet been hemmed in 

by Christian civilization, but who have kept intact the free 

habits of their ancestors. Both Bessels and Peary relate that 

on the Greenland side of Smith Sound, they found families 

who had come there from Ellesmere Land from the west; 

thus came Itokirssuk (i. e. 2#{ogerssog, he who stammers 

in speaking) in 1868 together with several others from Baffin 

Land. Peary mentions that twice within the memory of living 

men has there been immigration from western tribes*). Since 

neither Inglefield (1852) nor Sverdrup (1899—1902) came across 

any Eskimo on the coasts of Ellesmere Land or in Jones 

Sound, the immigrating families must have come from some 

place still farther away (Baffins Land?). ‘‘The Smith Sound 

Eskimo”, writes Kroeber, ‘‘call these western people Adlet”; 

then, having mentioned a number of differences between 

the two tribes, he continues: ‘‘In the language, too, the 

Adlet are said to differ from the Smith Sound tribe. When 

Qumunapik first arrived at Smith Sound, he needed signs 

to make himself understood. Instead of “паза” he said 

“häka” or “‘haiqa’” for “по” (Baffin Land “адаг”).” — Fr. Boas, 

the distinguished investigator of the Eskimo in Baffins Land, 

relates **) that the southernmost inhabitants of this island cross 

Lancaster Sound at the approach of winter, and pass the winter 

on the east side of North Devon. ‘‘While here, they keep up 

some intercourse with the inhabitants of Umingman Nuna 

(Ellesmere Land). — It is said that they reach the northern shore, 

whence a long, narrow peninsula, Nedlung, stretches toward 

Ellesmere Land. Through the narrow passage which separates 

*) Peary: Northward over the Great Ice 1898. — A. L. Kroeber: The Eskimo 

of Smith Sound, in Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. Vol. XII, 1899, p. 267. 

**) Fr. Boas: The Central Eskimo (Sixth Ann. Rep. Bur. Ethnol. Smithson. 

Inst. Washington 1888) p. 443. 
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Tudjan from Nedlung, runs a very swift tide, which keeps open 

a water hole throughout the winter. All around this place, the 

ice wastes quickly in the spring, and a large basin is formed, 

which abounds with seals. Only that part of the peninsula 

which lies nearest North Devon is high and steep, presenting 

a bold face. Farther north it is rather low. — Having reached 

Umingman Nuna, the Eskimo who gave me this information 

affirm that they fell in with a small tribe who resided on this 

shore. Here they lived for some time, as there was an abund- 

ance of seals during the whole year. Farther northwest is a 

large fjord, Kangertluksiag, off which an island is found, 

Vegertakadlinang by name. The Eskimo do not visit the land 

on the other side of the fjord, as bears are said to be very 

numerous and large there. Though these migrations to Jones 

Sound do not occur very frequently, they have by no means 

been discontinued. For instance, a family which was well 

known to me has visited Smith Sound, and the father of some 

friends of a resident of Cumberland Sound returned about fifteen 

years ago from a long stay on Tudjan and Nedlung.” 

It seems to me that this description of the unknown regions 

in the north written about 20 years ago on the basis of the 

accounts of the natives of Baffin Land is in a striking manner 

confirmed by Sverdrup’s latest discoveries (1899—1902), with 

but the one difference that Sverdrup did not see any Eskimo 

in Ellesmere Land, but only traces of them. On the maps 

showing the geographical results of the expedition, which were 

published by G. Isachsen in Petermanns Mittheilungen, North 

Devon does end in a peninsula, whereby Jones Sound is greatly 

narrowed, and through the sound runs a swift tide. Kangertluk- 

siag, the large fjord mentioned, with the island lying just out- 

side, is probably one of the fjords on the west side of Elles- 

mere Land, where the Norwegian expedition found the places 

which were richest in animal and plant life. From here, there 

is only a little distance to Smith Sound and to the northern- 
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most coast of Greenland. That this has been the route to 

Greenland in past times is certain, and it is equally certain 

that sporadic immigrations have taken place all the way down 

to our days. It may then be assumed that only a few hundred 

vears ago there was more frequent intercourse between the 

tribes dwelling on both sides of Davis Strait, and that in the 

14% Century, when the Eskimo first began to press southward 

from the northernmost parts of Greenland, the two tribes had 

more in common with respect to language and customs than 

is the case to-day. The separation between the Greenland 

Eskimo and the Labrador Eskimo is perhaps after all not 

much older than 600 years, and to this supposition the great 

resemblance which, so far as I know, still exists between the 

languages of these tribes also seems to point. 

As for the Greenlanders themselves, they by no means 

seem to be homogeneous. It was already brought to light as 

a result of the anthropological investigations led by the Com- 

mission in the years 1885—1888 that there existed a distinet 

tribal difference between the northernmost Greenlanders in the 

Upernavik District and the remaining population of the 

west coast”). In the case of the population of the east coast, 

it was more difficult to decide where they belonged, perhaps 

because the material for investigation was rather scanty. 

Linguistically there is a pretty sharp division between 

Upernavik and Umanak, so this is also another reason for 

assuming that the population in the north has immigrated later 

than the population in the south, and that it has sprung from 

a different tribe. 

Г consider it not impossible that the isolated tribe at 

Angmagssalik (pronounce: ämmassalik) on the east coast is 

another off-shoot of the same migratory horde, although per- 

*) Sören Hansen: Bidrag til Vestgrönlendernes Anthropologi, Meddelelser 

om Grönland Vol. VII, pp. 203—205, 229—230. — Bidrag til Ostgren- 

lændernes Anthropologi, Meddelelser om Grönland Vol. X, 1888. 
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haps it has mixed with West Greenlanders from the south. The 

traces that have been found of Eskimo migrations do not lie far 

apart along the northernmost coasts on both sides of the land. 

Many traces, also of permanent settlement, have been found 

in Grinnell Land and Grant Land, which are separated from 

the northernmost part of Greenland only by the narrow Kennedy 

and Robeson Channels. Greely found remains of houses at 

about 81° 45’N.lat. at Lake Hazen and Ruggles River”). Nares 

found traces of a large Eskimo settlement at Radmore Harbour 

in Rawlings Bay (80° 15’ N. lat.), and traces of tent-places much 

farther north, likewise a large wooden sledge and a stone lamp 

only a few miles south of 82° N. lat. ‘‘Northwards from Cape 

Beechey no trace of man was discovered” **). 

On the Greenland side just opposite to these points, the 

American North Pole expedition (1871—1873) found many traces 

of wandering Eskimo, for instance tent-places at Thank God 

Harbour in Polaris Bay (81° 30) and traces of permanent habi- 

tation on Offley Islands in the northern part of Petermann’s 

Fjord***). This is about four degrees north of the northern- 

most settlement on the west coast (Whale Sound), and it lies 

north of Humboldt’s Glacier, which by the Ita-Eskimo is con- 

sidered impassible. 

On the east coast of Greenland, the northernmost tent- 

places which have hitherto been found lie on the south side 

of Cape Ritter, slightly north of 76° N.lat. Large numbers of 

such places have been found on the southern point of Shannon 

Island (75°—75° 30’), which testifies to the fact that the island 

has been visited every summer through a long period of years. 

That there have been permanent settlements too in these parts 

*) Greely: Three years of Arctic Service 1881—1884 (London 1886) Vol. I, 

pp. 379—383, 406. 

“*) Nares: Voyage to the Polar Sea 1875—1876 (London 1878) Vol. II, pp. 146 

—149 and pp. 187—191 (H. W. Feilden). 

Bessels: Die amerikanische Nordpolexpedition (Leipzig 1879) pp. 136, 280. ны 
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we may conclude from the many winter-huts and graves which 

have been found on Klein Pendulum Island and around the 

inner end of Franz Josefs Fjord”). This coast deserves especial 

attention on the part of the historian because it was here that 

Clavering in 1825 fell in with a little Eskimo tribe consisting 

of 12 individuals, a flock whose existence was no doubt just 

as great a surprise for the Europeans as the existence of the 

Europeans was for them, and which has probably since died 

out. At all events, the next time this stretch of coast was 

visited, namely by the German-Austrian expedition (1869— 1870), 

there were no longer any living beings to be found there. 

That part of the east coast which lies north of 77° N. lat. 

has hitherto not been explored. Along all the southern part of 

the east coast, which has been explored and charted by Danish 

naval officers (Ryder, Amdrup, Holm, Garde), have been found 

partly indications that Eskimo have formerly lived there, partly 

— from 66° — Eskimo still living. 

Angmagssalik is the northernmost and now the only 

inhabited point on the east coast. The inhabitants of this place 

were first discovered and examined in 1883—1885 by G. Holm, 

who gave an excellent account of the social and ethnographical 

conditions prevailing among these people”). Unfortunately there 

is not much information to be had about their language. Ac- 

cording to the anthropological investigations, the East Green- 

landers may as a whole be said to be ‘‘a pure and unmixed 

Eskimo tribe ..., which physically surpasses most of the other 

East Eskimo and especially the other Greenlandic tribes’ **”) 

The inhabitants of Angmagssalik themselves have no tra- 

dition about their origin, as to whether they have come from 

the north or from the south. Among their many folk-tales, 

*) Die Zweite deutsche Nordpolarfart 1869—1870 (Leipzig 1873—74) Vol. I, 

pp. 335, 448, 387 ff. 

С. Holm: Ethnologisk skizze af Angmagssalikerne. Den astgronlandske 

Expedition 1883—1885. Meddelelser om Grönl. Vol. 10) 1888). 

***) Sören Hansen: Bidrag til Ostgrönlendernes Anthropologi. Ibd. р. 41. 

=) 
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there is one about a certain Uiarteg, who, together with his 

wife, traveled about the country, namely from Angmagssalik 

southward, then up the west coast, where they passed the 

winter, and on to the northern end of the land; from there, 

along a steep coast, where there ran a swift tide, to a large 

fjord, where there were no seals, but many white whales and 

narwhales; from there, farther on to the hero Ka:sasik, “who 

lived not far north of Angmagssalik” and ‘who caught bears 

in stone traps just as we capture foxes here”; from there, 

Uiarteq traveled home to Angmagssalik, thus returning home 

from the north”). This is only a short résumé of the tale, which 

gives an account of various adventures on the way. I do not 

overestimate the importance of such oral tradition, exposed as 

it is to both’ interpolations and other changes of various kinds, 

but I consider it worth noticing in this connection that this tale 

implies that the East Greenlanders conceive of their land as an 

island. — With respect to their language, I may call attention 

to the following information in Cranz**), which doubtless refers 

to the inhabitants of Angmagssalik. The Eskimo of the east 

coast, he says, quite frequently made voyages around the 

southern point of Greenland in order to trade on the west 

coast. In 1762, there came some from a greater distance than 

usual, who in contrast to the usual southerners (from the east 

coast) were called northerners. They are described as a simple, 

timid, very little moralized people with black hair and without 

beards; they “speak Greenlandic, but with a different pronunci- 

ation, which resembles somewhat the pronunciation of the 

Greenlanders in Disko Вау”; it is even added in a remark that 

“our Greenlanders cannot understand their language when they 

speak together among themselves”. 

That the language spoken at Angmagssalik has for a long 

time differed from South Greenlandic I have no doubt. It would 

*) Meddelelser om Grönland, Vol. X, pp. 255 and 333; ef. p. 259. 

**) u. 3. Vol. I, р. 343—348. 
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be of the greatest significance for the understanding of the rela- 

tionship between the different dialects in Greenland, and for the 

elucidation of Eskimo migrations, if this dialect as well as the 

dialect of Cape York could sometime be thoroughly examined’). 

We know nothing certain about the earlier wanderings 

of the Eskimo before they came to Greenland. We know 

nothing about how long they have been in America, or whence 

they have come thither. When Dr. H. Rink, mostly through 

linguistic, ethnographical and geographical considerations, 

came to the result that they have moved from the interior 

of America along the rivers toward the coasts, expelled by the 

Indians**), I cannot see that he had any conclusive proof for 

his theory. Such probabilities, which are based upon resem- 

blances and differences between the various tribes, are not in 

themselves of equal weight with historical evidence, as long as 

no certain criteria can be found for the direction and the dating 

of the migrations. What has been shown is a relationship 

between the various Eskimo tribes which points back to original 

unity; nothing, however, indicates the point of departure or 

the direction of the wanderings. If they have moved from west 

to east, or from south to north, or in some other way, is not 

decided***). We do not know if the ancestors of the Eskimo 

*) All the East Greenlanders living to the south of Angmagssalik are said 

to have wandered over recently to the west coast with the intention 

of settling there for good, so that now Angmagssalik is the only in- 

habited place on the east coast. Cf. G. Meldorf: Fra en Vaccinations- 

rejse i Egnen omkring Cap Farvel 1900 in Meddelelser om Grönland 

Vol. XXV, 1902. 

Rink considered it highly probable that the transition from inland 

dwellers to coast dwellers had taken place in Alaska. ‘Eskimo Tribes” 

(Meddelelser om Grönland Vol. XI, 1887) pp. 4 ff. Supplement (Medd. 

om Grönl. 1891) pp. 19 ff. 

Dr. F. Boas has recently proposed that the original home of the Eskimo 

is to be sought east of the Mackenzie River (the coasts of Hudson Bay). 

The Eskimo of Baffin Land and Hudson Bay, Bulletin Amer. Mus. Natur. 

Hist. Vol. XV, 1901, pp. 369 ff. 

LE] 
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have followed the rivers or the coasts, if they were the original 

inhabitants of America or if they have come to America later 

than the Indians. 

The Eskimo language by itself, so far as it is hitherto 

known, constitutes an independent family of languages. No 

one has as yet succeeded in finding any language either in 

Asia or among the American Indians which might possibly have 

been originally related to it”). We find it spoken between such 

widely separated points as the east coast of Greenland and the 

Asiatic side of Bering Strait. The Eskimo live only along the 

coasts, seldom (as in Alaska) a little ways in toward the interior 

of the land. Between the two boundary points mentioned, there 

exists a difference of dialect about equivalent to the difference 

between two related languages (like English and German). The 

transitions from dialect to dialect seem to take place on the 

whole steadily and gradually in the intervening districts; but it 

has not yet been possible to undertake a direct comparison 

between tribes which are more widely separated than that they 

can visit each other **). 

*) Lucien Adam: En quoi la langue esquimaude differe-t-elle gramma- 

ticalement des autres langues de l'Amérique du Nord? Congr. Internat. 

Amer. Compte-Rendu, Copenhague 1884, pp. 337, 353. — H. Rink: Om 

Eskimoernes Herkomst, Aarböger f. nord. Oldkyndighed, 1871, pp. 286 fl. 

As compensation for this, we have the cases where missionaries from 

Greenland or Labrador have had an opportunity to communicate with 

more distant Eskimo. The most interesting of these cases is that of 

J. A. Miertsching, who in the capacity of interpreter accompanied 

Mac Clure’s expedition aboard the “Investigator” in 1850—54, after having 

spent five years as a missionary in Labrador. So he spoke the language 

of the Labrador Eskimo. The expedition, as is well known, passed through 

Bering Strait to the North American archipelago. After having spent three 

winters there, they deserted the ship. Miertsching's papers were unfor- 

tunately lost on this occasion, but after his return home, he wrote a diary 

after memory (Reise Tagebuch. Gnadau 1856). According to what he here 

tells us, he spoke with the Eskimo (Kogarmiut) already a little east of 

Point Barrow (Long. 153° 47’); all that he writes about their language is 

this: “Die Verschiedenheit des Dialektes hinderte nicht, das wir uns recht 

gut verstehen konnten” (p. 27). About the Eskimo at Cape Bathurst 

++ 
— 
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On the whole, all information about the language outside 

of those places which have been visited by the missionaries is 

very incomplete and must be employed with the greatest care. 

If I think, notwithstanding, that I have been able to get 

some certain results out of comparisons between Greenlandic 

words and those specimens of the language spoken on the 

northernmost coasts of the American continent which mission- 

aries and arctic explorers have written down, then it is because, 

aside from those accidents of orthography which are due to 

misunderstanding or inaccuracy, I find that the specimens 

show certain consistent deviations which are without doubt 

peculiar to certain parts of these coasts and characteristic of 

the dialects there. The partial agreement of orthography in 

the specimens of the different explorers with respect to these 

deviations indicates that all the explorers have heard them. 

Moreover since it seems very uncertain whether these dialects, 

being so difficult of access, will ever be subjected to compe- 

tent treatment by specialists in linguistics who will be willing 

to make the long journey necessary for investigating them 

at firsthand, we must be content for the present to make the 

best of the material at hand. 

(127°) he writes: “wenn mir ihre Ausdrücke unbekannt waren, halfen 

sie sich durch Zeichensprache ... Die Sprache dieser Leute weicht etwas 

ab von der anderen Eskimos an dieser Küste. Sie verstanden mich 

sehr gut, mir hingegen wurde es im Anfang schwer Alles zu verstehen”. 

Also among the Eskimo on the coast of Prince Albert's Land (72° N. lat. 

118° W. long.) mutual comprehension seems to have been brought about 

without diffieulty. These Eskimo live one and a half times as far from 

Labrador as the inhabitants of Upernavik are from Cape Farewell on 

the coast of Greenland. That Miertsching was able, partially at least, 

to understand the distant Eskimo and they him, distinetly indicates that 

there must be great homogeneousness both in the structure of the 

language and in the single sounds of the language all the way from 

Labrador to Point Barrow. Unfortunately Miertsching says nothing about 

the nature of those differences of pronouneiation which often caused 

the diffieulty in understanding. 
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So far as I can see, it seems as if the Eskimo dialectal 

peculiarities are, from a geographical point of view, irregularly 

grouped (as is the case in the other languages): some are very 

wide-spread, others exist only within narrow limits; some extend 

over connected territory, others appear in two different places 

which are separated from each other. Each group must have 

originated in the course of time as divisions took place in the 

tribe and these tribal divisions became isolated from each 

other. The more two dialect-groups resemble each other, the 

shorter must be the time that has passed since their separa- 

tion took place. By means of this criterion, it is possible to 

reach some decision with regard to the historical relations be- 

tween the tribal groups; and in so far as it seems probable 

that some of these groups are linguistically at an earlier stage 

of development than others, it will perhaps also be possible to 

decide about the relative length of time which has passed since 

their separation from the primary horde. This criterion, how- 

ever, can give us no clue as to which group has dwelt longest 

in the distriet in which it is found at present, and as to which 

groups have been the last to wander into the districts where 

they are now. The linguistic data alone cannot be used to 

prove anything with regard to the history of the migrations. 

As we have seen, however, in the beginning of this inves- 

tigation, there is some historical probability for the assumption 

that the Eskimo of Greenland (at all events on the west coast) 

have taken possession of their present territory later than the 

other East Eskimo groups; and certain peculiarities in the 

language of the Greenlanders, when compared with the West 

Eskimo dialects, indicate that they have reached on the whole 

a more advanced stage of linguistic development than the 

western and central Eskimo. This is probably not accidental; 

here I am content, however, merely to state the fact. — With 

regard to those linguistic-historical results which I think I have 

been able to show at least some probability for, I shall not 
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anticipate here, but refer to the latter sections of this work, 

which are concerned with the Eskimo dialects. 

Accordingly, in order to reach decisive results regarding 

the earlier history of the Eskimo race, we must have far more 

extensive investigations; through the language alone we can 

expect no results. When we consider how difficult it has been 

to reach any decision about the distant past of the Indo- 

European race by means of comparative investigations, and how 

many different theories there are about the situation of the 

original home of this people and about their wanderings, it is 

scarcely surprising that no one has as yet succeeded in laying 

down the lines for the first migrations of the Eskimo hordes 

out from a common point of departure. Yet it does not seem 

improbable that by means of archæological investigations and 

a continued study of its traditions and language, we shall 

sooner reach the desired results for this unmixed and strongly 

marked coast-people than for a people whose history presents 

more complexity. 



Ш. 

Bibliographical Survey. — The Intellectual Culture of the Greenlanders. 

1. Survey ofthe literature about the Eskimo language, 
historically arranged, with some notes and quotations 

in connection with the works mentioned, 

I only mention such works as have had or can have independent 

value for linguistic research, while mere abstracts or compilations 

are not taken into consideration. Those who desire a complete list 

I can refer to: 

J. C. Pilling: Bibliography of the Eskimo Language, Washington 

1837, which includes all Eskimo dialects, and 

P. Lauridsen: Bibliographia Groenlandica in ‘Meddelelser 

om Grönland” Vol. 13, 1890, which only ineludes works about the 

Greenlandic language (pp. 199 — 217). 

a. Accounts of Travelers and Geographical Works containing collec- 

tions of Eskimo words or specimen texts. 

1. Martin Frobisher: First voyage 1576. The language of 

the people of Meta incognita (Hakluyt’s Voyages, London 

1810, Vol. 3, р. 56). 

17 Eskimo words with translations (from Baffins Land). 

“This people I judge to be a kind of Tartar, or rather a kind 

of Samoed” (р. 126). 

2. John Davis: Second voyage 1586 (Hakluyt’s Voyages, 

Vol. 3, p. 140). 

40 Eskimo words with translations (from Greenland). 

„They pronounce their language very hollow and deepe in the 

throat.” 

XXXI. 4 
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About the language farther north he says: 

»They differ not from the other, neither in their Canoas nor 

apparel, yet is their pronuntiation more plaine than the others, 

and nothing hollow in the throat.” 

A. Olearius: Vermehrte Newe Beschreibung der Musco- 

witischen und Persischen Reyse. Schleswig 1656. Lib. Ш, 

Сар. 4. Von den Grünländern. 

113 Eskimo words with translations. 

When David Dannell's expedition returned in 1654, they brought 

with them 4 Greenlanders from Baals Revier (Godthaab Fjord), a man 

Thiob, a woman Kuneling and two children Kabelau and Sigoko. 

They were sent to King Frederik Ш, who, because of the pest in 

Denmark, was staying in Flensborg in Schleswig. The Greenlandic 

words given were written down here by an army-surgeon Reinhold 

Horrn from Pomerania, who had taken part in Dannell's expedition 

and had been appointed to take charge of the Greenlanders. Olearius 

himself later got an opportunity to observe them when they came to 

live in his house. 

“Ihre Sprache und Auszrede fält auff die Tartarische art; Sie 

reden und schnattern geschwinde und machen die Wörter meist 

im Palatu, oder oben im Halse, welche sie cum rasione 
quadam oder halb schnarrend hervor bringen, sonderlich wenn 

das (g) mit unterlaufft, als Kagsua etc. Ihre Sprache ist 

sonderlich, und mit keiner Europischen gemein” (p. 170). 

Thomas Bartholin: Acta medica et philosophica. Haf- 

niae 1673. p. 70: De Groenlandorum Unicornu et Lingva. 

About 400 Greenlandic words with translations. These were written 

down by Thomas Bartholin’s brother Caspar who had them from the 

previously mentioned Greenlanders from Dannell's expedition, whose 

names are given in the following forms: Juppaa, Gunneling, Cablau, 

Siogo. Here, as in the previous lists of words, there are many words 

that are correctly translated, but also many that have been misunder- 

stood. 

A. Dobbs: An Account of the Countries adjoining to 

Hudson's Bay. London 1744. 

About 150 Eskimo words together with some sentences (pp. 203—205), 

perhaps from the northwest coast of Hudson Bay. 

Joh. Anderson: Nachrichten von Island, Grönland und 

der Strasze Davis. Hamburg 1746. 

Pp. 285—328 contain collections of Greenlandic words and examples of 

sentences and inflected forms. 
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P. Kalm: En Resa til Norra America. Stockholm 1753—61. 

German translation 1754. English translation 1770. 

25 Eskimo words with translations (Vol. 3, p. 451), perhaps from the 

Labrador Language, communicated by the missionary, Pater Pie J. $. 

Bryant: Table to show the Affinity between the Languages 

spoken at Oonalashka and Norton Sound, and those of the 

Greenlanders and Eskimaux. — Cook and King: Voyage to 

the Pacific Ocean. London 1784, Vol. 3, pp. 552—553. 

Here, among other things, some words from Norton Bay (Alaska) and 

Oonalaska. 

J. Ross: A voyage of discovery etc., for the purpose of 

exploring Baffin’s Bay. London 1819. 

A List of Eskimo words pp. 122—123. 

W.E. Parry: Journal of a Second Voyage for the Discovery 

of a North-west Passage ... performed in the years 1821— 

22—23 in His Majesty's Ships Fury and Hecla. London 1824. 

Pp. 551—571, Specimens of the Eskimo language and lists of words 

from the south coast of Baffins Land, Melville Peninsula, Iglulik. 

F.W.Beechey: Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific and 

Beering’s Strait ....... in the years 1825—26—21—28. 

London 1831. 

Vol. ll, pp. 366—383, original lists of words from Alaska, especially from 

Kotzebue Sound. 

У. H. Gilder: Schwatka’s Search etc. London and New 

York 1881. 

Inuit Philology pp. 299 —316 (Hudson Bay and Cumberland Sound). 

Р.Н. Вау: Report of the International Polar Expedition to 

Point Barrow. Washington 1885. 

Vocabulary of 711 words and 307 phrases from Pt. Barrow and Cape 

Smythe. 

R. F. Stupart: The Eskimo of Stupart Bay (Labrador). 

Canadian Institute Proc. 3"? Series. Vol. IV. Toronto 1886. 

A. Woldt: Capt. Jacobsen’s Reiser til Nordamerikas 

Nordvestkyst 1881—83 (Norwegian translation from the 

German by J. Utheim). Kristiania 1887. 

Specimens of the Language of Alaska pp. 327—529. 
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Franz Boas: The Central Eskimo. — 6% Ann. Rep. Bur. 

Ethnol. Smithson. Inst. Washington 1888. 

Passim Eskimo words from Baffins Land; in the end of the book (pp. 648 f.), 

also texts of songs, together with a list of words pp. 659—666. 

John Murdoch: Ethnological Results of the Point Barrow 

Expedition, Alaska 1881—83. — 9% Ann. Вер. Bur. Ethnol. 

Smithson. Inst. Washington 1892. 

John Murdoch: Notes on counting and measuring among 

the Eskimo of Point Barrow. The Amer. Anthropologist 

1890. 

G. Holm: Den östgrönlandske Expedition 1883—85, Vol. 2 

(Text). Köbenhavn 1888. 

Passim Eskimo words and names from the east coast of Greenland. 

List of names pp. 183—200. List of words pp. 218—234. Texts of 

drum songs etc. pp. 333 fl. 

H.Rink: The Eskimo tribes, their distribution and charac- 

teristics, especially in regard to language. With a com- 

parative vocabulary. Vol. I—II (Supplement). — Meddelelser 

om Grönl. Vol. 11, 1887—91. 

Angakoq-words pp. 96—97 (vol. II). Text with interlinear translation 

pp. 102—106. 

L. M. Turner: Ethnology of the Ungava District, Hudson 

Bay Territory, ed. by J. Murdoch. — 11% Ann. Rep. Bur. 

Ethnol. Smithson. Instit. Washington 1894. 

Е. W. Nelson: The Eskimo about Bering Strait. — 18% 

Ann. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol. Washington 1899. 

Eskimo text with translation from Alaska (St. Michael) pp. 475—479. 

A. L. Kroeber: The Eskimo of Smith Sound. — Bull. 

Amer. Mus. Natur. Hist. Vol. 12. New York 1899. 

Passim words from Smith Sound. Appendix about the Angakoq lang- 

uage pp. 322—327. 

F. Boas: The Eskimo of Baffin Land and Hudson Bay. — 

Bull. Amer. Mus. Natur. Hist. Vol. 15. New York 1901. 

Texts with translation pp. 333—354. 
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R. Stein: Geographische Nomenklatur bei den Eskimos 

des Smith-Sundes. — Petermanns Mitteilungen, 48. Band, 

1902, pp. 195—201. 

An introduction with remarks on the pronunciation. 

R. Stein: Eskimo Music. — The white world. Life and 

adventures within the arctic circle portrayed by famous 

living explorers. New York 1902, pp. 333—356. 

b. Dictionaries and First Translations. 

Paul Egede: Et grönlandsk Dictionnair. Christianshaab 

1739. 

Manuscript in the University Library in Copenhagen. Add. 435, 4°. 

H. Egede: Elementa Fidei Christianae, in quibus in Grön- 

landorum Vernacula proponuntur. Hafniae 1742. 

Luther's Catechism and other things in Greenlandic. 

Paul Egede: Evangelium okausek tussarnersok. Kjöben- 

havnme 1744. 

The four gospels in Greenlandie. 

Paul Egede: Dictionarium Grönlandico-Danico-Latinum. 

Hafniae 1750. 

Paul Egede’s dictionary and grammar (cf. below) has been of the 

greatest importance for all subsequent investigation of the Greenlandic 

language. When he was 13 years old, he came with his father to 

Greenland (1721). He was in Greenland twice, and spent 14 years there 

in all, during which time he acquired the language of the natives to 

perfection. He often lived with them for months at the time 7 sor- 

didis et squalore obsitis Barbarorum tentoriis (Preface to Lectori 

Benevolo, p. 5). — Sufficit mihi glaciem in hoc tam difficili argu- 

mento primum fregisse et alüs viam monstrasse (ib. p. 7). 

Otho Fabricius: Den grönlandske Ordbog forbedret og 

foreget. Köbenhavn 1804. 

John Washington: Eskimaux and English Vocabulary, 

published by order of the lords commissioners of the ad- 

miralty for the use of the Arctic Expedition in Search of 

Sir John Franklin. London 1850. 
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Friedrich Erdmann: Eskimoisches Wörterbuch, gesam- 

melt von den Missionaren in Labrador. Budissin 1864. 

Samuel Kleinschmidt: Den Grönlandske Ordbog om- 

sarbejdet, edited by H. F. Jörgensen. Kobenhavn 1871. 

Reliable and almost complete in lexical respects. 

Stephan N. Buynitzky: English-Aleutian Dictionary, 

published by the Alaska Commercial Company. San Fran- 

cisco 1871. 

E. Petitot: Vocabulaire Francais-Esquimau, Dialecte des 

Tehiglit des bouches du Mackenzie et de l’Anderson, pré- 

cédé d’une monographie de cette tribu et de notes gram- 

maticales. Paris 1876. 

Petitot was for a number of years a missionary among the Tinne Indians, 

who live south of the Eskimo, and he has also published a large dictionary 

of their language. He finds absolutely no resemblance between the 

languages of the two neighboring peoples. He has included in his 

Eskimo dictionary a number of words from the Agutit-Eskimos by 

Churchill River (the west coast of Hudson Bay), which his colleague 

R. P. Gasté, missionary at Caribou Lake, has collected. Some linguistie 

remarks by Egede are quoted in the introduction. 

R. Wells and John W. Kelly: English-Eskimo and 

Eskimo-English Vocabularies. Bureau of Education. Wash- 

ington 1890. 

J. Kjer and Chr. Rasmussen: Dansk-grönlandsk Ordbog 

samt Supplement til Kleinschmidts grönlandske Ordbog. 

Kjøbenhavn 1893. 

In the Greenlandic-Danish supplement, which has been prepared by 

Chr. Rasmussen, special attention is paid to the difference between 

North Greenlandic and South Greenlandic. A list of the Danish proper 

names which have been adopted in West Greenland is given pp.707—709. 

Zachary Belkoff: Prayers and Hymns in the Yukon- 

Kuskokwim Language. New York 1896. 

Francis Barnum: Vocabulary [of the Eskimo language 

of the Western coast of Alaska]. — Grammatical Funda- 

mentals of the Innuit Language. Boston and London 1901 

(рр. 319—376). 
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с. Grammars and Text-books ete. by authors who have learned 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

the language that they describe by hearing it. 

Paul Egede: Grammatica Grönlandica Danico-Latina. 

Havnie 1760. 

Egede’s view of the grammatical structure of the Greenlandic language 

has on the whole been the basis of all subsequent descriptions of the 

East Eskimo language. 

“Omnes enim novae lingvae cuidam antiquae originem debent, 

mutatisque stirpibus mutatur lingva, mixtione ex novis et anti- 

quis vocabulis facta etc. Antiquae lingvae e contrario primam 

plerumque retinent compositionem etc. Huic innixi fundamento 

lingvam Grönlandicam esse pervetustam, credere deberemus, ac- 

curatas enim in plurimis Grammaticae regulas habet etc. — 

Ceterum, hanc lingvam Europaeis aut Asiaticis debere originem, 

haud credo” (Egede's Prefatio). 

David Cranz: Historie von Groenland enthaltend die 

Beschreibung des Landes und der Einwohner etc. ins- 

besondere die Geschichte der dortigen Mission der Evan- 

gelischen Brüder zu Neu-Herrnhut und Lichtenfels. Barby 

und Leipzig 1765. — Zweyte Auflage 1770. 

Vol. 1, рр. 277—291, remarks on the grammatical construction of the 

Greenlandic language, with examples etc. 

Е. Thorhallesen: Schema Verbi Grönlandici exeuntes 

in rpok, pok purum, vok et ok. Sine et cum suffixis 

agentium et patientium. Havniae 1776. 

Tabulated survey of all the verbal inflectional endings. 

Otho Fabricius: Forsog til en forbedret Grönlandsk 

Grammatica. Kobenhavn 1791. — Second Ed. 1801. 

Egede's grammar on a more extensive plan. 

(C.J.0.Steenberg?) Grönlandsk Grammatik. I. Nominernes 

Flexion i Henseende til Numeros og Suffixa. II. Verbernes 

Flexion med og uden Suffixa. Kbhvn. 1849. 

Ivan Veniaminoff: Langues de l'Amérique Russe. — 

Nouvelles Annales des Voyages, 5° serie, vol. 1, 1850 

(vol. 125 of the collection). 
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Here a short summary of the results of the author's investigation of 

the westernmost, partly Eskimo, languages (Unalaska, Kadiak, 

Aleuts, Koloshian), which he has described in detail in Russian 

in five works published in the years 1840—1846 (printed in St. Peters- 

burg). 

“La Grammaire aléoute de Véniaminov est une des meillewres 

monographies qu'il тай été donné d'étudier” (У. Henry, 1879, 

cf. below). 

Samuel Kleinschmidt: Grammatik der grönländischen 

sprache mit theilweisem einschluss des Labradordialects. 

Berlin 1851. 

In the preface, the author states that his object is to free the Greenlandie 

grammar “ron den autorität des lateinischen als alleinigen sprach- 

musters .... und sollte daher der wesentlichste unterschied zwischen 
jenen früheren grammatiken und der gegenwärtigen darin bestehen, 
dass der ausgangspunkt, statt bei jenen europäisch, bei dieser grön- 

ländisch ist.” 

This is a very elaborate work and is characterized both by the 

authors grammatical acuteness and his delicate appreciation of the 

idiosyneracies of the language. It contains a great deal of new informa- 

tion, partly new points of view, and many good, instructive examples 

with appended translations. The style is rather heavy, often philo- 

sophical, no doubt influenced by contemporary German philology. — 

The new orthography introduced by Kleinschmidt, which has been 

adopted in the Greenlandic literature, will be discussed in another 

place. Portrait and some information about him is to be found in 

"Meddelelser om Grönland” Vol. 8, р. 87. 

C.E. Janssen: Elementarbog i Eskimoernes Sprog til Brug 

for Europæerne ved Colonierne i Grönland. Kbhvn. 1862. 

У. Н. Dall: On some peculiarities of the Eskimo Dialect. 

— Proc. Amer. Assoc. for the Advancement of Science. 

Vol. 19, 1871, pp. 332 ff. 

Occasioned by the visit of two Eskimos from Repulse Bay in Washing- 

ton in 1869—70; they were brought home by Capt. Hall. 

E. Petitot: Vocabulaire Francais-Esquimau, dialecte des 

Tchiglit etc. (as above), précédé ... de notes gramma- 

ticales. Paris 1876. 

Cf. no. 36. 

H. Rink: The Eskimo language, its admirable organisa- 

tion as to the construction and flexion of words. Forms 
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Section II of ‘The Eskimo Tribes’. Medd. om Grönland 

Vol. 11, 1887. 

Dr. Rink was first’ a colonial manager and later the colonial inspector 

in South Greenland in the years 1853—1858. 

Chr. Rasmussen: Grönlandsk Sproglære. Kbhvn. 1888. 

I have got much help from this very practical handbook of the in- 

flectional and derivative suffixes in Greenlandic. 

Th. Bourquin: Grammatik der Eskimo-Sprache, wie sie 

im Bereich der Missions-Niederlassungen der Brüder- 

gemeinde an der Labradorküste gesprochen wird. 

London and Gnadau 1891. 

Clear and full of interesting matter. 

Aug. Schultze: Grammar and Vocabulary of the Eskimo 

Language of North Western Alaska. Kuskoquim District. 

Bethlehem, Pa. 1891. 

P.H.Sörensen: 100 Timer i Grönlandsk. Köbenhavn 1900. 

A Greenlandic-Danish ‘‘parleur”, accompanied by “‘Nogle til 100 Timer 

i Grönlandsk” (Key to 100 Lessons in Greenlandic). Copenhagen 1900. 

Francis Barnum: Grammatical Fundamentals of the In- 

nuit Language as spoken by the Eskimo of the Western 

coast of Alaska. Boston & London 1901. 

Reviewed in the Danish Geografisk Tidsskrift Vol. 16, 1901—1902, 

pp. 186 ff. 

W. Thalbitzer: Studiet af et primitivt sprog. — För- 

handlingar vid sjätte nordiska filologmötet i Uppsala 1902. 

Uppsala 1903 (рр. 50—63). 

d. Comparative or descriptive treatments of the language by 
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scholars who have probably not heard it themselves”). 

M. Wöldike: Betenkning om det Grönlandske Sprogs 

Oprindelse og Uliighed med andre Sprog. — Det Kiöben- 

havnske Selskabs Skrifter 1745, 2. Deel, pp. 129—156. 

With the exception of Dr. Rink, who was familiar with the West Green- 

landic language. 
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Conclusion: Greenlandic and Hungarian both originated in the same part 

of the world, “which I believe to have been the great Tartarie” (р. 151). 

Wöldike was professor in theology at the University of Copenhagen. 

J. Abel: Schediasma hocce etymologico-philologicum pro- 

dromum Americano Grünlandicum in Frontegerens, Mece- 

natibus, Patronis et Fautoribus appropriatum insinuat. 

Havniae 1783. 

“Ut Americanorum stirps, qvemadmodum in superioribus vidimus, 

Hunnica; ita & Grönlandorum” (р. 22). 

Abel, juris consultus & glottophilus. Irenoburgi 1783. 

B. S. Barton: New Views of the Origin of the Tribes and 

Nations of Ameriea. Philadelphia 1798. 

Rasmus Rask: Om det grönlandske sprog. — B. U. H. 

(Bibliotheca Universitatis Hafniae) Add. 6172. 4°, 

A little manuscript without any signature which lies together with a 

number of Rask's papers and whose handwriting, orthography and 

contents all evince that it was written by Rask between the years 1804 

and 1818. 

“With respect to the language itself, it does not seem to have 

any relationship with the European languages, but seems to be 

most nearly allied to the language in the northernmost part of 

America.” 

Adelung and Vater: Mithridates oder allgemeine 

Sprachenkunde etc. Berlin 1806—17. 

Grammatical comments on the Eskimo language Vol. 3, pp. 425—454. 

Vol. 4, p. 248—255. 

H. Steinthal: Charakteristik der hauptsächlichsten Typen 

des Sprachbaues. Berlin 1860 (рр. 202—231). 

А. Е. Pott: Unterschied eines transitiven und intransitiven 

nominativs. — A. Kuhn’s Beiträge zur vergleich. Sprach- 

forschung Vol. 7, 1873. 

The author had before him a manuseript: Grönländische Gramma- 

tik 1830 by Valentin Müller “which is not exactly characterized 

by scientific insight.” Kleinschmidts grammar is also cited. 

V. Henry: Esquisse d'une grammaire de la langue Innok. 

Paris 1878. 

Founded on Petitot's vocabulary and grammar. 
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V. Henry: Esquisse d'une grammaire raisonnée de la 

langue Aléoute. Paris 1879. 

Founded on Veniaminov’s Aleutian grammar (1846). 

Fr. Miller: Grundriss der Sprachwissenschaft. Wien 

1877—1882. Vol. 2 (1882): Die Sprache der Innuit (Eskimo) 

(pp. 162—180). 

Lucien Adam: En quoi la langue esquimaude diffère-t- 

elle grammaticalement des autres langues de l’Amerique du 

Nord? — Congrès International des Américanistes, Compte- 

Rendu, 5 session (pp. 337—355). Copenhague 1884. 

Conclusion: the Eskimo language is not polysynthetic, but derivative 

almost to an extreme, wherein it differs both from the American 

languages and from the Ural-Altaic languages. It constitutes an 

“irreductible famille”. 

H. Rink: Les dialectes de la langue esquimaude. — 

Compte-rendu du.Congr. Int. des Americanistes (pp. 328— 

331). Copenhague 1884. 

H. Rink: The Eskimo Dialects as serving to determine 

the Relationship between the Eskimo Tribes. — Anthropol. 

Inst. of Great Britain and Ireland Vol. 15, pp. 239—245. 

London 1885. 

H. Rink: Om de eskimoiske Dialekter, som Bidrag til 

Bedömmelsen af Spörgsmaalet om Eskimoernes Herkomst 

og Vandringer. — Aarböger for nordisk Oldkyndighed og 

Historie. Köbenhavn 1885 (рр. 219—260). 

A. Pfizmaier: Die Sprache der Aleuten und Fuchsinseln. 

— Sitzungsberichte der k. k. Akademie der Wissenschaften, 

philosophische - historische Classe, Vol. 105—106. Wien 

1884. 

A. Pfizmaier: Die Abarten der grönländischen Sprache. 

— Пет Vol. 107. Wien 1884. 

A. Pfizmaier: Kennzeichnungen des kalälekischen Sprach- 

stammes. — Ibidem Vol. 108. Wien 1885. 
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A. Pfizmaier: Darlegungen grönländischer Verbalformen. 

Ibidem Vol. 109. Wien 1885. 

H. Rink: Den östgrönlandske Dialekt (1887). — Meddelelser 

om Grönl. Vol. 10, Köbhvn. 1888 (pp. 208— 234). 

Based on an interleaved copy of Kleinschmidt's dictionary, which the 

Danish expedition to the east coast (1883—85) had taken along and 

where the native interpreters of the expedition had noted down some 

East Greenlandic deviations from the forms of the dictionary. 

A. F. Chamberlain: The Eskimo Race and Language. 

— Proceedings of the Canadian Institute. Toronto 1889. 

J. Byrne: General Principles of the Structure of Language 

Vol. I—II. Second ed. London 1892. 

Among the grammatical sketches of Vol. I, there is one about the 

Eskimo language (pp. 136—145). 

Fr. Misteli: Charakteristik der hauptsächlichsten Typen 

des Sprachbaues. Neubearbeitung des Werkes von Prof. 

H. Steinthal. Berlin 1893. 

1. Einverleibenden Sprachen. 1. Der mexikanische Typus. 2. Der grön- 

ländische Typus (pp. 135 — 154). 

W.J. Hoffman: The graphic art of the Eskimos. Wash- 

ington 1897 (also in Report of the U.S. Nat. Mus. 1895). 

Cf. Techmer: Internationales Zeitschrift Vol. 1 (Eskimo-pictographs). 

The Eskimo language is more incidentally discussed in 

treatises and works by R. Rask, Es. Tegnér, G. v. d. Gabelentz, 

Whitney, Techmer, О. Jespersen and others. 
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2. The Intellectual Culture of the Greenlanders. 

The Eskimo language is only spoken by about 33000 indi- 

viduals*), so thus it is not because it is wide-spread that it is 

worth studying, but because like a rare plant, it testifies to a 

peculiar process of development and affords new material for 

scientific comparison. Not only does the language itself, by 

virtue of its content and its construction, contain evidence of 

a peculiar intellectual life, but it is also the bearer of a primitive 

civilization. 

The Greenlanders’ traditions, which consist both of tales 

and of songs, had been only orally handed down until the 

middle of the last century, for the art of writing was completely 

unknown to this race before the coming of the Europeans. In 

1859, Dr. Rink sent appeals for the old Greenlandic tales to 

be collected. He found to his surprise that at all the settle- 

ments in the land there were large numbers of them preserved. 

They were now written down by the native school-teachers 

and sent to him, and in the course of a few years, he received 

over 400, many of which fill several printed pages. How intact 

these traditions have been handed down was in many cases 

strikingly proved by the fact that the same tale was told in 

exactly the same way, almost word for word, in different distriets 

which time out of mind can have had no connection with each 

other. Many of the traditions have later proved to be common 

to both the Eskimo in Greenland and in America. 

Most of the travelers’ accounts from all the Eskimo distriets 

make mention of the strange drum-dances with accompa- 

nying songs. It is very difficult to get these songs written down 

*) According to Rink: The Eskimo Tribes (1887) pp. 32—34, the number of 

Eskimo outside of Greenland may be estimated at 21400. According to 

“Meddelelser fra Directoratet for den Kgl. grönlandske Handel”, the 

Greenlanders numbered 11118 at the end of the year 1900. At Smith 

Sound there are about 250 (Stein). The population in Greenland is 

slowly increasing. 
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and therefore there have until of recent years existed but scat- 

tered specimens of them. It was not before I had crossed the 

Nugsuaq Peninsula that | came to places where this autoch- 

thonic poetry still led a miserable existence, half in conceal- 

ment, because it is disliked by the missionaries. Round about 

the curves of the Oommannag Fjord I met with men and 

women in all the settlements who still very distinctly remem- 

bered both the words, the refrains and the tunes of the old 

songs. Indeed in some places they still knew how to beat the 

drum (a piece of gut stretched over a wooden ring) according 

to all the rules of the art; in Oommannätsiag, | saw a ring of 

singers hand in hand circling round the drummer who stood 

in the middle, making wry faces and distorting his body. Of 

course I did not rest before I had written down an ample 

supply of these songs, and now they are printed and thus pre- 

served for literature. They are just as primitive as the tales, 

and what art there is expended on them is applied more to 

their delivery than to their language; only the minority of them 

contain any approach to rhyme or rhythmical regularity. Their 

antiquity is testified to not only by their whole character but also 

by various archaic forms. The Eskimo knew of no other poetry 

half a century ago; it is original poetry, dating from the race’s 

stone-age, which in this way has been rescued from oblivion. 

H. Rink: Eskimoiske Eventyr og Sagn. Kbh. 1866 (Songs 

рр. 349—350). — Supplement. 1871 (Songs рр. 138—149). — 

Tales and traditions of the Eskimo, with a sketch of their habits, 

religion, language etc. Edinburgh and London 1875. — G. Holm: 

Ethnologisk Skizze af Angmagsalikerne. Medd. om Gr. Vol. 10. Kbh. 

1888 (Songs pp. 329 — 334). — H.Rink: Bemærkninger til G. Holms 

Samling (ibid. pp. 335—445). — С. Kruuse: Angmagsalikerne 

(Geografisk Tidsskrift, Kbh. 1902). — W. Thalbitzer: Eskimoisk 

Digtekunst (Tilskueren 1903). 

Specimens of Eskimo folklore outside of Greenland are found 

in the works (mentioned in the linguistic bibliographical survey) of 

Boas, Stein, Turner, Petitot, Nelson, Barnum etc. 
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Nowhere else have the Eskimo so long been under the 

influence of more advanced civilization and nowhere else have 

they progressed so far in enlightenment as in Danish Greenland. 

They would never have attained to this result by their own 

efforts alone, for they live too isolated and too scattered. If 

a great many of the Greenlanders now-a-days are able both 

to read and write their own language, and if their knowledge 

and their ideas about life and the world approximate our own, 

it is first and foremost due to the civilizing work of the mis- 

sionaries. This work was begun by Hans Egede and his 

son Paul in the first half of the 18% century. The former, a 

poor Norwegian clergyman, succeeded in waking in Norway and 

Denmark in the year 1721 a proselytic and mercantile interest 

for Greenland and its inhabitants. This interest gained ground 

especially because it was hoped that there might be found some 

remains of the old Norse colonies in Greenland, about which 

there had been no accounts for about three centuries. Hans 

Egede managed to get to Greenland, and the natural conditions 

for communication with Europe brought about that the scene 

of his activity was laid in South Greenland in the district around 

Godthaab Fjord. The colony of Godthaab has ever since main- 

tained its prerogative as the chief centre for the spreading of 

foreign civilization in Greenland. 

At present, there are 12 Danish colonies up there, beside 

many small trading-places. At the colonies there are colonial 

managers and clergymen, shops and churches. Both at the 

colonies and at the small trading-places, there are native 

school-teachers, who besides taking charge of the instruc- 

tion of the children, act as assistants to the Danish clergymen; 

they read the opening and closing prayers, play the organ ete. 

These so-called ,,kateket”s (in Greenlandic in the singular ajoge) 

are trained at the seminaries in Godthaab and Jakobshavn, where 

they have to go through a course lasting from 4 to 5 years. 

Of foreign languages, they learn only Danish, which most of 
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them come to understand and speak pretty well. Some of them 

get so far as to be able to preach a Danish sermon. But they 

have not much use for this language, for all the instruction in 

the schools is conducted in Greenlandic. The Greenlanders seem 

to find great difficulty in learning to talk correct Danish; in 

all North Greenland, I only met with three or four of them 

who could speak it tolerably well. 

At the Danish colonies, there are special school-houses. At 

the Eskimo settlements, the children come to the teacher in his 

private hut; the teacher here is generally an old seal-hunter, 

who likes to make a little extra income by teaching. Boys and 

girls go to school together, every day or every other day, with 

the usual vacations. They are taught reading, writing and 

arithmetic. Their handwriting is good, but they find great 

difficulty in learning to spell correctly according to Klein- 

" schmidt's orthography, and likewise in learning arithmetic. They 

have Greenlandic text-books (Afuainiutit Vol. I—II), in which 

they are given the fundamental elements of geography, natural 

history, ånd the history of the world, besides biblical literature 

and the catechism — in short about the same information about 

the earth and its inhabitants as is imparted in the schools of 

the civilized world. — In their homes, they learn from those 

about them the Eskimo domestic customs and mode of living; 

the boys, for instance, learn to paddle a kajak and to use fire- 

arms and harpoons. Here they also become acquainted with the 

many traditions which have been handed down from heathen 

times and which we call superstitions. The tales are full of 

them. It is especially at the isolated settlements, where Euro- 

peans seldom come, that these national traditions still flourish 

and find room in the minds of the people along side of the 

ideas of Christianity. In these places — and they are the 

majority — the Danish Greenlanders still live in a strange 

confusion of posthumous heathendom and primitive Christianity. 

The literature which is printed in the native language 
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is issued partly by printing-houses in Copenhagen, Haderslev, 

Stolpen, Bautzen etc., partly by the printing-house which was 

established at Godthaab (Nook) in South Greenland in 1861 

and which is managed by a Greenlander. The nature of this 

literature testifies more to the perseverance of the Danish 

missionaries in grafting European enlightenment and ways of 

thinking on this primitive population than to any powers of 

literary production among the poor seal-hunters and fishermen 

themselves. Yet it is worth noticing that the Greenlanders 

like to write letters to each other, and that the most intelligent 

and enlightened of them often send articles to the Greenlandic 

"Illustrated News”. 

This publication bears the name Atuagagdliutit ‘‘some- 

thing that is prepared to be read”; it is an illustrated monthly 

magazine which was started in 1861 by the printing-house in 

the colony of Godthaab; it is edited by a Greenlander and 

continues to appear every year. In it is to be found a good 

deal of information about the ethnography and folklore of the 

Greenlanders. 

A collection of Greenlandic tales in the original language, 

with illustrations drawn by a Greenlander, has also been pub- 

lished by the printing-house in Greenland under the title Kaladlit 

Okalluktualliait (Vol. 1—4, 1359—1863). 

The translations of the bible published under Danish 

auspices are: 

P. Egede: Evangelium okausek tussarnersok (The four 

gospels) 1744. 2" Ed. 1758. — Ib. Testamente nutak (The 

new testament) 1766. — O. Fabricius (The new testament) 

1799. — О. Fabricius and N. G. Wolff (The new testament) 

1827. — P. Kragh (Parts of the old testament) 1829. 1832. 

1836. 

Samuel Kleinschmidt and H. Е. Jorgensen: Tusta- 

mantitår (The new testament) 1893. Tastamantitoxar (The old 

testament) 1900. 

XIX, 5 
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S.Kleinschmidt has edited a geography (1858), a history 

of the world (1859), a church history (1873) and several other 

books in the Greenlandic language. 

The new Greenlandie hymn-book contains 455 hymns and 

has the following title: Kristumiut Tugsiautit erinagdlit eri- 

nakangitsutdlo. iangüssartagdlit. (Kbh. 1885.) 



PHONETIC INVESTIGATION 

OF THE NORTH GREENLANDIC LANGUAGE. 



All the Eskimo words, and they only, are printed in italies. 



I, The articulation and system of the sounds, 

$ 1. It might be of linguistic interest to possess full in- 

formation about the racial peculiarities of the Greenlanders’ 

organs of speech, since it may be assumed that there is no 

little connection between such peculiarities and the character- 

istic quality of the sounds produced. But the only information 

of this kind that we have about the Greenlanders is what is to 

be found in works on their anthropological characteristics in 

general. The relations between the different races of the earth 

have seldom been investigated with the physiology of speech- 

sounds in view, nor has there been any such interest attached 

to the extensive anthropological research work which has been 

undertaken in Greenland. So much, however, may be said, that 

the Greenlander’s organs of speech, like the rest of his body, 

are strongly built. The jaws especially are broad and heavy at 

the back and the teeth-rim is narrowly arched; the nose is 

unusually narrow”), and the lips are thick and fleshy. 

In the account of Séren Hansen’s interesting anthropological 

investigations in West Greenland, attention is called to ‘‘the 

unusual breadth of the West Greenlander’s lower jaw’ **). This 

*) Sören Hansen: Bidrag til Vestgronlændernes Anthropologi. Meddelelser 

om Grönland 1893. Vol. VII, p. 232. 

ENDER 87222. 
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breadth, however, “is not found in the teeth-rim, whose arch 

is comparatively narrow and compressed, determined, as it is, by 

the form of the palate, which is craniometrically expressed by 

the breadth-index of the palate-arch. This index, which, however, 

is known only from craniums, is low in the Greenlander. He 

is what is technically termed leptostaphyline, and when 

the breadth of the lower jaw is so great, it is exclusively due 

to a strong development of its hindmost part, to which the 

largest and strongest muscles are attached”. 

What is here stated about the West Greenlanders will 

undoubtedly be found to apply to the Eskimo race everywhere. 

If we may be permitted to draw conclusions as to the organs 

of articulation from their linguistic functions, the extensive use 

which the Eskimo makes of uvular (‘‘guttural’) sounds might 

lead us to assume that his inmost organs of articulation, 

especially the uvula and soft palate, are unusually strong. — 

The task which I am to undertake in the following pages is 

a description of the sound-elements of the Greenlandic language 

together with the most essential positions of articulation for 

each sound. The basis for this account will be the phonetic 

lists already mentioned in the introduction. The meanings as 

well as the grammatical forms of the examples cited will for 

the present be left out of consideration. 

Speech-sounds are produced when the air which is expelled 

from the lungs meets a certain resistance on its way through 

the mouth and is thereby brought into vibration. This may be 

caused first by a tightening of the vocal chords, then farther 

out by a narrowing of the mouth-passage, which may variously 

be brought about by action of the soft palate, the tongue, or 

the lips. The order in which the organs of speech come 

into action is accordingly this: lungs, vocal chords, soft palate, 

tongue, lips. 
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$2. The pure almost unimpeded breath is found but seldom 

as an independent speech-sound in Greenlandic. It is heard in 

laughter, in certain emphatic exclamations, and as an imitation 

of the auk’s cry (cf. section on decoy-sounds). In the Uper- 

nawik District, I heard it in the interjection ah’a‘, which else- 

where in Greenland has the form aoa. 

A stronger or milder degree of aspiration occurs, how- 

ever, as a modifying element in connection with some of the 

consonants. The unvoiced fricatives [о 7 À &] are produced by 

means of a vigorous exertion of the lungs and the diaphragm 

so that the expiration becomes audible. In the case of the 

stopped consonants (tenues), the matter is more complicated. 

Before the vowels [a о 9], the consonants k ¢ p sound, as a 

rule, like the corresponding French tenues, that is, they have 

as little aspiration as possible. Before [i e u], on the other 

hand, these sounds are oftenest strongly aspirated. In [kao’a 

аа” pa]! their sound is about the same as in French cas, 

tas, pas, but they contain an h-element in [kiç'ag Ка’ 

tikeg ipik\*". In the first words, these sounds may be design- 

ated as voiceless © d b, in the last words, as К th pt. 

Aspirated final consonants I have often heard in [a@k*|§ 

and in other words ending in the same syllable, e.g. in a 

childish vocative form [anana‘k"| (Niarq.) instead of ana’nana, 

my mother! Weak final aspiration is sometimes to be heard 

in [ap a‘p'|, yes. 

The activity of the lungs in the production of word-stress 

and the rhythm of the language, will be considered in another 

section. 

$ 3. The open glottis positions (e2 and $3, cf. O. 

Jespersen, Fonetik 2 253) are frequent in Greenlandic. The 

1 promontory 2? recent * the mouth of a river or a fjord * a servant 

> it bit him ® theforefinger Та cliff ® an exclamation used when one hands 

a person something. 
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widest open position may be supposed to occur at the formation 

of the aspirated consonants just mentioned, always in the case 

of the first four [o 7 Ag], and often in the case of the aspirated 

tenues [gk tp]. 

Since all of these sounds are common in Greenlandic, and 

since they are frequently long, the language is characterized 

by a continual succession af voiced sounds and voiceless pauses. 

In the case of g kt p these pauses are absolute; in the case 

of the voiceless fricatives the soft whistling of the aspiration 

indicates audibly that the organs of speech are in activity and 

that expiration is not taking place without impediment. 

The next widest opening of the glottis probably takes place 

frequently at the formation of the slightly aspirated tenues 

and also as a transition between a voiced and a following 

aspirated sound, as for instance between the vowel and the 

aspirated sound in words like [apa 240 ig'it]. It corres- 

ponds to the h-sound, which, as remarked, is of rare occurrence 

in Greenlandic, and also to the light vowel-aspiration with which 

the interjection [ай] and similar expressions of emotion may 

terminate. 

The smallest possible opening of the glottis (=1) is the one 

which is used in the formation of the voiced sounds; we shall 

return to this subject in 2 4. 

The complete collapse of the vocal chords with closure of 

the glottis — (Sweet: the glottal stop, the Danish “5104”, the 

& 0 of Jespersen ; indicated by an apostrophe before or after the 

vowel) — occurs once in a while in Greenlandic, though only 

occasionally. I once heard a mother say [à ’d| to her little 

child when it wanted to eat something that was too dirty. 

[na’ ’ah] is an ordinary exclamation of pain when one hits or 

burns oneself. Likewise [ajüsüse’a]j) (Arq.), how terrible it is! 

(scil. the cold). 

*) From ajus’use' (i.e. its terribleness) + а, an interjection. 



$4. The voiced sounds in Greenlandic are: (1) the vowels, 

(2) the nasalized consonants, (3) the short fricatives [r q Ги]. 

— Voiced mediæ (5, d,b} do not occur. 

There seems to be most vocal force in combinations of 

sounds like [r#,r7] etc. Of the voiced consonants, the nasals 

[т п n], especially when long, are more strongly and decidedly 

voiced than the others [/ 7 q w], which become unvoiced when 

they are lengthened, as in the words: 

pulaw'og'  p'ul'ät? 

nigiag® n'y'àt* 

untarpa? un'ep'aq® 

iwik? pit § 

But even when short, these fricalives may sometimes be un- 

voiced in words where they generally are voiced, as in: 

sule® Иа vluanık!! arit!? ete. 

Unvoiced vowels (whispered vowels) I heard quite often, 

especially as finals, and especially among old people. I fre- 

quently heard [k*sjldn-le] with a whispered [X's] instead of 

[kisiän'e] 13. 

On the whole, the Greenlanders speak with a clear strong 

voice, and, as far as the men are concerned, with a deep chest 

voice. 

The contrast between the voiceless and the most strongly 

voiced sounds is very distinctly heard. 

$5. The soft palate with the uvula is of notable signi- 

ficance for the production of sounds in the Eskimo language. 

In the first place, the soft palate is used, as in other 

languages, for nasalizing, and it is frequently in use for this 

1 he (she, it) slips in ?a trap За snare * do. in the plural ® he drags 

it along the ground * track of a trailed aquatic animal 7 grass 3 do. in 

the plural * yet 1° yes, of course! 1? its interior (instrumental) 1? now you 

can see! 13 but. 
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purpose both in connection with consonants and vowels. The 

nasalizing activity is not only constant in the formation of 

certain sounds (n m n 7), but is apt to spread to adjacent 

sounds. rn becomes fn; arn even becomes ати; likewise rm 

and ry become тт and fy, with constant nasalizing of the 

preceding vowel. In the case of many individuals, this tendency 

to nasalize is due to a mild degree of snuffling. 

I found that this physiological peculiarity was very common 

everywhere. In certain districts, it is undoubtedly of linguistic 

importance because it causes nasalizing of sounds which in 

other districts are not nasalized, for instance, of r in the 

O-m:an:aq and Upernawik districts, of 4 everywhere in North- 

Greenland, occasionally of ¢, which thereby passes into я, and 

of w, which thereby passes into m (e.g. испа > imna!. 

There is one word which is produced without any other 

articulation than voice-position — nasal resonance. Whereas 

‘‘yes” elsewhere is expressed by ap, in the Upernawik dialect 

this word is often replaced by a simple nasal sound [7°] or [mr], 

uttered with falling intonation. a word of the utmost phonetic 

simplicity *). 

Within the limits of the constant sounds of the Greenlandic 

sound-system, it is remarkable to observe that, whereas long 

unvoiced and short voiced consonants often occur with mouth- 

resonance, there are no long voiced consonants with mouth- 

resonance. In other words, only those voiced consonants which 

occur with nasal resonance [m n 7 7] may be long. Therefore 

*) | may yet add that the word for “no” — na‘ya — is often accompanied 

by a grimace, a wrinkling of the nose, which either has no signification 

or merely intensifies the negation, for it does not necessarily indicate 

any displeasure. Very often too the word is accompanied by shaking 

of the head. Likewise the already mentioned interjection |'ä) and 

another iuterjection [ä”], both of them expressions of disgust, are 

uttered with open, slightly vibrating lips, and are accompanied by shaking 

of the head and wrinkling of the nose. 

! he over yonder. 
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when a long consonant in a word has originated from two 

short ones, of which one was a voiced sound and none was 

nasalized, the long one has either become voiced and nasalized 

(a p-g9°q > a" 9"q, yes is said) or unvoiced and aspirated 

(iw'it-lo > 96011140, and you; cf. unalo, and he). 

$ 6. Here already at the rear entrance to the mouth- 

passage is the place where the first group of Greenlandic 

consonants are produced. The Greenlander forms some of 

the most typical sounds of his language by means of the soft 

palate, the uvula and the root of the tongue, the same organs 

which produce the unpleasant sounds of snoring and hawking. 

When these inmost parts of the mouth meet and are firmly 

pressed against each other, the root of the tongue being shoved 

back and up, there is formed the articulation closure for that 

peculiar uvular tenuis (explosive) which again and again occurs 

in the language, and which in ordinary Greenlandic literature 

is indicated by a special letter: x, in phonetical works by the 

sign: 4 (analph. 70%). 

All the inner part of the mouth-passage is drawn back and 

up toward the back of the fauces, whereby the space in that part 

of the mouth seems to become larger. When the root of the 

tongue is shoved back for the closure, the whole tongue is 

thereby drawn back, and its upper surface, with the exception 

of the very point, is apt to become concave or shovel-formed 

with the middle part lowered. When the stop is broken by the 

force of the outgoing air, there is heard a short, creaking or 

rattling sound, which seems to proceed from as great a depth 

in the mouth-passage as a consonant-sound ever can come. It 

seems to be entirely destitute of sonority, and is most like the 

noise made by two stones that are suddenly scraped against 

each other. As soon as the outgoing air has broken its way, 

the muscles are relaxed and the soft palate, the uvula, and the 
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tongue all return to their natural positions. Examples are: 

[gag'agl' [904а`4]* [ga]? [gegertag]"  [gerqg'uag] ® 

[quarag]® [ag]? — [gagorpog]*  [aisegl®  [gipoq'aql *° 
[gageyag’arpag] "1. 

The fricative which corresponds to q is [r], analph. 

72%*%1 or 7z i. e. an untrilled г. I observed no uvular trill*). 

The sound must not be confused with the ordinary point-r (the 

English r) with which it has nothing in common. It has more 

resemblance to the French and German back-r (analph. 723) 

when untrilled, and especially to the Danish г (2%1)**), because 

it is produced by friction just as far back in the mouth, right 

by the back of the fauces. The point of the tongue rests 

passive behind the lower teeth. Still the Greenlandic r is dif- 

ferent from the Danish r in that its articulation is tenser, more 

energetic, the sound accordingly more consonantal, and gener- 

ally more protracted. It is worth noticing that whereas the 

uvular r found in Indo-European languages is a reduced point-r, 

the Greenlandic r has never been articulated at the point of 

the tongue, but seems rather to be a reduced g. This origin 

also explains why the sound lacks the uvular trill. Besides it 

must be remarked that the Greenlandic r is variable in tenseness 

of articulation. It seems to be tensest when it is followed 

by 4 and prepares as it were the convulsively firm closure of 

this sound. Examples are: 

ferga’|** [argat|]'® [sargag]!* [argar2une] 15 [argii'ono] 16 

rq is probably nothing but a modified form of long [9]. 

*) With the single exception of [ersiya'tyut! (к = trilled т), which I find 

among my notes from the Egedesminde district. 

**) Jespersen, Fonetik # 319 and 214. 

1 a mountain ? the shadow which the land casts on the water the 

surface * an island ° seaweed ба bunch of flowers Та sleeve ° is white 

® spit 'ба kind of whale 1 it (the ptarmigan) is screeching 1? its neigh- 

borhood 13 gloves 1% the sunny side 1° descending °° mending it. 
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There is, on the whole, firm and foreible articulation when- 

ever the r precedes a consonant, as in: 

[sargag]! [garsag]? [arsarnerit]®?  [агза9]“ [garsorsaq]° 

[arpa']® |nerdeg]?. 

But when the 7 stands alone between vowels without being 

lengthened, a case that is less common, the frietion seems to be 

lighter: [mamarara]$ [neriwag]?; in the interjection [a’.Z] !° 

there is often an unvoiced, mildly aspirated 7 to be heard. 

As a rule г (and 7) appears to be voiced, most decidedly 

before 9, but also before aspirated consonants when the г is 

preceded by a long vowel, as in: [ga’rpag] !! [arAuk]!?. After 

a short vowel, the voicing quickly disappears. 

Long r between vowels is always unvoiced, has strong 

friction and is modified by strong aspiration, which is 

probably accompanied by an uvular trill (inaudible). The aspiration 

is especially forcible at the last moment, before voice begins with 

the following vowel and the glottis is tightened. The transition 

from aspiration to voice takes place suddenly and rapidly. 

I shall designate the aspirated 7, like the other aspirated 

consonants, by a Greek letter [0]. Examples are: 

[тар`а4] "3 [nap'ona']'* [eo'2020%0] 5 [gå pot] *® 

The point of the tongue remains passive at the formation 

of this sound as at the formation of the short r. 

[| is in the Upernavik district replaced by [g'] or [rq], 

as in: 

[margag] " for [map-aq] 

largesumik|*8 for [aptetumek] etc. 

1 stream, current >? loon (a bird) 3 aurora borealis * a ball  fish- 

hook ®the outer edge of the hand Та goose 81 like it (scil. the food) ° he 

is eating 10 now you can see! 11 it is bursting 12 delphinus orca 

13 clay 14 he despises him 15 to wash it 16 a talus 7 clayey soil 

18 slowly. 
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In [ergorAono|, then, two different words coincide in the 

Upernavik dialect; it means both: “to hit the mark” (in shooting) 

and ‘to wash it”; the latter has the form [eo’9rAono] in the 

neighboring: dialect to the south. 

Nasalization, constant or occasional, frequently sets in 

in combination with these positions of the soft palate, except 

in the case of p. 

When two or more r-sounds meet around intervening 

vowels, the whole sound-group may easily be modified by a 

mild degree of nasalization so that it gets to sound snuffled, 

as in: 
[more-rsit|! [nerererame] ? 

This nasalization seems to be merely a consequence of the 

power of inertia. When the r-frietion takes place loosely and 

feebly, the back of the tongue fails to shove the soft palate all 

the way up against the rear of the pharynx and close the nose- 

passage. 

The positions of articuiation of the g- and 7-sounds are in 

reality closely related to the open position of the soft palate 

which produces nasalization, a fact which is also apparent from 

the analphabetical symbols for the positions: 9 = 70%, r —y%, 

nasalization = 02° or 3*, where К indicates the corresponding 

points of contact or approximation on the soft palate and on 

the back of the tongue. 

It is therefore worth noticing that whereas consonant 

combinations otherwise are pretty rare in Greenlandic, yet the 

r-sound frequently stands before a nasal consonant. In these 

groups, the r becomes nasalized (the last part of the sound at 

all events), and in fact not only the r, but very often the pre- 

ceding vowel too, as in: 

’ a grindstone ? after he had eaten. 
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larnät]|!)  [éamaïmik|?)  [narsaïmivt]#) [ernutag] *) 

[métyorpoq|°)  [érye]S). 

Still this nasalized r often retains the character of a fricative, 

even if it is more „stopped” than when unnasalized. Its 

approximation to a stopped consonant is probably due to the 

fact that the outgoing air on its way to the nose-passage presses 

the soft palate forward toward the back of the tongue and 

lessens the opening between the two as much as possible. 

Now it is likely that at the formation of this sound-combination 

r — nasal, a gradual meeting of the soft palate, the back of 

the tongue and the back ef the fauces takes place, during which 

the mouth-passage is kept open only with difficulty. So |r7} 

probably often passes into [q'], the г having become quite closed. 

Nasalization can also affect an isolated 7 and that to so 

great a degree that a complete back-stop takes place, and an 

entirely new sound is produced: a nasalized and voiced 

uvular consonant, generated in the same place where 4 and 

r are formed. For this sound I suggest the new symbol [7], 

which analphabetically correspond to 70” 93 ei. This sound 

| observed, however, only in the two northernmost districts, 

along the coasts of the Oommannag Fjord, and along the 

Upernawik coast, where it is to be heard in those words 

which otherwise have a single 7, as in: 

[497299] for the usual [geriwag] 7 

[neyrwag] „on »  [nerwwag]® 

[mamana'] ри » |татата-]3 

[anone] и 1% » [anore] !® 

[еута:] „on » [erina:]" 

[ak-equserpa’| (Up) » » »  [ak-eruserpa|}* 

elc. 

1 women ?all 3 inhabitants of the plain * grandchild ° becomes 

weak * lakes, water (plur.) ‘ is frozen stiff * he is eating 3 he likes it 

(seil. the food) 15 wind И melody  ”? raises something by pressing it 

up from below. 
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In all of these cases | presume that the soft palate itself 

takes active part in the formation of a firm ciosure with its 

lower edge against the back of the tongue. The outgoing air 

can therefore suddenly force its way as if with an explosion, 

which is the reason why this sound from the acoustic point of 

view is more apt to remind one of the unnasalized stopped 

sounds (g К etc.) than nasals do as a rule. 

$7. I have lingered long at the inmost part of the mouth 

because the sounds there produced are so very important for the 

Greenlandic language and for the comprehension of its whole 

phonetic basis (also for the vowel system). To sum up: there 

is a nasalized voiced stopped consonant 7”), an unvoiced 

stopped consonant 9, a voiced fricative 7, and an unvoiced 

aspirated fricative р. 

This sound-series may serve as a prototype for all the 

remaining Greenlandic consonants. There is a striking con- 

formity between these four uvular consonants and all the rest 

of the consonant-system. In the path of the outgoing air 

there are still three places where friction or closure takes 

place: the first is that portion of the palate that corresponds 

to the back part of the tongue (7—1); the second, the place 

behind the teeth (@'~*) which is the field of activity for the 

point of the tongue (2); the third is the lips (a). At each of 

these places, the Greenlander produces sounds both by closure 

and friction, just as at the inner entrance to the mouth-passage, 

and these sounds may be modified by the same means which 

operated there, namely: voice, breath, nasalization. 

We may accordingly draw up the following consonant- 

system for the Greenlandic language as a whole: 

*) 1 consider the nasal sounds to be the most primitive speech-sounds, 

because at their formation the soft palate rests passive, and I therefore 

place them first in the system. 
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rear of pie i 

the mouth Må pus lips 
(uvula) tongue tongue 

Stopped | 7 N N. m | voiced 

Consonants \ q k t р | voiceless 

| 1 q jl w | voiced 
Fricatives 

\ р 7 cA Ф voiceless 

The Greenlandic language, then, appears to have developed 

a stock of 18 consonants, which with amazing regularity may 

be arranged in a fourfold system according to the four 

fields of articulation. The series of uvular sounds, which is 

either lacking or very incomplete in the languages of civiliza- 

tion, occurs here just as complete as the other sound-series. 

In the following pages, I shall describe the positions and 

processes of articulation of the above mentioned consonants in 

the various vowel environments in which they may occur. It 

is not my intention to treat this subject exhaustively; I cite 

only some of those cases which I myself have observed. 

The key-words are always cited in such an order that 

those illustrating sounds produced fartherst back in the mouth 

come first, those illustrating sounds produced farther front, last. 

The uvular consonants [9 q r p] are all articulated 

at about the same point (7), at the inner threshold of the 

mouth-chamber, and are always articulated there in whatever 

vowel-combination they happen to stand. 

$ 8. The back consonants [kn q 7]. 

These sounds are difficult to observe without risking a 

change in the natural position of the mouth, which has to be 

held open in order to let the light in. The field of articulation 

is thereby shoved farther back or down toward the soft palate 

XXXI. 6 
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than when the same sounds are produced with the usual position 

of articulation, and consequently we must suppose that those 

articulations which I thus observed in the wide open mouth 

are in natural speech formed somewhat farther forward. Still 

| believe that | am not far wrong in the following back tongue 

positions, and I may especially emphasize that the relation 

between them may be considered in all essentials correct. 

The Roman numerals (p. 83) indicate the individual Green- 

landers whose positions of articulation | have examined (у. р. 8). 

When no Roman numeral is given, it means that the articula- 

tion indicated is representative for the average of a number of 

single observations noted on my phonetical lists. 

k before [г] in [krsa]! and similar words is often, if not 

always, slightly palatalized or front-modified. A labialized k (with 

rounding of the lips) Г found in Upernavik, where the word 

[ki”g'ag|* was pronounced [ki”k”ag]. 

Я in the combination ry may doubtless often be attracted 

all the way to the edge of the soft palate so that the sound 

becomes identical with the previously discussed [7] (р. 79), 

as in: 

[merqgorpoq|*® [ergerdune]* [ergen-ag|® [ergutag]® [ergit|* 

[nergit|® 

It is strange that all of these words with the exception of 

mernorpog are just as often to be heard in other forms with 

rn (rm) instead of ry, e. g.: [ernerdune] [ernen-ag| [ernutag] 

etc. In [neryit] the 7 has even wandered all the way from the 

lips, since the original form is [nermit]. These double forms 

of the same words are no doubt used side by side in North 

Greenland, but 77 (rn) is said to be especially North Green- 

landie, rn (also) South Greenlandic. 

5 6 ‘finally * servant, housemaid 3 becomes weak * immediately 

% grandchild 7 water, seas ° bonds, bands, strings. 
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[£] [7] 
[kuk-aq]! k'=70i® k?—70i™) | forget)! XX 7OFi (ork?) 

p= 70" [ga’n’eriono] 11 IX 70:9 VI, 

[kujak|? IV k'= 704 k? =70' VII, XIV 70? X, XIX 701 *? 

У 0 VI 70; XX 7090) [gana|*® 70) 

[kukik]® kt 70309 £?%3—70i | [anak-ag]'? 703 

[ark]! VII [kawa] 70% [ana]? у0й? VI 70) 

[krog]? JOH | [ana]?! 704 IV 705 

[aka] zoöei, V, VI, VIII, | [nan'awag]”” 70%’ 

IX 705 XVII, XIX, XX 704 | [klani'a] 28 ;0ÿ 

[kak'ak]7 У 70й 18 = 70% | [anega]’* 70° 

XVIII А! —= 70: k? = 70: kë | [Prrertut]? 70% 

— 0 [kn uwag or k'muwag]?® IV 

[kak-ik]® = 705 k? — 700 | 70% VII, X, XIX, XX OH Cri? 
lajornaka”s-aga'aq]? 70% 

[ak or а] ° 708 XIX [a-kh] 707 
[katäk]|11 704 
[uke wog] 12 зто 

[bio ag ог ki”grag]'? IV [kir- 

kag) 70? 

[kewa’]!* 70 or O1" 

[krsa]’® 70 or. 01® 

[9]. 
I had frequently heard this sound in conversations with 

a South Greenlander with whom I associated in Gopenhagen 

before my departure, and since it is also usual in the current 

Greenlandic orthography and in the available text-books, I of 

' remains of chewed meat which have become fastened between the teeth 

2 the loins, the rump  * nail (finger or toe) ‘the walrus's hide ° a year 

5 his uncle 7 (exclamation of surprise) 8 snot ‘it is damned difficult 

10 please И the inner housedoor 1? he is wintering 13 servant МИ bit 

him 5 finally 15 the armpits 17 surpassing it 13 when? 13 angakogq, 

a heathen priest 20 her brothers child 2! uncle (mother's brother) 

22 he is in doubt 23 the nearest neighboring part of the inland ?# is it big? 

25 songs from the heathen age ?° upsets (intr.). 
6* 
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course expected to find it in the language, and had prepared 

a list of key-words containing this sound-symbol. But I had 

not been long in North Greenland before I began to realize 

that the sound g there leads merely a parasitic existence. It 

is to be heard occasionally, but in most words where it is 

expected, the sound 7 is heard instead. 1 have therefore de- 

termined to regard it as an irregular sound, and to use 7 

throughout. When my private notes expressly have 9, however, 

| retain this symbol. 

The words in my g-list, then, assume the following forms, 

where 7 is everywhere substituted for the South Greenlandic g: 

[gagono]! OF ri [ajanag]? 70% 
[20-109] 3 705" (kian'up-og|* 70ii oii 

[asana na]? „ot [narkıma]® 70; 

Im'ipa’]* 70' [ma]: XI 70: 
[panna]? 70? [244.0 70 in or hi 

[ornea:]!1 XI ум [рада]? XI 708 =) 

Other examples are: 

[narlanag]'? [asana”k-it|'*  [atoriono]'? [oglargemta] 18 

[nag], plur. [wliy lat] И  [ullik-larkomit]®  [gluromilag] 1 

[andag]?®. 

All of these words are in South Greenland pronounced 

with the fricative q in the place of 7. Yet there are also 

plenty of words in South Greenlandie where the sound 7 is used. 

[asana na] is in South Greenland pronounced [asaga’na]. 

Wherever | came in North Greenland I had the same expe- 

rience. When I asked a Greenlander to repeat the word na‘lagaq 

or 24а, he always answered me with [»a'lanag] [a], accordingly 

with the nasalized stopped consonant in place of the unnasalized 

1 when (in the future)? *a kind of toy (cup and ball) ? plate ‘he 

is warm ° he loving me he pities him 7 he throws it away ° his pot 

3 my daughter ?° the inner wall of a Greenlandic house " the one (or the 

thing) that he went up to !? I who own it 1% lord, master 1 I love you 

15 to use it 15 he says to him ”” bird-gin !° to fill them 19 worm 

20 violin. 
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fricative. The same peculiarity repeats itself in my memoranda 

of tales and songs from all the places which | visited. But 

still there remains the curious fact that I almost everywhere 

observed single exceptions to the rule — setting aside the 

‘‘kateket”s and the half-Danish population — even among the 

“real” Greenlanders. 

Of the key-words on the g-list, X and XX pronounced the 

word gai [ga] with 721 = a back tongue fricative, XI, the 

words pigigiga and kiagugpoq |pıgigiga] [kiagup'2q| with 72 or 

at all events a very loose stop, whereas the same individuals 

in all the other words used exclusively 7. And they were even 

apt to nasalize the fricative g. But these very few exceptions 

are the only ones I know of. Otherwise the sound 7 was used 

everywhere instead of g in the key-words on my phonetic lists. 

From the rest of my notes, however, I can mention still 

more examples of words with q, fewest from the northern 

districts, but more from Disko Bay, where g, at all events 

nasalized, may be said to be right common, and is in some 

words used interchangeably with 7. Farther south (Egedesminde 

District), 7 again seemed to predominate. In some cases | found 

it impossible to decide whether I had heard a [7] or a [4] 

(nasalized), for instance in 

[gumiiogo] or [qumil'ono], [tiguwa:] or [tequwa'| etc. 

But all these sporadic cases of q are of little significance 

as against the wide-spread and prevailing use of 7 in the 

same words and by the same individuals. Therefore I think 

| come nearest the truth when | say that the sound [7], the 

nasalized stopped consonant, is throughout the whole of North 

Greenland well on the way to supplant [9], the corresponding 

fricative, and indeed in most places already has done so. This 

sound-change is probably connected with the usual propensity 

for snuffling. Only the native ‘‘kateket’s and those Greenlanders 

who imitate their language made an effort to pronounce the 

words “correctly” with q. 
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On account of my own uncertainty in some cases as to 

whether it was 7 or a nasalized q that I heard, I think I have 

reason to suppose that there may still occasionally be a slight 

difference between the 7 which is original in a number of 

words and that 7 which is a nasalized development of q and 

which is now gradually establishing itself. Then the difference 

must be that the original 7 is formed with a firm closure (70), 

the new 7, with a looser closure (71). 

That 4 and not 7 is the original sound in the words with 

the у1!-Гогт is evident from the plural form of such words as 

[ninag]|, plur. [27 åt], where у is merely a long aspirated д, 

and from the relationship between words like [a], а pot, and 

[iz'awik], a kitchen (the pot-place). Besides most of the dialects 

outside of Greenland seem to have q in these words just as in 

South Greenlandic. 

Whether the sporadic occurrence of а in North Greenland 

is due to the fact that this sound has not yet passed entirely 

into 7, or whether it is due to the fact that the ‘‘kateket”s, 

who have studied at the seminary in South Greenland, try to 

impress on the school children that this is the more correct 

or finer sound (because the Danish missionaries use it), must 

remain an open question (cf. 2 31 on dialects in Greenland). 

I have got the impression that the latter circumstance has had 

some influence in preventing the sound-change from being 

adopted by all individuals in North Greenland. 

[71 
Greenlandic у = 72'), 

[uy-ornaga’q] * 72} 

[ay'ertog|? [miäyarpag? HN 
[sar aq]? Qi or ij 

[narya]® 72! 

1 that is vexatious ? one who is approaching 3 it (the dog) is howling 

* a thin-haired seal-skin ° no. 
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СГ. German“) ch in ich= 726%8h, echt = 798 ach = 721071, 

Spanish”) j in Juan, Jeres = у2', Florentine Italian") с 

im lavcada = 721 

y is an aspirated consonant that stands in the same rela- 

tion to g as р Юг. Its place of articulation, as in the case 

of the German ch, depends very much upon the surrounding 

vowel-sounds. Between back vowels, it lies rather farther back 

in the mouth than the corresponding German sound; between 

front vowels it may probably be drawn forward to the point: h 

(the highest point of the palate-arch) as in: [17770]! [i'ia]?. 

In Upernavik, this sound is not used, but is replaced by 

the corresponding stopped consonant (lengthened). At the same 

time the preceding vowel is in a strange manner postpalatalized, 

i.e. the back part of the tongue, as in the case of g, lays itself 

slowly up against a large portion of the palate (iR) as if to 

prepare the k-closure. Ex.: [nd’ka] for [na-y-a]*, [ak-erpoq] for 

[az'erpogl#, [sdk-ag]°, [midk-orpoq]®, [uk'ornaga®q]" etc. 

$ 9. Front consonants [7 $]. 

Greenlandic j = 72 or 38 gf), 

Cf. French”): piller 72 hier [j'ær] 723 travail, bataille [trava‘j, 

bata'j] 73° or 348. 

English”): yard, you 723% or 3%, Danish”): ja, jubel = English [j]. 

German”): ja, jugend 72°. 

The Greenlandic j-sound may in general be said to be 

produced by a light friction of the whole front of the tongue 

against the palate-arch. 

*) Jespersen: Fonetik 22 211—213. 

1 slime of fish 7? his throat * no ‘he approaches 5 a thin-haired skin 

5 jt is howling (the dog) ‘he is vexed because he failed. 
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The sound resembles the English [j] (yard, you) in words 

like [aja:|', [ajuag]?, [ajanag|*, [kujäk]*, or is drawn a little 

farther back, as, for instance, in [947а9]° = 738", [agaja’|® ete. 

In other combinations, on the other hand, it is produced farther 

front in the mouth with that part of the tongue which lies just 

behind the blade and opposite to the arch-rim (alveolars), as in 

[naja'|*, perhaps also in [peyajudt|’, accordingly 72%. In 

several instances, I observed that the point of the tongue was 

slightly raised toward the lower edge of the upper teeth, and 

likewise that the back of the tongue was slightly grooved or 

shovel-formed. 

j is generally found only between back vowels. There is 

an audible difference between [pujdk|*® where 7 = 723%, and 

[puiag or pusag|'®, where the sound is entirely vocalic (7348). 

Greenlandic [s ç] = | 2) В» 71 (or В» 7126) 

| 1) fic 71 (or 213% 7139) 

| 3) 213% 723° (or 813% 723%) 

Cf. French, Icelandic, Færoic*) s = 1% 

Danish, German”) s = #1, German sch [3] = «5°? 712* 

English") s = 21", English sh [$] = у 

The North Greenlandie s-sounds are rather variable and 

are therefore difficult to determine. 

$ no. 1 (fs): distinct point-sound, the point of the tongue 

being raised so that it rests just back of the lower edge of the 

upper teeth; narrow groove, high natural pitch. The sound is 

always short. It occurs most in the combination fs, as in 

[ndt-seg|*! (cf. section on ¢-sound р. 92). 

*) Jespersen: Fonetik #2 192 and 208. 

1 aunt ?a boil *a toy, cup and ball ‘4 loins % kajak ° the lower part 

of the abdomen 7 his younger sister ®the third ° oxidized blubber ба 

bird's crop +! ringed seal (phoca fœtida). 
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s по. 2 [с]: front of the tongue protruded, the point pas- 

sive and lowered, the middle of the tongue raised, broad groove, 

slightly s-like quality, aspirated. 

Ex.: [g@’crt]* [cet or сей [arcet or veri [aluc-a-“t]* 

[a-"caq]° [sa’]°. 
The [c| is formed differently from the European s- and s- 

sounds (Eng. sh, French ch, German sch, etc.). The point of 

the tongue rests passive against the back of the lower teeth, 

and the middle (and back?) of the tongue is somewhat raised. 

The groove stretches over a large portion of the surface of 

_the front part of the tongue. The sound is loosely articulated. 

A chief characteristic of the articulation is the raising of the 

middle of the tongue; I think the sound can be said to be 

slightly postpalatalized. This palatalization is, however, not like 

the Russian one: there is no j-element to be heard at the 

end of the consonant, but the preceding vowel is most often 

influenced by it: [d'c, ö’c]. — The sound has a rather high 

natural pitch because its place of articulation is so far front. 

It is, however, very variable both with respect to the palataliza- 

tion or the s-element and the natural pitch; the s-quality 

sometimes disappears when the articulation becomes tenser 

under the influence of adjacent sounds (thus we get 6%: the 

point of the tongue raised and stretched toward the lower 

edge of the upper teeth); and the natural pitch is sometimes 

lowered when the body of the tongue is drawn back by an 

adjacent back sound. These variations may in large measure 

occur indiscriminately in the same words and to a certain degree 

seem to depend upon the speaker's individual peculiarities. 

$ no. 3 (rs): the blade of the tongue somewhat drawn back, 

narrow groove, lower natural pitch, similar to the English and 

1 several, many ? willow (salix) 3 interj. of course! * a spoon > summer 

5 its front. 
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Danish s-sound, unvoiced. In the combination rs, there is 

almost always this kind of $. 

Ex.: [ersterp'9g]! [ars’ag]? [assarn’egq]? [isern‘iarit]#. 

Voiced s [=] I observed but once in VIII in [perz-erp-oq], 

otherwise |pers’erp'9q]?°. 

In the Upernawik district, I occasionally heard an s 

which seemed to begin with a momentary closure somewhat 

like {< or ‘< (where ¢ indicates a loosely formed stopped con- 

sonant between ¢ and & produced by the front of the tongue 

in about the same place where 7 is formed, or perhaps a little 

farther front). Ex.: [ka'ç'orane]S [alu'c-at]*. ‘ 

In South Greenland, it is said that there exists a more 

distinctly s-like $ than the loosely formed s heard in North 

Greenland. A North Greenlandic ‘‘kateket” (in Niagornät) who 

had received his training at the Godthaab seminary in South 

Greenland pronounced it for me, and the position of his tongue 

seemed most nearly to indicate an inverted (cacuminal) s, the 

point of the tongue being bent up and back’). 

The long s-sounds seem to have lighter friction and 

stronger aspiration than the short s-sounds. 

$ 10. The point sounds [f # / À] are in the majority 

of cases articulated against the lower edge of the upper teeth 

(interdentally) or against their back surface. 

t п [ and the aspirated À all occur in Greenlandic, but 

*) According to a private communication kindly sent me by the present direc- 

tor of Godthaab Seminary, the sound does not resemble the German sch. 

Those Greenlanders who are not accustomed to use it from childhood 

never learn to pronounce it perfectly even if they otherwise learn to 

speak the dialect of that district. This s is found all the way from 

Holstensborg south to Fiskernesset, occasionally yet at Frederikshaab, 

but not farther south. 

1 becomes visible ? a ball % land-breeze * come in! * it (the snow) 

is drifting ® soon Та spoon. 
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there is no voiced 4, no point-r, and no voiced or unvoiced 

fricative like the English th-sounds [р à]. 

Greenlandic ¢ = 8047 

» n= goes or de 

Cf. Icelandic, Feroic, Norwegian, French(?)*) ¢, 7 = 80° 

German, Danish*) $ я = 80%, English*) ¢, п == BO! © 4) 

On my phonetical lists, I find that of 111 observations of 

the ¢ (or #) position, the position @4°"*) occurs 89 times, 

the position Aedere, 18 times (8%, 4 times). 

Among my 60 n-observations, I have Arie 26 times, 

gore te times, Ao ТЫ! 

There appears, then, to be a slight difference between # 

and и with respect to the place of closure. There seems to 

be a tendency to articulate » a little higher up behind the 

teeth than #; ¢ is more nearly interdental than 7. Ex.: 

[¢]. 

[a-ta:]? XVII 80° XVII 80° XIV BOer4) VII 208 Ge т BOA 
Igat-ag]? XIX BOäorea ХУШ 90% 4 XVII 20 XIV B04 
[tut-o]® Bo“ de, ed 

[ада] * Boss de 

[atarta-]® 904 or de 

[gilavt|s 90% 

lap'ıtumik]' 04 

[044949] 8 AO 

[na:loy'it2q] 204 (de) 

[gattonaw!sg] ® 808 @ 
[klätrorante] 11 Bu Il [és] Boe + 1° 

[pit’a"wog] 1? B04 (de) 

*) Jespersen: Fonetik 2 190, Articulations 2 56—57. 

’ his or her grandfather ? a water-cask За reindeer * a shooting-sail 

° his or her father ® drum; violin 7 slowly ® a cormorant ° one who 

knows something 10 it is calm И soon ТИ (or he) is excellent. 
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tag]! 20% IV [#] 902+ 14 

[umiät'a*t]? 30% 

(kität]# 80° / 
[nät-ät]* 20% XX [8] 20 +1 

[é] or [és] 

féik'eg]5 04 + 1% 
(ésipla’] 6 90° a 14 

[паЁ'е9]" 802+ 1° 
[at eg]® 904 de) + 14 (de) 

[t'arterat}® BOi+ 14 

Igit‘erquiomo]'° B04-+ 14 IV В0е4 je 

[umiätsiag] "1 804 + 1% 

[gag.arsudtrag]!? 204 + 1% ХУП 804 | 14 

Га ’'еглите] 13 804+ 14 

['atleriom'o]'# 202 —+ 1? VII fé] 20 

[аз] 904+ 14 
[ndt-seq]'® 802+ 14 
[put-serpog] 17 B04 (de) + 1de (a) 

The s-like element indicated in }#*] may be of very short 

duration and sometimes very little marked. But it is oftenest 

quite distinct, and after a long [#] it is even distinctly separated 

from this sound, to that we get a normal sound-group consist- 

ing of a long ¢ + a short s. It has already been remarked 

that this s is different from the usual s in that it is articulated 

in the same place as & with the point of the tongue pressed 

against the lower edge of the upper teeth. 

1 many years ago ?a boat 2? plur. of [kislag], an anchor, plur. also 

(kis'ät| + plur. of [nas'aq], a cap, plur. also {näs'ät] ° the forefinger ® its 

smell ” the floor 8 the name ? the gulls 1° divide something in half 

11 a boat, plur. |umiätart| 1? a mountain of medium height 23 to go down 

1410 give someone a name 5 Jakes, plur. of [tas'eg] "sa seal ?7it is 

foggy. 
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In consequence of the peculiar, strongly protruding posi- 

tion of the tongue at the formation of these sounds (¢ n / A), 

palatalization often takes place. However, since it is 

impossible to observe this directly — it is probably to be 

indicated by 30% 70‘ i.e. closure both at the teeth and at the 

arch-rim — and since it has no appreciable acoustic effect on 

the consonant-sound (but on the preceding vowel, as we shall see 

later), I have preferred to leave this palatalization unindicated. 

[7]. 

[nanog|* 

[ana-na‘|? | IV, XX [n] Bete) 
[Е | à 0 ed (e) 

an-eq | 

[агиад] * IV fo eee) 

[папа] 

[ane] © 

[рат * рае (a) 

[atane] 8 

[asarneq] ° 

['ars'arner'it] 10 

The [/]-sounds in Greenlandic are usually bilateral point- 

tongue sounds, produced 

1) with the point of the tongue supported against the lower 

edge or the back surface of the front teeth, and sometimes 

against the place: ef; 

2) with the point of the tongue bent up toward the arch-rim. 

The aspirated A is articulated almost exclusively with the 

first position i.e. with the point of the tongue supported against 

the teeth. So the relation between À and / is the same as that 

between ¢ and n: À is more nearly interdental than /. 

Та bear 2 his or her mother * the longest ‘а woman 5% the thing 

that you have found 5 the largest Т (а kind of) flowers ° under it ? land 

breeze, east wind '° aurora borealis. 
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Greenlandic 4 = 8194, rarely 21°. 

Ех.: ['alua]* [аа]? [qadd-eq|® [eo]? [ад 

[q'ad-uniacq|® [ri]? [и]  [tärrimat)?  [arrat]!? 

[aniwasrargag] " 

The first part of an À often seems to be identical with a 

t-closure and makes the same impression on the ear as the 

beginning of a £. In reality the outgoing air makes its way 

inaudibly along both the edges of the tongue until with strong 

pressure it beats against the inner surface of the corners 

of the mouth and rushes out at both sides. The aspiration is 

strongest and of longest duration in words that have an em- 

phatic meaning, especially when the À introduces a strongly 

stressed syllable. 

Ex.: [aniwiarlarga?g]!? [kiapak'argarg]'? [gar amagarq]'* 

Greenlandic { no.1 = Al!r®, as’in: 

[n'arlan'ag] '? [gil'a"t| 18 [ад] [nulia] 18 [näla:]?®. 

Greenlandic / no.2 = #1! ), as in: 

ltak'onalu'arp ak а] ?° [n'akraral'utuag arg]?! [län-erul'arpoq] ?? 

[eq'erdal'arpog|*? [ogalup'ala-rniarit|** [nja'l'ån il'arma]?? 

In some districts, | noticed that this / almost assumed the 

character of an untrilled point-r (as in English arab etc.), but 

with a firmer pressure against the palate, e. g.: 

+ a зеаГз breathing-hole in the ice ? the written lines, letter * the 

uppermost * a house ° others ва European 7 thou ® thumb ? five 

19 a gun !! it is too big 3? it is too big *? it is too warm '* is indis- 

posed (on account of hunger or cold) *° lord, master, one who is obeyed 

15 drum, violin 17 sole of the foot '® his wife 13 that which is abreast of, 

off a place. ?° of course I saw them (but...) 21] think it will fall 22 that 

is a little larger 23 it is progressing a little ?* speak a little as well as you 

can 75 vou do not obey me. 
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[aep-ara'rtog] for [a”p-ala’rtag]! 

pion rt for [ay-hola-rtut] or [ankalarrtut]® 
[senara’q] (Ik.) for [seqala‘q] ® 

[it-orartog] (Omng.) for [itola'rtag] 4 

§ 11. The lip-consonants [m p w 9]. 

The lips show great repose both in the formation of vowels 

and consonants. They are seldom much rounded, or pouted, 

or pressed back against the teeth. 

The Greenlandic lip-consonants are all bilabial. 

Even when at rest, the lips are frequently to be seen 

slightly open so that the teeth shine out between them. This 

seems to be most usual among the unmixed Greenlanders, whose 

lips are generally thicker than those of the half-breeds. 

When the lips are opened or closed by the movement of 

the lower jaw, it is impossible to see any change in their form, 

and even when contraction is necessary for the formation of a 

rounded consonant or some other specially modified lip-consonant, 

the lip muscles are not very firmly tightened; not even for 

the sake of emphasizing interjections, is there any appreciable 

movement in them. 

The Greenlandic lip-sounds, then, with the exception of 

the stopped consonants, may be said to be very loosely formed. 

Sometimes they appear to be, so to speak, mere approaches to 

lip-articulations, which in reality are scarcely distinct enough 

to be called independent sounds. This is especially the case 

in the sound-combination vowel + w —+- consonant, where the 

w-sound is but seldom able to separate the vowel from the 

consonant. In order to indicate these lip-positions I place a 

и (0,9) or w as an exponent after the vowel. The Greenlander 

‘red ?a (kind of) game ‘a layer of smooth ice formed on top of old 

ice ‘it is roaring (the water, the fire). 
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pronounces them distinctly only when he takes special pains 

to show how the word ought to be pronounced according to 

the current orthography. Otherwise this м or w denotes merely 

an accompanying movement of the lips or a glide position at 

the production of the other sounds. Ex.: 

[27] [sog]? [pi"luarna]# [nä”sara]* [na-“waq]® 

[ara] — [a"j'a]T [ga”Auna'g|® or more frequently [a)a, 

gar una'g]. 

[т] = «0 02 

[2] = «0 00 

[ата]? a0” [em'iag]! a0 Tormmar|!! а 08 or ab 
[ap] 12 ao» [ap ra] a0? [ара] "4 a0? [ip'ik] 15 a0» 

[uprik] 16 0 va or be 

fo] =a 21 

Cf. English f, Danish » = 425 

English w = al? 

In the articulation of the Greenlandic w, the lips are very 

slightly rounded (much less so than in the case of the English w), 

with the lower lip somewhat nearer the teeth than the upper lip. 

No raising of the back of the tongue takes place. 

I append the v-list in extenso as a specimen showing how 

my phonetical lists were arranged. Here, as in the other lists, the 

current (Kleinschmidt's) orthography is retained in the key-words. 

The only thing I have changed in it is the Roman numerals, 

in order to make them agree with the new numbers (Roman 

numerals) which | assigned to my subjects of experiment after 

my return home (cf. р. 8). But in reality my investigations took 

'thou >? green turf * may you be happy! (congratulations!) *that 

which I have found ?°it is growing out ® gun 7 another, a stranger За 

foreigner, European 3 also 1° beer 1! he is vexed with him (or it) 1? yes 

13 an auk '! the other one ”5 a cliff, bluff 16 an owl. 
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place in the same order in which the analphabetical indications 

are given here for each single key-word. 

v appeared to be almost always bilabial, accordingly more 

correctly a w, but without elevation of the back of the tongue. 

Now and then I also observed a labiodental v. 

The v-list. 

Bay RNG? FX EX | MV a2 XV 22 | V2 

XIE NE IN a2 RE 

Vibe ke VL D NE [RR 7 De XVI EN | NV 23 52 

Ne PS Тао ев а [29 

BR Va EV a? 

nava® XX @2(21) | ХУШ @2° | XVII а5 (53)° | УШ а 32% 
У 03222 IN, ah, ten, LIN 2horcat 

avangnak * XIX «12 | ХХ «24° | XVII а23 | VII «12 (or 32)® 

VI a2 | XI a2 (3) or 4(3)* | IX a2 (3)ъ | VII @21%° 
X a21® | IV a2 | I—I a2? 

avarpa® XVII «2° | XVII oa45® | VII «32 (or 12)? | У а2 (3) 

XI a12e4) | IX 423%] IV a2 
SAN SINE 120 | XX ara D XVII 22° XVII 220024) 

VII 412% | VIa2 (1 © | У 21° (be) | XI a2 | IV 2 Pe 
MFF 28", 2 

arfivik? XIX al | ХХ @14(?) | ХУШ 224 | XVII a 240 | и2° 
аи Ze ER at Van 

inivia® XVII 42 | ХУЙ 22° | V g2ve 
kiviput® XIX 412 | ХУШ 42% | XVIL 420 | Vill 232° | V a32 ve 

XI a2(1)% | VI a2(1)% | Х a2” | IV 42° 
kivitok 1° XIX 012 or 24% | ХХ a2(21)4 | XVIII 4249 cd | XVII 42° 

Nada | XI 22° 

1 a sheep ? the back part of his or her head >” he ends it, has ended it 

‘north wind 5 he hits him on the back of his head 6 iron, knife 7 whale 

(balaena mysticetus) ® its proper place. 3 they became angry or felt 

offended; retired from the community '° (participle of the preceding verb). 

XXXI. 7 
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kiavok !! XIX alte | XX 424 | ХУШ a2") | ХУП а35* | VIII 4322 
Vlai2° | Va23® | X1a32 ©» | IX а32Ъ (be) | IV 4204 

üvox!? XIX а1* | XVII а2°() | XVII ai3™ | VII z 32° 

VI 212% |W @3* | IX 2327 Мао 

nivtäipok 13 

kavdlunak "? 

wat’? У @2° 

1у350к16 У a24° 

ivkik 17 

ivsek 78 У 44° | IV а02 

О Зе. 2 VIE FINE 

nauvok 2° XIX al (or 12)®® | ХХ a2° | XVIII a2(21)° | XVII a3» 

vn 232)" М 398 | Wea Slor 18 PT TI 

IK GT VIE al] Am Ve ® 

auver ?! XIX a@12™ (or a3®®) | ХХ a249 | XVII a2° | a2™ 

VII «23? | VI a 2% | У a2» | XI a2(1)° | K a2 (23)® 

VI 21°) | X alte | IV a2° 
pivdluarna ?? 

navsuerpara ?® 

пауззага ?® 

nangâvox ?®° XVII «1 | XVII а13 88а | У 012% | IV a2 

igsiavik?6 УШ а12Ъ0° | V 421% | XIX a21% | a23° | IV a2 

ivik?? VII a21° | VIa2° | Va21° | IV a20° or 2° | II-I 420° 

Lana" VU sg ee) | X 021 1 IV zZ 

11 he is weeping 12 it is cooked; it is burned 13 it is snowing 

14 a European, “white man” 15100 °#peat '? the gums ?° juice (in 

meat) or sap (in plants) 19 is thick 7° it (the plant etc.) is growing out 

2! a walrus 7? good luck to you (form of congratulation) ?* I explained it 

23 that which I have found 7° is irresolute 7° a seat 77 grass 2° then, 

thereupon. 
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Notes to the key-words of the v-list *) 
The small numerals (1—28) refer to (the v in) the key-words as 

pronounced by the individuals (I—XX). 

XVI ?avä: firmer closure than in sava. — XIX al or 12, 

consequently rounding of the lips, indicated as strongly 

marked: 1, less pronounced: 12. 412 =. ‘1 -o-. 7 even 

here in 7, the sound has no resemblance to the English w, 

which is perhaps due to the fact that the lips are very little 

pouted, but it is decidedly bilabial. 1° the under lips are 

drawn slightly nearer to the lower teeth. 1? there is nothing 

of the English w, for in the articulation of v the lips remain 

at rest (between и and 0); between the o- and w-positions 

there is merely a narrowing, a contraction from a larger to 

a smaller rounding. 13 without any trace of v. 18, 14, 15, 16. 

17% 18 without any trace of v, but the boy’s father Sakarias 

has in the last (18) a slight indication of v [Wsüt], but 

17 (“k'kek] (sic !). 19 [490918000]. 21. almost = 0. 2223,24 with- 

out 2. — ХХ v is articulated with the lips separated (-=- 44) 

[is it an individual peculiarity? the open mouth (separated lips) 

is a very common position of rest in this place (Niakornärsuk]] 

the under lip is merely tightened and drawn up a little toward 

the teeth; the upper lip is drawn slightly down. 3 with a 

little tinge of the English w. ? here, as in the case of 

several of the other words, a very loose closure between the 

under lip and the lower teeth and with the lips somewhat 

rounded (423). * perhaps the best analphabetical indication. 

NB. here is almost no trace of any resemblance to the 

English w. 121420 about like о without rounding of the lips (?). 

— XVIII = the closure very loose, which is perhaps the 

reason why there is some little resemblance to w. 1171? bi- 

*) I took down these notes during the experiments themselves in Green- 

Jand, and they are here given in the same order in which I wrote 

them. Between the first and the last there was an interval of more 

than a year. 
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labial = üvak 42% (probably a little rounding of the lips here). 

25 (the next day) with rounding of the lips -о-. — XVII 

3,5 rather о than-v. И 0 not like å, but like an 0. !? very 

much rounded, a little nearer м? than & and 0. °° rounded 

21 unrounded. — VIII 13 14, 15, 16, 47, 18,19 without any trace of », 

on the contrary with the under lip lowered (except perhaps 

in ‘4 kavdlunäk). *®less w-like than generally. >” [15%]. — 

VI [sa'var] with к. 15 [keva] with a2” or 21° (slightly 

w-like). — У ![savar]. * with outward movement of the 

under lip here as perhaps in various other cases. 3 as in ”: 

it probably means merely: rounding of the lips, projecting 

and retracting, especially with reference to the upper lip. 

7 f and v the same position of the mouth. 3 quite without 

or with a very little w-tinge. 7% here: v, but with the middle 

of the under lip turned up toward the upper lip, an unnatural 

pronunciation. >? [ivsiavik]. — XI the positions indicated are 

undoubtedly exaggerated in the direction of *; by comparing 

(in a mirror) my own lip positions in pronouncing these 

words with the Danish v, | am confirmed in this supposition ; 

thus avannak a'varpara (repeated again and again) is rather 

to be indicated by 42° or perhaps a2. — VIF and X 

The lips of the former lend themselves better to pout- 

ing than the lips of X. — IV Ч without v [räd*luna’k] 

15 [гаЧи| with the lips brought nearer to each other but 
Lu 1 

not closed. 1° [r.tsor] or |rtsor] и [ikkek] without ® 

18 (Z.vsek] or [z.”s"ek] distinct v-tinge, but no lip-closure. 
1 

19 ['ifisu'vor] without v. ? is pronounced as otherwise the 

bilabial » or [2], but it occurs to me here that hitherto I 

must have used incorreet symbols in all those cases where 

I have used uneven numbers, since the lips are not generally 

rounded in the formation of this sound. The corresponding 

even numbers ought probably to be substituted everywhere 

in the list. 3 both here and in ? more than ever before, a 
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sound which might resemble the English w [nawa]. 7 pro- 

bably bilabial [arpivik]. 1? on account of the и the lips are 

very much pouted, therefore uneven numbers; but they 

are not drawn back quickly as in the case of the English w, 

but are kept forward in rest and are squeezed together to 

а [2] with a little rounding (no closure). 1? without closure 

against the teeth, but merely friction. 2? without ©; una 

pivdlugo with a little indication of v. — >? Pad cn with 

marked pouting of the lips and a slight wrinkling of the nose 

at the formation of tsu. — *5 [itsüapik] tsü as in °°. 

The list contains in all 172 observations of the v-sound. 

The result of these observations is that I found the sound 79 

times unrounded (even numbers), 32 times slightly rounded 

(even + uneven number), 29 times almost rounded (uneven + 

even number), 32 times absolutely rounded (uneven numbers). 

With respect to the place of articulation, my observations 

show 56 times the underlip slightly drawn back (a'(&%)), 53 times 

the lips almost or entirely in their natural position (a? (be >), 

17 times the lips pouted (a*®), 19 times the underlip in 

contact with the lower edge of the upper teeth (az (99), 

This great number of variations may at first glance seem 

to show mere confusion and inconsistency. They all have, 

however, this in common, that they indicate a voiced labial 

fricative, and on closer observation one soon finds that there 

is a predominant tendency to form a bilabial slightly rounded 

fricative. This agrees with the acoustic effect which the sound 

had on my ears. When I occasionally noted an articulation 

which very nearly corresponded to our labiodental v, I even in 

that case found that the closure (friction) was as a rule somewhat 

looser than in the corresponding Danish or English articulation. 

At all events, the labiodental » does occur, but is apparently 

merely occasional and may perhaps be partly due to the 
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influence of adjacent 7-sounds. Besides I am inclined to 

believe that it will be observed most frequently and in its 

purest form among the mixed Danish-Eskimo inhabitants, whose 

lips are narrower and more flexible than those of the real 

Eskimo. 

[<] = a2 © (ed, be, b) 

Cf. English, Danish f = 294 

[sargag]! a2? ° 

[argeg]? a2%°? 

[argap'oq|* a2° or a21? 

[argiwik|* 42° 

[largarät'arpag]? a2? те XIX 412? 

[nik'orgaw'og|® a2Pre . 

[a "lisareik]? a24 (4) ore 

[tetorgik]® V-Vla2% VIa21® Villai2° X 421 Xla2” XIV 424 

XVII 413% XVII @21® XIX gl? XX «214 

[oqalugik|® a2 тесть XIV 4238 

[ag'a] 1° У a2ve XIV a2 or 23% re ХУПа2 < XVII а2°4 XIX al™ 

[son'a“ça] И a2d%ore VII-XIX а УП-Х 421? (or 12?) 

[ug''arparla] !? а 120 or 

[ga] У &1(12)% VI a12° УП @12® IX а2 (13) 52° т X 212» 

XI a2(1)° XIV a23be XVII a2i™ ХХ a2 

[nugrit|! g1 orb 

[kivp-ag]'® У а2° УП a2Petb Vill g2%*>* Xa1l°>b XVila2* 

XIX al 

[sig'etag] 18 a4 2° «eb 
figrit] 17 a2: or be 

[sig'iaq] 18 (19 4соге 

1 current * whale >” catches а whale * Greenland whale (balaena 

mysticetus) ° he is apt to exaggerate ® stands, is standing ” fishing place 

5 teacup * church (speaking-place) 1° there (in the north)! 11 what! 7? I am 

washing it 13 there! '*a strap with a cross-stick to hang the fish on that 

have been caught *° servant 15 lame in the hip, halting 7” grass а hip. 
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Among 179 observations of the f-sound in Greenlandie, 1 

found 55 times the bilabially neutral lip-position (а?), 65 times 

the under lip bilabially drawn back under the upper lip toward 

the teeth (4°), 59 times labiodental friction. 

It was scarcely a fourth of them that showed any slight 

rounding or pouting of the lips, as in the following of the 

above key-words 3 3 1218, often also in 1% % 1, 14,14 Asa 

rule the sound was produced by the air being breathed out 

through a slit whose form corresponded to the p-closure, 

and there was a predominant tendency to draw the under lip 

somewhat back toward the teeth as in the case of our f. The 

pure labiodental f occurred occasionally, especially 1) between 

i-sounds or after r 2) among the mixed Danish-Eskimo in- 

habitants. 

Before mø, 7 and м often seemed to be velarized, i. e. im- 

mediately before (and during) the g-sound, a loose g or 7 friction 

takes place (22 73:3). Thus in 1% 1% 16 17, 

The bilabial character of the Greenlandic f- and v-sounds 

is also evident from the fact that in the Upernavik dialect, 

р, the bilabial stopped consonant, is consistently substituted 

for [$]. This fricative does not seem to occur at all in the 

northernmost districts, where they say sarpag for surgaq’, 

arpaq for argägq?, ogarpma’ for ogargma:® etc. 

§ 12. The vowel-system of the North Greenlandic 

language is on the whole a reflexion of the consonant-system, 

but it is far from being characterized by the same regularity. 

The vowel articulations are, as it were, more fluctuating 

than the consonant articulations, which is due to the fact that 

they are in so great a degree subject to influence from the 

adjacent sounds. An intended а or e, o or # has to have Из. 

2 
] current whale 3 he talks to him (tells him). 
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place and width of articulation adapted to the surrounding and 

especially the following consonants; it is drawn forward in the 

mouth by a following point consonant, pushed in and back 

by a back consonant. This becomes especially evident on com- 

paring the variations which take place in the final vowel of 

words with vowel-stems when they enter into combination with 

various suffixes, and also on comparing the individual and 

dialectal differences in the pronunciation of the vowels in the 

same words, as far as it has been possible to observe them. 

This often extreme shifting of the resonance conditions of 

the vowels in Greenlandic is no doubt first of all to be attrib- 

uted to the dispersedness of the consonant-system, to the 

large extent of the field of artieulation. It is in many cases 

diffieult for the tongue to change position from one consonant 

to the next, and it is the intervening vowel that is affected by 

the diffieulty. 

Vowel articulations are on the whole looser than the cor- 

responding consonant articulations. The consonants are the 

fixed points in the stream of sound; there is traditionally more 

energy connected with them than with the vowels. The con- 

sonantal sound is a noise which can be produced in only one 

place of articulation, but in the case of the vowels, a musical 

tone asserts itself, which blends with the noise of articulation. 

This musical tone (natural pitch) can be produced about alike in 

several places in the mouth, while the tongue assumes various 

positions (cf. a back @ with a front а), but at each new place, 

the sound will be differently shaded by reason of the changing 

unharmonious noise-elements, which accompany it. Still there 

is for any given vowel in a given word a traditional tendency 

to articulate it in a certain manner, i. e. to raise the surface 

of tongue toward certain points on the palate. I am inclined 

to believe that this tendency is more variable in the Green- 

landic language than it is as a rule in English and Danish. 
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These more or less variable tendencies are all that the 

phonetician has to depend on when he wants to determine the 

nature of the vowels. To describe a vowel is merely to describe 

that position of articulation with which it is usually produced 

in the language under investigation. The alphabetical symbol 

of the sound is merely an abstraction or the type of a whole 

group of shades. In determining these it is generally convenient 

to take the standard from some language which we know from 

hearing (as French). 

Direct observation of the positions of vowel-articulation by 

looking at the mouth of another speaker is both difficult and 

uncertain. | have therefore principally used the indirect method, 

which is to imitate the sounds myself and to try to keep con- 

trol of the distances in my mouth and the shape and positions 

of my tongue by means of the usual methods of self-observation 

(by observation in a mirror, by whispering and breathing in, 

by the tongue’s feeling of its own movements). The following 

analphabetical indications and the classification of the sounds 

include merely the most essential sound-shades, for I have 

found that it would be impossible to find expressions for all 

the shades. So the results which | am going to present are 

rather to be taken as boundary-marks or mile-stones than as 

mathematically correct expressions for all the vowel sounds of 

the language. 

My experience with vowel-systems has been that every time 

| have tried to arrange the Greenlandic vowels under the usual 

heads, they have burst the bounds of the system. Jespersen’s 

method (analphabetical symbols which aim to give an exact 

quantitative expression of the articulation) is no doubt the only 

one that can give satisfaction whenever the object is to dis- 

tinguish fine shades of speech-sounds, but even that is not 

entirely infallible in the case of the vowels, for its method of 

valuation is even for experts partly dependent upon individual 

judgment. Since in the case of the uvular sounds the system 
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has no method of indicating the change that takes place in 

the form of the soft palate (depression, rounding) and accord- 

ingly in the resonance-chamber as a whole, I reserve the 

exponent: * for designating that a sound is genetically and 

acoustically affected by such a change (7*). — For the sake of 

completeness, I have also tried to classify the vowels according 

to the English (Bell's) system, although with some modification 

(v. 2 16). 

As regards my vowel-symbols, in the beginning of my stay 

in Greenland, I tried to use the current sound-symbols in my 

own and in other languages, but I soon found that they could 

not very well cover all of the Greenlandic vowel-sounds; there 

is no harmonious relation between the vowel-series of the dif- 

ferent languages. | hope that those symbols which I have used 

will be the easier to read because in form they resemble 

corresponding or related symbols in other languages. The 

upright vowel-symbols indicate uvularized Greenlandic vowels. 

Two dots over a vowel indicate that it is relatively much closed 

and protruded; one dot over a vowel indicates the same but 

in less degree; only the vowels 2 and 7 are excepted. A и or 

t in the position of exponent indicates a glide in the direction 

of that sound (a“, a). И is only in the words enclosed in 

brackets, however, that I make striet use of these various 

diacritics. 

$ 15. Survey of the commonest shades of vowel- 

articulations, which I observed in the North Greenlandic 

language, arranged according to 1) rounding of the lips 

2) distance between the tongue and the palate 3) place of 

articulation. 
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Not rounded vowels 

732» [jl 
73 f, fg (i 

738 [2 
rare [| [240]? usually [240] 8 

734% [¢] [ma]? [pen’erpag] ® 

734% [] [isena']® [garua] 
73588 [г] [krwa-] И [kesame]!? [визе] 1 
753% fe] [pe‘arpa-] 14 

75388 [e] [atatne|'5 [даполуте]16 [anore]!7 [еде] 18 

757 [el ['érner'a]!° [negle? negle] 20 

ro? [a]? [isaqa'q]?! [atsagarpoq] ?? 

753% [8] [érneg]?# [érnera] ?* [gernerpog] ?* 

rot [e] Lperrpog]?° [еек] 27 
75:  [е] [pe-rpog] 7 [nererleramle] 29 

7 5* [е] [gegertag] ”  [gerquag] 3" [eprökrat] °° 
[gem eg] 33 [at‘leg] 34 [tas'eq] ”? 

+7(76)* [à] [аги@ 36 Tnatät]®" [киа 38 [kisiän-e] 89 

776: [a] [tds'eg] 4° [nän'og] #1 

715! [à] [män’a] *? [па] 43 [midk-a-rpoq]*4 (Up) 

in fa] [ara] 
778 or 81 [a:] [a-ta:] 45 [sa-neg]*7 [am a] *® 

776%h [a] [gäp’öt] ED (Uk. 

ALS [a] laraagl 9 

77 (79)* [а] [garsarg]°' [4а9`а9] °° 

1 many years ago ?thou 3 band, string, ribbon % violin ‘the gum 

6 house 7 its nest, dwelling 813 pretty ° he is looking at it '°the inner 

end of a fjord ' it bit him 1 finally, at length 13 (interj.) I told you so! 

21 he takes it away !5 beneath it 15 yes, of course ‘©? wind ”$ corner of 

the mouth, corner of a fjord  "? his son ?° meat ?1it is cold ?? he is 

named 23 son ?4 his son ?° is black ?% has become loose, is lost 27 old- 

fashioned songs ?8 — ?5 29 when he had finished eating 35 island 31 sea- 

weed 3? clothes that have been washed 33 dog °* name * lake. 368 women 

37 caps ?°®anchors 2? on the other hand, but ‘4° lake *!bear *? this 

13 fresh water ice ‘4 it is howling (scil. the dog) 45 uncle (father's brother) 

45 grandfather ‘7 bone *° also, again ‘4° stones that have slid down, talus 

50 woman * a loon (bird) °? mountain. 
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Rounded vowels 

a 43 va 73% i [и] [иф’а]1 [pukriprag]* [una]? 

7348 [ii] näjüitog]* [itiip-og)® [süjva]® 

74 [2] [sona]” [tomuson’ipog]® [tötog]® 
[ep-ök-at] 1° 

454% = he [5] [зи 
ab4> 735 [5:] [tös-öt] и 

< © La 445% 735 or 534i [u:] [Ark]?  [u‘tog]'# [orneg]'* 
[urm-ånag] 15 

a45? 7 5x [0] [апоге]18 [зао] 11 

a45™ 753 or 5* [0] [90°4]18 

a54 or 56 7; 33“ [2] [örmüpra] 1? [min'itornera] ?® 

aT6 ibe [5] [årsorsuag]?" (Arq.) 

aT6 FT [2]  [ors-og] ?* [ograg] ?# 

Remarks 

The following analphabetical indications of European vowels, 

which I quote from O. Jespersen’s Fonetik (22 336—353) may 

be useful for comparison: 

Not rounded: 24°73 French: fini German: wie Danish: 

vide. 73% Russian [7]. «4° or 6? 74% English: bit, mid 

German: bitte. 75% French: été German: See, gehn. 

768 English: let, bed. «8° 77%French: fête. 778" English: 

there, air. — Rounded: 435°* 73° French: pu, lune Danish: 

yde,ny. a3?» „31 French: jour,rouge Danish: du, hule. 

a3% (or 35) 74) English: put, pull German: Mutter. a5 75} 

French: rose, chose German: Sohn, so. 45 (or 75?) 75% 

French: peu Danish: öde. 41° 77! French: fort, mort. 

aT® 77* English: all. 

! there! (pointing at it) 2 it is low 3 he, she, it 3 tame, not shy 

5 goes across (from fjord to fjord etc.) ‘its prow 7 what ® it tastes (or 

smells) sweet ° a reindeer 2° clothes that have been washed '’ a kind of big 

sewing-needle '? river !?a seal that has crept up ‘44a burn 1° (place- 

name) 15 wind +7 implement (for hunting or fishing, urine °* he 

comes over to him 20 the wake after a kajak (Up.) ?! much blubber 

22 blubber 73 the lee side. 
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The Greenlandic [e] and [г] are more closed and protruded 

than the beginning of an English [e‘] in they; likewise Gr. 

[0] and [v'] as compared with Eng. [o”] in though. — fe] is 

a short mid-tongue e, uvularized. [e:] is an d-like uvular, [8] 

an e-like uvular, [é] slightly ö-like. [9°] is an ä-like uvular 

(@ = open 0), [0] o-like, [5] very slightly ö-like, [5] slightly 

ö-like (only occasionally found). 

$ 14. The Greenlandic vowel-shades can be tabulated in 

the following manner, there being two chief classes corres- 

ponding to the two spheres of resonance in the mouth. 

Normal Uvularized 

ara 

ERBEN DIT, CARE AGE Lies 

aa EUER en bang ET 

= 75379 ..... e 75k 
е 7535... le råt 
PEDER ae Hent; 2 ge 

ESS RENE à 7761 
16: 

d'la ske МХ 

a 778, 81%) avira 

о. ок 

HEST BÆGER en Е 

в 5 776% 
а Lo 77* 
DDR. el ee 

The uvularized vowels are always followed by one of 

the uvular consonants (g, 9, 7, 0); after these consonants no 

uvularizing takes place; a short vowel before a single 7 is only 

mildly uvularized, but a long vowel is affected in the usual 
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degree; between two 7-sounds, however, (as in rar) even a short 

vowel is strongly affected; a vowel preceding 7 + consonant 

(rs, rt, etc.) is strongly uvularized, and before 7 + паза! (777, rn, 

rm) also nasalized. [е а 5] occur only before rn and 77). 

The question as to whether these vowels ought to be called 

uvular or uvularized, depends on whether or not it can be 

proved that the uvular quality is due to some outside influence 

(for instance the addition of a suffix beginning with an uvular 

consonant); in lack of such proof we have to assume the uvula- 

rization to have belonged originally to the vowel. In such a word 

as [gegertag]!, we know nothing about the origin of the e-sounds, 

therefore they are original in the word in its existing form, 

accordingly not uvularized, but uvular. The «a-sound, on the 

other hand, may be called uvularized, for we see that it owes 

its uvular quality to the following 9, since in combination 

with other suffixes it remains a normal a. Ex: [gegerta“wog] ? 

[geqgerta:]# etc. For the sake of convenience, I shall use only 

the expression ‘‘uvularized” in speaking of the vowels, uvular 

of the consonants. 

This juxtaposition of vowel + uvular consonant is very 

frequent in the Eskimo language, and it always results in the 

uvularization of the vowel. The two sounds — the vowel 

— the consonant — in reality make up a phonetic whole. 

In the formation of the uvularized vowel, that articulation of 

the soft palate which corresponds to 7 is assumed. If it is 

aq (not 7) that follows the vowel, the uvular stopped consonant 

is anticipated in the pronunciation of the vowel by the uvular 

r-friction: [аг9] or simply written [årg]. It is clear that these 

vowels must be produced in a peculiar manner. 

In the articulation of g, г, etc. an enlargement of the inner- 

most part of the mouth-chamber takes place, as has been 

shown in 26. The upper part of the soft palate arches upward 

"an island * it is an island >? its island. 
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while the back of the tongue presses back and up against the 

lowest part of the soft palate in order to form the slit or the 

closure which is requisite for these sounds. All the back part 

of the mouth-passage is thereby brought to act as a new ex- 

tended resonance-chamber of a peculiar form; since this is in 

all essentials independent of the movements of the rest of the 

tongue, a vowel-position and an uvular articulation can very 

well be concurrent. Different distances between the tongue and 

the palate will give corresponding kinds of a-, e-, and o-vowels. 

In determining the resonance-chamber of the vowel, the palate- 

distance is measured up along the wall of the soft palate 

from the same point (:*) where the r- and g-articulation takes 

place, i. e. the foot of the soft palate (r = 72%, a = 77%). 

One might use as illustration here a covered canal-lock where 

the water can only just spurt in at the very bottom (r-friction) 

while the height of the lock measured from the same point 

determines the resonance and natural pitch of the water’s roaring. 

The vowels which are affected in this way have a remark- 

able hollow and grating sound; in the case of o and e it is 

occasionally somewhat 6-like on account of the inner round- 

ing in the mouth-chamber. 

There are, then, two entirely different kinds of resonance- 

chambers to be taken into account in examining the Eskimo 

vowel-sounds, and to them correspond the two chief classes of 

vowels which | have determined upon in the vowel-system of this 

language. The same distance between the tongue and the palate 

will give different sounds according to whether the uvular friction 

takes place or not. An e between two n’s and an e between 

two r’s are acoustically widely different sounds. — The vowels 

that are produced without uvular friction are of the same kind 

as the majority of our vowels; the uvularized vowels are of a 

more special nature. In French, for example, vowels before r 

are not uvularized; in Danish it may occur, even if to a much 

less degree than in the Eskimo language. 
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The Eskimo uvularized or uvular vowels really contain a 

distinct vowel element and a distinct consonant element. They 

stand therefore, as it were, at the boundary between these two 

chief classes of speech-sounds, or they may perhaps be regarded 

as constituting by themselves a third class of sounds occupying 

an intermediate position between the vowels and consonants. 

The Greenlandic Eskimo language does not make use of 

any real [у] (as in French tu, rue, Danish ny, German früh) 

or [0] or [6] (as in French peu, Danish sad; French seul, 

Danish sön, German schön). The Eskimo sounds which lie 

nearest to these are [ü 5] and [5], vowels between u—y and 

0—0, pronounced with the lips only slightly rounded; they 

seldom occur long. — The Eskimo wide [:] is generally nearer 

the narrow [7] than is the case with the sound in English hit, 

fill, in (in Danish lidt, find); the e-sound is always narrow, 

even more so than in French été. There is no pure long $. — 

The mid vowel a occurs but seldom, and never as a final as in 

our languages. The sound is as a rule slightly uvularized in 

the Eskimo language, (here indicated by the symbol [e]) and as 

such is not easy to distinguish from the other uvularized e- 

sounds. — Of the d-like sounds, the [e*] which is influenced 

by q is the most peculiar because it lies so far back in the 

mouth. About in the middle of the mouth lies the half-wide [4], 

which approximates the French [æ]-sound in fête, but it must 

be noted that it is short. — A mid-? occurs, I think, sometimes 

before [№ 7°] and [A], but I do not know if it occurs spora- 

dically or regularly. 

§ 15. In trying to determine the Eskimo vowels according 

to Bell’s and Sweet's*) systems, I have come to the following 

*) Н. Sweet: A Primer of Phonetics. Oxford 1892. pag. 31. 

a 
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results. They show that I have been forced to go beyond the 

limits of the system, and that not even those Greenlandic 

sounds that belong inside of the limits are always to be iden- 

tiied with any of the sounds given by Sweet, but in reality 

belong in certain intermediate positions. — Examples, v. 2 13. 

Not rounded 

i} hfn [Jhfw [2] mfn [e] mfn 

a =] mx (nw) and mb (nw) [6] m(ultra-b) хп [@] m (ultra-b) bn (or nw) 

e] m ultra-bn [a] 1 (ultra-b) x (nw) [а] I (ultra-b) bn [а] | ultra-bn 

a] lb (nw) [à] Ixinw) [@] 1х (nw) 
eS SS een enn 

Rounded 

[u] hbn [ü] hx(orf)n 

[vo] mbn [5] hxw [5] mxn [5] h (fx) w? 

[0] mbn [0] m ultra-bn [5] 1 (or m?) ultra-bn 

[2] I ultra-bn [5] 1 (ultra-b) x (nw) 

These results make it possible to draw up the following 

table showing a fourfold vowel-system: 

Not rounded Rounded 

ultra back | back | mixed | front | ultra back | back mixed | front 

| | | és 
narrow | | | © u U 

high | 

wide | L | 0 

narrowle e ° (é) (8) О a med 

mid Е | а 

wide | | 
feared зат ae hi ee À = 

narrow 

low 

wide 

The uvularized vowels, which constitute the fourth (ultra 

back) row, and thus in reality stand outside of the ordinary 

XXXI. 8 
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system, owe their peculiarily, as we have seen, to circumstances 

which are absent in the case of the other (normal) vowels, 

and which find merely an imperfect expression and place in 

the system under the name “ultra back”. 

$ 16. The form of the lips at the formation of the 

vowels remains for brief consideration. The Greenlander’s lips 

are not apt to move out of their natural position of rest which, 

when it is really typical,. is half open, the thick under lip 

hanging slightly down and being also perhaps somewhat pro- 

truded forward. Still, of course, the lips do not remain passive 

during the formation of the sounds. Aside from their activity 

at the formation of the consonants, they have here, as in other 

languages, to meet the demands of the vowels by supplementing 

the up and down movement of the jaws with their own slight 

and often unnoticeable bendings, roundings or tightenings. 

I shall give here in concise form the results of my observa- 

tions and notes concerning Ир positions at the formation of 

vowels. They are in large part connected with experiments 

which I made partly in Oommannag and partly in Upernawik. 

i and e seem to be pronounced as a rule with the lips 

more open than in our languages. In distinct pronunciation 

the upper lip is drawn slightly up, as in [og'iprag]! [anore]? 

[gå”s' et]? [sule|*, likewise in the case of [e] in [giteq'ul'oo|, 

[nerererame] etc. — Especially in the case of si or e, 

| sometimes saw the lips drawn in this strange manner so that 

they separated from each other and the corners of the mouth 

drooped a little. If the upper lip remains motionless, the under 

lip is only lowered so much the more”). 

*) It is very significant in this connection that the word which means: 

“speaks in the southern dialect” (where in certain words i and e are 

substituted for о and w) is related to a word meaning "to show teeth” 

(seil. a dog) (Kl. Diet. р. 72: ersangawok — ersagpok). 

1 is light, not heavy ? wind ° many, several * yet. 
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The deep [a] forces the under lip still farther down and the 

distance between the lips (and the jaws) is considerably increased. 

In the pronunciation of [eq'eg], I noticed that the corners 

of the mouth were very much drawn back and that the mouth- 

opening was narrow. 

All the rounded sounds are pronounced with a narrower 

passage between the lips than in the case of the z- and e-sounds. 

In a word like [жа], there seems to occur no other 

change between [v°] and [a] than a wider opening of the lips; 

the lips are not drawn back; the w-like element is not so 

much due to any rounding of the lips as to the strongly 

retracted position of the tongue. Occasionally, however, I ob- 

served both marked rounding and marked pouting of the lips, 

as in [oma] [tu's'ot] (o° and v' with @53®), and there is no 

doubt that some rounding, even if ever so little, always takes 

place, narrowest in the case of [и]; but as a rule the differ- 

ence between the rounding and the slip-shaped position of 

rest is remarkably small. The inner rounding which occurs in 

the innermost part of the mouth in the pronunciation of those 

vowels that are influenced by » and 9 gives them a more 

closed character than they would get from the rounding of the 

lips alone. The long [9°] therefore sounds more closed (and 

has a deeper natural pitch) than in English all, law or in 

French mort, although the lip-opening in all these cases is 

about the same. But the short [9] before r often sounds more 

open in Greenlandic. The two [9]’s of [go‘rorsuag] are not 

quite similar. 

The result, if any result at all can be reached, is some- 

thing like this: when the Greenlander talks, his lip-movements 

are more tardy and vague than one would expect from the 

liveliness of his voice and his tongue. His lips move relatively 

less forward and backward than up and down. In certain 

words or certain sound-groups, he is satisfied with a mere 

approach to labialization. 
R* 
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$ 17. On comparing with each other the various pro- 

nuneiations of the different individuals as they are analpha- 

betically indicated on the phonetical lists, it appears that in 

the case of most of the sounds, there are individual dif- 

ferences. Thus on the ¢-list, the indications vary between the 

two extremes 2% and 2% (the points of contact of the point of 

the tongue), on the k-list, between у? and у (the points of 

contact of the back of the tongue); on the »-list, the indications 

of the position and form of the lips vary between a? and м”, 

al and «32. Will it do, on the basis of these observations, to 

determine the articulation of the sounds concerned, to establish 

a general value for the sound-symbols (letters) illustrated in 

the lists? 

The answer might be that the absolute establishment of a 

symbol’s sound-value always must depend upon an abstraction. 

In the first place, the manner of articulation of every sound 

depends very much upon the nature of the whole sound-group 

in which it occurs. In the second place, there are always 

personal differences to be taken into account, not only between 

individuals of different distriets, and not only between individuals 

who live next door to each other, but also in the same indi- 

vidual’s pronunciation at different times”). 

What we essentially want here, however, is not so much 

these small individual variations as just the main tendency 

toward similar places of articulation which is common to all 

individuals and which is constant in the same individual at all 

*) In this respect, my observations quite agree with Hermann Paul's 

view of the life and formation of speech-sounds (Prinzipien der Sprach- 

geschichte, 1898) 2 37: 
„Geringe Schwankungen in der Aussprache des gleichen Wortes an der gleichen Satz- 

stelle sind unausbleiblich. Denn überhaupt bei jeder Bewegung des Körpers, mag sie 

auch noch so eingeübt, mag das Bewegungsgefühl auch noch so vollkommen entwickelt 

sein, bleibt doch noch etwas Unsicherheit übrig” etc. 2 40: „Wenn schon das Bewe- 

gungsgefühl des Einzelnen seine Bewegungen nicht völlig beherrschen kann und selbst 

kleinen Schwankungen ausgesetzt ist, so muss der freie Spielraum für die Bewegung, der 

innerhalb einer Gruppe von Individuen besteht, natürlich noch grösser sein, indem es dem 

Bewegungsgefühle jedes Einzelnen doch niemals gelingen wird dem Lautbilde, das ihm 

vorschwebt, vollständig Genüge zu leisten." 
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times. About each sound-symbol is grouped a number of 

slightly varying positions of the speech-organs, but: among 

these there will always be found something like a tendency 

toward a norm, and the sound-symbol stands for this norm. 

As regards the variations, the sound will not as a rule be 

in any perceptible degree acoustically influenced by the small 

functional inaccuracies, which are only noticed by the critical 

observer, not by the one for whom speech is but a means 

of communication. The speakers themselves believe that their 

pronunciation is in accurate agreement with the sound-pictures 

which they have inherited through the ear, and they either do 

not nolice the deviations, or consider them of no account. 

Only in those cases where it is necessary to speak especially 

distinctly, as for instance to foreigners, to deaf people, in cal- 

ling at a distance or in speaking solemnly, may there be a 

tendency purposely to emphasize or even exaggerate a sound's 

peculiarities *). 

The Greenlanders produce this exaggerated effect less by 

any change of lip-position than by the activity of the inner 

part of the mouth. I have heard a woman pronounce the inter- 

jection [ao‘a:], which expresses great surprise, so that it sounded 

somewhat like [90°9°a]. Thus also [md’s’ame] (certainly) becomes 

[moç'am'e] in an indignant tone (Omng.), and [ap] (yes) be- 

comes [ap] (Ngt.). 

The Greenlander generally talks with great composure and 

not very loudly, and articulates accordingly, as a rule, distinctly 

and consistently. The uvular consonants present merely insigni- 

ficant variations with respect to place of articulation. The lip- 

sounds and back sounds vary more. Of the point sounds, /, 7 

and s seem to be most variable. 

*) Cf. O. Bremer (Deutsche Phonetik, 1893) 2 118: 
„Je lebhafter ein Mensch ist, je mehr es ihn drängt seinen Empfindungen auch in seiner 

Sprache einen möglichst intensiven Ausdruck zu verleihen, um so mehr sucht er auch die 

akustische Wirkung jedes Sprechschalles zu erhöhen, indem er dessen Klang möglichst 

oxtrem gestaltet. Am klarsten tritt das bei den Vokalen zu Tage.” 
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$ 18. Basis of articulation. — The small changes 

which in the course of time take place in the words of every 

language and break down the traditions of form, depend partly 

upon the physical nature of the organs of articulation and partly 

upon the nature of the psychical elements that come into play 

(the psychical basis). Both of these factors are to a certain 

extent determined by race, and their activity extends through 

larger or smaller groups of individuals, who forget the old 

pronuneiation when they accept the new. The change may be 

due to indolence and carelessness as well as to liveliness in 

the speakers. 

With respect to the psychical factor it is sufficient here 

to refer to what will be said in the following paragraphs about 

tempo, stress and pitch. 

With respect to the physical factor, it is the favorite posi- 

tions of the organs of articulation that form the prime motive 

(basis) for the formation of the characteristic shades of sound. 

The normal position of the tongue can be reckoned from tlıe 

average of its movement-tendeneies. 

As for the Greenlandie language, the following description 

of the tongue’s favorite position corresponds best with the 

results of my phonetic lists: the surface of the tongue 

is apt to lie near the roof of the mouth, is convex at 

the back, slightly protruded, and in front stretched out 

very far toward the teeth. The whole of the movable 

body of the tongue takes part in the vertical movements 

without any great curvature at any point. So when the point 

of the tongue is raised or lowered, all the front part of the 

tongue follows the movement. 

The activity of the tongue stretches over the greatest field 

possible, namely from the innermost limit at the root of the 

tongue to the outermost limit at the edge of the upper teeth. 

The places of articulation lie widely scattered over this extent, 

so combinations of articulatory movements take a long time. 
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One frequently gets an opportunity to observe this normal 

position of the tongue (point of the tongue analph. 2%) when 

a Greenlander is speaking; especially if he has lost some of 

his front teeth, the point of his tongue is continually to be 

seen in motion just behind the row of teeth and every moment 

touching their sharp edge or pressing against the inner surface 

of the upper teeth. What is not to be seen is that raising of 

the back of the tongue which in many cases takes place at the 

same time as the articulation in the front part of the mouth, 

and which acoustically results in the post-palatalization of 

the vowels. 

П. Dynamics of the sounds, 

$19. The usual tempo of the spoken language 

must be said to be slow. Especially in the remote settlements, 

far away from the colonies, the Eskimo generally spoke in a 

strikingly slow and drawling manner. The inhabitants in such 

places are few and rarely have anything to do with the Euro- 

peans. It was not only the old people, but also the young 

ones, who spoke slowly, the men perhaps more so than the 

women. Furthermore I think I have reason to assert that the 

unmixed Greenlanders speak more slowly than the. mixed in- 

habitants. This struck me especially at the lonely settlements 

in the Aulätsiwik Fjord south of Egedesminde. These 

primitive Greenlanders articulated their words with remarkable 

repose; it was as if there were no such thing as time for 

them; syllable followed upon syllable steadily, slowly, quietly, 

as the drops drip down from an icicle which is thawing. The 

long sounds were dwelt upon for a long time as if they were 

points of rest in the process of articulation. Such a question 
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as alin’egaratiio (and without their (i. e. the nets) getting torn?) 

lasted between 3 and 4 seconds, and just as slowly were pro- 

nounced the words peg'an'ik'ül'arm'at (since there was nothing 

yet to be found), and ayorm’arpada'rg’a'g (it is too difficult to do). 

Not only the long sounds in these words, but also the short 

ones are extended in duration on account of the andante 

tempo. 

Of course the talking may become rapid and lively when 

the Greenlander becomes excited for some reason or other, but 

the real Greenlander does not often become excited. 

This characteristic must be kept in mind during the fol- 

lowing sections on the quantity and accent of this language. 

$ 20. Quantity. All the stopped consonants — the 

nasalized as well as the unnasalized — occur both short and 

long (geminated). The same applies to the open consonants 

(fricatives) except that these are generally voiced when short, 

whereas they become unvoiced and aspirated when they are 

lengthened. The fricatives become unvoiced and aspirated 

when they are lengthened: [iwik] plur. [ig-it]1, [alag] plur. 

[ardit]?, [nigag] plur. [niydt]*, [nertwog]* cf. [nepriwik]?. 

Even when the aspirated fricatives are shortest, they seem to 

be somewhat longer than the other (short) consonants, which is 

probably due to the special exertion that is necessary in the 

formation of these sounds on account of the aspiration. 3 too 

occurs both short and long; but 7 is seldom long, occasionally 

in XI [suj’omut]®, in XIX [р0:799]", very often in the song- 

refrain [ayj'a”]. 

I may remark once for all that after an г — i.e. after an 

uvularized vowel — the consonant is always long’(only a 

! grass ? a harpoon-line * bird-snare * he is eating ° an eating-place, 

a table ® = sujumut forward, straight on * = pujoq smoke. 
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very few exceptions, if any!) As a rule, I give no indications 

of length in such cases. arnag properly = arn'aq etc. 

Long vowels are very common and have a length corres- 

ponding to the length of the long consonants. [à ä], the 

neutral {a &] and the pure [2] and [#] occur only as short sounds. 

For long e and $ there is one sound in common which lies 

just between them both, namely [ec]; for long o and и there is 

also one sound in common which lies between .them both, 

namely [v’|. When these approach very near to pure e ог 9, 

the symbols [e'] [o:] are used. Long а sometimes approaches 

[2 @] sometimes [а]. 

Quantity — the relative length of the sounds”) — is main- 

tained as accurately as is necessary in order thal the words may 

not be misunderstood. The full significance of this becomes 

clear when | add that very often the meaning of a word chiefly 

depends on whether a certain sound in the word is pronounced 

long or short. The Eskimo language is very sensitive and con- 

servative in this respect, so much the more so on account of 

the frequent phonetical similarity between words of different 

meaning. 

There are but few pairs of words where we find complete 

similarity; the difference in quantity is in most cases accom- 

panied by a corresponding difference in stress (dynamic accent). 

Thus in the following examples: 

[en'a:] its lair, nest ma: or 'e’na'| the steep 

side of a mountain or a 

house etc. 

[nåt'eg] a floor [n'ät-seg] a seal (phoca foetida) 

*) The Swedish phonetician, Fr. Wulff remarks about quantity as con- 

trasted with accent: “The quantity is, so to speak, inherent in the 

words, i. e. depends more upon the nature of the sound-groups than 

on any special intention of the speaker; I mean the quantity is fixed 

and involuntary”. (Nagra ord om aksent, i Forhandlinger paa det 2. 

nordiske filologmede i Kristiania 1881, ed. by G. Storm 1883.) 



[usuk] membrum 

[ипед] the armpit 

[apa] ап auk 

[’s'a‘] his eye 

[isip'og] he falls into the water 

[ikupra’] it pecks at it with its 

beak 

[atorpa:] he uses it 

[atSlerpa:] he brings it down 

[uwana| I 

[män’a] this 

[gisup’a’) he puts his nails into it 

[näm'ap'oq] he carries some- 

thing on his back 

[napil'ono] breaking it across 

[pasiwa'| he suspects him 

2 

[us'uk] ground-seal (phoca bar- 

bata) 

[weg] a skin without hair 

[apa] 1) his companion 2) he 

brings it, comes with it 

[45-е] frost cold 

2) he 

gets or has got something 

[288059] 1) it is cold 

in his eye 

[ikup'a:] he joins or folds it 

together with something 

at-orpa’| he touched it 

atserpa’| he gives him a name 

mana] now 

[ 
[ 
[wara] from there 

[ 
[gisup'a] he puts fuel on the fire 

| nam'ap'aq] that is enough 

[na‘pikono] killing him or it 

[pa’siwa’] he understands it 

Very similar to each other are also the following: 

kina] who 

qiläk] the sky 

| 
[ипед] the armpit 

| 
[gmaq] а nostril 

[4Йегрэ9] he is bound 

[gima'wog| he flees 

[awarpag he hits himself on 

the back of the head 

[giawag]| he is weeping 

[kena] a face 

[v'neg] a burn 

[gila‘q] the palate 

[gma-q] the sharp edge of the 

shin-bone; the bridge of 

the nose 

[gelerpoqg| he begins to long 

for something 

[gemawog]| he is lively 

[awarpaq] he is out reindeer- 

hunting 

[geawag] he feels cold 
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In the above words, the quantity is original, i. e. the cause 

of the difference in quantity is unknown, and there is probably 

no connection between the two words of each pair (except 

between uwana — uwan'a, mana — та’пга). 

In the following words, the differences in quantity are most 

likely due to sound-assimilations caused by the addition of 

suffixes (‘“gemination”, ‘‘geminated sounds”): 

[atorpa] is it used? [atorpa'] he uses it [a] 

[пита] land [nuna:] his land 

[kame:] his or their boots [kam-e| his own (suus) boot 

ae UA ate СИ the same suffixes in 
[-ætit] р personal suffixes in ei the plural 
[-a-na] the singular [-a-q-a] 

[pre] the pretty one [pente] the ugly one 

[pergip'oqg| he is well [pergepoq| he is not well, is ill 

When a word is used interrogatively, the last syllable is 

often lengthened. In the case of Йа, the meaning becomes 

strongly differentiated besides: 

[Иа] certainly, of course [la] is it not so? am I not 

right? 

It is very difficult to find words which have two forms but 

only one meaning. In Kl. dictionary: 9%тад = quma’g (an 

intestinal worm). Yet my memoranda of tales etc. now and then 

seem to indicate that occasionally long sounds may be shortened 

and short sounds, lengthened, as in [wjarag] for [uja’raq] stone; 

[enerporoq] for [enerporo'g| he is said to be ready; [pu'a:] for 

[pu'a] his bag, sack, etc. (cf. раз. 120). 

Very often I heard an interchange of [2] and [г] in the 

syllable -й, when it occurred at the end of a word: [swwrt] for 

[suwit], what are you doing? what do you want? [a"o-rt] for 
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[a”prit|, walruses. — This same prolongation of the vowel in 

final - is also found in the dialect of Labrador”). 

If we now sum up the above results concerning quantity 

in Greenlandic, we shall find that there are four types of com- 

bination **): 

short vowel + short consonant [nuna] land 

short vowel + long consonant [män’a] this 

long vowel + short consonant [mane] here 

long vowel — long consonant [mana] now 

All of these groups may be combined in any order at all. 

There may be words which consist merely of long sounds, 

so that the quantity of the single sounds can be determined 

only by comparison with other words pronounced by the same 

individual, e. g. [ap'a:|'. In other words, one or two short 

sounds may be shut ia between а series of long sounds: 

[o'gatrarrpa]? [nak'am'isam'ilag]#. It has already been shown 

that a long vowel may occur as a final with some special shade 

of meaning: [nuna] land, [nuna:] his land. 1 have also heard 

a long consonant as a final: [ak]? [anana:k:]5. Consonants 

in the beginning of words are generally short, but a long s 

may be heard in [s’erpag] ® [set] or [set] ?. 

These features give us the impression that the phonetical 

character of the Eskimo language is such that any number at 

all of all kinds of long sounds can follow immediately after 

each other without being shortened. 

In its quantitative principle of sound-grouping, the Eskimo 

language stands out in sharp contrast to the Indo-European 

languages, as their phonetical principles are at present. Long 

*) Bourquin: Labr. Gr. 2 76, 2 (p. 32), note. 

**) Just as for instance in Finnish (Jespersen: Fonetik 2 391). 

! he is fetching it >” he is trying, testing it * it will surely fall down 

# there, please take it ° (my) mother! (in the language of children). # it is 

whistling, hissing 7 willows. 
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stopped consonants are not at all common in the latter; they 

oceur for instance in Swedish and Italian”), Syllables consist- 

ing of a long vowel + а long consonant are, I think, unknown 

in most of them”). 

In Russian, all the sounds are about equally long, or, at 

all events, the differences in quantity are so little that they are 
kkk 

of no importance for the language”). But even with respect 

‘to those languages which, like English, French, German, Danish 

etc., distinguish between long and short sounds of every kind, 

| think I can assert that the differences in quantity are less 

than in the Eskimo language. In other words, a long vowel or 

consonant in English, French etc. is of shorter duration than 

the corresponding long sound in Greenlandic. 

So much the more strongly is the language characterized 

by the above types of its phonetical quantity, and so much the 

greater is the difficulty for the foreigner who is trying to acquire 

these peculiarities which are so different from what he has been 

used to in his own language. 

§ 21. Dynamic Accent and Rhythm. The following 

examples are arranged in such a manner that those words are 

given first whose syllables are all constructed alike (two (three) 

short syllables or two (three) long syllables), then such words 

where long and short syllables are combined in various ways. 

*) Jespersen: Fonetik # 391. 

**) They are found in Swedish as exceptional cases. Cf. Ax. Kock: “Die 

Alt- und Neuschwedische Accentuierung” (Strassburg 1901) 2 11. The 

rule for Swedish is otherwise (2 7): “Eine silbe mit hauptaccent enthält 

nur einen langen laut, eine silbe mit halbaccent nur einen halblangen 

laut; die übrigen laute dieser silben sind kurz." 

***) Sweet: Russian Pronounciation, Transact. Philol. Soc. 1877 —79. — 

Jespersen: Fonetik 2 391. 
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I. Similarly constructed syllables. 

2 syllables in a word; the stress is the same in both syllables: 

[ka]! [sako]? [ni”k-o]* [arta:]* [v'tog]® [kurrog]® 

|susoq]? [tke ]§ [apa]? 

In the following words, the stress is sometimes weakened 

in one of the syllables, so the stress is uncertain: 

[kina]!° [söna] 11 [sila]!? [пипа]13 [siko]!* [ise] 15 

2 syllables in a word; final stress (the last syllable stronger 

than the first): 

[tik'eq]'® [gan'sg]'" [an'a]'° [да]? [saw!ik]?° [naja]?! 

[am'e]?? [täs'eg]?® [isleq]?* [al'eq]?> [ap'ut|*® [eg'e]?7 [neg'e, 

neg'e]?® 

3 syllabes in a word; the same stress on them all (or a slight 

tendency to weaken the middle stress a little): 

[éakisot|?® [пийа]3° [pania]?! [рапща]3 [awona}** 

[ikane]?* [fås oma]? [keartog|®® [unam-at]?" [örn’ip-a:]®® 

[asrarneg]®?® [o-m-dn-aq] * [nörsörta’]*! Tergergag] *? 

3 syllables in a word; weak final stress: 

[gupiw,a'|*? [atan,o]** [paming] *° [segin,eg] *6 

4 or more syllables in a word; the same stress on them all 

(or a slight tendency to differentiate as indicated in the bra- 

ckets): 

lover yonder! (toward the north) ? weapon, implement 3 dried meat 

* his or her grandfather ° a seal which has crept up (on the ice) ° thumb 

7 never mind! 87? (interjections) '° who И what 1? the air, the weather 

73 grounds, land +4 ice on the sea 15 an eye 15 fore-finger 17 how 1 his 

or her elder brother ?*sky >? knife ?! his younger sister ?? their skin (the 

animals’) 23 inland lake ?4 an eye (= ise) ?° harpoon line ?% snow on the 

ground ?” corner, corner of the mouth ?® meat (of a dead animal) 7° long 

ones (Greenlandic boots) *° his wife 3 his daughter 3? my daughter 

33 toward the north 2" over yonder °° in that way °° one with a cut in 

(name) 37 when it became night °° he goes over to him °° east wind 

*° (usual name applied to mountains) *! (place-name) 42 the little finger 

‘3 he cleaves it ‘4 listen, pay attention! *° tail of an animal ‘4° the sun. 



[pamjiua]!  [tläsius'ag] ? [giwiarame] 3 [lanajua] * 
7 foruluwaq|> [tässan’a'naq]® [urarrsa’so'g]’ [атака дат А 

Il. Unlike syllables. 

Regularly alternating stress: 
= = 

р Я г [sinlipriste] 9 [,2s'eq-aw' et] 10 [gap'ap.on'ut] ** 

[an'e.gam'e]!? [nik'organ'og]'? (Up) [kag'a“‘ti'ag]'* 

ren [wlu'arg'ort'o-g] 15 [ajor'un:'arp og] 18 

[kiapäila-rg'aq] 17 [sikoiulit'oq]'8  [em'ut'ag] 1° 

p 

DD 
[prisiniaralu'arp'on"'o"q]?° 

Irregularly alternating stress: 

Fukrusis'ät]?! [pnisüste]?? [ilul\isät]?® ['ars'arnertit]?* 

‘as’ arn'erso'aq| ?° [ip'umeraut'it] 26 [érgquélén-uar'a| ”” 

neruk'ardon'it] 28 [anjis:'ay-il'atit] ?? ['en"'arnial'erpoy'a] 3° 
[ 
[ 
[pwj'orsimas'og]®! [tak'on"ok'up’on'a]?? [targarpyis’arr'urun'e]?® 
In'ak-'an-is'änil'ag]®®  [p'e'rsiin-'arion'o]®® 

| ut org’an’ulerilartuler'a'mata] *° 

The dynamic accent in the Eskimo language is only to a 

slight degree emancipated from the quantity. Stress and quantity 

go hand in hand, so that it is difficult to say which of them 

is primary. Before a long unvoiced consonant, there is always 

lits (the animal's) tail ? place-name (cove in a fjord) * when he looked 

around him > his elder brother or his elder sister °® he is peevish or is 

begging for something ° suddenly 7 it will be east wind ° let that be 

enough for the present! 3 are you (plur.) sleeping? '° have you (sing.) fallen 

through the ice? 11 we are in a pitiable condition +? because he went out 

'3 (he) stands on his feet '* (place-name) 15 one who (he who) has fat cheeks 

16 it is (he is) probably bad 17 it is too warm 18 eternal ice 19 a bee 

20 they would like to buy something, they say 7”! (place-name) >”? its beauty 

or how pretty it is! ?% (place-name) ?* aurora borealis ?° strong east wind 

26 keeping your mouth shut 27 my little foster-son  ?° feeding them (the 

dogs) ?* do you not want to go out? 3°] want to go to bed *! a smoked 

bird or fish 3? they are tired of seeing me 33 capturing seals through holes 

in the ice °* it will surely fall down * only taking it away °° because 

they began to become older and older. 
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strong stress; on a long voiced sound (a, m’ etc.) there is 

likewise necessarily strong stress. 

If a series of similarly constructed syllables follow 

each other, each one of them receives some stress and in quiet 

speaking, they all receive the same stress. At all events the 

shades of difference between the stress in such syllables are 

much finer than those we are accustomed to in our language 

and they do not furnish any characteristic feature in the pro- 

nunciation of such words. That which is characteristic is the 

monotony, the even distribution of the stress (the even pressure 

of the outgoing breath). 

In words of two or three syllables, such even stress is 

frequent. The more syllables a word consists of, the greater 

is the chance that one of the syllables will be differently con- 

structed from the rest. An unstressed syllable occurs in the 

position of a short syllable before or between long (strong) 

syllables. If a short syllable comes before a long one (type: 

ata: or kata), the first is unstressed in relation to the last 

(at'a’ kata). But two long syllables following after each other 

are evenly stressed (‘ata atlas ‘ata: 'ata:k). Now since short 

syllables are not much more frequent than long syllables, we may 

conclude, that the relatively unstressed syllables are not much 

more frequent than the strongly stressed ones. The unstressed 

syllables are, accordingly, not nearly as numerous in the Eskimo 

language as in our language. The language has no words which 

are unstressed; most of its polysyllabic words contain more than 

one stressed syllable. And the stress -always occurs before or 

in conjunction with the long sounds (consonants or vowels). 

Yet there is one syllable in the word which, no matter 

what its quantity, seems to have a tendency to attract the 

stress to itself; that is the last syllable. Even a short 

vowel in the end of a word is never unstressed. If the word 

ends in a consonant (9, К, t), its last syllable is always stressed, 

even if the vowel in it is short. 
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On account of the whole character of the language (all 

conceivable combinations of long and short sounds possible; 

the stress bound to the quantity and vice-versa”); continual 

quantitative changes on account of the varying suffixes), it 

presents great rhythmical irregularity and a number of 

types of rhylmical combination. The long words are scarcely 

ever alike in structure. Therefore one of the chief features of 

the phonetical character of the language is its uneven heavy 

rhythm. This character of the rhythm is closely connected not 

only with the quantity of the sounds, but also with the mode 

of articulation (the intermittant coming and going of the voice 

in the succession of voiced and unvoiced sounds), and is thus 

in part mechanically determined. 

In short words, as we have seen, the expiratory stress is 

most frequently laid on the last syllable and is strongest there, 

a circumstance which is most noticeable in words of two syl- 

lables ending in 9; in the long words, where several suffixal 

endings are piled up, a central word-stress or a dynamic syn- 

thesis is entirely lacking. Some suffixes, when added to words, 

cause them to change their stress, some do not. The added 

suffixes themselves often become centres of stress or cause 

the expiratory stress to be evenly distributed to several parts 

of the word (just as in a sentence in our languages). 

Change of stress and quantity does not take place in 

any word without an accompanying change of the meaning of 

the word, and this in turn occurs only through some change 

of suffix. 

| shall give some selected examples of these frequent 

changes of stress in the Greenlandic Eskimo language. 

*) 1 do not maintain that it is absolutely impossible for the stress of 

a syllable in a Greenlandic word to be strengthened without any 

lengthening in the quantity of the succeeding consonant; but such 

cases are rare. 

XXXI. 9 
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In the plural of many words of two syllables. Ex.: 

am'eg a skin 

nan'og a bear 

um'ik beard 

uil'og shell 

alioq sole of the foot 

og'ag tongue 

‘amit skins 

nian'ut bears 

‘wm:'it beards 

wih'ut shells 

lad'ut soles of the feet 

log ‘at tongues 

In the plural of many words of three syllables. Ex.: 

awat'ag a bladder (of sealskin) 

t'arlut'ag a decoy sail 

uwin'ik meat (on a living being) 

ganat'ag cavern (in a rock) 

aw!aät'ät bladders 

tal'ut'ät decoy sails 

от meat (on living beings, 

plur). 

gan'ät'ät caverns 

Likewise in many nominal and verbal derivatives: 

malik a wave, billow 

sänaw,og he works 

ginuw,og he asks (for something) 

pulaw og slips in 

ine couch, lair 

in'a its or his couch or lair 

inuk human being 

nan'og bear 

m'àl''erp'oq it (the sea) is rolling 

s'än''ät implements, tools 

qin'ut prayer 

ри a trap, especially a 

fox-trap 

‘in'tp'og gets lodgings 

'in"arp'oq lies down, goes to 

bed 

'in"up"og come to people, meet 

people 

nian''up"'og has captured a bear 

Likewise in many modal-like verbal suffixes and nominal 

inflectional forms: 

amw, og he comes out 

an'ip'a he brings it out, throws 

it out 

tuniw,a‘ he gives him (some- 

thing) 

lan‘ip'a comes out and brings 

it with him out (his work or 

something which is to be 

carried away from the house). 

lun‘ ира’ gives it (to some 

one) 



tiniw og it flies away 

tiguwa he takes it 

' ао moves, roams about 

kut'ap''og cannot speak plainly 

vit you 

amleg skin 

ıamıda its (ejus) skin 
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тира» it flies away with it 

(a bird) 

tiy'tup''a he takes it and some- 

thing else with it 

la’A'arp'og takes his depart- 

ure, has started 

риа‘ род speaks plainly and 

distinctly 

tl'in"ut to you 

lamim'tk Instrumental of ameg 

lam'tk'ut Vialis of атед 

'am-'e its (suus, reflexive pro- 

noun) skin 

$ 22. 
the Greenlandic language I have examined in various ways, 

The musical accent (pitch and intonation) of 

both purely empirically and experimentally. 

On my journey through North Greenland, | became in- 

terested in the marked differences of ‘‘accent” in the different 

districts. The Greenlanders themselves have a very good ear 

for these peculiarities of dialect. 

The simplest way is merely to indicate the relative 

height or depth of pitch by different accent-marks, as for 
\ instance [@p’4], where " means lower pitch, and ” means higher 

pitch. I have used this system of designation (1) throughout 

all my notes, yet not as obligatory, but only whenever the 

musical accent of a word arrested my attention. In the following 

remarks, I designate low pitch by +, medium pitch by 5, high 

pitch by 7. — Secondly (II), in some cases, I tried to determine 

the pitch in terms of musical notes on the basis of the a-tone 

of my tuning-fork, hoping in this way to get at the typical 

Even if I did 

managed to reproduce some of the 

9* 

tone-movements of the various dialects. not 

succeed in this, yet I 
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sound-movements which are typical for the North Greenlandic 

language as a whole. I proceeded after this manner: as soon 

as my ear had caught a word in the Greenlanders’ conver- 

sation with each other that I considered especially adapted 

for this kind of examination, I concentrated ail my attention 

on the memory of what I had heard, half thinking and half 

humming it with the same intonation with which the Green- 

landers had said it; then comparing it with the « of my tuning- 

fork, I could estimate its approximate tone-relations. If I have 

not always been able absolutely to determine the tones, yet the 

intervals between them are, I hope, correct. . 

Besides what I have thus taken down from bits of every- 

day conversation which I happened to overhear, I have also 

obtained some specimens of the music of the words through 

direct experiment (Ш). For this purpose, I used the same 

Greenlanders as for the experiments in articulation. I asked 

them to say a certain word or sentence and repeat it again 

and again. The Eskimo proved quite willing to do this. I 

tried to separate out the tones of voice from the words, 

and to avoid thinking of the natural pitch of the single 

sounds; I imitated their voice without articulaling the sounds 

of the mouth; then when I thought I was able to sing at 

least the essential tones which constituted the limits of the 

musical movements of the voice during the pronuneiation of 

the words, I easily found them on a violin, which had been 

tuned after my tuning-fork, and could write them down directly 

after the experiment. Of course this group of specimens does 

not as a rule show as great transitions of tone as the former 

group, where the life of the language plays a greater part. 

The words here are pronounced in the quietest and most in- 

different way, therefore with a minimum of musical swell. — 

Finally, I have lying before me some rough graphical illustra- 

tions (IV) of the rising and falling tone-movements in words 

and sentences which I have heard. 
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Although I have devoted all possible care to the examples 

given with exact musical notes, yet I dare not claim that they 

are anything but mere attempts, for whose inaccuracy I must 

entreat the indulgence of specialists in these matters. I have 

dared to undertake these experiments more in reliance upon 

my good musical ear than because I had any training in such 

research through earlier experiments. 

I. The relative pitch, determined according to 3 grades. 

(& low pitch 4 medium ‘high pitch). 

Monosyllables. 

L1 Li alk til 

[ok] УШ [erg]? Rab. [а’р, ap]? Nat. [m-]® or [eo]: Up. 

i. e. strong nasalization, voiced, without any oral articulation. 

4 L1 ЛЕТ 11 
[4 [a-'t]? [08 | set]? 

Dissyllables. 

ER VE "N мА ER 
[garirt]XIV [uneg|’U [smag] [а] [mane]? XVIII 

Ik» Dana Bye CHA 
[ke] Omng- [ pa’n’e]'* Omnt. [as’ag]!? Rab. [am ut]? 

An N, ER, 
[gqumut]" Ш [na’ka]!® Up. 

тм EN en doi I] 
[ata-]"? Ш [aha]? Up. [apa]? Or [pa [2 Taler ]?® ef. 

Kar LEE hei р 16 1 
Isla]? [awn vg]? И [mawna]?° [na”jagq]?" Up. [tötuk]?® Uk. 
11 | 111 

(qupaq|?® [пгзад]3° Omng. 

та river > (interjection) * yes * word used by children in play when 

they touch the one they are trying to catch, — Eng. “you're it!” 5 interroga- 

tive particle often added to a verb for the sake of politeness 6 (interjection) 

what did you say? ‘copse of willows °trousers °the armpit 1° sea 

11 (he is) over yonder '? here 13 interjection (on shivering) '* his (sua) 

daughter '° the palm of the hand '° downward ’’ upward '° по '° its 

lowest part ?° interjection == ap’a”(?) * (interjection) 2? he owns it 7% is 

it not so? am I not right? ?* certainly °° yes is said ?®° through here 

*7 a gull 2° an Englishman (or American) ?° a crack °° a porpoise. 
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Trisyllables 

Ahlen tpi NE ИТ, 
[täsane]®! XVII [tås'v'na]?? XVII [täsana]?? [1@8-оца 8% УШ 

Der Lui Е NÆSE 
[na lana]??  [tikema] зв ХУШ  [ikaput]"  [mak-ua] 38 Gah. 

ДА! Li ge UE Medias Pee, 
[germansg]? Up. [nesarnag]|*° Omng. [merit]! Uk. [qui uk-ät]#? Omng. 
he HS RUE 1 
[em’aga|*?® Ш [ergergog]** Pro. [atam'o]* 

Lu 14 664 ce 2 Base ee ae 
[pahp'a SLI [tuniwar 47 [nı"tapa']*?® [ pas'up-a~|* 1, И 
A L 1 

[avp'up'a |?’ II [o'm’än’aq]?' Uk. 

Words of four syllables. 

yey te MU soe AN haan 
[senipise|®? 12. [tatrarımara]?® Omng. [täsana'n.aq]?* Omnq. 

IL TE ea IUT TARA 
[as-ilewik]55 12. [asukiak]55 Arq. [kagresarpit] 57 Uk. 
RER Lit 

[su.sa”nilag]?? Omng. 

Words of five or more syllables. 

ee Nes Le 
[pujorsimasog|®® Отта.  [ta*marckad-ardit|®° Omng. [44199 

1.1. 1001 Мы. LE 
nuänariteqa uk], Omnq. [anis-än’ilatit|°? Rab. [24-й 

а Hi MG Е À ит" 
[n'ot-oniartytrt|® 12. lanajuquenuna]$% Arq. [pe’rsınar20no]®® 12. 

3! there 3? through there 33 thence ‘* thither * his master °% come 

to me °’ they are jumbled together (in play) (children, dogs, fish in the 

water) ?5 these 3% is lively and gay *° porpoise *1 (place name) +? dried 

strips of a kind of little halibut (Pleuronectes eynoglossus) 3 perhaps 

13 the little finger ‘5 take care *° he lets his hand fall on something or 

rest on something 47 he hands him (something) ** has it begun to snow? 

+3 he is working at it 59 ? < aput: apupa, the snow has covered it 

(something lying outside the house) together with the ground 5%” (place-name) 

5? are you sleeping? 53 [ dare not look at it (for fear, since it looks so 

frightful) °* suddenly °° picture-place (about a camera) °*% I don't know 

57 do you drink coffee? °° it is not worth anything °° smoked bird or fish 

50 Jet that be enough for the present °’ how are you satisfied with it? 

52 won't you go out? 53 was it you that played on the harmonica? 

54? < analg), excrement, -ju- can easily, -7zuwit-, the little ones, -ипа, he 

(was said to a little child whose mother quickly carried it out of the house) 

55 immediately taking it away. 



a АЕ: … 
[tam a'nıe'rg'o°rga°q|°® Omng. [а лат одета” 80] 87 Omng. 

DB ia. ee] 69 Ата. 

Although such small masses of sound as monosyllabie 

words are rare, yet the examples given above show four dif- 

ferent varieties of intonation. There can be no doubt as to 

which of these varieties is most usual in North Greenlandic. The 

level tone is very rare, the tone of the voice generally being 

either rising or falling. The question is, which of the forma- 

tions represents the fundamental element of the musical accent 

in Greenlandic? is it м or 11? I do not hesitate to say that 

it is the former formation, the rising tone. Such a formation 
ut 

as [ap] with the falling tone is perhaps not unusual in this word, 

but it is not typical of the melody of the language. Be with 

the rising tone is at least just as frequent as the other and 

it corresponds to the fundamental musical character of the 

language. 14 

Furthermore there is the formation [at], which constitutes 

a transition to words of two or more syllables. Even if accord- 

ing to origin it should be secondary in relation to the former, 

simpler formation, yet it must now be considered as an inde- 

pendent intonation in the Greenlandic language, which has 

become connected with certain words and makes them more 

clearly understood. I shall speak of it as the compound 

tone”). 

Both of these, the rising and the compound tone, we now 

find again in dissyllabic words, most frequently, however, the 

*) I presume now that it is also with the help of this difference in mu- 

sical accent that the Greenlanders distinguish between the two words: 
AN 141 
[18.е] an eye, and [is’e] cold, frost. I did not succeed in getting this 

point cleared up while I was in Greenland. 

66 it (he) is certainly here #° how the ice is thawing! °° it (he) is 

too good, exceedingly good °° it (e. в. the ice) will not become poor. 
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former. With respect to the latter, ‚it must not be confused 

with the intonation in ee which cannot be considered as 

merely a modification of the compound tone, but must rather 

be taken as a third independent type (compound), which, how- 

ever, is limited, I think, to interrogative or emphatic words 

ending in long a. Here there is first a sudden downward leap, 

and then a chromatic rise during the long а, but in [at], the 

beginning is a chromatically falling tone to be followed by a 

sudden upward leap. 

Thus a change of tone often takes place during the pro- 

nunciation of a long sound, and this change is chromatic, not 

sudden. But changes of tone from syllable to syllable seem 

to take place in sudden leaps. 

In words of three syllables, the first compound intonation 

is the normal one PR each syllable has its own pitch, 

the first high, the second low, the third high and generally 

higher than the first. There is no chromatic slur between 

these tone-movements. When it is seen how closely this in- 

tonation is associated with the formations of three syllables, it 

is tempting to consider its appearance in some few dissyllabic 

and monosyllabic words as evidence of their having originally 

consisted of three syllables. — The simple, rising tone belongs 

especially to dissyllabic words. 

Among polysyllabic words, there are many where the syl- 

lables fall into pairs, each pair having the first intonation 

le in others, this arrangement is broken by the 

appearance of the compound intonation; of course the tendency 

of the language to the formation of compounds causes a con- 

tinual conflict between these two musical formations. 

Psychological motives may also come into play in a 

high degree. Deviations from natural intonation are pet means 

of producing oratorical effecis; by this means, questions, 

concessions, ironical insinuations etc. may be thrown into 

relief. 
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The following specimens of the language, where И. is 

attempted to find more accurate and absolute indications of 

the movements of the voice, confirm and illustrate what has 

already been said about these matters. 

II. The musical movements of the voice in natu- 

ral speech as accidentally overheard. 

The tones are approximately determined in relation to the 

a of my tuning-fork. 

(Up.) [и 7 = | FE woman) [a 0" a]? 

(Omnq: woman) Ære SOS Е 2 (1A.) [sènip'is Er 5 

pas ee 
(Ka. woman) [ajon.epakarga i 2 

(Arq. child) [#wama amar]® (Ага.) [ajornarga q|' 
N +- 

Ш. The musical movements of the voice in natural 

speech determined by experiment with Greenlanders from 

different distriets (indicated by Roman numerals, cf. Intro- 

duction p. 8). The tones were determined on a violin, which 

had been tuned after my tuning-fork, immediately after the 

pronunciation of the words. The single bar-line indicates a 

pause of arbitrary length between the words. 

1 are you there, you little one! (?) > interjection (wonder) 3 what a pity! 

* are you sleeping? 5 it (for instance the weather) is exceedingly good! 

5 my (or I) grandmother! 7 it is impracticable, difficult. 
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Hi А 1 
XVII [enu luarn al! Е пи luarit. el? 

m gm _— as == ee 
zZ vw — 

4 1 4 1 
XV ино À Wa Tn al’ У 1 no SET Th al? 

Re MN Lx 21 
Во A aa rate]? XI [eno 71: натпа]1 

А N р x A 
zer ne’ | PER | Ze a 

BE ES vad ven 
ХУШ [gqujanag 14140] XV [gquzanag #2340]? 

ZZ = — 
6 — * FE = =” = pi ==: — 

= 

XII [gujanag iu ER of? 

L 1 LEM ee ere 
ХУШ [a n°8 ga et soruna| 

V' [ont geet sorrunadl* ANT ange 7er 

Ss Srl 
! good-bye, farewell (2. pers. sing.) ? good-bye, farewell (2. pers. plur.) 

* thank you, the same to you ‘does it hurt very much? yes certainly it 

does 
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SN eine i eae 1 
XVII [gisusoraloyno sunaga gerquag|? 

L iy 
[pi sd soralono sunaga gergquag]’ 

== Se Er = — 
RER 

XV [man wag]® fem aralan wag]' 

rare 

L a PE Lot 1 one RER | 
У fmaralamuag]t XII N aralan: Se VE 

SS ЕЕ 
XVII [afé a: ‘1 Е Ее 

ren 
wetter tamattianmik takuwonal°® 

ЕЕ ЕЕ 

ТНГ ЗО 
XVIII Le kumalo net] XV [sumi k um NDS hat]? 

ЕЕ Sn 3 ve == — = ia SE = 

ip oak eae en L 
IX [sumcrk u m a l'un: rat]? 
en a Paré a aa = г Е = = => : = 

5 in the belief that it was wood — just think of it, then it was only 

seaweed. ба little bit Та very little bit 8 I have never before seen the 

like! ? no matter where I shall be, or come. 
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VII jutorniaraluarama susarpo a]! 

eg een Ben НЕЕ 

h ee oma Fe 5 rc: 
У iwutorntaraluarama susarpona]' 

IX RAS CES Ce a susarpona]'° 

RSR RE —— а: = = Ie | © Er 22 De za a <i oe > 

XIU [wtorntiaraluarama susarponal™ 
} a \ =] ger 

ЕЕ ЕЕ: pi и = =i 2 $ el: , 
— 

eee D ACL 
IX [a!t-a-‘t tusarpiuk]!! : IX [п 

1 

à 

\— + el 
= [7 N E N— Ng м мы = 
ЕЕ ЕЁ ам Е ЕЕ 

LR 1 4 4 1 1 1 
XI [fnasekakrarkanal! И [nasik"ar"arian'a] 1? 

aN -——— \—\- a Gr ses 
= = и ” = = aa SS 

L 4 1 
IX jogalutuarniars i} 

= 
te Lau 

De та 1 _$ 1 

1 L 1 
XI [ogalutuarniarit]! 

= szene 

10 ] went out to catch outoks (seals which have crept up on land), but 

Г did not get any  !! have you not heard it until now? 12 first let me go 

up and spy (from the mountain)! 13 tell a story! 
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IV. The graphical illustrations mentioned above consist 

of a little collection of broken or curved lines drawn with a 

lead pencil, which I let my hand trace at the same time as 1 

attentively listened to a conversation that took place so far 

away from me that I could not distinguish the single words, 

but only follow the voice of the speaker. I thereby succeeded 

in getting an image of the movements of the voice during a 

rather long discourse, without having to stop to memorize what 

I heard. The result is in return the more abstract. 

I shall not give all the drawings but only some of the 

most typical ones: 

Ile 2% 

BE RE AN ls Zar 

ae 

To take an example, to the first type would belong a period 

which, after having remained at about the same pitch, ended 

with a word of the formation: ee, (so far as I know, 

it is so) with a strong, oratorical emphasis of the difference of 

pitch in the last two syllables. As will be seen, the greatest 

differences of pitch occur as a rule in the end of a period 

(sentence, a short narrative); and I should judge that the last 

two types are the most usual ones (cf. the examples given with 

musical notes), that is to say, the end of a period as well as of 

a word most frequently contains an ascending interval. But 

even if it is not a rise that takes place, there is very often, 

especially toward the end, a strong point of musical emphasis 

in lively speaking. This emphasis is probably as a rule only 

an oratorical exaggeration of the natural musical word-accent 

in the last syllable of the period. In‘those parts of the period 

which precede the end, similar tone-movements take place, only 

in a less marked degree. In the drawings given, they must be 
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supposed to lie on both sides of the unbroken line. The line 

for such a word as ee would look like this: 

md ee 

which corresponds to the first type. Гат not so sure, however, 

that a slight rise will not often take place at the end here (and 

in simiiar cases), already in the vowel a, and rapidly fading 

away in the unvoiced 4 without having attained to the height 

of pitch of the preceding syllable; if this is the case, we have 

here too one of the last two types. It is certain, at any rate, 

that it is not necessary for a period to be interrogative to 

have the rise of pitch at the end, just as, on the other hand, 

it is not absolutely necessary for a period to have such a 

rise at the end in order to be interrogative. Yet as a rule, 

questions have the rise in pitch. Typical examples of the tone- 

movements in Greenlandic are, in my estimation, such as those 

in ке крон There is a constant tendency to 

let the voice change in pitch from syllable to syllable with 

ascending intervals. The whole melody of the voice has, as it 

were, a regular type, which agrees with this fundamental rule. 

The compound intonation is not at variance with this tendency; 

if there should arise any disagreement between the two through 

the collocation of the parts of the word or the sentence, a 

kind of tone-assimilation takes place within the word or the 

sentence, whereby the pitch of the syllables is adapted to the 

type (as when 141 is changed to 4 7. 

EB aS OR BR ee * 
Such a formation as [suwmek'umaly'n'rt]* ‘makes an ora- 

MR re 
torical impression by the side of the natural [swmekumalo"n'rt]. 

* are you sleeping? ? | did not catch anything. 3 wherever I may 

happen 10 be (in the future). > 
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$ 23. My immediate general impression of the 

musical accent in the North Greenlandic language, 

from notes in my diary. 

The singing quality in the North Greenlandic language is 

not equally marked everywhere, but varies from fjord to fjord. 

It seemed to me to be most noticeable in Egedesminde District 

and fartherst out on the Nv’suag Peninsula (especially at Nia- 

gornät in Oommannag Fjord). On the whole, the tone-intervals 

of the language are not greater than those which for instance 

may occur in Swedish, Italian and French"). Women and 

children have the singing quality in the most marked degree. 

That which J. Storm has said in general about sentence- 

melody, that it at any given moment is like “the beginning of 
77 #) 

a musical melody’ ^^), can be verified by anyone who has had 

an opportunity to hear this expressive language spoken by a 

lively voice. 

I shall proceed to give some direct impressions which 

the language made upon me in the different parts of North 

Greenland, where I took down notes about these matters in 

my diary. 

Argittog (January 1901). The language in this distriet 

has the singing quality to a marked degree, and sounds espe- 

cially Eskimo I think. A long account, especially in the mouth 

of a woman, can reach a very bigh pitch, perhaps h or c; 

shortly before the end, the pitch becomes very much lower. 

But even in quite short, indifferent expressions like: one can 

+) Cf. for instance J. Storm. Englische Philologie I, 2r4 Ed. (1892), pp. 218 

—219. 

**) J. Storm п. $. р. 207: “Der Gesang liegt in der Redestimme als Keim; 

durch eine kunstmässige Verwendung desselben Instrumentes wird Rede 

zum Gesang”. Perhaps a comparison between the speech-melodies 

written down in the former paragraph and the Eskimo song-melodies 

given at the end of this work might give useful results with respect 

to the relation between the voice of speech and of song among these 

primitive people. 
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very well walk here! or: how delightfully down hill it is here! 

— may be heard the greatest transitions of tone of such a 

nature that one unconsciously gets the impression that the 

speakers are down-right whole-souled, good-hearted people 

with lively and emotional temperaments. 

Qegertarsua‘tsiaq (February 10). It is a pleasure to 

stand and listen to a group of Greenlanders eagerly discussing 

the condition of the fjords. How is the ice? is it possible to 

drive around this or that point of land? is there open water 

in the sound by the Sea-dogs’ point? is the ice cleft by the 

eurrent? can it bear out there beyond Eagle Mountain, or 

must one follow the beach? who was there last? The voices 

become eager, high; questions and answers follow closer 

upon each other; the flow of talk runs rapidly, warmly, natur- 

ally, in long, period-like words, which are kept at the same 

high, shrill pitch until, the voice, just before it is about to 

cease, makes a great plunge into the deep only to rise again 

immediately to an interrogative height — or vice-versa ends 

in the deep, thus establishing a fact. Scarcely is the sentence 

at an end before it is succeeded by a flow of talk which is 

pitched in another key. 

Jakobshavn (November 1900). One evening in /Aumiut 

I listened to a long tale which an old Eskimo woman was 

telling in a half whisper and in a strange manner as if with 

two interchanging voices. 

Oommannag (July 1901). In listening to the musical 

accent in a long, rapid account of some event, I am always 

struck by the continual interchange between two different keys; 

the speaker almost seems to talk with two different voices, 

now a high voice, which gradually comes into play during the 

flow of talk as the speaker becomes excited in reporting lively 

episodes or conversations or anything which rouses his enthu- 

siasm; now a lower voice, which he uses when he has come 
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to the end of a conversation, or when he is giving some ex- 

planation or preparing a new turn in the course of events. 

A woman stood outside of the house and said something 

to a visitor who was taking leave of her (a fikera'rtog); the 

flow of talk was pitched at about h or b (the tuning-fork used). 

They call in a high — often in a very high tone, about 

corresponding to light-hearted laughter. 

Ш. The combination of the sounds, 

$ 24. The transitions and glides between sounds take 

place in the Greenlandic language in accordance with the basis 

of articulation described above. As in the case of the tongue, 

each of the other organs of the mouth has its favorite posi- 

tion and its favorite movements, which are peculiar to this 

language and which explain many of the peculiarities of the 

life of the sounds, the tendency to uvularize or nasalize vowels, 

to velarize the neighboring vowels, to change g to 7 and r 

to 7, to palatalize & before 7, to let ¢ open into an s-like 

groove before 7 etc. The sound-assimilations also take place 

on this basis. 

Between two vowels occurring next to each other the half 

consonantal transition-sounds 7 and w are sometimes present 

and sometimes dropped. Ex.: 

[wiarpa’| or [w”riarpa‘, wwijarpar] ! 

[twawiorpog| or [tura”vsrpag]? 

[2709] or [24'0?a]? 

[нада] or [uwana|?* 

1 he goes (rows etc.) outside of it * he hurries * his house 4 J, mine. 

XXXI. 10 
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After | had been in the country a couple of months, 1 

formed another opinion of the nature of the aspirated / [A] 

than the one expressed in the reproduction of this sound as 

dl (gdl, vdl) or И which is given in Kleinschmidt’s orthography. 

With respect to this matter I find the following remark in my 

diary (Sept. 2, 1900): “Ш seems to me now that it is not 

necessary to indicate any constant ¢ or d before unvoiced /, 

but the sound is no doubt very often introduced by [7], а 

sound which, however, I still find difficult to understand 

distinctly. A lip-articulation [w] may also introduce it.” After 

that time I began to indicate it in my notes by “ or z#, 

whereas I now write [ZA] or merely [A]. 

My investigations of this y-element gradually gave me а 

clearer insight into its nature, until I finally settled upon the 

following result: when # or « (high vowels) is followed by 

an aspirated fricative [A с $] the whole surface of the 

tongue is raised tolerably high during the articulation of both 

the vowel and the consonant. On account of the strong 

aspiration which is necessary for the consonant, this raising 

of the tongue often sounds like a g- or 7-like glide or tran- 

sition-sound between them both. It is in reality a kind of very 

loose prevelarization (77) or postpalatalization of the 

vowel (77) (cf. 211, end of 2 23), which may or may not occur 

in the same words, and which, in some cases, must un- 

doubtedly have been original with the words, but is in other 

cases rather a secondary result of the nature of the adjacent 

sounds. 

Bro] Fort До, 01! [ptt] or [iZç'it, ри]? 

[kina] or [Kiki ma]? [nuç'i-] or [nuZlç'iumaneq]*  [sis'ag] : 

or |[siZs’ag]? 

In [nv’Zsuwag], where -s‘wag means ,,large”, the raising of 

! house * grass 3 Из boundary * (place-name at Ege) > the beach. 
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the back of the tongue (y) is perhaps a rudiment of the final 

consonant of the root-word (v'k, а promontory). 

The word [uç'a]', which is used as a kind of interjection, 

has beside the form, [фа], also a form [wy-a], where a sound- 

change has really taken place under the assimilating influence 

of the и. 

This raising of the back of the tongue also occurs some- 

times before long [#|; I have noted: [¢4t-warpa:| by the side 

of [2#-иагра’|”. 

At Pröven in the Upernavik District, I heard а before À, 

k 

[nä-(g)ka]* [aig)k-erqog|® [qa(q)n-erpoq|®. Im these words, I 

‚ п palatalized in a similar manner, as in [ajon-ipd%,-arpoq| 3 

paid special attention to the raising of the back of the tongue. 

Otherwise short a before a closed consonant (4 4 En) is 

throughout the whole of North Greenland so palatalized as to 

get a somewhat &-like character, i. e. it is shoved forward. 

It is symbolized by [4]. 

The transition-sound w (as exponent w, 0 or u) occurs 

very often between [| and [A] and also in certain words after a 

(especially after long a). It is in reality merely a labialization 

of the vowel and of the beginning of the following consonant 

(cf. 2 11 and 216), but in many cases it seems to be etymolog- 

ically original in the words; in other cases, it is merely either 

an analogical formation or a reaction of the lip-muscles caused 

by the movements of the tongue and the jaws. It is found 

connected in a strange manner with the just mentioned velariza- 

tion or postpalatalization between ¢ and À in the following 

examples chosen at random from the tales which | wrote down 

in Niargornarssuk: 

1 there! ? peers after something through the window-pane ЗИ (he) is 

excellent ‘no ‘he is approaching ° it is snowing. 

10* 
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[mi Aria] | [ат ° [mi A mn ilag]? [kil inerærsuk] * 

In other words, everv time the tongue had to touch the 

roof of the mouth in order to produce the A-closure, it not 

only approached it at a single point, but a larger part of 

it was always raised in a mechanical manner. At the same 

time the lips as if with a reflex movement assumed a position 

which could be taken for a very light labialization. But this 

mode of articulation, I think, is limited to certain districts or 

certain individuals. 

When long а is diphthongized in the direction of о or u 

by a following consonant, there is sometimes an etymological 

foundation for it as in [suna“g-a|®? < suna + ива, sometimes 

not, as in [am'a]® which I have occasionally heard instead 

of the usual [a'm’«a]. 

This diphthongizing labialization of а, which would seem 

to be a very fleeting sound-element, may, however, in several 

cases, determine the meaning of a word. 

[na’wag] it is at an end, past [na-“wog| it (the flower) is 

sprouting 

[awa’] the back part of his head  [a‘*wa:] his blood 

[gawa:] its south (side) [ga*wa'] his forehead 

[sawa] a sheep [ваша] 1) the mould on the 

roof of a Greenlandic house 

2) strews it. with mould. 

It is by means of such labialization that the 1% per. sing. 

and plur. in certain forms are indicated, as in: [atora”k-o| 

when I used it, [atori’tik] I or we who use them, [rAw”n’e] in 

my house. 

This labialization is omitted, however, when there is no 

special reason for emphasizing the fact that it is the 1 person 

! table-cover, cover of skin ? otherwise >? he doesn't talk * (proper 

name) ° what there! 6 also, again. 
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that is considered. It seems to be the rudiment of a lip- 

consonant (p), which is no longer necessary, but which may 

still occasionally be introduced in this manner as an indication 

of some special shade of meaning in the word. 

In other forms of the verb, the presence or absence of 

this labialization is of no significance for the meaning. At 

Jakobshavn, I heard an old woman (born 1828) say: [pe'rsi- 

mawiune| while her son repeated it as |pe'rsimai'une]', and 

in both cases the reference was to the 3” pers. sing. In the 

3" pers. plur., the same circumstance would surely be found. 

Of the uncertainty in the choice of glide-sounds we have 

evidence in the four different forms which I have noted down 

for the 2”4 pers. sing. of the word which most frequently occurs 

as [#At]?, but also more or less occasionally as [#4], [2748], 

[#2 it]. — The transition-sounds are more important for the 

meaning and more invariable in the two negative verbs 

[niX/ müag], it is not cold (to the touch etc.) < nilak, fresh 

water ice, and [ni”Am'slag], he does not speak, does not let 

his voice (nipe)* be heard, yet both of these words coincide 

in careless pronunciation in the form [rily'ilag], which has 

both meanings. | 

Labialization of 7 before the aspirated [$] is found, for 

instance, in the word [k7"g'aq]°, before [s] in [273`а9]8. On the 

whole, labialization both of а [4“ a” a™] and short 7, и seems 

to occur before the most heterogeneous consonants (A, &, 7, p, 

t, n, n), but it (i. e. the glide-sound w) may be more or less 

distinct, so it is often difficult to decide if it is an original 

element in the word or if it is merely an occasional muscular 

contraction. In not a few cases, it is probable that it is ety- 

mologically a reduced p or m: 

1 after it had become loosened (JA) * thou * thou (JA) " (p in this 

word occurs in the form of labialization in the corresponding verb) За worker, 

servant the other day. 

~ 
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[quen-eq|! < qupiwa:*, [swidg]? < supiwa' *, [wog]? 

[urzona]® < uwa', [to"qrit]S < tupeq’, [Иа]? < tipeq?®, 

[sir 2 eg]? < sipiwa !!, [sin-eg|'® < %*simiwa: 13, [sa"n-ip-og]'* 

< за-"пед 15, [sarsät]!° < sapiwa:11, [pivie]!8 [ро < 

pe + -oik,  [niyo]? [nirgik]?! [типа]? < ттед?3, 

[nie ikarpsg]* < ?nileg?? (ef. [niZz-eq] *8 < [niläk]?7) [na”sag 

or ndrorag|?? < napiwa'”, meg ud]  [mä”sarpa’]®! < 

mamip ag %?, [kuri9g]?? [hiv orpa|®4 < kipiwar #5, [ka ua] 36 

[qu®ie] 37 [girsapaq] 38 < ?aipiwa®?, [gi’neq] ? < gipiwa: 89 

[givd-erpoq|*! [ga”nwipag] 4? [ga”sit] *? [ga”runag]** [ga”n-a]* 

< gawa* ог < gama*", [да ‘арта: |? < qaperpar 49, [ga”s-upra: 5° 

< qgamip'9q 51, [i”n-aq]®? [rrseg]’? [ivsog]54 [ivkk]$5 [ivier- 

р29]°6 [éy'erpoq]s? 
[arg ut]! [argarpaq]°? Ta” orpa] 88 < [awip-og|®*, [avoit] 5 

< [a "weg]®®, [a“saq]® [a“lawog]®® [a”n's'q]°? < ap? + -gorg. 

(Kl. < ?imrerpag °F) [a"}orpaq|®? [a”Aa]°° 

* cleft in a cliff ? cleaves it За tube-shaped depression * makes а 

draught for it through a narrow opening (draught of air or pressure of water) 

5 day ‘ through there ‘ there! ° also [2700], plur. of [tupeg], tent. % (its) 

smell 1° the middle line of the abdomen !' rip something up, divide it "” the 

surplus 13 cf. Kl. Ordb. p.326 11 gets a bone in the throat 1? bone !° aquatic 

animals which come up in an opening in the ice where they are caught !7to 

obstruct the passage in the water for them (fishes or birds) by surrounding 

them with kajaks "®insane, mad '% place where one does something *° slime 

on fishes or sea-serpents *! the peritoneum >”? is squeezed, is narrowed 

in by something ?* bond, string >" rises to the surface, comes up in the 

water °° air which streams out, fart 26 cold which is felt by touching 

27 fresh-water-ice °° half of an animal which is divided across the middle 

23 breaks something in two °° a bird’s leg 31 effects the healing of a sore 

32 has grown together, has closed (a sore, hole in the ice, foot-path ete.) 

33 the thumb 4 shortens it several times °° shortens it once 36 the bone 

mounting at the end of an oar % his tears °° makes a sudden jerk in order 

to fling something away 33 twists something 7? twisting, thread of a screw 

41 is bright, shines 1? snores ‘43 how many? ** a European, foreigner 

# the one in the south; the one in there or out there ‘5 south *’ in there 

or out there (in relation to the house) *° strip the skin off the blubber with 

a knife 1"? serapes something °° extinguishes the light or the lamp for him 

51 is extinguished, goes out (the fire) °? a bluff 53 juice of meat, sap of 

plants °* soil, mould, turf °° gums. 56 keeps what is his in preservation 

57 sings in the old heathen manner °° (ditto) Kl. iengmerpok 53 strides, jumps 

over something °° another *! a way °? is greedy °° divides it into several 

parts, cuts it out 54 is separated in two parts °° walruses ff a walrus 

6° summer °° moves, totters, roves about #° yes is said, say yes! ‘° yes. 
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The right to speak about the labialization of the vowel and 

of the first part of the following consonant in all of these words, 

instead of considering the exponent w as an independent sound 

that separates them, I assume on the ground that in common 

everyday conversation no such separation really takes place, 

indeed the #-element is in numerous cases quite absent; when 

it is present, it appears as a movement of the lips coineident 

with the articulation of the sound-group, and the two sounds, 

especially the vowel, are slightly modified, but not separated 

by it; it is but seldom that even a loose w-position is reached; 

but on the background of the more open vowel, even the 

slightest contraction of the lips sounds like a w-like reduction 

of the sonority. 

Labialization of consonants, — i.e. with rounded lips from 

the beginning to the end of the articulation — seems to occur 

now and then with some variations from fjord to fjord. 1 

found [| labialized in the Upernavik Distrikt in words like 

[kirkrag]', [kitk"ariono|, usually [%%*%k'arAono]?. 

[2] I found labialized in the southern part of the district 

of Egedesminde, as in [no?o%aq|*, [#afofäàl'ätarpoq] *, 

otherwise [n90'aq, ilarç'äl'ütarpoql. 

[3] I found occasionally labialized at Jakobshavn in 

[sYatm-ako|° [s"ormata"wa]®. In [ajüs'üse|", the rounding 

of the lips during the articulation of the s-sound seems to have 

no acoustic effect upon it. 

In 2 10 it was remarked that the extremely protruding 

position of the tongue at the articulation of the point-conso- 

1 a worker, servant(?) * gnaws the meat off (a bone) За reindeer calf 

(one year old) ‘he exaggerates * why these © what is the meaning of that 

7 how bad it is. 
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nants involved a kind of palatalization of the preceding 

vowel. This is of great significance for the vocalic colouring 

of the Eskimo language. The short sounds [a] and [м] 

become [à] and [5], the long sounds [а] and [5] are 

diphthongized, the former more strongly, the latter slightly; 

[a] ог [åd] does not sound exactly like a diphthong because 

a retains its deep pitch until the last moment before the on- 

glide of the following consonant; the modification which а 

thereby undergoes lies on the way toward an 7, but it often 

gets no farther than to e ог d, thus either [à] or [ae, ad}, 

seldom [4:7]. As a common symbol for all these glides | gener- 

ally use [a], as in: [fama*t]! [аа]? [ila*n'e]# |tama’'sa]* 

[за]. The finer shades of this diphthongizing of a will 

be given in 2 25. [и] is lightly palatalized and diphthongized 

in [tvos’öt] ®. 

Besides there may everywhere be found examples of а and 

и which are lightly palatalized |d, 0] by a following f, я, À or 8. 

as far as a is concerned, also by k, 7 (and m, p?); even if I 

have written [a] or [и] in these cases and left the palatalization 

unindicated, still it must as a rule be understood. 

Palatalized consonants (like those in Russian), | have not 

met with in Greenlandic. 

| have yet to mention the uvular glide-sound which 

is caused by the uvularization of vowels, namely the one which 

after a short vowel introduces the stopped consonant q. 1 

consider it to be identical with the voiced fricative 7, as in: 

[e"g'e]? [e”g’erg’og]°, which I generally designate in a different 

manner, thus: [eg'e] [ergergog]. This glide-sound gets an 

independent value in the consonant-group [rg], which is no 

doubt merely a reduced [97] (cf. 2 14). 

' whole, entirely (3 pers. sing.) * not until now 3 once (formerly) *all 

(3 pers. plur.) ° place-name ° a large needle used in covering kajaks (with 

skin). * corner, corner of the mouth ®* the little finger 
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Uvularized lip-consonants I have noted down from 

the southern part of the district of Egedesminde for instance in: 

[is'erg”en'a‘t] with uvularized instead of the usual 

[is'ergea't|! (cf. page 151). 

With respect to the diffusion of nasalization, I think 

| may formulate the rule that a short vowel before a long 

nasal sound becomes nasalized; and that likewise final e after 

an m or n very often becomes nasalized, as in: 

larim’e]? [ata'ne]? [äm'as'alik]*. 

An r followed by a nasal sound is always nasalized, indeed 

the nasalization often extends to the vowel preceding 7, as in: 

[arm åt]? or [aïn'ät]. 

The nasalization, however, [ have generally left unindicated 

on account of the big difference between the individual 

speakers in this respect. Many words are only occasionally 

subjected to this influence. 

$ 25. The influence exerted on vowels by neighboring 

consonants has been incidentally touched upon in 2 12 and 2 24. 

The influence of consonants upon preceding vowels 

is seen in the following examples: 

[a — a — à] [аглад — arna — arnät]® 

[a — à — à] [atorparput — atorpa’ — atorpät]|" 

[редагрэд — pegär'ilaq]® 

[e— 7 — {| [sule — sulilo|® [puise — puisit] 1° 

[ese — isip — is'ipoq — isa]! 

[е—е—#] [ameg — ame — am'ip — amit]? 

[I — 0 — u] [719999 — niaqua] !? 

[24'orsuaqg — ‘0 — ik up — ik uk — iX ot] 1%. 

1 they went in to him. >” (interjection) * beneath, underneath * (place- 

name) 5 women ‘ба woman — his woman (mother) — women 7 we use it 

— he uses it — are they used ° there is--there is not ° yet— and yet 

10 a seal — seals !' eye — еуе’з — he gets (got) something in his eye — he is 

looking at him '? a skin — his skins — skin’s — skin 13 a head — his head, 

14 a big house — a house — house’s — two houses — houses. 
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[@] [»] indicate such a- and w-sounds as are especially 

modified by closed consonants and point consonants. 

[dé] [ä| indicate sounds which are still more fronted. The shades 

of sound are not quite fixed, but vary somewhat according to 

districts and individuals. There are probably some etvmolog- 

ical reasons to be found where there exists a difference of this 

kind between two words which are otherwise alike in form, as 

for instance between [mas’a]! and |täsa]?; in the latter the 

shade ä is very marked; in Upernavik, it sounded almost like 

[tå'sa, tärsa]. 

[5] [&] seem to be especially frequent in the neighborhood 

of ss and 7$. Between s-n and s-j, these shades always 

occur more or less distinctly. 

i and и, especially when followed by m, и, n, are apt to 

be changed to г and » or even to e and o. The Green- 

landic || and [»] when followed by these consonants are 

usually nearer the pure 7- and #-sounds than is the case 

in the corresponding sound-groups in French, German and 

English. 

e and о have a tendency to change as soon as they no 

longer stand as the last sound in a word (as in 17:0 ukro), 

when the word, for instance, is lengthened with a suffix. 

When followed by a or by К, £, р, $ etc. (any consonant except 

a nasalized or uvular consonant), they approach or pass into 7 

and и. They оссиг unchanged in the middle of words before 

r in short unstressed syllables (nervwag, more:rsit, anore); but 

between two r-sounds, they change in such syllables also (as 

in -rer-, -rer-, -197-). 

Before 4 (op, 7) and, in stressed syllables, before 7, all the 

vowels suffer the oft mentioned metamorphosis i. e. uvulariza- 

tion. It can be measured by comparing Upernavik dialect forms 

1 here is —, this is —! ?there is, that is the one! 
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(kutät'ut-forms, cf. 2 30) like [и], [u‘nik]? with the usual 

forms which have g instead of №: [uneg, v’neg]. Likewise we 

find in normal West Greenlandic neriwag? < “neriwo + q (9 < 0), 

nerere'r-* < *nerire'r- (e < 2). The vowels which have thus 

been uvularized may be further influenced by a following 7, n, 

and also perhaps to a less degree by the other point con- 

sonants. Thereby [a] becomes [à], [е] > [6], [9] > [5]. Since 

a vowel followed by rn, rm, rn, rn, always is nasalized, this 

circumstance also gives it a peculiar shade’). 

§ 26. Sound-groups. Two different consonants 

may not occur next to each other in the Greenlandic Eskimo 

language. A consonant must always be succeeded by a vowel 

before the next consonant comes. The only exceptions are: 

ts and » + consonant. 

This characteristic reveals itself in a striking manner in 

the foreign, mostly Danish, loan-words adopted in the language, 

where all consonant-groups are split by the insertion of vowels, 

whose nature is determined so as to harmonize withe the other 

vowels in the word: 

Danish skra — Greenlandic [swkul'o-q| 

» spende — » [sip'erneg] 

» silke = » [serlöke] 

» prest = » [palase| 

» tröje = » [éoro:juk] 

English pork = » [puluke] 

There are a few exceptions, as for instance |pruqgete|, a 

prophet, but they seem to be difficult for the Greenlanders to 

*) “All nasalized vowels have a deeper natural pitch than the corresponding 

mouth-vowels, so that for instance a nasalized a has a darker more 

o-like shade.” 0. Bremer: Deutsche Phonetik, р. 161. 

1 the armpit ?a burn ? he is eating ” has finished eating. 
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pronounce and they sound foreign to the language. When two 

different consonants happen to meet in Greenlandie in the 

formation of suffix-compounds etc., they are completely assim- 

ilated, as will be shown in the next paragraph by examples. 

If it were possible to examine this language historically, it 

would surely be found that many, perhaps most, of the long 

consonants are assimilations of two different consonants. 

There is only one consonant, the uvular fricative 7, which 

can occur before most of the other consonants, but this sound 

is akin to the vowels, and in such groups it is rather connected 

with the vowel preceding, than with the consonant following it. 

It never follows directly after another consonant, but, like other 

consonants, it is often found isolated between two vowels. 

With respect to vowel combinations, all pseudodiph- 

thongs are very common, as: 

{ia} [io] [eu] [ea] [oa] [oa] [ua] [ие] [wi]. 

Every page of an Eskimo text contains plenty of examples 

of these groups. 

Proper diphthongs, as in German: mein, haus, häuser, 

in English: high, how, boy, in Danish: fej, hav, hoj, do 

not occur in Greenlandic. 

When a + another vowel occurs in Greenlandic in the 

formation of suffix-compounds or in declension, there occurs 

an assimilation whose first part consists of a long [а] or [а] 

while the last part is a glide toward the other vowel (generally 

à or и), but the other vowel is not articulated. A mere sug- 

gestion of it appears at the close of the long open a-vowel. 

Beside the examples of such vowel assimilations which I have 

occasionally written down in my notes, | made direct experi- 

ments (with XI and ХИ), and I give here some of my phonetical 

transcriptions, although they but roughly reflect these fine 

shades of sound. They show clearly enough that all real 
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diphthong-formations are difficult for the Greenlander to pro- 

nounce, and therefore they generally approach complete vowel- 

assimilation. 

[gajag] (< qaiag?) > [qaja']* a <a a (his) 

[gajaı)"" ae < a Le, cf. alog, alue (sole, his soles) 

[gäöne or gane]!" [ga'n’ak’a]!" 

[piniä tn'arpoq] * < pinialg) + -игаг- 

Assimilations | |ta¢ma-‘t-wmik|® < ta (Relative prefix) + ma (thus) 

of a+ 17. — it"0(q) (being) + mik (Instrumentalis) 

[ta *mam'at]* < ta + ипа(т) + -mät (verbal suffix) 

[sa ätoq or sag]? < sa(k) (front) + 259 (being) 

[fa na]? < ta + una (he, it) 

Assimilations | [gaja“sag|’ < gajalg) + usaq 

a+ u. [nına?wa]® < паг) + а (his) 

[pala” wog]? < pala(k) + uwog (is). 

Triphthongs or compound diphthongs are not unusual on 

account of the constant tendency of the language to pile up 

suffixes in the words. Ex.: 

sikoiwitog nalunaiaiwog'! giwiaiautit!? vwauarpag *® 

auiaugajutut'* ikiuiumas ain armat 15. 

But here too the difference between the single elements 

oj these vowel-groups is in large part leveled just as in the 

case of the simpler diphthongs, the most sonorous elements 

becoming the most dominating ones in the group. 

1% his kajak, ”” his kajaks, '“ his (suus) kajak, !"my kajaks ? he captures 

game continually 3 thus * since the circumstances were such > (place-name) 

5 ta + una (he), the one spoken of ? resembling a kajak * his or her 

brother-in-law ? that is splendid 1° eternal ice +! he gives explanations, 

witnesses '? a brush 1% it (the pot) contains too many pieces to be cooked 

14 blood-robbers, i.e. murderers 15 because he always want to help (and 

15 from “Atuagagdliutit" 1900—1901, p.7 and р. 168). 
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§ 27. Both vocalic and consonantal assimilations occur 

in great numbers, especially on account of the suffixal 

character of the language. 

It is necessary to make a few remarks here about the 

structure of the language. 

Eskimo words are to a far greater extent than in most 

other languages inflected by means of suffixes. The suffixes 

may be either single sounds, or sound-groups resembling words 

in all others respects except that they cannot stand isolated. 

An independent word may have several such suffixes linked to 

it at once. This incessant interlinking of the word-elements 

gives rise to the conditions for the large number of assimila- 

tions which are found in the language, since on the one hand 

the final sounds of the independent words, on the other hand 

both the initial and the final sounds of the suffixes influence 

each other on being brought together and are forced to adapt 

themselves to each other according to the phonetical elasticity, 

or lack of elasticity, of the language. 

What we find are partly examples of geminated vowels and 

consonants occuring in suffixed words exactly where one would 

‘expect two different sounds; partly examples of two vowels or 

two consonants, likewise occuring in the suffixal joints, which 

qualitatively approach each other nearer than one would have 

expected. 

With respect to the geminated consonants, where it must 

be assumed that a final consonant in the first word and an 

initial consonant in the second have completely melted together 

into one long sound, it is often difficult to determine the exact 

character of the two original elements. Before passing over 

to those examples of various assimilations which I think I am 

able to substantiate, I shall give an illustration of the difficulties 

that may be encountered in such investigation. 

Such a word as [¢nus'iwoq| may with certainty be dissolved 

into three links: 1) the word which means ‘human being” and 
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which when isolated in the nom. sing. has the form inuk 

2) the suffix -s2- (NB. short 8), which means: one gets or 

comes across something 3) the verbal suffix of the 3" pers. 

sing. ind. The whole means: one (or he) comes (or came) 

across people (one or several persons). How is the long s- 

sound in this word to be explained? We have an indication 

that the original first element of this sound was a consonant, 

most likely an unvoiced one just like the s-sound itself, 

but there is otherwise no indication as to the quality of this 

consonant. If the newly formed word only could mean: comes 

across a person (sing.), there would be some reason imme- 

diately to conclude that [s‘] comes of ks (inuk + si). But the 

word also, and generally, means: comes across people (plural). 

The plural of inuk, however, usually has the form inuit, which 

in combination with -s7- would result in another form than the 

one given. So the probability remains that [s:] really comes of 

ks, that it is the singular form to which the suffix has been 

added. Whether & has first passed through the intermediate 

form g, or has passed into s at one bound must, however, 

remain uncertain. — This same word-stem may occur in all the 

following forms according to the suffixes which are added to 

it: *inu, “inv, ‘ins, “inom, *inus, inuk (the current base-form), 

also with inner change *in’ut, *in-ug. All these forms are con- 

nected not only by similarity of sound but also by similarity 

of signification (human being: kills a h.b., is a h.b., catches 

sight of a h.b., catches a h.b., his fellow h.b., persons whom 

one visits on the way, etc. Cf. Kl. Dict. pp. 100—103). 

This example is typical of them all, similar changes taking 

place when yowels are brought together as in the case of 

consonants. 

The varieties of form of the independent word itself one 

might be tempted to ascribe to various kinds of assimilations, 

but they may also be due to the fact that some suffixes are 

added to the full form of the word, while others are added to 
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its vocalic stem. Its inner changes (йги- for 2nu-) will no 

doubt always be most difficult to explain. 

The following is a series of cases which I think are certain. 

They stand as types of many similar cases — it would be im- 

possible to give an exhaustive list of them all. Many suffixal 

assimilations have become so stereotyped that they are no longer 

felt as living sound-changes. Indeed it must be taken into 

account that there are many words in the language which are 

in reality originally suffix-formations, but can no longer be 

recognized as such, either because the suffixes have otherwise 

been lost to the language or because they have become such 

integral parts of the words that they can no longer be analyzed. 

In contrast to these words, there are others which are formed 

on the spur of the moment, as it were, by the Eskimo as he 

speaks. Also this kind of assimilations, which may be called 

spontaneous, take place in accordance with the basis of articula- 

tion of the language. It is not strange, however, if some of 

these fall out of the general plan and must be considered as 

rare or unique. 

Since all Greenlandie Eskimo word-stems or words end 

either in a vowel or in one of the consonants 9 k { p, the 

first element of the assimilated mass of sound must always be 

either one of these sounds or a sound derived from one of 

them. 

The reconstructed primitive forms are marked by an aster- 

isk *; forms taken from the living language to show the com- 

pletion of the assimilation are enclosed in brackets. Some few 

of the primitive forms are still used at random instead of the 

assimilated forms in certain parts of the country. 
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Vocalic assimilations. 

[аа > a] *gajaa > [94а] *takuwaa > [takuwar) 

[oa — ua]  [rd'oa — ii ua] | 
À Е doublets used at random 

[ea — ta] [amea — amia] | 

fee Fre] “ikee > [ike:] 

[ae > a] *arnae > [агпа 

[ai > a*] | 
[au > a] | samples, see 2 26 na SE go = 

Pr nr] ek 1ip9g => [i"k-rp'oq| 

Пе | "peipag > [prp'9q] 

10. [ии > v']  “inuuwog > [inv'woq] 

11. [ou > | “*orso-uwog > [orsu‘wog] 

12. [иаи > v'] *-s'uauwoqg > [-suw3g] -suaup > [sup] 

*-nuauwag > [n’v.wag] -nuaup > [Пр] 

13. [awo > 9°] -sawag > [-s'9'q] 

14. [awu > и] -sawunut > [би 

15. [awi > vi] -s'awise > [s’v'se] 

16. [awa > ua, ua] -sawat > [s'uat] 

17. [ии > vu] sujua > [seua] süjul'eq > {siul'eq] 

18. [wa > ia] sujaneg > [sianeg] 

19. [ajo > io] najorqut > [nisrqut] (Мак. 

najorqutisät > [niorqutisät| (Pröv.) 

kanajoq > [kanioq| 

20. [tia > ta] *omanatsiame > [om-an-ät ame] 

la—his, its: kajak his; he sees it * house his 3 sealskin his *sore + 

e — his or their: sores his or their 5 mothers his 8 -ip'aq, is without, 

lacks: It lacks sharpness; is dull * he is without possessions, poor 

10 uwwog, is. he is a human being, lives, is born ‘lit is blubber 1? is big, 

the big one’s — is little, the little one’s 7776 future suffix in 3rd pers. sing., 

1., 2., 3. pers. plur. 17 its foremost part, foremost ?° sound of metal, a bell 

23 trading-articles; a sea-scorpion 20 place-name O-mandtsiag in the 

locative. 

XXI 11 
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Gonsonantal assimilations. 

21. [rn > in, ty, 7] [ernutag > ernutag, ermutag, ey'utag] 

[ernenaq > ergenag, ery'enag] 

22. [rm > "in, y] [егтизед > e”rnuseg, e”yuseg] 

23. [qn >rn,'n] *mitegniarpog > [miterniarpoq] 

24. [gm > rm,"m'] *uiogme > u*d-orme] 

(C\ganogmako > |ganarmak:o] 

Cjukiogman a > [ukiormana| 

25. [ql > rd, '"X] ‘atisaqglup'og > [atisarup'9q] 

26. [gs > rs, "s] *qimegsiwoq > [gim'ersiwoq] 

27. [qt > rt, 't] *gajagtag > [gajarta'g] 

28. [rt >t] *nukapriagtogag > [nukap'iät'ogag] (Rdb.) 

29. [ge > re, "e'] ‘gs'qeik > [qorgik] 

30. [gp > rp, "p] "kanisgpag > [kaniorpog] 

31. [kg > ra, "q] nuk qagortog > [norgagortog] (1A'.) 

32. [kn > 9] *inuknorpoq > [invg-orpog] 

33. № > | *inuksiwog > [inus'iwoq] 

34. [kt > tj *kamikta'q > [kamit'a'q] 

du Er = “kamikliorpog > [kamil'iorpoq] 

36. [kn > п] *takinarpa > taknarpa’ > [tan'xrpa'| 

37. [km > m] *kokmut > [рут] 

38. [kp > p'] ‘inukpas'uit > [inup'äs'uit] *kiakpoq > [kiäp'9q] 

39. [nk-] [dn kolartit] (Nqs.), not assimilated 

40. [yn > m] (aninarpa > *aynnarpa > [ататра’] 

"mäunnarpag > [ma’warpoq| 

21 grandchild; immediately ?? a bottle * he hunts eider-ducks (mateq) 

23 today (locat. of 121949); how these; this year 25 he has poor clothing 

26 he has bought a dog (qim'eq) ‘7 kajak new 7° bachelor old  ** urine- 

place 3° he catches sea scorpions (kaniog) * point of land white, the white 

point of land 3? human being becomes, he is born 33 human being is met, 

one meets a human being or several *' boot new 75 boot makes, he makes 

boot or boots *° finds it long beyond expectation, or makes it too long 

37 to the river (ko'k) 3° people-many, a crowd of people. И is warmth (ай), 

is warm. ‘* (a game) ‘° he finds it big (ane-) beyond expection; he comes 

hither (maya). 
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41. [yl > 2] *aniliwog > *anliwog > [adiwog] ef. p. 171 

42. [т > п] *sumutnarpit > [sumun'arpit] 

43. [tm > т] *atmut > [amut] *kissarsutmik > [kis'ar- 

sun ik |} 
44. [tk > k | 

45. [tp > p'] 

*nujsup a’ | su I> nuisup'a > [nutsup'a] (cf. 
Kl. vocab. p. 258) 

47. [tl > À] “twiitlo > [4940] *surtle > [sv-d-e] 

48. [mn > ”n'] *samna > [sa”n-a] 

49. [py >"n) "kinitupnvg sane > [kmitun’sq sane] 

"apnaq > [eng] 

are | “пикзир-а- 

Me (pn "| 

эт. [ pq, pk > "7, HAN samples, see 150 52. [pl, pt > "x, wf] | Samples, See p.15 

53. [ps > ®s] 

ad. 17—19. These examples do not really belong here, 

since the assimilations which they show are not due to suffixing. 

They are doublets which are used at random, although the 

shorter assimilated forms are most frequent. -w before 7 becomes 

[6] ог [2]. Yet 9574499 (he thanks) never becomes giawag, 

which would give a totally different signification (he weeps). 

But Egede wrote qyavog [9йа1э9] (= he thanks). 

ad 21—22. Double forms, used at random, though in 

North Greenland the assimilated forms are most frequent. 

ad 23—30. The assimilation by which 9 becomes r before 

a consonant is one of the most fundamental sound-changes of 

the language. As formerly mentioned (2 14), it also affects the 

#) becomes more and more big (*aye), grows *? whither are you going 

43 downward (at in casus terminalis); stove (in the instrumental) *% jerks it 

to himself in little forcible jerks. "7 and (-lo) you, but (le) which ** [sa®na] 

he in the west. ‘4% Xiyil'oq, it is related, on its front side i. e.: in front of Ä., 

it is related; yes, it is said. 

11% 
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preceding vowel, which becomes uvularized. -agt- becomes 

properly [-а”#]. 

The phenomenon quite corresponds to the assimilation of 

the labial + consonant, which occurs in a number of words: 

wg, wn, wg, wk, wn, wi, wt, ws, we. Here too the labialization 

affects the preceding vowel at the same time as the following 

consonant is geminated. -awt- becomes [-4“#] etc. 

In the case of [wg], either w gets the upper hand as in 

[avqrut|', ог g as in [a’g’«t]!, the uvularization thus making its 

way through the w. 

[wg] in awgordono becomes 7: [a“y'9040n0]” or [ay dp Aono). 

In all cases, the labialization is easily lost in careless enuncia- 

tion, so that the consonant-groups under consideration simply 

become [49° 7° 7° km At $] instead of [”q’ “7° “y'] etc. 

As more uncertain examples of assimilation the following 

may be mentioned: 

The long initial consonants in the suffixes [y'wag]? and 

[-s‘wag|* may be best explained as original assimilations with 

the final consonant of the independent word. 

The suffix wag is not affixed to consonant stems in the 

present language, but penetrates into the word up to the last 

vowel: gimeq® becomes giminuag®. It is a question if we 

have to do with an assimilation here [егу| > [m]. 

More plausible is the assimilation *gisukyuag > [gison-uag]'. 

-s:uag would together with gisuk give [gisusuag], with gimeq, 

[gim’erswag]. So the combination rs can be better endured 

than ry. 

aput®, anut® with the addition of the suffix suag become 

[apus'uag] |anus’wag]. But perhaps s* has come from ks rather 

than from 28, which at present either does not undergo any 

change or else (especially in North Greenland) passes into Ё. 

la way 7? parting it in several pieces, cutting it out. “little *bi } р 5 р ; = 8 
За dog ба little dog Та little piece of wood. ° snow on the ground 

* man. 
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In these last words, then, s’ could be explained as an analogical 

formation which had supplanted the original -ts. But who 

knows if és did not become s’ in past times? 

Now it seems as if, in certain cases, a svarabhakti $ may 

develop between adjoining ¢ and t, s, n etc. Thus ayut + 

m'uag becomes anutinuag!; amut + siag, amutisiag?; aqiut 

+ siaqg, agiutisiag?; anut in the plural, anutit. Here there 

may be some doubt as to whether the suffix is joined to the 

t-stem, or to an older form of the word which ended in -{e 

or -teg (anuteg etc.). 

Why do gag'ag, sanasog etc. together with the suffix -kut 

give gaqak-ut®, sanasuk-ut®? It is possible that we here have 

the assimilation gk > k:, cf. the assimilation gy > #, just 

mentioned. This parallel is not least interesting because in 

both cases the uvularization altogether disappears without leav- 

ing any trace in the preceding vowel — quite contrary to 

custom; otherwise g becomes 7 before another consonant. But 

so much is certain, that the sound-combination r% never occurs 

(whereas ry is frequent). If, however, & and 7‘, which are 

invariable initial sounds in these suffixes, cannot be considered 

as assimilations of the sounds mentioned, they may have found 

their way into the words ending in g by the analogy of other 

words in the language which end in k and t (kk >k, th>k, 

kn >, Ш >, regularly). These last words are, to be sure, 

far fewer now-a-days than those ending in 4, apart from the 

fact that a number of words do not end in a consonant at all 

in the current base-form (¢/:0® etc.). But there may have been 

other conditions formerly. It is also possible that both causes 

may have been at work; the analogy of the assimilation in the 

words ending in -k and -¢ may have supported the assimilation 

in the words ending in q. 

1a little man ?а foster-father За purchased file ‘ through or over 

the mountain ° the carpenter's, the carpenter with his family ба house. 
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There are several suffixes which invariably begin with a long 

consonant: [-s°9°g]! [sag] or [sag]? [-kupa']? [-m'ersorpoq] * 

[-nerpsg]? [-n'ilaql$ [-norpog]? [A-arpog]|® [-tsiag]? ete. 

When these suffixes are joined to words ending in -9, 

this sound disappears without leaving any trace, as it seems. 

I am, however, inclined to think that here too the long con- 

sonant is originally geminated, the two elements being the final 

consonant of the word and the initial consonant of the suffix. 

The consonant of the suffix was originally short; no suffix is 

ereated with a long initial consonant. By destructive analogy 

or through far advanced assimilation, the uvular has been lost 

in those words where the suffix would give us reason to expect 

that it had once been present. 

Exactly the contrary is the case with a series of suffixes 

which drag the uvularization with them even to vowel stems 

and to the words ending in k and ¢. The formation [aseror- 

qajagarra]!" seems natural, where -gajagara joined to aseroq 

occasions the sound combination 79. But what is the origin 

of the same sound-combination in [fakorgajaqa‘ra|'! where the 

word-stem itself otherwise appears only in the form tako-? 

Here the uvularization must have come from the g-stem by 

productive analogy. These suffixes are in Kleinschmidt's dic- 

tionary (рр. 442—445) given as invariably beginning with 7: rq 

(99 та rn, трое ete: 

Finally some general remarks. It must needs almost al- 

ways remain problematical, what a word’s stem-form — the 

explanatory intermediate form between two related words — 

has looked like, as long as there are no historical documents 

to be had, or at least evidence from other dialects. A long # 

may in general just as well go back to pt or kt as to На 

1 verbal future suffix * nominal future suffix ° consider him or it to 

be- *long (verbal) ° is crazy after - 5 not ” becomes -, becomes a - 

$ verbal intensive suffix (with might and main etc.) ° tolerably (little, big, 

or much) 10 | almost broke it to pieces 11 I almost saw it or him. 
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long x just as well to kn, tn as to nn, etc.*) As a rule it 

must be decided in each case separately which is the most 

probable stem-form. The reconstructed intermediate forms are 

mainly scientific working formulas, in which the result of the 

analysis of the word is expressed, but they do not necessarily 

mean that the unassimilated forms ever were really pronounced. 

Perhaps the second k-sound in "kamiktag has never been 

pronounced as К directly before #, but has merely been thought, 

merely approximately aimed at. The result may have been a 

marked elevation of the back of the tongue before the ¢-sound, 

somewhat like a loosely articulated unvoiced g, in which the 

t-position has been anticipated. 

It would be exaggeration to assert that all the geminated 

consonants in the language are eqvivalents for original groups 

of two different consonants, but such geminations are undoubt- 

edly more numerous than those which can now be dissolved. 

The assimilating activity has no doubt been of no less import- 

ance in older stages of the language than is the case now. 

My notes and the tales etc. which I have written down contain 

enough of examples to show that assimilation is constantly 

taking place in the spoken language, in all essentials similarly 

for all who speak the language because they all have the same 

habits of pronunciation, and yet in many little details varying 

according to different individuals on account of individual 

arbitrariness. As contrasted with the assimilations handed down 

by tradition, which belong to the history of the language, these 

cases last referred to appear as vigorous demonstrations of the 

present life of the language. 

*) Just as we should not be able to know anything certain about the 

original elements of the long 4 in words like arnäl'o, чи го (and the 

women, and the human being), if we could not take into consideration 

such suffixings as wnalo (and he) ete. and conclude from the latter 

that in the former cases too the suffix is merely -/o, which in the first 

word is added to arnät (woman), in the second, to inuk (a human 

being); A has accordingly in the one case originated from И, in the 

other, from kl. 
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The adaptability of the sounds is first and foremost due 

to the fact that the words and the suffixes are firm in body. 

In the Eskimo language, when the sounds are added 

together, the sum of two short sounds is either a heterogeneous 

group or a homogeneous long sound. The quality may change, 

but the quantity is retained. The language guards these long 

sounds conservatively. 

$ 28. A sound may have been present to the conscious- 

ness for just a moment without being articulated. Both the 

speaker and the hearer understood it. Some few of these oc- 

casional omissions are repeated so often that they become 

firmly established. ар ра’, the hole for the sleeve, becomes 

atsipa, the hole-for-the-sleeve (Kl. dictionary р. 12?); piyigit 

becomes piyct'. From my notes (the tales), I have collected 

the following more occasional examples: 

occasional forms normal forms 

[ea < ipa] [arnale a'sit] < Arnalip (or -2'ip) a'sit? 

[a < ai]  [gman'arminik| < qinain-arminik® 

[из < ogs] [anakusül'uwoq] < ацай‘од säruwag* 

[м < им] | 

[ат < ат] |me'rga таги] < me'rgat marèukS 

Ve af 

[257 < kisi] [ksjän'e] < Мзматге® 

ви ilua| < thup ilua® 

as a"t ina’ | < asa”ta ina’? 

Some of the most extreme cases | know of such slips of 

the tongue are the not unfrequent 

|pulikorsua] < pulukip orsua® 

[Ares0g| < kiwis.isag 1° 

[nom iat] < nononizxat‘! 

2. pers. sing. opt. of pinaog, is owned(?) cf. Rasm. Gr. % 34 (р. 56) 

2 Arnalik (name), as usual ° only with his nostrils ‘the angakoq lies 

5 the interior of the house two children ’ his finger's resting-place (i. е. 

the place and the hollow thus caused, where he laid his finger) ° but, on 

the other hand ° blubber of a swine, pork *° one diving down (especially: 

seal) 1? they are not consumed, eaten up. 
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A loss of sound which, in North Greenland at least, has 

become established is that which occurs in the inflection of 

the suffix -é‘%ag, which in the plural becomes #4 instead of 

tat, in the locative {ame instead of #%атте (O‘m'an'ät'ame, 

in O-m-an ätiaq). 

Also the reverse may take place, that is, new sounds may 

arise as strengthened glides between two sounds which 

are difficult to articulate rapidly in succession, and which them- 

selves could neither be changed nor omitted without affecting 

the intelligibility of the word. Cf. 2 24. Ex.: 

[na — ише] [wana — uwana]" [qilaluaq -— gilaluwag]? 

[wi — uwi]  [uiarpa — uwiarpa:]# [anwiag — anuwigag]|* 

[io — 90] = [twawiorpog — tuwawijarpag]? 

[ia — iga]  [aquiag — anuwigag| * 

[io — igo] [1159 — nigag]® (Omnq.) 

All of these forms are to be heard, and it may be difficult 

to decide whether the fullest or the most contracted ones are 

the most original; the difference between them is at all events 

insignificant, for # and 4 are very loosely articulated. 

On comparing the forms of the same word in various 

dialects, we often find differences which indicate sound- 

reductions similar to those here mentioned. 

[awa—-ua] W.Greenl. paway'aT E.Greenl. puay'a? 

[iwi — ce] » niwiarsiag § » nejarsiag & 

[ena — va] » kenag? » krag? 

[aku — au] Greenl. maujupog"? Labr.  makujup'oq '° 

[wou — v'] » nok 11 » nuwuk 1 

1] 2 a kind of whale (delphinus leukas) 3 he goes around it За spear 

to kill harpooned seals with > hasten, hurry ба leg 7 from the south- 

east or from up there ° unmarried woman ‘face 10 is fastidious, is 

disgusted with something 1! a point of land. 
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When two syllables in succession are quite or almost alike, 

one of them is apt to be omitted in hasty articulation, so that 

the one that remains behind must stand for them both (haplo- 

logy). I have noted down the following examples (which are 

in part very common): 

giaginak! > gian'ak (Naqs.) 

ikitsisit? > tkit-sit (Upern.) 

EUER { aniarpit 
aniniarpit? > l'anréarpit 

usiserpa # > из’егра’ (Nqs.) 

kanernermik® > kaneïm'ik (Bdb.) 

The examples which have been given of the phonetical 

changes which take place in the present, living language serve 

to throw light upon the original development of a number of 

word-formations in the language; they fall into groups according 

to the different ways they seem to have followed. 

1. By pure haplology, [w”A wog] (to spend or remain a 

day or several days at a place) seems to have originated from 

a form ”u”Zuliwag, which would be regularly derived from 

[w”20g], a day. 

|. A word of originally three or more syllables has — 

perhaps through a shifting of stress — lost the vowel in the 

second syllable, whereby two consonants have come to stand 

next to each other, and they have then become assimilated. 

These consonantal assimilations agree perfectly with those 

previously shown, which is a further support for the correctness 

of the hypothetical intermediate forms. 

The relationship between the following words in Green- 

landic, I base upon the hypothetical forms which | have given 

as intermediate between them: (to the left, the current word 

] stop crying! (said to a little child) * matches >? are you going out? 

{he loads the ship >” (on account) of dew or hoar frost. 
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containing the stem or “root” — in the middle the stem 

lengthened by a suffix, the result being a form not in use — 

to the right, this last assimilated, being a word in ordinary use. 

The suffixes, which can be eliminated from the intermediate 

forms, are mostly current and well-known): 

Present forms Regularly constructed forms Present forms 

1. [aniwag] is big > *aniliwog— [ПП > [aiiwaqg] becomes 
big, grows 

2. [411694] is big > *"anineg— [nn] > [47:99] biggest 

3. [aniwag] is big > *anitigaag— [nt] > [atmag] is as big as 

4. [ikip'oq] is on fire > *kineg— [kn] > [in'eq] fire 

5. [utiwog] the hair has > *utineg—|tn] > [un'eq] an unhaired 
loosened from it skin (from which the hair 

(the skin) has been taken off) 

6. [katip'a:| joins them > *katineg— [т] > [kan'eq] joint 
together 

7T. [umat] heart > ”um:atimik—[tm] > [тата] Instrumen- 
talis of urmat 

8. [nap'a'?t] illness > *napa“timit—[tm] > [nap'a"m'it] Ablative of 
nap at 

9. [nipe] voice > *nipiliawog—[pl] > [1171194694] screams at 
the top of his voice 

10. [éipiwa:] runs it > “hipis'ag—{ps] > [tis'ag] something 
ashore which has drifted ashore 

11. [kipwa:] shortens it > kipiscag—|[ps] > [kirsag] short hair 
(once) 

12. [kipiwa:] shortens it > *kipilorpa —[pl] > [огра] shortens it 
(once) several times 

13. [gupiwa:] cleaves it > *qupilorpa — [pl] > [qu'iorpa:] cleaves it 
lengtwise (once) several times 

14. [gupiwa:] ditto > qupis'aq—| ps] > [qu's'ag]  halfofaseal 
which is parted in two lengthwise 

15. [gipiwa:] twists it > “qipineq—{[pn] > [gi”neg] "twist 

16. [simiwa’] (Labr.) has > *sömineg— [тт] > [si”neg] that which is 

him or it as superfluous superfluous, that which remains 



Present forms 

17. [kiwiwa'| sinks it 

18. [ka’wip'9g] turns 

Present forms 

29 

20 

21 

> nw 

23 

. [nuniap'9g] gathers 

. [piläp' a’) 

. [is a"p'9q] 

down (under the water) 

round, spins round 
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Regularly constructed forms 

> "kawisag—[ws] 

Present forms 

> “kiwisag—{[ws]| >?kis ag > [115'а4] an anchor 
or what is used for an 

anchor (stone etc.) 

> [kavsag] whirlwind, 
whirlpool 

The intermediate forms in no. 11 and по. 14 are still used 

as regular participial forms. The other intermediate forms are 

regularly constructed, but only the corresponding assimilated 

forms are used at present. 

A number — perhaps the majorily — of the labialized 

consonants (“Ё, “t etc.) occurring in the language have no 

doubt originated after the analogy of the cases given here. 

We catch a glimpse, as it were, of a general phonetical change, 

which is perhaps not yet completed. 

The same may be said of the following series of phe- 

nomena. 

Ш. A fricative (7, 4, 8, w) between two similar vowels is 

apt to disappear completely, so that the vowels are assimilated 

(cf. the previously cited nuwuk—nv'k) : 

berries 

disgorges 

swallowed, belches 

end something 

Constructed forms 

cuts itapart > *pilagag—[aa] 

> *nisa'gag—[aa] 
the food which has been 

.[minarpog| keep some > *minagag—[aa] 

of the food until one comes 

home; take some of the food 

with one home 

.[nasarpa| works to > “na'sagag—[aa] 

Present forms 

> *"nuniagakra— [аа] > [nunia’k'a] my gathered 

berries 

that which 

is cut asunder 

that which 

is disgorged 

> [pila'q] 

> [nisa'q] 

that which 

one has taken 

along home 

> [mina] 

> [па'8а'9] an omen of 

disaster, especially 

an omen of death 
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Present forms Constructed forms Present forms 

24. [mawoq] itis boiling > *tyasaq—[aa| > [ag] that which is 

boiled 

25. [sänawog] works (with > "sanasag—|aa| > [säna’g| that which is 

the hands) worked, the 

finished work 

There are perhaps half a hundred words in the language 

which, just like these last ones, end in a long vowel + 9 

(especially in a‘g). There is some probability that a number 

of them have originated in the same way as those here men- 

tioned, namely by a reduction of sound and consequent assimi- 

lation. Those ending in a‘q, for instance, may be assimilation- 

compounds containing the diminutive -ag or arag, cf. gajaq 

— ag > qajaraq'; qajaq + arag > *qajararag > gajaraq (the 

usual form)”. In other cases, ag may have originated from 

the participial зах -gag, -saq etc. In other cases, again, 

perhaps the form is merely due to the analogy of the forms 

already developed. Most words in the language have otherwise 

a short vowel before the final consonant. I shall cite most of 

the examples that have a long vowel before д: 

nawjag? (cf. nawjalg))?; natarg? (cf. nateq$) nalikarg" 

kujaq® (cf. kujak)? kenag!? (cf. kunag!!) kawssarg!?, ka sag"; 

kana q'' (cf. kaneq'*®); kanag!® qumaq (also quagq)** gogag 

(also gogaq)'® gemag!? (also genag); inimag? inalag?! dag?” 

1-2 a little kajak >? a little (beginning) kajak-rower ° young gull * gull 

5 an inserted bottom (in a barrel etc.) floor 7 place between the legs 

(in trousers etc.) ® the stretching-sinews on the back of a Greenlandic 

bow (which keep the bow stiff); the keel of a vessel. * the lower part of 

the spine, the loins 10 the black part of the snout on a harp-seal '! face 

12 whirlwind 1% a top (toy) . 7" place-name 15 a promontary 16 the shin- 

bone (from the knee to the ankle) ‘Та tape- worm, intestinal worm ” the 

shadow of the land cast upon the water (in calm weather) '* the sharp 

edge of the shin-bone, the bridge of the nose ?° the point of an arrow 

"та window 7? a patch (sewed on). 
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awag! atag? ardag? amorag* ajag? akunag® kmuarg! 

(ef. kinuarpag?) gilarg? (cf. 9Иай 9) garsag!! sag!” 29 

niuta’g!* (cf. тай 15) galipaq!® (cf. galipak 1) 

ateg'® (cf. ateg!?) ага"? niutag?! nipitsq®? niagorto'q?? 

пер-егзэ`4 2“ та“) ?5 søg”? 

-t9°g in 9° js connected with the verbal -fuwog (is to 

superfluity, is big or has big -, many -). But it is not regularly 

formed as a participle (regularly #809, > ?t9'q). 

$ 29. Sound-changes within the West-Greenlandic 

language, proved by comparison of doublets, different inflec- 

tional forms of the same word, and different derivative forms 

of the same stem. 

As contrasted with the dialect forms, the forms here given 

must be considered as general varieties within one and the 

same language-group (West-Greenlandic). They show sound- 

changes which may most appropriately be placed side by side 

with the assimilations. The vowel changes first given, which 

are enclosed in brackets, occur in the final vowel of the stem 

when a suffix is added. 

Just as in the case of separation into dialects, it must 

be presumed that these established sound-changes have taken 

place at different times, and that their origin is due to individual 

! the back of the head ? a harp-seal (phoca groenl.) Фа woman's after- 

birth * a Greenlandic hooded cloak *the cross-beam in a kajak by which the 

side-laths are held from each other ° a strap, cord Та descendant, offspring 

> remains behind, comes later 3 the palate; the ceiling of a room 1’ the 

sky +! a loon (bird) !? the front piece (the breast) of a garment ?* a sleeve 

14 the stem piece and stern piece (at the ends of the keel) of a kajak °? ditto, 

of a boat, a ship ?f an overcoat of reindeer-skin '’ a covering skin (egg- 

shell, seed-shell etc.) ?° a namesake ‘* a name 7° a seal of 2—3 years 

(blue-side) 71 a long-legged one (especially a kind of spider) *? one with a 

strong voice 23 one with a big head (especially a golden-ese) ?* one who 

is accustomed to eat too much °° an unknown fabulous animal > why. 
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differences. Some strike root, others are forgotten. The most 

vigorous ones affect the whole language. 

[a—à] 

1. a“sag! — asiwik? 

2. uperna'g? — uperniwik* with the ¢ the suffix is -wik 

exception of the colony Upernawik 

3. thuwta® — iluwtmuts | 
> 8 Г the suffix is -ywé 

4. ernsrata? — erneratmut® | 

ad 3—4. Regularly formed Vialis. Thus in the case of 

all words with this form of inflection. 

[u—7} 

5. aput® — apiwoq? 

6. nerulkrag!! — neriwog!? 

7. ernultag!? — erniwog'* the suffix is -wag 

8. igulnag'5 — igiwag!® (Kl. diction- 

р агу р. 74) 

9. ikujmawog'' — арта: 18 

The following double forms (with «--?) are, as it appears 

from Kl. dict., used at random (or the 7-forms at Upernavik, 

the w-forms in Middle Greenland ?): 

10. kaluwsarpoqg'? — kaliwsarpoq?® 

11. 2gumip'a * — inimip-a:?° 

12. isun-awog*! — 18-44694 ?1 
22 13. isuwterpa’??” — isiwterpa:?* 

14. gapuarpog?? — qap'iorpoq ?? 

1 summer ? ‘“‘summer-place”, a place for camping in tents in the 

summer * spring or summer * “spring-place” or “summer-place” > our 

house's or our houses’ ° through our house or our houses ‘ his or their 

sons ° through his or their son ? snow on the ground !° is covered with 

snow }!eats 7? the ruminants (the reindeer’s) first stomach (paunch) 

13 gives or has given birth to a child 44 grandchild 3° secretes matter (as 

for instance a sore) 18 sour train-oil 37 is on fire, burns 13 sets it on fire 

13 stretches himself, pulls something in order to advance >”? separates it, 

takes it apart 7? is stretched straight out 22 unfolds or stretches it out 

23 foams, froths; chatters incessantly. 



|g — r] between two vowels 

15. 94199 — ganaripra?, qanoruna?, qanora: * 
2) the suffix is -ip'a 

16. sog? — sorruna® the suffix is -una 

17. erneg’ — ernera°, ernerit® the suffix is -a, -Й 

18. nege? — neriwag!” the suffix is -wag 

9—#] 
19. nueriag!! — пиегдий 11 (Kl. vocab. р. 256) 

20. sarl9q!? — sariuk!? 

21. gee — Terk 

Va 
22. siyarpa 1° — sip'orpa 15 | 

23. tig'uarpa 18 — tig'uarpa: 18 ] ot ТВОИ 

[# — 7] 
24. Адам — kilma, kis it ® | 

25. ask — asıma, as mit? the suffixes are -a, -# 

26. upik?! — up mit? 

[ft — n| 

27. su't?® — sunuko?s 
28. ket?) — kenuk-o% | the suffix is -uko 

[{ — s] especially between two is (cf. Rasmussen Gr. 26+ 

29. слиайци  — ij'uismut ?8 

30. kamitit?? — kamisit 20 

31. auzrat?! — q-w)-a-tsit 22 

32. -tip'a #8 — -sip'a * (cf. Kl. Gr. 2 139, note 2) 

‘how ?how is he or it? * how is it? * how (what) is said? (I beg 

your pardon!) ° why? 5 certainly, yes ‘son ° his son, sons * meat 

10 eats !! something which protrudes above or in front of something else 

(for instance a group of islands) 1? (a place-name) ”? urine 1 flowing 

water, river !° wrings the water out of it (the clothes, the skin)  !° spits 

it out 77 limit 18 its limit, limits 7° image, portrait  ?° his portrait, 

portraits 7! owl 22owls 7% what (plur.) ?* what are they? 7° which? 

(about persons) ?% who (by name) are they? ?7 through his or their house 

28 through his or their houses 3-4 your boots (the two forms are used at 

random) %-5 a gun, firearms (sing. and plur.) ‘ verbal suffix (Causative). 
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ie 5] 
33. kanajag! — kanas-ut? 

34. kaniag! — kanisut? or kanisut? 

35. Pinajuat? — pmasut* 

36. nujup'uts — ?nusup'a 6 

37. Juipag! — -suiprag ! 

38. -rujupag?® — ?-rusup'2q * 

39. garajag!? — дагазате 11 

40. cf. also nujag!? — nut-sät!?, where, however, an extra- 

neous sound seems to have come in and prevented the change 

of 7 to s. 

Most of the sound-changes here given are confined to the 

words and forms mentioned. The change of ¢ to $ between 

1’; is very common; the change of q to r between vowels 

is — in North Greenland at least — a rule without excep- 

tions. In South Greenland, ganog-ip’it!? may occur with the 

q kept. 

Although these sound-changes are so complete that the 

different forms are now established in the language, yet in the 

living language there may still occur little deviations from the 

normal pronunciation, which may be considered as occasional 

sound-changes and which are no doubt designated as errors 

by ‘‘correct” speakers. Thus К may now and then be pro- 

nounced in the place of ¢ (Kleinschmidt Gr. 2 7: pwortauk 

instead of pujortaut 4; iZAuk instead of 2" 18); instead of 

the ending -mit (ablative) is sometimes heard -mik (instrumental). 

Almost normal are the changes g >17, k>n, t > п when 

they occur as finals before a word beginning with a vowel: 

1-2 sea scorpion (sing. and plur.) 3 the third ‘three > they have 

moved (themselves) ° moves it toward himself with a jerk, jerks it to himself 

7 never ° terribly * passionately, with lust 12-11 place-name in Oman aq 

Fjord, in its base-form and in the locative 1? hair (sing. and plur.) !? how 

are you? 44a tobacco-pipe 15 a sling. 

XXXI, 12 
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ganog-ipa > qano-ip'al*). In my notes, there are many 

examples of these nasal changes. 

$ 30. Like all other children, the little Eskimo children 

have difficulty in learning to talk plainly. I have unfortunately 

not taken many notes about the child-language, but yet I have 

a few, which are worth considering. 

Thomas had just arrived at Sermiarsuit with his sledge 

on a visit to his brothers-in-law. While he was standing out- 

side of the house waiting for some one to ask him in, he was 

practising hitting the dogs with his whip. When he hit one 

of them so that it howled loudly, he said: kesame niaqua 

an'era‘, finally his head began to pain him! A little boy who 

had been looking on repeated his words, but he pronounced 

the last word: ana’. On another occasion, I heard a little 

fellow say: putoga'na instead of putogara (I got a hole made 

in it). 

There are some Greenlanders who never learn to talk 

plainly. They are found here and there among the others, 

who call them kutåtut, an expression which contemptuously 

classes them with little children who have not yet learned to 

talk plainly. There are certain sounds in the language which 

they cannot pronounce, or at least only with great difficulty. 

| think it is most frequently the women who, aside from the 

children, have these defects in pronuneiation; they are more 

rarely found among men. 

In a certain part of Greenland, this phenomenon is espe- 

cially prominent, namely in the Upernawik District. I was 

told that there were Eskimo settlements north of the colony of 

*) “wenn ein mit einem vocal anfangendes wort ohne pause drauf folgt, 

doch ist dies nicht durchgehende regel, sondern nur gewohnheit einzelner, 

besonders der weiber.” Kl. Gr. #5, cf. Paul Egede’s Gr. Ch. I, 3—4. 

1 how is he? 
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this name where there were only шаги. The men at the 

colony and those farther south at Pröven whom I spoke with 

did not belong to this class, but there was an old woman at 

Upernawik whose language | tested according to my phonetical 

lists and whom I found to be in high degree №09; most 

of the examples of this kind of pronunciation given in the 

following survey are taken from her language. 

The most characteristic feature is the difficulty in articu- 

lating with the innermost organs, which results in the substi- 

tution of Ё for g and the loss of the uvularization before a 

consonant. On the whole, all the back sounds are articulated 

farther front than is customary among those who speak cor- 

rectly ; the vowel а often sounds like [47]. 

The Upernawik dialect exists alongside of these peculiar- 

ities, perhaps independent of them, perhaps partly influenced by 

them. At all events, the peculiarities which are characteristic of 

the kutdt-og language seem to belong to the Greenlandic child- 

language in general rather than to this special district”). 

Normal kutdt-og Greenlandic 

North Greenlandic at Upernawik 

[a >] 194/79 [kajäk] * 
[gem’eg] ? [бит]? 

[gag’arsuag] 3 [kak'a-suaq] ? 

[gawiunarsuit] * [ka'tuna'suit] * 

*) The native Eskimo “pastor” in Upernawik, Tobias Mörch, has very 

kindly taken the trouble to answer an inquiry which I made con- 

cerning kutätl'ut, and I take the liberty of quoting his answer here: 

“All Greenlanders”, he writes, “are not kutät'ut, but only а few. 

kutät'ut have been thus from childhood. Most of those who have been 

so while they were little are no longer thus when they are 9—10 years 

old, but some people are kutät'ut both when they are small and when 

they are grown-up. It is not only up here that there are kutätut ; 

there are also such persons in Oommannag's District and at Egedes- 

minde, as | have myself seen and heard”. 

' boat * dog * large mountain " the big Europeans. 

1s 
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Normal 

North Greenlandic 

[qujanarsuaq] 5 

[qiterqu’ dono] ® 

[argzz'040]” 

[7 > 7] [ganoriprit]® 

[kat-orane] ° 

[ [ors >v°s] isumatorsuit | 9 

[ern > än] [erniwag] "1 

gern-ertoq] !? 

[ers > ås] ersiwoq| 13 
[ 
[ 

[erserpoq] ** 

[perserpoq| 15 

Sl [ogartarput] ** 

[ тагдик] 1 

erp > @р] [perrpog]** 

| 
[ 
[ard > м 

[ 
[erm >> à: i [sermeg] >. 

5 many thanks 

kutdtoq Greenlandic 

at Upernawik 

[Aujand'tswag | ° 

[Клим оо] ® 

[akid-ono| * 

[kanonip it § 

[Ка'зоцате] 

[isumaty"suit] 1 

[än-ivaq] 

[gän’ertog] ? 

[48694] 13 

Г [@5`егрэ9] '* or 

\ [is.e.poq, 8-99]? м 

[pä-serpaq] 1? 

oka:t'aput] 18 [ 

[maïàuk] 1 

[päpag] '* 
[ särmeq] 13 

6 parting it in the middle 7” arranging it, repairing it 

5 how are you ‘soon '° those who are very inventive +! gives birth to; 

has given birth to !? black 1% is afraid '* appears, becomes visible 

15 it is drifting 15 they are accustomed to say, speak 37 two ! is away, 

has departed ‘3 inland ice. 
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Abbreviations. 

West Greenland between 74° —60° М. lat. 

East Greenland between 66° —60° N. lat. 

Northern part of Danish West Greenland. 

Middle part of Danish West Greenland. 

Southern part of Danish West Greenland. 

Upernawik, the northernmost colony on the west coast. 

Ammassalik (Angmagssalik), the Danish colony on the 

east coast. 

the northeastern coast of Greenland north of Cape York 

along Smith Sound. 

Baffin Land‘). 

Labrador ?). 

Central Eskimo west of Hudson Bay). 

the mouth of the Mackenzie River *). 

North Alaska, Point Barrow 5). 

Northwest Alaska ®). 

Southwest Alaska’). 

the northeastern coast of Siberia along Bering Strait 8). 

1) Е. Boas: Der Eskimo-Dialekt des Cumberland-Sundes (Mitteil. der An- 

thropol. Gesellschaft XXIV, Wien 1894). — Eskimo Tales and Songs (in 

Journal of American Folk-Lore vol. II (1889), vol. VII (1894), vol. X (1897)). 

— The central Eskimo (Sixth annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology 

to the secretary of the Smithsonian institution 1884—85, Washington 1889). 

2) Erdmann: Wörterbuch (1864). — Bourquin: Grammatik der Eskimo 

Sprache (1891). 

374) Е. Petitot: Vocabulaire Francais-Esquimau (1876). 

5) Р.Н. Ray: Report of the Internat. Polar Expedition to Point Barrow (1885). 

5) Wells and Kelly: Vocabularies (1890). 

7) A. Schultze: Grammar and Vocabulary of the Eskimo Language of 

North-Western Alaska, Kuskoquim District (1894). — Francis Barnum: 

Grammatical Fundamentals of the Innuit Language (1901). — Е. W 

Nelson: The Eskimo about Bering Strait (1899). i 

8) Wells and Kelly: Vocabularies (1890). 
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$ 31. Dialects in Greenland. The language which 

is spoken along the inhabited coasts of Greenland does not 

sound alike everywhere. The stock of words and the forms 

aimed at are chiefly the same, but phonetic differentiations have 

taken place from settlement to settlement, and have struck root 

sometimes over smaller, sometimes over larger areas. Even 

within the limited part of the west coast which I succeeded in 

traversing there were some very essential differences to be 

detected. For the rest of the inhabited coasts, we have merely 

some few meagre pioneer contributions to an investigation of 

this kind. A comparative examination of this material shows 

that there are at least 3 or 4 distinct dialects in Greenland 

and each one of these probably in turn falls into several 

dialectal subdivisions. 

This circumstance may partly be explained by the natural 

boundaries existing between the various distriets, which often 

cause all intercourse between the inhabitants of two neighboring 

distriets to be broken off for a long period of time. But it is 

also possible that it may partly be explained by the fact that 

two or several immigrations have taken place from different 

tribes, each having its own dialect. There is some reason for 

giving the preference to this last explanation, if a comparison 

between the dialects shows that two groups which are now 

geographically separated have striking dialectal peculiarities in 

common; such an agreement would justify us in assuming the 

historical connection between the two language-groups, and 

accordingly also between the respective tribal groups, to have 
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been closer than that general connection existing between all 

Eskimo. No doubt the Greenlandic Eskimo have in earlier times 

been more of a wandering people than they are now. Today 

they must be called a settled people. They keep to those fjords 

where they are most at home and to the districts where they 

are born. At certain seasons of the year and in certain places 

where the fishing or reindeer hunting is g00d, large numbers 

of people congregate from all sides, yet they never come from 

a greater distance than 70—80 miles, and they do not remain 

together longer than a month or six weeks. 

The tribe at Ammassalik on the east coast is now quite 

isolated, since the Eskimo who dwelt farther south on the same 

coast have all moved over to the west coast”). But even before 

that time they do not seem to have had as much communica- 

tion with their southern neighbors, as these neighbors had 

with each other or with the west coast**). 

With respect to the inhabitants of Cape York (76°—78° 

18’ N. lat.) they have not time out of mind had any communica- 

tion with the other Greenlanders. The inhabitants of Uperna- 

wik, their nearest neighbors to the south, have never met 

people from up there, but have only occasionally seen their 

sledge-tracks without knowing where they came from. The 

people of Cape York have not, so far as is known, any tradition 

about their southern countrymen. But there have repeatedly 

come immigrants to them from some unknown tribe in, or 

south of, Ellesmere Land, whose language they say is some- 

what different from their own (cf. Introduction р. 38) *). 

*) Meddelelser om Grönland Vol. XXV, 1902 (G. Meldorf). 

**) W. A. Graah's northernmost Greenlanders on the east coast at Omevik 

(about 64° 30° N lat.) do not seem to have had the slightest idea that 

there were other Greenlanders living farther north on the same coast. 

Cf. Graah: Undersögelses-Reise til Östkysten af Grönland i Aarene 1828 

— 31. Köbenhavn 1832, pag. 140. 

***) Peary: Northwest over the Great Ice, 1898, pp. 406, 488. — Kroeber: 

The Eskimo of Smith Sound (1899) п. s., pp. 266—268. 
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Also the southern Eskimo on the west coast, who are 

under Danish dominion, live in tolerably isolated groups, not 

only separated into Northerners and Southerners, but within 

each of these chief divisions, into small communities which are 

determined by the natural boundaries. The large ice-fjords 

cleft by the swift current, the long steep stretches of coast, 

where it is often impossible to find a single landing-place, the 

enormous masses of polar ice, which during most of the year 

shut out the whole east coast, and are by the current driven 

around Cape Farewell up along the west coast”) — all this 

makes it difficult and dangerous for them to undertake long 

voyages. Therefore the inhabitants of the different districts 

have but seldom any opportunity of meeting or talking with 

each other, and they rarely intermarry. At the colony of 

Holstensborg (66° 56’ N. lat.) the communication with the 

neighboring colonies is especially difficult on account of the 

long fjords where the current is very swift and through which 

the icebergs float from the inland ice to the sea. By this 

colony passes the dividing line between North and South Green- 

land, a division which also holds for such matters as the fact 

that the North Greenlanders drive dogs on the ice in the winter, 

whereas the South Greenlanders do not keep any dogs**) and 

do not travel very much on the ice. — Farther north again 

Disko Bay is separated from Oommannag Fjord by а pen- 

insula covered with wild mountains which extends out 45 miles 

from the main body of the land. Oommannagq is again sepa- 

rated from the northernmost colony Upernawik by a long 

steep coast-line, where it is difficult to find a landing-place 

*) H. Rink: Danish Greenland (London 1877), рр. 73—74. — Grönland (1857) 

Vol. Il, pp. 122—123. — G. Holm in ‘‘Meddelelser om Grönland” Vol. VI, 

pp. 181—190. 

**) In 1885 the team of sledge-dogs farthest south were found at the trading- 

place Sarfanguaq (66° 50) a little south of Holstensborg. Cf. “Med- 

delelser om Grönland”, Vol. VII, р. 40. — The inhabitants of Ammassalik 

on the east coast also use teams of dogs. 
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and where the ice is uncertain in the winter. North of Uper- 

nawik similar conditions seem to prevail. Melville Bay has 

not yet been entirely explored, but at all events the northern- 

most inhabitants of Upernawik never come so far north. 

Such conditions must necessarily give rise to linguistic group- 

ings or dialects. 

Slight dialectic differentiations are indeed noticeable every- 

where even within limited areas. In the region about Disko Bay, 

for instance, a man from Jakobshavn does not talk with the same 

accent as a man from Godhavn or one from Egedesminde. 

Around the Oommannag Fjord, there is a difference between 

the language in its northeastern and in its southwestern corner. 

One of the sharpest lines of linguistie division on the west 

coast seems to lie between the districts of Oommannaq and 

Upernawik, that is on both sides of Svartenhuk Peninsula at 

about 72° N. lat. When I came there from the south I met 

with a characteristic change in the stock of sounds, which 

seems to correspond to similar conditions on the east coast in 

the Ammassalik language. It is tempting to consider it more 

than accidental that there should be this phonetical conformity 

between two groups of languages so widely separated from 

each other, and to assume that there is a closer genetic con- 

nection between them than between either one of them and the 

other dialects in Greenland. 

The following survey of the dialect forms from the various 

parts of Greenland, so far as I have been able to get informa- 

tion about them*), shows a series of sound-changes which all 

are in perfect agreement with the character of the language on 

*) With respect to the South Greenlandic forms I am perfectly aware that 

many, perhaps most of them, are applicable only for a part of South 

Greenland. In reality we can no doubt here too distinguish between 

several dialects, although the distinguishing marks may only consist of 

some comparatively unimportant phonetical differences: but as to the 

nature of these differences and the boundaries between them, we have 

not yet sufficient information. 

ee 
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the whole. The sound-changes are classified according to the 

principle that those are first treated whose place of articulation 

has remained fixed, thereupon those whose place of articulation 

has been moved. The consonant changes are given first, the 

vowel changes last. The sounds, as they are given for each 

single sound change, are arranged geographically, from north 

to south, and then east. — As for those forms which I myself 

have not had an opportunity to hear and thus to control, I 

can only hope that I have not misunderstood my authorities, 

when I have made use of their examples from the various 

dialects, and rewritten them in my phonetical transcription. 

My sources for these forms are: 
For the forms from North Greenland (the northern inspec- 

toral division in Danish West Greenland, comprising the distriets of 
Upernawik, Oommannaq, Jakobshavn and Egedesminde) my own 
direct notes. 

For the forms from South Greenland older, written sources, 
among which I may especially mention S. Kleinschmidt’s grammar 
and dietionary (South Greenlandic; takes up some few dialect forms 
without stating where they are used). 

For the forms from Cape York (Smith Sound), the Eskimo 
Nikolai Broberg, with whom I traveled from Upernawik to Godhavn, 
and who a number of years earlier had come with an expedition 
ship (Proteus 1881?) to Cape York, where he had spent a year with 
Sorgag. Also Dr. Stein’s*) and Dr. Kroeber’s**) investigations of 
the Eskimo at Smith Sound. 

For the forms from Ammassalik an East Eskimo woman who 
had been brought home to Copenhagen in 1903 —04 by Joh. Petersen, 
the colonial manager of that colony. They both gave me much 
information about the dialect there. Furthermore the missionary 
P. Rüttel who was in Copenhagen in the winter of 1902—03 and 
who both gave me oral information and placed at my disposal some 
transcriptions of the language which he had taken down in Ammas- 
salik. Also Commodore (+. Holm’s copy of Kleinschmidt’s dictionary 
in which he, with the help of Joh. Petersen and of the native school- 
master Johannes Hansen wrote down a number of East Greenlandie 
words, especially from Ammassalik ***). 

*) In Petermanns Mitteilungen, Vol. 48, 1902. 

**) Bulletin Amer. Mus. Natur. Hist. ХИ, 1899. Dr. Kroeber had the oppor- 

tunity in New York in 1897—98 personally to examine six Eskimo from 

Smith Sound who had been brought home by Peary. 

***) G. Holm: Den östgrönlandske Expedition, pp. 219 ff. 
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Dialeet differences 

I. Consonantal differentiations with 

7 (or n?) final] WGr. 76° N. lat. (С. York) timian а bird . 

q final ] WGr. 72°—60° (N Gr., MGr., S Gr.) tim-iaq } 

n or Г final |] EGr. 65° М. lat. (Amm.) timig or timian 

n (or 7) | WGr. 72°—71° N. lat. (Up., Omng.) neniwog (or sine | 

r ] WGr. 69°—60° №. lat. (Jkh., MGr., $ бг.) neriwog is eating 

r,t org] EGr. 66°N. lat. (Amm.) negiwa* he eats it } 

] mamapna’ra (or mamaya‘ra) _ ета“ (or enina’) 

] mamara’ra I find it very palatable erina’ his voice; шею 

] mamafa'ra pal 

n or 4] WGr. 72°—66° (N Gr) а a pot ajanag a kind of bilboque 

q ] WGr. 66°—60° 15’ S(Gr.) iga ajagaq 

n or 9] E Gr. 66° (Amm.) ina ог ida ajagan 

| kinan'aq south wind putunog the big toe 

] kiganaq putugoq 

nr Poe us! 

n final = W Gr. 76° (C. York) margon two — 

k final ] Убе. 72°—60° mar kuk nuk a point of lan 

korn en E Gr. 66° (Amm.) martik nun 

n final ] W Gr. 76° (C. York) pinasun three  täj'iman five  qulin 

t final] W Gr. 72°— 60° pinasut tdi }'imat qulit 

п final | EGr. 66° (Amm.) pinasin tät'ima" qulin 

q ] WGr. 72°—60° pegarpog it is at hand, is to be ha 

r (unvoiced г) | E Gr. 66° (Amm.) perarpon 

| katinregarguwiugit inviting them to gather together 

| kalin’erarumtigit 
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in Greenland. 

the place of articulation retained. 

tulonan a raven — 

tulonag ог #4 идад a“p-oq thaws, melts -pog (verbal suffix) 

a*p°07 “poy 

geniwog (or gemiwog) ernena [eyneqa] anoye wind 

geriwog is frozen stiff ernera his or my son anore 

gegiwoy (or wo) ernera anere 

EE — 

D throwing it away ninag snare nalanag one who is obeyed, master 

1411740 nigaq na'lagagq 

imit-ino (or igit'igo) niga: a 

ik -lik 

in Le 

wing (suffix) place -ling (suffix) who has or is supplied with 

-miut (well there, 
inhabitants 3 

-men (-tuin) 

arket -suit 

alen trousers -miun (suffix) who -suin (suffix) big, -w (suffix) a means to, 
large, ut instrument 

terarpon nere 
о о 

teqarpog he has а name, is called nege meat (to eat) -gartog (suffix) who has 

kuisorarton one who has 
° a membrum, male 
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g.] WGr. 72° N. lat. (Up.) 

p | W Gr. 71°—60° (Omnq., M бг., SGr.) tap-ip:og 

targip‘on g | EGr. 66° N. lat. (Amm.) 

] margag clay, clayey banks 

| map-aq 
| = 

г] WGr. 72° N. lat. (Up.) k äk'erpoq he is approaching 

Хх | WGr. 71°—60° (Omng., М Gr., S Gr.) ay erpog 

Е ] E Gr. 66° М. lat. (Amm.) ak-erpon | 

| 
] — naka no mid”k-o-rtut howling (¢ 

] nay-uwia its origin 

] nak-iwia his or her father 

targip'oq is hidden behind something: 

na ya 

(e'rge) 

% 

(the sun) has gone 

gargrt come hither 

gap'ct 

mia o'tut | 
v 

+ 
i 
| 
i 

s*,‘¢ ] WGr. 72° М. lat. (Up.) 

t | WGr. 71°—66° (Omng., MGr.) -t-og 

ts | WGr. 66°—60°(?) S Gr. -tsoq 

ts | EGr. 66° (Amm.) -tcen 

a'sæt just now, just recently 

ata"i 

atsat 

at-ça't 

itruanisarpoq 

itsuanisarpoq 

] а 
] 
] а 
] а 

] 
] 
] 
] it"uarpon 

<] WGr. 72° N. lat. (Up.) 

$] WGr. 71°—60° М. lat. oga-“seq 

$] EGr. 66° N. lat. (Amm.) ora-“sia 

oga'”'ceg a word 

-8"04 (participial 

is uanisa’ rpog is peeping through 

the window 

#11809 one who b 
arrived suffix) tikitog 

tikitsoq 

tikil-ceq 

nä's’eg a fjord-seal (phoca foetida 

nat"eg 

natseq 

nätsia 

gas’onawog is quiet ( à 
weather 0 gat onawogq the sål 

gatsonawoq 

pe aqa®q 

(ajornakajega”g) 
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targarsvu"t a looking-glass ergortät clothes wbich have been washed 

ap’arsu't ео"07 

arqarset ergortät 

alergip'a’ he gets an inkling of something nergiwiane(?) on or at his table 

kalep'ip'a nep'iwiane 

— nergiwiane 

i”k’orpa* he divides it, cuts it into pieces säk’ag a thin-haired skin — 

“у‘огра’ sayaq Ну’ад а he-seal 

i”k-urpa' säk’ag tik'å 

ik-erAoyo setting a snare for it (the bird), catching it in a snare 

iy er Ono 

‚ajin’isog one who is good mane's’og that which is uneven ka'comane soon 

1107-11-04 manrt:og kat-orane 

jon itsog mane tsog katsorane 

yin it cen manrtsen k'atc'ernan'e 

ug’ät hair (plur.) of the head gisup‘a’ he scratches it — 

qitup' a a'tærpog is yawning 

gitsup’a' a'tsarpoq 

qit'çip'a* asarpon 

awam'arnis ät (or -nı'sät) — 

awan’arnitsät people from the south  gaç'orarpa': piles them up 

awan'arnitsät — 

Qawan arnits\än qat'cerarpa’ flings it ashore 
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s,c ] W Gr. 71°—60° 
t-,ts | EGr. 66° (Amm.) атага now immediately 

tamas'a here it is! 

$] WGr. 72°—60° puise a seal 

1] EGr. 66° puile a seal 

(t) | WGr. 72° N. lat. (Up) 

À | WGr. 72°—60° (N Gr. 

t | EGr. 66° (Amm.) 

$ Gr.) 

] WGr. 72°—60°  uwj'ut days 

] EGr. 66° (Amm.) wwfun 

] al'uaq a hole made in the ice (to fish or breathe 

1 atua 

] pivauarna may you be happy piviugo (-yo) on account of the 

] pivt-uarna 

täs'a there it is; there is that 

tätsa 

asäsa‘ the one he loves 

asala‘ the one whose property he take 

kattuna-suit (kutättog pronunciation 

ga’kunarsuit the large Europea 

gatuna'g 

uwj'ume today 

utume 

through) 

pi»t-öno 

= 

uvRorpoq 1 

ut-ulerpon 

ah-erog jaw-bon 

at'erue 

1] W Gr. 76° N. lat. (C. York) kijima I alone 

s] WGr. 72°—60° 

j | EGr. 66° (Amm.) 

kisima 

kij-ttarma I alone 

p | \ От. 2127-м. lat. (Up) 

ф | WGr. 71°—60° М. lat. 

p | EGr. 66° М. lat. (Amm.) 

-pik (suffix) place 

-gik 

pin 

sarpag current ] 
] sarçaq 

] sarpaq 

] 
] 
] 

sunavça 

sun amp‘ a 

a”p’ar iia side-room 

agar iia (?) 

ap'arsea — 

sag'iortoq 

suna'%p°a what (is) that there! 

sap'iortoqg a smith 

-kasik (suffix) evil, repulsivf 

-kajik (e. g. nanekajik, 

kisarpik anchoring gro 

kisargik 

kisarpin 

kiwp'at servan 

kivoat 

kivwp'at 

ilarpäl'ät-a'rpoq he: | 

largä)-ätarpog 
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нара, разиа aç'iwog spits blood aç'artorpog bears a burden, 
# i ; . hemoptysis) transports t - he willgetit at-iarpoy ‘hemopty агро: pal ntjsawa" he will get i ‘pon at ar po ВНЕ 

are of 

0740 just like tio house il'orsuaqg a large house 

orto (11-0) it'iwa his house itertuag 

as become day aw/arpog he is departing or/uwog he is falling 

at arpon ortod'q 

leg a long-tailed duck (anas  al'at'o'q а young seal = maraduk boy, morass 

ıt-erajik glacialis) atate” marat uk 

rner hugo (-n0) doingitim- oqardune speaking ad-wna-q a strap (of hide) 

rnertöno mediately orartune atsina 4 

nanokasık sisamat four j | ibid. pinujak a blister 
ts tekajik) (names) Рота | ibid. pinit'an а gulls’ dunghill 

= ogarpina he says to him 

'/ogargik place where there are houses, settlement ogargiga' (-na‘) 

terarpin orarpiga: 

erpat black guillemots ka"prit coffee  sip'orpa: wrings the water out of it 

ergät kargrit si?gp-orpa' (the skin, the clothing) 

xaggerating (in his story) — 

hivouarpa: spits it out with a breath 

tipukarpa: 

XXXI. 15 
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|. Consonantal differentiation: 

r | WGr. 72° (Up.) pa”rortog n,n| W Gr. 76° (C. York) näsana* my ва] 
creeping 

n | W Gr. 69° (Jkh.) pa"'nortog 
W Gr. 71°—60° пазага 

т | SGr. pa”rmortog 

в E Gr. 66° pawrnorto(g) 1 |EGr. 66? (Amm.)  (pu'ya) -да m, 

n | У г. 76° (C.York) tulunag а raven gilalunan a white whale — 

д | WGr. 72° (Up) tulumag gilalunag ee niwiunak 

Ww | WGr. 71° (Omnq.) tuluwag gilaluwagq niwiuwah 

g | WGr., SGr. tulugag gilalugag niwiugak 

] EGr. (Amm.) tulua gilaligag(?) or qi'aliwaqg — 

Я | WGr. 72° (Up) na”nog isatanend a.”yogq itis rotten asayog he love 

WGr. 
w 71°— 60° na "w0q a”wog asawog 

и (?)] E Gr. 66° nawon a100N — 

whe: | Wär. 72° ( (Up) kivk-umiarpa’ bears № on the arm, holds № lifted . 

wy | WGr. 71° (Omnq.) kivy-umiarpa: 

ne ]. WGr., S.Gr. kivsumiarpa 

wt | Е. Gr. 66° kivt-umiarpa: 

= W Gr. 72°—66°? N Gr.) ko'rog valley, chasm 

q | WGr. 66°—60° (SGr.)  go:rog 

9] EGr. 66° (Amm.) 90-701 

n | NGr. ivn’erpog is singing a erwnuseg a bottle, jar — 

m | SGr. im'erpogq drum-soug ermuseg im’ in uag (a kind 
of fisk® n | EGr. venerpon ervnuse(g) in in uaq 

д | NGr. unig-ina he stays with them (on the journey) 

9 | SGr. unigrigarı 

w ] EGr. unip'ivarr 
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ith the place of articulation moved. 

“y | W Gr. 72° (Up.) a”norga’ra speaks o' | N Gr: ooawog р’ | ilop'agq 
to him harshly, reproaches him (the boat) rolls the right side 

W Gr. aworgara w] SGr. uwawog ro] tlorgag 
= | 71°—60° of the kayak 

] EGr. 66° amorgawa* p°] EGr. orga'woy 

blue-bottle Zu'ma'g tusk (fa v'nag codfish egalunag salmon-trout 

tu-narg Waltus ete.) „рад egaluwag 

19479 vrgag egalunag 

= v-wä, plur. ‘бат  eqgaloraq 

piumanogq he is willing, 44.192] 09 is something qupinog itis раздица up there 
he wishes else or some- cleft (toward the east) 

Diumawog ala"wog one else,is gupiwog pawuna 
a stranger 

1-14 01] at-a"won qupiwon — 

"| (С. York) ke: (?) wk: | (ibid.) i@k-in those 

a et ise cold, frost wa: | (ibid.) 924 

i | EGr. itilegä itis very cold “é- | (ibid.) (tin or vvtüun 

] (Up.) Като р" (kutät'og pronunciation) how are you? 

| W Gr. 72°-60° ganoriprit 

] (ibid.) qum-orsorpog (the sun) is peeping out 

] (ibid.) quy'orsorpoq 

] (ibid) — 

m: 

7: 



| WGr. 76° (С. York) ziwergiwik a stone-cellar, stone-pit 

(и) | WGr. 72° (Up.) — 

] 
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lll. Vocalid 

u W Gr. 71° (Omnq.) Üuwverguwik (üÜuweg) 

i(u)] WGr. (SGr.) iliweq 

i | EGr. (Amm.) alia, plur. Пегдт (name of a place) 
cf. Iliwerme't, the inhabitants of Ilergin. 

и | W Gr. 719-669? iluweqg agrave ituwneg a pass, valley kalun*eg a chain: 

i | SGr. iliweg itiwneg ne kalivn'eq link 

$ | Е бг. (iliweg) tionen kalin-eq 

и | WGr. dherqut the jaw-bones dd-uag holeinthe alus‘arpa is licking 

i] EGr. återgin atiwalg) 1° alitorpa: ae 

| isergigigamiuk when he went in to him  kigutilik one who has teet) 

| iserpigigamurk kigitilik 

] na“tsut short ones nasarmiutag a little bird (of the sparroy 

] martit short trousers narsarmılan family) | 

| pinujak a blister pisut-og one that walks pwisersuag a large sea | 

| pinilan [184-01] (one that walks) puzlertiwa(g) a ground 
a bear seal (phoca barbata 

| takoreruniuk if he sees him ta'manik"ut that time, in thos 

] takere-rinak ta'manikrit vd 

о] WGr. 44:4#0-4 a young seal àl'eroq a jaw-bone amarog a wolf 

е] EGr. ät'âte äteren amare (now only ap 
plied to persons 

] nanokasik the naughty bear sänasog one who makes (built 

| nanekajik (name of a person) sänalen etc.) something 
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differentiations. 

istug'a (interjection:) I should — 
have thought that usiuk"a ajin dag or ajivyilag is good, is not bad 

usiug'a ajun dag 

ии аи" а9 

isiip'a ajin day 

kaluwsarpoq pulls and jerks  gap'uarpoq froths; ticrukawog drifts on the 
a in order to on talks inces- „; 7. sea for wind [Fals sarpog ee gap и ere #534409 de 

kalitar por gap'ialarpoy — 

atsiuAugo (-yo) naming him ilumio a fetus inuk human being, Eskimo 

ut etugo dimiay inik(?), e 

ада I am a servant galeguta‘ı a cover, the outer gegog clay, chalk 
covering of some- 

thing 
kivp'ama hehasmeashis galegitarı gegik 

servant 

nukerua’ı its or his sinews; piaran'uag one of the young (of pinasut three 
strength an animal) nukeriwe (-wae?) piaraniwasik (?) pinasin 

sikut ice (plur.) takuwona I see takuwit (or -c't) do you see (it)? 

sikit takwoa takive:, takiwin 

tusarnersumik something that is delightful to hear (Instrumentalis) 

_tusarnersimik 

anore thewind kigornaqut (-nut) after him or it marduk two nano(q) a bear 

anere kijernagit mare nan'en (obsolete) 

tagarsv't a mirror najorpartit he is dwelling with you 

targarsert nejerpartit(?) 

a= 
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ia] WG. 76° (С. York) nin'ik a snare (for birds) ha'milan yes of course, 

e ] WG. 72° (Up.) nin'eq n (ila) yes! 

a | WG. 71°—60° nin'ag, nigagq a‘p(ila) 

a,i | EG. 66° (Amm.) nina amila, emilar, г 

IV. Denalization 

n,n] WGr. inuk a human being inuit human beings inon'ortog one that 

е or ewm от inon'orta: her new- 
— | E Gr. 1 1 

e < *imik? ewe 

] kenalik one who has a face типе in its place, nest, lanf 

| kvalin an owl inæne or 

iane in the stump-bed 

] kinua'sa his descendants kinumut back, again Ради ага his teeth 

| kigiwarıa kigimut kigitarı 

= (ог krmut ?) (or ketae?) 

I shall try to give a short sketch of the chief phonetical 

peculiarities of the Greenlandic dialects so far as 1 have been 

enabled to get information about them”). 

The stock of sounds found in the phonetical analysis of 

the language (v. p.81) seems to prevail throughout the whole 

of West Greenland except in the Upernawik District, where 

three of the long aspirated fricatives are absent; the fourth, the 

A-sound is possibly modified in more cases than in the one 

which I noted down (v. p. 192), but it occurs in a great many 

words which I took note of in Upernawik, so it does not seem 

to have had the same fate as the related sounds (ру g, among 

which, however, it would always occupy a peculiar position). 

*) With respect to the musical accent, I shall simply refer to what I have 

said about that subject in 2 22. 
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d%n'0'g yes is said  2min°a such a one, thus 

7: 9"(q) iman’a thus 

and loss of sounds. 

has become a human being, is born znwiagatigert (-nrt) crowds of human beings 

born child inevgatiget 

(or ewiaqitiget ?) 

inimepa is he (or it) in (in the house)? iyerAagamik when they had travelled a while 

immepa or eg’ ertagamik 

етгра == 

kinorna after that, later on niwiarsiag unmarried woman, maid 

ki'evrna nejarsian 

— 

The consonant-system in the dialects of 

Oommannag and Upernawik 
| 

uvula | back point lip | пуша back point lip 
| | 

voiced 
Stopped | ыы: 4 пт 

Consonants | voiceless 

а voiced 
Consonants | ий 

(Fricatives) 
voiceless 

North of Oommannagq, then, р’ у’ g' are replaced by 9 

(= rg) k and р’. Not always, but yet to a great extent ¢ (South 

Greenlandic ts) is replaced by s’ or $, and likewise in many 

significant cases, r is replaced by 7 and w by n, this last for 

instance in the 3 pers. ind. of all the verbs which otherwise in 

Greenland end in -wog, but in Upernawik in -n0q. 
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As for the vowels, we find occasionally © for и (ajim'ilaq 

or rather [aji”nilag] for ajun’ilag). ii is said to be more fre- 

quent than elsewhere (pergü”iono for perqu”/ono ес.)*). On 

the whole, the vowels seem to become more strongly fronted 

and palatalized than farther south. 

These peculiarities of the Upernawik dialect present them- 

selves in a strange light on account of the fact that the kutätut 

phenomenon is especially common in this part of Greenland 

(ef. 2 30). The organs of speech here seem to have a special 

tendency to a childish pronunciation of the words. 

About the language at Cape York, only very little is 

known. The people at Upernawik who have had an opportunity 

to meet with them on expedition ships, say: “We understand 

them very well and use the same language, yet theirs is some- 

what strange (immikkut), and when they talk together rapidly 

with each other, we cannot understand them”. It seems as if 

they in several cases have 7, or a similar voiced sound, for s**). 

Furthermore it appears from the lists of words that they almost 

regularly in the final position have nm for æt, n for k, also per- 
ake) 

haps sometimes 7 for 9””"). 1 have not otherwise met with this 

in isolated words in the present West-Greenlandic language, 

but only in connected speech, when ¢ and & occur between 

two vowels (su't ибо > sy'n-uko!)). 

All in all, then, there seems to be some difference between 

*) М. Môrch: Avangnäp tungäne ogalugpalärusiaqg (a little account from 

North Greenland, from J/-orsuit), in Atuagagdliutit 1900, no. 2, р. 19. 

**) Pastor Mörch in Upernawik writes to me: “Those natives of Cape 

York which Peary brought with him were not kutättut;" [ef. р. 179] 

“] spoke with two of them who had come ashore; they spoke like the 

Greenlanders here, but they pronounced $ indistinctly. They said agago 

takujuvagit instead of aqago takussuvagit (I shall see you to morrow), 

kijima instead of kisima (I alone)”. 

***) When Kroeber writes tunirng (corresponding to the South Greenlandic 

tuneq, an inhabitant of the inland), this may perhaps be rewritten 

phonetically as [fune]. 

1 what (are) they? 
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the dialects of Cape York and of Upernawik, even if only 

slight. 

The difference between the dialect of Upernawik - and 

South Greenlandic must be considerable, if those natives of 

Upernawik are to be believed who declared that they could not 

understand a South Greenlander at all with the exception of 

some few single words. Even as far north as in the Oomman- 

пад District | met Greenlanders who thought that people from 

Upernawik talked very differently from themselves. 

Upernawik and Oommannag have in common the sporadic 

occurrence of 7 instead of > between two vowels: néyiwoq (he 

is eating) for nertwoq etc. 

Common to the whole of North Greenland all the way from 

Upernawik to Ado (Agto) is the use of 7 for g. According 

to private information”), the g-sound does not begin to be in 

common use before at Holstensborg and from there toward the 

south as far as Nanortalik in the Julianehaab District, accord- 

ingly in “Middle Greenland” (about 60°—67° N. lat.). To the 

south of the Eskimo settlement /A'okasik, which lies south of 

the last mentioned trading-place, 7 is again used instead of q. 

Yet I have found g used sporadically in North Greenland, both 

in Disko Bay and Oommannagq Fjord (cf. 2 8), but 7 is every- 

where the most frequent. In the Upernawik dialect, I got the 

same impression, although the incompleteness of my investiga- 

tions there leave me in uncertainty as to which of the two 

sounds is most predominant. 

Also the sound-group 77 (or 74, 7) seems to be common 

to all North Greenlandic as opposed to the South or Middle 

Greenlandic 7% (sometimes rm). Examples of this are given in 

28, p.82 (cf. Chr. Rasmussen Grönl. Grammatik p. 15). 

*) From the present director of Godthaab Seminary, who at my inquiry 

took the trouble to test the pronunciation of Greenlanders from all parts 

of the west coast in a number of words where South Greenlanders 

pronounce the sound 4. 
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With respect to the use of ¢ and s, West Greenland may 

be divided into three parts: the South Greenlanders use the 

sound-combination #8; instead of this, long ¢ is used north of 

Holstensborg (?) as far as the north coast of Oommannag Fjord; 

in the Upernawik District we find in these cases s or ç (post- 

palatalized and usually long). 

Long $ (or in Kleinschmidt's orthography ss), which is ‘ 

common to all of West Greenland, has a peculiarly modified 

articulation in South Greenland by which it becomes different 

from the short s. This peculiarity also constitutes one of the 

differences between South Greenlandic and North Greenlandic, 

but, since I have not had the opportunity of becoming acquainted 

with the South Greenlandic pronuneiation by hearing it myself, 

I do not know in how far this s* resembles the Upernawik <- 

sound (cf. 29). 

The dialect of Ammassalik in East Greenland has the fol- 

lowing peculiarities: 9° A" р’ instead of р’ у’ e*, likewise ¢ for 

A: (in the language of Upernawik À: is usual, in the language 

of Am'as-alik, rare). Furthermore 7 (2?) is to a large extent 

used instead of и, e instead of о, these vowels having become 

unrounded; this is, to be sure, unusual in Upernawik, but it 

is not altogether unknown. — The g-sound seems to be usual 

in East Greenlandic, whereby it is connected with South Green- 

landie on the west coast. Likewise this dialect is no doubt 

connected with South Greenlandic in its use of ts (i. e. fc) 

where the middle belt on the west coast has # (Jakobshavn 

—Oommannag) and the Upernawik dialect с. Thus, from 

a phonetical point of view, it deviates from the dialect of 

Upernawik in two essential points, a fact which makes me 

hesitate to assume a very close connection between these two 

dialects. 

On the whole, it may be said that most of the peculiarities 

are piled up in the language of Amrasalik, which bears 

evidence of having been isolated for a long time. When the 

a nn U U 
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language at Smith Sound and in Upernawik District is more 

closely examined some time, it will probably be possible to 

decide how great importance, if any, is to be attached to the 

points of resemblance between these dialects. Perhaps it is 

already worth while noticing the scattered instances where the 

East Greenlanders just like the natives of Cape York, have 7 

instead of s and © instead of a (im = ap). — The language of 

Am'asalik is especially striking for its frequent change of д 

to 7 and for its peculiar cases of the loss of a nasal consonant 

between two vowels within the very stems of words. 

§ 32. Dialects outside of Greenland. The object I 

now have in mind is with the help of my knowledge of the 

phonetical nature of the Greenlandic language, to make some 

conjectures with respect to the phonetics of the more distant 

dialects west of Davis Strait, to see how far it is possible to 

follow the Greenlandic system of sounds in them, and to com- 

pare the various deviations which have fallen to the lot of their 

sounds and word-forms. 

Since I have had no opportunity to become acquainted with 

the living, spoken language, I shall trv to get along as well as 

possible with what there is to be had of written specimens of 

these dialects. 

It is convenient to begin with the dialect of Labrador, 

which is best known. | 

In form, the consonant system of this dialect corresponds 

fully to the South Greenlandic system. There are the four 

stopped consonants (9 k t р), the four voiced fricatives (r q / w), 

and the four nasals (the group 77 occurs). With respect to 

the unvoiced fricatives, there can be no doubt, to judge from 

Bourquin’s description of the consonants (Gr. 2 5—6), that at 

least three of them occur. In the Labrador orthography, [0’] 
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is indicated by ch, rg, [7] by gg, vg"), [4] by dl (rl, vl); bw 

corresponds to the Greenlandic [©], as in wibvak, а fern, 

= Gr. май; they are both unvoiced, but the Labrador sound 

is probably slightly less open than the Greenlandie sound. И 

is rare. The s-sounds seem to be just as loosely articulated 

as in Greenland and seem here too to be of a double nature 

(Bourquin Gr. 2 8—9). [9] is used in Labrador as in South 

Greenland, but in North Greenlandie it is changed to [7]. 

The phonetical elements of the two languages seem on 

the whole to correspond to each other; on closer comparison, 

however, we find not a few cases of sound-shiftings, just as 

there are also various grammatical-morphological and lexico- 

graphical differences. Here only the phonetical relations will 

be taken into consideration. 

[a—w] L. ögak [v’gag] codfish, tullugak [tulugaq] raven, tågag 

[2^9а9] walrus tusk; West Greenlandic has in these words in 

some districts -wag, in other districts -gag, cf. 2 30 (р. 194—195). 

A blue-bottle is in Labrador called niwiuwak, in Greenland the 

suffix is -wak or-gak. The verbal suffix in Labrador is -vok [1694] 

just as in the greater part of West Greenland (but Up. -709). 

[és] [5—s] ¢ and especially 7 have in a number of cases 

in Greenlandic passed into s, while in Labrador they have 

remained unchanged. j is therefore much rarer in Greenlandic 

than in Labrador. It is possible that there may be proved 

some phonetical law for these transitions, especially for the 

change of j. 

I take the opportunity here also to cite a number of 

parallel examples from the more distant dialects in order to 

be able to refer to a complete survey whenever | find it neces- 

sary in the course of the following investigation. 

Where there is no remark to the contrary, the word in 

the second column has the same meaning as the corresponding 

word in the first column. 

*) Except in the word magguk, where gg = [p'], ef. Bourquin Gr. 2 6, note. 



Labrador ¢ 

sittamat four 

itterpok goes in 

makitek, bip, loin 

ittigak toe 

garritak brain 

illitarsivok he knows 

kéta a little; just now 

ipte juice in plants or meat 

Labrador j 

gejuk wood, kindling wood 

puije a seal 

Tje an eye 

ijerpa hides it 

angijok large 

-jok (participial suffix) 

-ujak (nominal suffix) resem- 

bling something 

-uja'rpok (verbal suffix) it re- 
sembles something 

-rkijak which is something in 

a higher degree 

aujak summer 

Labrador 4 

igalatjat windows 

tingmitjat birds 

uvloritjat stars 

ajutjat boils 

totjak ! 

kitjarpok is warm 

katjarekpok has got a deep voice 

Greenland s 

sisamat 

iserpog 

makiseq 

151494 

garaseg 

ilisarsivog 

kesa finally, at length 

7s" eq 

Greenland s 

gisuk 

puise 

is'e 

iserpa 

amiso'g 

-509 

-usag 

-usarpog 

-rqisarpog does something 

carefully, exactly 

"SHY 

Greenland s 

igaläs-ät 

timris-ät 

uhoris dt 

ajus dt 

ts aq" 

kis'arp'oq 

gasaripog 

' The chief beam in the roof of an Eskimo house or at the top of a tent 

supporting the smaller cross-beams. 
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kutjarpok gets the head down 

kutjangavok has the head bent 
down 

itjuarpa imitates him 

itje frost, cold 

katjukpok hammers or beats on 
something 

ketjiorpok chops or hews wood 

kutjinek the dry bed of a stream 

Ctjivok has got something in his eye 

Labrador £s 

adsinga his portrait 

appertsuk a question 

atsuk I do not know, I do not 
think so 

innütsuk a young one 

kautsiovok is wet 

neitsarpok is on the look-out on 
a hill 

Labrador és 

adsa father’s sister 

atsit sleeves 

atsivok he brings 

atsikpog it is down, is in the deep 

aulatsivok puts it in motion 

ikkitsijut a burning-glass 

itsek yolk of an egg 

itset tent-skins, skins that have 
been sewed together 

itsorpok goes out to look around 

itsuarpok looks in (or out) through 
a window, door etc. 

1 Mostly used by children. 

kusarpog 

kusunawog 

isuarpa 

ise 

kasup'og 

(?) gis'iarpog is out in a boat to 
fetch driftwood 

kus’ineg 

15009 

Greenland s or $ 

asina 

apersy't 

?a’sik no, I will not do it! 

a perhaps, I do not know 

inv'sut0q 

qa*“serpoq 

nâsip'0q 

$. Greenland #3 (N. Gr. #) 

atsak 

atsit (plur. of aq) 

a‘tsiwog 

at'sip'oq 

awlätsiwog 

ikitsisit matches 

itsik white of an egg 

itsat 

ıtsorpog > 

itsuarpog 
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katsungavok he is lazy, negligent katsorpog 
(in his work) 

kippitserpa is homesick, feels kzpit:sap-og 
| great longing 

kötsikpok is high, is situated high qut*sip:oq 

kutsok. resin, colophony kutsuk 

minnitjsivok leaves him out in minitsiwog 
distributing (food etc.) 

okutsek this place(whichispointed wukutseq 
at) 

-titsivok (verbal intransitive suffix) -titsiwog 

-tsiak (adjectival suffix) tolerably -tsiaq 
big or little, of moderate size 

Labrador pj, vi Greenland “3: 

tipjarluk (B.) drift timber ete. tivsarkuk 

kipjaut a pair of scissors kivsarpa: he cuts his hair 

kavjek a whirl kawseg 

ivjovok it is thick VS UWOQ 

Labrador Aj qj Greenland с’ 

nakjuk a horn nag uk 

sigjak strand, coast sic'aq 

ugjuk seal (phoca barbata) uç'uk 

kogjuk a swan queruk 

tugjut a stretcher ! tuc ut 

koakjuk a sharp edge quacuk 

Labrador ry, 74 Greenland rs 

morjuppok sinks down deep (in morsup'oq 
snow etc.) 

kargjog an arrow garsog 

nergjut a large land-animal (bear nersut 
etc.) 

ergerpok becomes visible, can be erserpog 
seen 

’ a stretcher with which the skin covering is tightened when it is being 

put on the boat. 
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Labrador gg [7] Greenland с’ 

aggak a finger aç'aq 

iggak snow-spectacles ig'ak 

kiggerpok jumps qic'erpoq 

akigek a ptarmigan agic eq 

Labrador gw Greenland "с" 

nagväk a find, something which ndvcra'g 
is found 

N Alaska tj, dj Labr. t,t  NGr.t SGr. ts 

[9] nutye hair of the head nutset [t+] nut at [ts] nutsät 

netye ringed seal netsek nät'eq natseq 

utyu vulva utsuk ut-ug utsuk 

Ügutyä humble hee iqupsak inutag iqutsak 

naityud short naitok nat0q na#tsoq 

kaini'tyud near kannitok qganit:0q qganitoq *-tsog 

akiltyuä soft akkitok agitog 49809 

audlaninnityünä 1 shall av} arnianitona -tson« 
| not go 

awûñardtye(plur.) go away  -ifse -it'e -itse 

[dj] pudjutin claw of а crab putsutit fs] pusugutit 

SW Alaska dj Labriis я > Мб. В SGr. ts, s 

id-ji'vak some time ago itsak it-ak itsak 

sen: or katsorpog or 

ka-djich'tuk to rest, to katsungavokt) qat-orpog, ef. даёзотрод, ef. 

> he is 1416 | gasımwog he qasuwoq 
is tired 

näd'jak a cap, hat nessak pl. -set naäslag, nds'ag, plur. n’ätsät 

plur. n'ät-ät 

[te] nut-shuch иди to pull nutsukpait nutsu?'ugo 
out he pulls them 

—_——_———— 

kad'jek spittle, spit qiseq 

[tc] kcher'tod I spit kesserpog he spits [$] giserpog 
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Mackenzie dj (Petitot) Labrador ts, dj W Gr. s° 

nudjiapk écheveau, 

plur. nudjiat, cf. nyapk, › nutset nut dt, nutsät 

plur. nutcat | | 

tamadja vraiment tamadja (Bourquin 2 192) tamas’a 

madjia ceci mas" à 

nagdjiuk (p. VII) or 

nakdjiuk corne j ee eh 

Br pggk (p. um or | DR pee 

adgipapk main | 

[tc] nekpetchidjoapk faire . nerisis’o- 

manger 

The explanation of the distinction which has been drawn 

between the three kinds of s in Greenland (point-s, mid-s, 

blade-s, cf. 29) is probably to be found in the different origins 

of the sound. But the matter is not altogether clear to me; 

among other puzzling points is the fact that the sounds in 

Greenlandic seem to pass over into each other, and this is 

the reason why 1 have not as a rule assigned them separate 

symbols in my spelling. Closer empirical investigations may 

perhaps throw light upon this sound and its conditions in the 

two dialects. The relation between 7 and s is the same as 

that between any voiced sound and an unvoiced sound, as, for 

instance, between g and y, or between v and f. Yet in the 

group ¢ in the Labrador language, | think the 7 must be un- 

voiced and accordingly the whole sound-group very nearly related 

to [8], cf. the description of 7 in Bourquin, Gr. 28. So where 

this sound-group (tj) is given, it is not necessary to presume 

that the transition from j to s has taken place through the 

medium of a voiced s [z], which, however, is probable for that 

series of cases where only 7 is given. — Now it is not in all 

cases by far that Greenlandic has got s where the Labrador 

language has 7. Both languages have 7 in words like: 

qujawog thanks, wamik necklace, wjap'oq stretches up over 

XXXI: 14 
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something, sticks out, wjarak a stone, tajag bracelet, wristlet, 

tarajog (L. tarijok) salt, salt water, pujog smoke, steam, naja 

a gull, maja’ (L. najanga) his (younger) sister, gajag kayak, etc. 

; Bourquin (Gr. 2 8) seems to assume that in the Labrador 

language too s is the original sound in the words first cited 

and that the development goes in the direction of a change 

from s to 7. It is possible that a tendency toward analogy has 

caused the 7 to spread in the Labrador language, but on the 

whole it becomes evident on considering more distant western 

dialects that 13 the original and s the secondary sound in 

the words in question. — That s has the same phonetical value 

in numerous words in the two languages on both sides of 

Davis Strait it is not necessary for me to prove by examples. 

[k—q] The Labrador language has 9 throughout in all. the 

same words where this sound is found in Greenlandic (cf. Bour- 

дат Gr. 2 13 and 2 579). Yet Labrador has gikkertag (island) 

as over against Greenlandic gegertag. Labrador ko-roq (valley) 

agrees with North Greenlandic, where South Greenlandic has 

go'rog. Elderly people may, however, according to Bourquin, 

be heard to use g instead of k in these words. — But other- 

wise, as has been said, the Labrador language fully agrees with 

Greenlandic as far as the sounds 4 and k are concerned. 

(Juite isolated stands the following case: 

[k—y] L. aukak, no — farther north (in Labrador?) naukak 

— UpGr. naka — MGr. and SGr. na'ya. 

[77] occurs in many words; with respect to the occurrence 

of this sound in Greenlandic, I used to consider it especially 

North Greenlandic as over against South Greenlandic rn, until 

I found that Egede in his dictionary gives some forms with 

rng as NGr. and others as SGr. — Ex.: 

L. förngak the angakok’s assistant spirit — SGr. torrnag —. 

N Gr. torrngak (Egede) 

L. akkorngenne between — Gr. akornän’e 

TR 
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L. perngäk one who does something for the first time — Gr. pernag, 

pernaq 

Г. arngoak an amulet — Gr. wrnuag — SGr. arngvoak (Egede) 

L. uerngarpok is sleepy — Gr. wernarpog — SGr. uérngarpok 

(Egede) 

The vowels agree on the whole in the two dialects. The 

Labrador language, like the Greenlandic, has in many words 

the combination w. But in some cases Greenlandic [#)] and [7] 

corresponds to Labrador [iv] , a characteristic phonetical inter- 

change of the consonantal and voealic articulations, which 

Kleinschmidt has already called attention to (Gr. 87). 

L. NGr. SGr. NW Al. 

ivalo a sinew ujalo ewal'oo, eya'lo 

ivajårpå he steals it wWajarpa 

sivapa he roasts it _ ,siap'a‘ sujap a 

sivanerpok it sounds, rings sijänerpog sujänerpog 

sivo the front part, prow sijo sujo she'wa 

(cf. SW Al. séva'tod I emerge from the woods etc.) 

The Greenlandic forms with swj- I know chiefly from Klein- 

schmidt and literary Greenlanders; in North Greenland, | heard 

as a rule the forms with si) But my investigation of this 

sound-formation is not finished. A comparison between the 

Greenlandic and Labrador forms might lead us to suppose that 

the w- and j-sounds in these words are merely secondary sounds 

or glides which have originated later in the hiatic stems. — 

Interchange of $ and и, ? and а, takes place in the fol- 

lowing examples: | 

[—и]| L. issivsukpok whispers — Gr. iswwsup:oq 

[:—a] L. tarijok salt — Gr. tarajog 

[4— 1. ikajorpa he helps him — Gr. ikiorpa‘ 

It will be seen that most of these differentiations in sound 

occur in the stem-words of the everyday language; of course 

14* 
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they also appear in all the suffix-formations and derivations 

which go back to the words in question. 

Beyond these cases, the phonetical differences between the 

Labrador language and Greenlandic are not great. When the 

Labrador grammar and dictionary frequently has mn, mng, ps, 

vl etc. where the Greenlandic orthography (Kleinschmidt) has 

vn, vng, vs, vdl etc., it is certainly nothing but a case of 

orthographical variation. ‘‘Often m, р, v is scarcely heard”, 

says Bourquin (Gr. 29); ngn sounds like „nn (2 12), perhaps 

with the preceding vowel nasalized, and kp sounds like pp, 

kt like Н. It is just like the relation between the current 

Greenlandic orthography and the actual pronunciation. 

As far as the sound-system is concerned, the Labrador 

dialect seems to be more nearly related to the South 

Greenlandic dialect than to the Upernawik dialect and the 

language on the east coast of Greenland. 

If we now turn our attention farther north to the big 

Baffin Island, the chief territory of the Central Eskimo, the 

specimens of the language up there are far more scanty, and 

from those specimens that we have it is difficult to get at 

more than very few of the peculiarities of this dialect. 

There are two peculiarities which are very marked. In the 

first place, many words in the Baffin language are by Boas 

spelled with dj (tj, 7) where Greenlandic has s. Ex.: 

Bf. igdlugdjuag — Gr. i2'orsuag big house 

» gaudjagdjug — » karsasuk (a name) 

» gagdjung — ›  qu'rs0q an arrow 

» tuktugdjung — » *tutrusuk ursa major (in Gr. merely #ut'o, 

lit. a reindeer, but also used for the constellation) 

» usujang — Gr. usy's’ag the projection of the stem (in an 

7 umiak or kajak) 
» angijo — » amiso'q big 

» ИПП — » timris-ät birds 
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I take dj to be unvoiced (fs or something like that) similarly 

to the Labrador dj, kj, pj. 

In the second place, there are many nouns in the Baffin 

language, in which the final g, №, ¢ are nasalized, so that these 

words always — or almost always — end in 7, n or n. This 

is known only as an occasional phenomenon in West Green- 

landic and in the Labrador dialect. In addition to the above 

examples, I shall give the following: 

Bf. kapun — Gr. kaput lance 

» tpun — » tut » 

» angun — » anvt oar used in the umiak in EGr. and B., 

but in WGr. a loose oar to steer or back water with 

» ung — Gr. inuk human being 

» saving — »  sawik knife; iron 

» telirbing — › talerpik В. the handle on a harpoon-line. 
Gr. the right hand or arm 

» ttirbing — » -pik В. the beam from the hole to the 
stern in a kajak (Gr, isergik?) 

» nigirn[-4?]| — » 1964 southeast wind 

» agsardnirn — »  arsarn'eq land breeze 

» gudlirn — »  quÀeq a lamp 

В. inung magong tikitong ара mirgosailing aipa kapiteling 

Gr. inv’k maruk tikituk apa merqu'salik apa kapitalik 

Translation: Two men are coming, one with a double jacket (Gr. a 

woolen jacket), the other with a foxskin jacket (Gr. kajak jacket). 

Boas, C. Esk. p. 621. 

In addition to these forms there also seem to occur forms 

ending in the unnasalized stopped consonants: 

Bf. armgoag — Gr. wrnuag an amulet 

Bf. aga’q no; aga'gpog says no — EG. e‘ge no 

So it is difficult to decide in how great a degree this 

feature characterizes the dialect, if it is due to an old tradition 
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and is constant in the words, or if it is merely in an embryo 

state. The present Labrador and Greenlandic dialects do not 

seem to have adopted it to so great an extent as the Baffin 

dialect. The same usage appears to be especially prevalent in 

the northwestern corner of Greenland (Smith Sound). — The 

first feature (dj, И) binds the Baffin language to the Labrador 

language and separates it from the Greenlandie language”). 

Other differences: 

[wx—g] Bf. ogautiva  — Gr. ogautiga’ he tells it (to him), men- 

tions it 
[f— 2] » ingertune — » ivy'erdune he singing 

» majoartune — » majuardune he coming (going) up 

[g—ra] › magong — » marÂuk two 

Still more dialectal differences would perhaps be detected 

on closer acquaintance with the Baffin dialect. But all in all 

the difference between the two languages on the opposite sides 

of the water does not seem to be much greater than the 

differences between several of the dialects within the coasts of 

Greenland itself. 

With respect to the language in the northern part of 

Baffin Land, and around the Gulf of Boothia, Fox Basin, 

Hudson Bay”) or the sounds around King William Island, 

*) A Greenlandic school-master who had an opportunity in 1889 to talk 

with some Eskimo from Baffin Land, who had come over to Greenland 

with an English ship (Perseverance), writes thus about their language 

in the Greenlandic periodical; “When I heard them. speak, I did not 

understand a single word at first; I could hear that they spoke with a 

high voice and it sounded well; one of them said something to me, 

but what I did not understand of it was more than what I understood. 

Since they stayed here long, I gradually became accustomed to their 

language and began to be able to speak with them about various sub- 

jects. The reason why one cannot understand them at first is that they 

pronounce $ almost like j and do not make it distinct.” Atuagagdliutit 

1890, No. 1, p. 2—3. 

W. H. Dall's specimens of the language of two Eskimos toi Repulse 

Bay, whom Capt. Hall had brought with him to Washington 1869, are 

too uncritical to be of any value here, 

++ 

— 
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other words, about the language of the western Central Eskimo, 

the information is too scanty for us to draw any conclusions 

about the peculiarities of these dialects. 

With regard to the Eskimo at Smith Sound, Dr. Boas is 

of the opinion ‚that they occupy an intermediate: position. He 

is inclined to consider their arts similar to those of the Central 

Eskimo, while their language seems to be nearer to that of 

Greenland”). Very little is known about their language. The 

geologist R. Stein, who had an opportunity to hear it on his 

expedition up:there, has given us some information about the 

phonetical character of this dialect, information which testifies 

to better phonetical insight than is usually met with in arctic 

explorers*”), That is why it makes the more impression on 

me, when he maintains that the dialect, in addition to the usual 

unvoiced s-sound, has a voiced s [2] as in German “reisen”. 

He gives ‘several examples of it: Zasiuza resembling a lake, 

gablu:zen. resembling eyebrows (plur.), uyazuhsu (cf. Gr. wjarag а 

stone), öga’zehsoa “Meerenge”, etc., all place-names, whose meaning, 

however, can be partly understood. This voiced 2, then, is 

probably the middle stage on the transition from the 7 of the 

Labrador language to the West Greenlandic unvoiced s. 

Just as in the Baffın language, the final consonants in the 

Smith Sound language are generally nasal; the words end in 

7, n and » instead of 4, k and t. It is probably an 7 that 

Stein describes when he speaks of a nasalized ‘‘Kehllaut” in 

the name which he first wrote Imn!a’rene but corrected, after 

he had heard it oftener, to Imn'a'nganeng (with the same sound 

in the final position as in the body of the word). I presume 

that the sound in question is the same uvular nasal (y) as I 

heard in the two northernmost districts in West Greenland 

*) Eskimo of Baffin Land and Hudson Вау, р. 355. 

**) Cf. Introduetion Ш, 1, Nr. 25—26. 
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(Oommannag and Upernawik), though there it occurred only in 

the middle of words not in the final position. About di [1], 

Stein says that in rapid pronunciation this often becomes a 

d or /, a feature which reminds us of the Baffin language, East 

Greenlandic and the Autät-ut of the Upernawik dialect. — About 

фр in words like 2psuiso, he remarks that it is pronounced with 

aspiration (‘‘mit einem Hauch”) like Greek @; it is probably 

more nearly a fricative than a stopped consonant. — [9] seems 

to occur; instead of р, q seems to be used e. g. in the nu- 

meral for two: [magon]|, as in the Baffin language, cf. Labrador 

mugguk [map'uk]. Taken all in all, there is reason to suppose 

that the language of the Smith Sound Eskimo is just as near 

to the language of the Central Eskimo in Baffin Land as to 

the dialects of Upernawik and Ammassalik (or perhaps even 

a little nearer). 

The next station toward the west, from which we have 

copious information about the language, is the district around 

the mouth of the Mackenzie River (about 135° W. Long.) in 

the North West Territory of Canada. In this place, the Eskimo 

population seems to be relatively large. The French missionary 

Petitot has written a monograph about them, and in the 

introduction to his large Vocabulaire Francais-Esquimau, he 

has described their language and grammar’). 

Petitot's pk and ор 1 think must stand for [9]; his р 

(without the addition of А) corresponds to Greenlandic and 

*) Especially in the years 1865—1870, Petitot made many excursions among 

them from the places where he was staying among the Tinné Indians 

farther south. Although he had not studied any Eskimo books before- 

hand, yet he succeeded in becoming so familiar with the language that 

he could understand a great part of it and write competently about it. 

Still, to be sure, there is no lack of naiveté and misunderstanding in 

his work; but it is original, and, what is more, the word-forms which 

he has reproduced generally make the impression of having been well 

heard. 
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Labrador [r], sometimes also to [4]; his g is [g]; his J, [2] 

and [A]; his y, [7]; his dj and fe, [dj] and [tc] or perhaps 

[<]; he does not seem to have heard any s in the language 

which exactly resembled his own French s, which seems to me 

to be very plausible. I think I can draw up the following 

consonant system for this dialect. 

nasal Stop voiced 

oral stop voiceless 

open voiced 

open voiceless 

There is the interesting circumstance connected with 

Petitot’s work, that the wellknown French linguist У. Henry 

has used it as the basis for a sketch of the Innuk language, 

in which he tries to bring the material in under more scientific 

points of view than Petitot was able to. It is not my object 

here to deal with the morphological part of this description in 

which there are many pertinent remarks of interest not only 

for the student of the Eskimo language but also for the student 

of general comparative philology. Here, where only the sounds 

of the language are under consideration, it will be necessary 

not only to call attention to the good points of this work, but 

also to some of the errors into which the author has been 

misled through the lack of clearness in his source. 

In V. Henry’s system of sounds, there are, in part expressed 

by other symbols, equivalents for all the sounds which I have 

tabulated, with the exception of 2. He specifies, to be sure, 

two kinds of /, of which the one is the usual “dental” /; but 

about the other (№) he remarks that it is a palatal and voiced 

/, corresponding to the mid-tongue / of the Slavic languages 
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"| barré des Polonais”). This is surely due to a misunder- 

standing of Petitot’s attempt to describe the Eskimo aspirated A, 

which is a point consonant. — It is still more unfortunate 

that Henry seems to have misunderstood the meaning of pk. 

It is true that he uses the symbol A in his system for a 

“gutturale sourde” along side of 7 as the symbol for a ““gutturale 

sonore’’*), both sounds being ‘‘spirantes continues”. The first 

of these two labels might very well be applied to my uvular [р]; 

the second sound | do not know from Greenlandic. Perhaps 

[2] does really occur in this dialect, though rarely, for instance 

in the word which Petitot writes kaopane (on the top), ef. Gr. 

[kap'ane] (on or by the promontory). But then what becomes 

of the sound [9] in Henry’s system? If Л has the signification 

of [2] and [у] of [3], there is no symbol in his system which 

can correspond to [9]. He seems to have misunderstood the 

meaning of Petitot's ok and pkp, taking them to be combina- 

tions of two or three sounds. % and r (in Petitot р) both stand 

in the same line in his system as ‘‘gutturales”, the first a ‘‘sourde 

momentanée’’, the second a ‘‘sonore vibrante continue”. But this 

surely does not mean that К in Henry’s system stands for the 

uvular [9]; if that were the case, the usual back-k would entirely 

lack a separate symbol in the system. About the 7 in the system, 

he says: “Get 7 n'est autre chose qu'une variation dialectale, 

un simple renforcement que l’idiome des Tchiglit fait subir à un 

k primitif”. As a conclusive reason for this is mentioned the 

fact that in other dialects kr is found as simple А, for instance 

М. kpoléok = Gr. kotluk = Labr. kullek (a lamp). Hence the 

whole mistake; for the Gr. and L. orthography here expresses 

exactly the same thing as the M. orthography (Petitot), but Henry 

did not know that in all old works (also often in new works) the 

symbol k.is used at random now for [#4] and now for [9]; the 

*) Henry, u.s. p.6. He compares these two sounds with the Arabic sounds 

ghain and ‘ain, but Г am not sure that he is right. His > he com- 

pares with Arabic rhayn. 
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word is in Greenlandic [g'uileqg]. Petitot's oko is a dilettante : 

roundabout indication of the simple stopped consonant and 

cannot be mistaken by any one who is familiar with. Eskimo 

pronunciation. This sound is not a special dialectal phenome- 

non, but the most characteristic consonant of the whole Eskimo 

language. 

Henry gives in his system, in agreement with Petitot, the 

three voiced stopped consonants g d b. I do not believe that 

these sounds occur; Ц is more probable that the case is the 

same as in Greenlandic, namely that there are two kinds of 

unvoiced, unnasalized stopped consonants, one kind that is 

strongly aspirated and another kind that is only slightly 

aspirated. — He is surely right when he mentions an unvoiced 

palatal ©, and he is possibly right when he mentions a voiced 

palatal g; they must be compared with the ¢ of the Labrador 

dialect and the dj of the Baffin dialect. 

Petitot writes kövgaok, where S. Gr. has ki’g-aq (a servant); 

I presume the M. form is to be understood as [kiwgag] with 

voiced fricatives. The same conditions apply to words like 

M. killigvaok (elephant fossile) = Gr. kilig-aq (“the big cutter”, 

a fabulous monster with six or ten legs, cf. Rink”*)), M. apvepk 

or apvapk = Gr. argeg (а whale) etc.; here the M. dialect has 

a voiced fricative # as against unvoiced ф or р in Greenland. 

Thus it seems as if the voiced fricatives play a more import- 

ant part in the dialect of the Tchiglites than in Greenlandic. 

М. gw rw correspond to Gr. [go ro]. — [7] does probably not 

occur. That short [g] occurs seems to be certain from such 

a word as M. niyeok (vent de l'est et du nord-est), which 

certainly must correspond to $ Gr. nigeg (south wind), Up Gr. 

nineg. It is worth noticing that Petitot in some cases seems 

to have used the symbol р (with which he otherwise generally 

indicates the uvular [r]) to indicate g. At all events it often 

*) Tales and Trad. р. 48. — Eventyr og Sagn. Suppl. р. 190. 
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occurs in words where I should expect from Greenlandic to 

find this sound, for instance: M. uwwaput = SGr. uwaqut (we); 

M. kiout = SGr. kigut (tooth); M. -mapit = SGr. -magit 

(verbal suffix) ete. — For the nasal consonants, Petitot has the 

usual symbols; I find no suggestion of a [7]. 

The final consonant in the words is generally g, К, t or p; 

only in connected discourse do 7, n or m occur between two 

vowels. 

Just like the Labrador Eskimo, the Mackenzie Eskimo also 

uses / in a large number of those words where the Greenlander 

pronounces $. Аз examples I may give: 

[1—8] M. mikiyopk little — Gr. mikiso-g 

» nakyook good; strong — » nakv-sog 

» aiityook large — › 2701809 

» iyik, plur. iyit eye, eyes — » ise(q), isit 

» kpéyuk kindling wood — » gqisuk 

"It is especially striking to meet with initial # everywhere 

here where Greenlandic has simple s. Ex.: 

[ég—s] M. tgikoeynepk the sun — Gr. segineg 

» tetun ear — › siut 

» tgwikitopk not lasting long; quick — › 8009 

» teuna what — » suna 

» ще yet — » gsule 

» tgaoneok bone — » 80-0164 

» teitamat four — ›  sisamat 

etc. in most cases in the beginning of words. But also in the 

middle of words: 

[tc—s] М. atavteiok | 
= “Ww с. atayak | one Gr. ataseg 

» pinateut three — › ptnasut 

M. negetchidjoapk let someone eat, — »  nerisiso 
give him something to eat 

» tutgayook I hear something, hush! — » tusa'sog 
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M. р you — Gr. ilivs'e 

» kitgime alone — › kisime 

» iteimayoapk to sit, to be located — ›  is‘iamasog 
or settled 

» apkputgineok path — › avgusineg 

[éj—ts] » nudjidt hair of the head — SGr. nutsät 

How is æg to be taken? У. Henry takes it everywhere to 

be a “palatal” s [ge] or, as I should designate it, [$]; from 

Greenlandic, too, I know a palatal (postpalatalized?) s, the sound 

which I write [<]. But I am inclined to think that Petitot in 

reality has heard a sound-combination, a $3 or something like 

that with palatal #- $ (or с), for in the more western regions too 

we often find words in which these consonants occur together 

(initial ish, tsch, also ch, cf. Barnum Inn. Lang. pag. 2). But 

now the sound dj as for instance in nudjidt? 1 should have 

taken it to be a corresponding voiced 42, if Petitot had not 

separated the two letters dj from the following а by an 7; this 

i is written purposely to prevent dj from being pronounced 

simply like dz; if the d is produced in the same way as ¢ in 

Greenlandic, it is almost interdental, and here perhaps palatalized 

too; then the following jz is more apt to be the voiced front 

fricative [7] than the blade-point consonant [2]. 

If we now collect the characteristic features of the dialects 

of Mackenzie, Labrador and Greenland, the Labrador dialect 

seems to stand between the other two with respect to the 

sound-system, but yet it resembles South Greenlandic and 

Middle Greenlandic most, especially if the unvoiced bilabial 

[wo] should prove to occur in Labrador; the occurrence of the 

other three aspirated fricatives is certain at any rate. But the 

Labrador dialect has also some phonetical features which 

remove it from South Greenlandic and draw it over toward the 

Mackenzie dialect, especially the occurrence of j, where Green- 

landic has [5], and of tj, where the Greenlandic sound has 

branched into Middle Greenlandic #, South Greenlandic ts, and, 
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at least in some few cases, of #g, where South Greenlandie 

has ø'; likewise the frequent occurrence of the sound-group zw, 

where Greenlandic has 7 or #j. Among the differences which 

set a sharp division between the Mackenzie and Labrador 

dialects the occurrence of initial 23 (©) in the Mackenzie dialect, 

where Labrador, just like Greenlandic, has merely s, is of 

especial importance; besides it is pretty sure that the Mackenzie 

dialect lacks [7], which occurs in Labrador (Up. Gr. has k here). 

More peculiarities will be seen later, which connect the Labrador 

dialect more closely with Greenlandic. — With respect to the 

s-sounds, Up Gr. stands on the same side as Middle Greenland and 

$ Gr., even if it otherwise stands apart from them; the Baffin 

dialect has 7 (dj) here instead of $; with regard to the remaining 

fricatives, Up. Gr. stands isolated, or it may possibly approach 

the dialect of the Central Eskimo, which is little known. — 

Several other differences and agreements between all these 

dialects may be suspected but they are not yet sufficiently clear. 

Now we come to Alaska. All authors agree that there 

are a large number of different dialects along the coasts of this 

large peninsula, especially along the western and southern coasts. 

The material which is to be had for a comparison of these 

dialects is perhaps rather abundant compared with what we 

have for large portions of the Central Eskimo, but yet when 

we come to use it for exact investigation, we find it very 

fragmentary and difficult to unravel. The idioms are presumably 

interwoven here as they are in the districts farther east, so 

that we must make a qualitative choice of phonetical criteria 

to be used in determining the dialectal boundaries. 

The northernmost point on the coast of Alaska is Point 

Barrow (156° W. long., 71° №. lat.). Between this place and the 

Mackenzie River, there is a large extent of territory which 

is inhabited probably only by a few Eskimo, about whose 

language nothing is known. A copious list of words from the 
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Point Barrow Eskimo has been given by Ray in the report 

of the international polar expedition to this place in 1885. As 

in many of the later American works containing specimens of 

the native languages of the new world, the words in this list 

are. spelled in accordance with the standard alphabet recom- 

mended by the Bureau of American Ethnology (Smithsonian 

Institution) for use in recording Indian languages”). 

Ray employs the symbol g, as for instance in pe'gsu (drift- 

ing snow) to designate the uvular fricative [r], cf. Gr. perso-. 

The uvular stopped consonant [g] is not indicated in any other 

way but by the usual & — for I cannot believe that this sound 

does not occur in this dialect; the k-symbol undoubtedly covers 

both this sound and the usual back stopped consonant**). 

Therefore I think I am justified in reading it in such words as 

N. Al. kdkogo (when, in the future), kablun (eyebrow) and perhaps 

also in wksuk (fat), which in form almost, in meaning, quite 

correspond to Gr. gaqugo, gawdo (plur. -ut), orsog, and on the 

whole in all the manyswords where it is to be expected in 

accordance with the Greenlandic and the Mackenzie dialects. 

He seems to use the symbol # partly to indicate an indistinct 

a, which is sometimes a short uvularized а, partly in all pro- 

*) This alphabet is unfortunately rather deficient as a means of designating 

the sounds of the Eskimo language. It lacks special symbols for three 

of the unvoiced fricatives, namely for [# À @]. Its symbol 9 has to 

represent two different sounds, namely the two consonants in German 

ich and ach; my [7], lies between both these sounds. There is no 

symbol for the corresponding voiced back fricative (7). Nor is there 

any symbol for the uvular stopped consonant [9] in my work; the 

symbol x indicates the Arabic ghain, which is the voiced(?) uvular [7]; 

the symbol 7 is used both for the English (point) г and the French 

(back) у. à indicates the vowel in English but; there are no special 

symbols for [9] and [6] and other vowel-shades. 

As was customary also in the Labrador and Greenlandic orthography all 

the way down to Kleinschmidt's time (about 1850). — In Wells and 

Kelly's Vocabulary from NW. Alaska, there is the same ambiguity in 

the letter k, but here, however, the reader's attention is especially called 

to this double use of the letter (“Ё takes the place of 4” р. 66) 

LE] 
— 
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bability also to indicate an uvularized e. There is no reason 

to doubt the occurrence of most of the sounds of the Green- 

landic sound-system. The only difficulty is connected with 

those sounds which have shown a tendency to vary in the 

dialects previously examined, first and foremost the fricatives 

(the open consonants). With respect to the occurrence of 

voiced stopped consonants — they are always given as existing 

— | am rather inclined to believe that where they are given, they 

are only meant for unaspirated unvoiced stopped consonants 

(‘unvoiced 6, d, 9”). — I consider it certain that Ray intended 

his symbol x to stand for the uvular [r] in examples like 

NAl. amaxo wolf — Gr. amar'og 

»  taxaio salt — › tarajog 

» 0х0 killer-whale — » arhuk 

There might be some reason to suppose that when he 

uses this symbol in #oxa (caribon, fawn), it here stands for 

the aspirated, that is unvoiced fricative [р], for Gr. has nop'aq. 

If that is the case, we should expect the same conditions in 

the word that corresponds to Gr. fap'ag (a reflected image, а 

shadow-picture), but here Ray has NAl. да”. Is this an ortho- 

graphical whim, or is there really a difference of pronunciation? 

Somewhat similar is the case in NAl. nügy’lug’ruä (goose), which 

corresponds to Gr. nerdeg, plur. пегдегй; we might have 

expected x instead of g’. — Does the unvoiced fricative [7] 

occur? It is found in Greenlandic tiy ag (a he-seal); for this 

word, Вау has NAl. tixgän which I read as [tirgay] or [tirkay]. 

Neither is there any urgent reason to assume the y-sound in 

NAl. ségo (beak or bill), which in Greenlandic has the form 

siyuk. For the present at least I shall assume that the sound 

is not found in this dialect. — The unvoiced fricative [A] un- 

doubtedly occurs, cf. NAl. ködlö (lamp) — Gr. qui'eg; NAIL 

tud’lin (white billed loon) — Gr. tuArik. — The unvoiced frica- 

tive [g] does not seem to occur. Ray writes NAl. dk’bwük 

(whale), cf. Gr. argeg; NAI. seakbwük (sea-pigeon) — Gr. sergag 
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(black guillemot). Cf. N Al. aibwük (walrus) — Gr. a'weg. 1 sup- 

pose bw is intended to indicate a loosely articulated bilabial 

somewhat similar to w — accordingly a voiced sound. 

Thus on the whole the sound-system of this dialect 

agrees with the sound-system of its neighbor to the east, the 

Mackenzie dialect. 

With respect to the forms of the words, those words in 

the Point Barrow dialect whose final sound is consonantal very 

often end in nasals, a feature which reminds us of the Baffin 

dialect. In the Mackenzie dialect, there is a blending of the 

two tendencies; many, perhaps most, words here end in g and 

k, just as in the L. and Gr. dialects, but final и always occurs 

in those words which in the other two dialects end in 2. In 

the NAIL. dialect we have wjarûñ [ujaran] (stone), in Gr. wjarak ; 

N Al. imun (milk) — Gr. im-uk; N Al. fugäliñ (narwhale), Gr.tu'galik ; 

NAl. kamotin (sledge) — Gr. gamutit, etc. This peculiarity, 

however, does not appear in all the words ending in % and 

perhaps not in any of the words ending in 9; we find for 

instance NAl. zmeak or imük (water) — Gr. imeg or imaq, 

NAl. kumük (louse) — Gr. kumak etc. 

It is striking how many words have been taken down from 

this dialect in the form of vowel stems (ending in a vowel), 

which in Greenlandic end in 9 or k in the nominative. As 

examples may serve such words as NAl. КИЙ (wooden trap- 

doorway) — Gr. kat-ak; NAl. au (blood) = M. awk — Gr. awk; 

NAl. рам (sod) — Gr. pag; МА. mükglükto (child) — Gr. 

merlertog; N Al. müttakto (naked) — Gr. mat-artog, etc., thus all 

the words ending in -Zo(g), accordingly all the adjectival parti- 

cipial forms. Several examples have already previously been 

given. This feature is so persistent that it is almost difficult 

to find examples of words in this dialect that end in the uvular 

which is so characteristic for the Greenlandic and Mackenzie 

dialects. And those cases which can be shown are only valid 

on the condition that the k of the orthography stands for [9] 
XXXI. 15 
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in addition to the sound that it generally stands for in our 

languages. 

At Point Barrow, the northern coast of America makes a 

curve toward the south in the direction of Bering Strait. There 

is much to indicate the appearance of new phonetical tendencies 

along these coasts. 

As far as the northwestern part of Alaska is concerned 

(around Point Hope), I owe a good deal of my information to 

Well's and Kelly’s Collection of Words. As for the southern 

part of the west coast two grammars are known to me: A. 

Schultze’s “Grammar and Vocabulary of the Eskimo Language” 

etc. (1894) and Е. Barnum ’s ‘‘Grammatical fundamentals of the 

Innuit Language as spoken by the Eskimo of the Western Coast 

of Alaska” (1901). The latter, which also contains a vocabulary, 

deals especially with the Eskimo language that is spoken along 

the coasts of Norton Sound, the delta of the Yukon River and 

the mouth of Kuskokwim River, and it contains a good deal 

of interesting information about those dialects which may also 

serve to cast new light on the eastern dialects. But unfor- 

tunately the phonetical continuity with the eastern dialects is 

broken off just here at a couple of critical points, or rather I 

cannot see the continuity. This is due to the fact that in 

spite of the great number of symbols that he uses, the author 

does not succeed in giving the uninitiated a clear idea of 

the actual pronunciation of the language, simply because his 

description of the phonetical value of the symbols used is so 

imperfect. Such imperfection was of less significance when it 

was the nearer dialects that we had to deal with than it is in 

the case of this distant dialect. Although undoubtedly a pure 

Eskimo language, yet this Alaska dialect contains so many 

words of unknown or unrecognizable origin that it is often 

difficult to find certain parallel forms corresponding to Green- 

landic words. 



Barnum had a good opportunity to become thoroughly well 

acquainted with the language, having stayed among the natives 

eight years in the capacity of missionary. In publishing his 

large store of material, he has given much attention to distin- 

guishing between the different speech-sounds, and he operates 

with no less than about 70 symbols for the consonants (including 

consonant groups) and 18 symbols for the vowels (and diph- 

thongs). So one would expect that no essential shade of sound 

in the language had escaped his observation. Among the many 

consonants that he gives, there are 3 or 4 symbols intended 

to indicate ‘‘gutturals” (uvulars), not including, however, the 

symbol k, which is to be pronounced “as in English” or as in 

French quart. ‘This is the most-used letter in the language”, 

he says. He calls his symbol 9 ‘‘the common guttural”, and he 

uses it only before another consonant, as in SW Al. emäg'pek 

(the sea) — Gr. imarpik (the real or the great sea); so his 4 

corresponds to my [r]. I presume it is also the same sound 

that he indicates with an 7; but he uses this symbol only after 

a consonant, as in SW Al. katunrak (son) — Gr. qitornagq (child), 

or between two vowels as in SW Al md@ri'yak (mud), where i 

= [a] — Gr. map-ag. 

The sound [9], on the other hand, he indicates by means 

of a k that is supplied with a special diacritic mark (here 4); 

he speaks of it as “а strong rasping guttural’, but he rarely 

uses it; he has it for instance in the word kzkytam (р. 270) — 

Gr. gegertap (the island’s), in the suffix SW Al. -yatoa (I have) — 

Gr. -garpona, e.g. SW AI. uching'yatod (I have a load) — Gr. 

изедатроца etc. | 

It was at this point that I became puzzled and surprised, 

so much so that I had to give up. In investigating the dialects 

which | have previously taken up, I never felt any uncertainty 

because there was no special symbol for the uvular stopped 

consonant (tenuis); | was already so accustomed to the double 

use of the symbol k in the elder Greenlandic and in the Labra- 

15* 
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dor orthography. But here, in SW. Alaska, I am confronted 

with an orthographical system in which there are undoubtedly 

separate symbols for the uvular consonants, among others, for 

[7] the most characteristic and most used of the East Eskimo 

speech-sounds — and then how does it appear here? The 

symbol that is used to indicate it is, at all events, extremely 

rare. И never occurs as a final just as little as the symbol 

for [7]; in the final position we always find К, as in SWAI. 

puyok — Gr. pujog (but SW Al. püyögkak, "what will be smoke”, 

a term for gunpowder, where д = [r]? ог gk = [q]?). 1 shall 

give some words that I have chosen at random: 

SW Al. W Gr. SW Al. W Gr. 

kiy'ak boat qajaq akkizhzhigik ptarmigan  agig'eq 

köln ten qulit Карик foam gapuk 

kavlut brow ga” hut takak vein tagaq 

kem'ugta dog qim'eq tokonak death 1040 

ken'aka my позе ginakra a'tak name ate\q 

keku clay 4eq0q kanigq'tok it snows gan-erpog 

If & is in none of these cases intended to indicate the 

uvular stopped consonant, then the Alaska language must cer- 

tainly sound very different from Greenlandic. Furthermore this 

supposition would also lead me to assume that the NW. Alaskan 

and the N. Alaskan dialects, where also only the symbol А is 

used, likewise made only little use of the sound [9]. So if I 

had started on my investigation from the west instead of from 

the east, the Mackenzie dialect would be the first where this 

sound played an important part. 

There is not the slightest indication in Barnum's work 

that Æ might have any other sound-value, than that which it 

has, for instance, in English. That the author, after having 

lived so many years where this language is spoken, should 

have been unable to distinguish between the sounds [/] and [9] 

is scarcely credible. Yet, for the present, I shall wait and see 
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if anything should happen to turn up later that may help to 

clear up the matter. If it should be established that this uvular 

sound is almost foreign to the South West Alaskan dialects, 

so that they, so to speak, rest on a different basis of articula- 

tion from that of the other Eskimo dialects, it will be con- 

elusive for our construction of the phonetical development of 

the present Eskimo dialects. 

$ 33. Assimilations in the East and in the West 

Eskimo dialects. Through that insight which our previous 

investigations have given us into the phonetical character of 

the different Eskimo dialects, we may now feel enabled to 

undertake a relatively reliable valuation of certain great but 

constant differences between them, which appear in the ortho- 

graphical reproductions of the same words from different 

districts. 

With Greenlandic as our starting-point, we first come to 

the following groups of marked differences between the Labra- 

dor dialect and Greenlandic (the brackets, as usual, enclosing 

my phonetical transcriptions, which, on comparison with the 

specimen words from the more distant dialects, will show what 

sound-values I assign to the orthographical symbols in the 

Specimens): 

Gr," Lis 

[rA— rg] Gr. inerkawog — L. ingergavok moves forward 

Gr. gimerlo‘rpa — L. kemmergova regards it 

[rA—p'] Gr. marduk — L. magguk two (gg = [p], cf. Bourquin 
Gr. ÿ 6, note) 

Gr. orAuwog — L. ochovok falls down 

[ri — 7] Gr. arla: the other one — L. agga two 

Gr. nariuwog — L. naggovok is even 
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[202 — 9%] Gr. quui'e — L. kugve a tear 

Gr. ий — L. igvit those 

[à —gw] Gr. quiarterpa: — L. kugvartipa tucks up his trousers 
(so as to be able to wade) 

Gr. qài'eg — L. "kagver- 

The last example is not quite certain, but it is probably 

in place here. 

Greenlandic ga/'eg means the topmost or outermost part of anything, 

thence Gr. gäliuwog, is topmost or outermost, lies on top, 

gakerpa, covers it up 

Labr. kagvirpok, he has gone up on a mountain, or clouds have come un 

kagvirtipa, he has covered it. 

That these differences between the two dialects are deeply 

rooted in the language becomes evident on comparison with 

the West Eskimo forms of these words, in so far as they 

are preserved and written down: | 

Gr. marèuk — С. malpok — М. mälleook — N Al. mådro — 

SW Al. målruk 

The N AI. form is remarkable, but may perhaps be explained 

by assuming that it is an awkward attempt to reproduce an 

indistinctly apprehended [Ar], a sound-group which is very 

common farther south on the coast of Alaska. — Cf. the 

following form from the same place (Point Barrow): 

NAl. adrani anciently, which apparently is to be compared 

with Г. achäne last year [ao’a’ne], and which, to judge both by 

the form and the meaning, could be related to the already 

mentioned Gr. ara‘ the other one of two or another of several, 

in the locativ aria'n'e. 

Thus it appears from these forms that the West Eskimo 

words all agree in having Àr instead of the 74 which is found 

in Greenlandic. The case is the same in the following words: 
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SE f— SWAI. nalth'kigtok it is straight 

(AE Ne chin nalthok'fak straight above 

» ara the — »  àlth'thràäku next year 

other one (of two) 

The orthography in these Alaska forms seems distinctly to 

indicate that we have to do with an unvoiced, aspirated [A] 

before the uvular consonant. 

Still another word where 1 find the same conditions 

[ra — Ar] is: 

Gr. amerjartut many — SW AI. amthlertut (Barnum 3 798) 

NAl. has amadraktu as before madro, and NAl. ama- 

тат when there was plenty, corresponding to Gr. [amer/-a- 

mat]. The word is not found in the Labrador language, at all 

events, not in the dictionary. 

As for the other words, which contain a labial, I can 

give the following parallels: 

[wi — dw] Gr. ий — M. Ций — N Al. iluit — NW AL il'we 

SW AL. ФИ or alch'pit thou 

[ws — sø] Gr. sag the other day — NAl. isfa — SW AL. 

eche'hwak [itsip'ak]? formerly. 

Also Gr. quiarterpa" (lifts it up in the air; lays or hangs it 

higher up) seems to be connected with SW Al. kulvara’ka (I put 

it up high) and can have come of a form *gu”}-. If this is the 

case, then it is also probable that the above mentioned word 

Gr. 44464 — L. kagver- is to be connected with SW Al. kal- 

vag'täka (I lower it), kälväg'yarak (the outer approach or entrance 

to a native house), kalvag'iö@ (I enter a house), so that the ori- 

ginal form seems to have been *gawleg; but the meanings have 

become far removed from each other in the two dialects. 

Hitherto I have taken up only such cases where Green- 

landic and the Labrador dialect apparently have gone separate 

ways. In all of them, it has been a question of the existence 

or non-existence of an / (or s) in connection with an uvular or 
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a labial. On looking to the more distant dialects for some help 

in explaining the origin of these differences, I found that / 

was commonly found in these words everywhere except in 

the Labrador dialect; but the matter also proved to be more 

complicated than I had at first supposed. For the West Eskimo 

forms presented a new, third type, where those pairs of con- 

sonants that occur in the Greenlandic forms are found in the 

reverse order; and as against the Greenlandic homogeneous 

consonant-combinations (74, w/, À‘), the Labrador dialect has 

heterogeneous assimilations. 

To which division of the language is this last dialect to be 

assigned? Its [р] and [у] (р. 229) may just as well have come of 

ri as of Ar. The question must be decided through such cases 

where the usual process of assimilation has not been carried 

out and where the original form has therefore not become 

obscured. As against the constant Greenlandic [71], there are, 

in all, three formations in the Labrador dialect [rg, р’, 7]. I 

feel convinced that these formations were originally quite similar 

and that they only indicate different stages of development. As 

long as nothing points to the contrary, I shall assume that the 

difference between them has developed within the Labrador 

dialect itself in this way: an original group consisting of r + 

а front consonant (presumably /), has first passed into 74; this 

has further become assimilated in some words, either directly, 

partly to р, partly to 7, or else in every case first to р, which 

has then been fronted in some few words and changed to 7. 

But the uvular was the first of the two consonants; the inver- 

sion has taken place; so in this particular, the Labrador 

dialect stands on the same side as Greenlandic. 

On the other hand, in its treatment of the group labial 

+ / (or another consonant), the Labrador dialect leans in the 

direction of the western dialects. The metathesis which has 

taken place in 107 etc. in Greenlandic does not appear to have 

occurred in Labrador. — Yet this bond is not nearly so strong 
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and broad as the bond which unites the Labrador language to 

Greenlandic. That is shown by the following examples, which 

are analogous with those previously mentioned (uvular + 

another consonant). 

I shall give some examples of series of words where the 

two eastern dialects have gone the same way, so far as 

can be seen from existing forms common to both. 

In the examples that I give first, both dialects have strongly 

assimilated forms, so that it cannot be seen directly if metathesis 

has taken place before the process of assimilation or not. 

Gr. 1 NAl. Gr. L. NAI. (West Eskimo) 

le’ — 97:98 — ур] us'uk uguk üg’ru bearded seal 

is-uk igsuk semen dggru testicles 
virile 

qus'uk kogjuk kug’ru swan 

tamas’a tamadsa tamuz'ra is here 

nag, plur. nakset nazruk (Kelly) ab- 
nas’ at domen 

When we remember the previously cited Labrador forms 

with the group [rg] and its assimilation to [7], we realize that 

it is possible that these last mentioned East Eskimo forms too 

may have contained an r (before g, 7 or s) and have had a 

common origin in a group where the usual metathesis is carried 

out. This will be confirmed later by some similar cases. 

Even more distinctly do we see the nature of this East 

Eskimo bond of relationship in the following examples: 

Gr. & Г. Al. 

[rn, rg—nr, nr] 

Gr. L. SW Al. 

gitornag child kittorngak child katunra (Barnum)*) son 

orna his armpit (unninga) unka armpit 

*) The Eskimo of Port Clarence, Alaska: gitungag (boy), ef. Boas in Journ. 

Amer. Folk-lore VII, p. 207. 
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Gr. L. SWAI. 

tornag a spirit torngak tung'ralik sorcerer, one 
who has a tungra 

pint straw in the perngit penüg'kak grass dried 
boots for use in native boots 

kinorna that which kingurnga kinggnunrigtora'ka I 
follows after some- go after him 
thing else, after 
that, since 

kinornupak’a Ihave kingormgutivaka kinggnunragtoran'ka 
inherited them I go in search of those 
(things) behind (i. e. lost ones) 

serniga’ protects him serngnigiva chinggnäg'kä I kiss 
him (embrace him) 

In these words the consonant-metathesis has necessitated 

changes in the preceding vowel; when the two consonants 

change places, the uvular consonant finds itself immediately 

after the vowel, which then, according to the phonetical ten- 

dencies in Greenlandic, is uvularized. We observe two stages 

of vowel change: 

теле Al nimra — Gr. nerma (its) lashing 

u>o>)9I » una — » na (his) armpit 

a>a>a » malruk — » mariuk two 

Now it might be expected that this vowel-change could be 

used as a criterion of historical-linguistic value. 

I shall try to show, however, that in certain series of 

words, metathesis may have taken place, whereby an 7 has 

penetrated into the first syllable, yet without any trace of it to 

be seen in the vowel, the 7, on the contrary, having entirely 

disappeared and become assimilated with the neighboring con- 

sonant. 

I think I am able to produce historical testimony from the 

oldest records of the Greenlandic and Baffin languages to prove 

that a metathesis of this kind has once taken place in two 

words, which in the present language at Davis Strait show no 
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trace of an original uvular. They are the words for eye and 

hand. | 

W Gr. [5] se — L. [7] Se 

» [6] асай, plur. aga"t — » [y] aggak 

These words are thus spelled by Paul Egede in his Greenlandic 

Dictionary from 1750: irse eye, and arkseit, hand, fingers. 

In Frobisher’s list of words from Meta incognita (Baffins 

Land), where he was in 1576, these words are found in the 

forms: arered, eye — argoteyt, hand (or rather: thine eye — thy 

hand). 

This manner of spelling these words is scarcely accidental. 

Egede uses it in still more words; in all of them the case is 

the same: in Greenlandic and in the Labrador dialect, the 

uvular has now disappeared, but it is still found in the 

westernmost dialects. 

Gr. 25°е (1750 örse) eye — L. fje — M. ий — МА. ат 

and 7'ddrån — NW Al. tte view; e'rit eye; elgra eye of a 

needle — SW AL iq'ka my eye; eka or éq'ka my eyes — 

Sib. e'ye eye 

Gr. aç'ak, plur. aga't (1750 arkseit) fingers — L. aggak 

M. adjipapk — N Al. ddrigai his hand — NWAI. ahregit'e — 

SWAI. àttrilnôk the ring-finger 

In all the Alaska dialects, then, there are forms containing 

the uvular sound in the word-stem itself. It seems to me to 

be highly probable that in the old East Eskimo forms that 

have been preserved by Egede and Frobisher, we have a 

reminiscence of this sound, but with an indication that here in 

the east metathesis has taken place, while the original com- 

bination of the consonants is preserved in the westernmost 

districts. 

The Mackenzie dialect is partly connected with the East 

Eskimo dialects, partly — and most closely — with the Alaska 



dialects. | take the given form for the word “hand” in this 

dialect to be a reproduction of the sounds [adzirag], the NAL. 

form to be [atriga‘.) or rather [atjriga:|. A comparison of the 

Alaska forms for the word ‘‘eye” gives a basis *ifjr-, while 

beside this there must have been a shorter basis */d- or *it- 

for those western forms where there is no uvular at present. 

In the Mackenzie form with [7], and in the present eastern 

forms, every trace of the uvular has been lost. 

In this connection it is interesting to turn back to the 

above mentioned little series of examples: Gr. uç'uk, L. ugjuk, 

N Al. ug’ru, etc. (р. 233). If the uvular in the words for eye and 

hand was at one time present in East Eskimo, why should it 

not also have been present at about the same time in the words 

of this series? Frobisher does not mention any of these words, 

but the forms which they had at that time may perhaps be 

reconstructed after the analogy of the two words that he has 

written down. His mode of spelling these words, to be sure, 

does not exactly agree with modern principles for phonetical 

spelling. If I had been along on Frobisher’s expedition, I 

should perhaps rather have spelled the word that he records 

in the form arered, in this way “erjret or erjit, and the word 

that he records as argoteyt, as ‘[argotrt]*). In the same 

dialect, then, the words under consideration have probably had 

the forms ”[urgu irgu Кигди], or perhaps with [77] at a later 

stage. This consonant-group has then found itself in a very 

forced and unnatural position between two high vowels; the 

vowel-change has not taken place, or if it has taken place, it 

has only been temporary; the consonants have changed instead 

and have passed into [qj] in Labrador, into unvoiced [ç‘] in 

Greenland. Cf. also Gr. ise < irse, L. «je (or we) < "igje 

<i Sarge. 

*) Present Baffin-dialect: agog, plur. again (hand) and agi'gpit your hand's, 

cf. F. Boas in der Eskimo Dialect des Cumberland-Sundes (Mittheil. 

Anthrop. Gesellsch. Wien, vol. XXIV, 1894). 
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A closer study of the dialects will probably lead to the 

discovery of more examples of these or similar sound-changes. 

I think I have produced enough of material to show that it is 

probable that at a certain point in the history of the Eskimo 

language, in certain words in the East Eskimo dialects, a 

characteristic metathesis has taken place, whereby an 7 (in 

Greenlandic also w) occurring in one of the last syllables in a 

word is drawn back toward the beginning of the word. In 

Greenlandic, this shifting has generally entailed a corresponding 

change in the vowel of the word-stem, if not immediately, at 

least in the course of time; the only exceptions are those cases 

where the r- or w-sound has been absorbed in assimilation 

with the neighboring consonant. In the Labrador forms, there 

are distinct traces of the same metathesis, even if the traces 

are not quite so well preserved here. To sum up the results, 

we may say that although the Greenlandic and Labrador dialects 

in their present shapes completely agree only in a certain 

number of cases, while in the remaining cases, each one has 

its own characteristic groups, yet these two dialects are decid- 

edly on the same side as against the type which we find in 

the extreme west in the corresponding words. 

I have no doubt as to which of these three types (malruk 

— map'uk — marduk) is the oldest. It is in the west that 

we find these words in their original forms. The 

basis for the three types is a form that ends in, or contains 

two consonants of which the first is some other consonant than 

r (orw), while the second is a sound related to r (or w). After 

the two chief branches of the original Eskimo language had 

separated from each other, the Greenlandic and Labrador dialects 

(to continue with these two) probably went the same way with 

respect to the metathesis of /r [Ar], whereas they have partly 

gone separate ways with respect to the further development of 

the forms resulting from the metathesis. The relation between 

them may be tabulated in this way: 
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Ir (Base-form) 

rl 7 

Al.&M.ir Г. rq, p Grrà 

I shall now proceed to give a series of examples of a 

sound-assimilation which takes place under conditions exactly 

corresponding to the conditions for the metathesis, and which 

will therefore throw a strong light back upon the examples 

lw (Base-form) 

/ \ 

А]. & М. 2 L.gw Gr. wa 

which have been given for the metathesis. 

Gr. [79] 

erga his anus 

mergog а hair 

merqut needle 

merqulik shaggy 

se'rgog knee 

sergorpog it cracks 

gerga the middle of it 

egaluk salmon-trout 

tergiag a shade for the eyes 

ergergog the little finger 

arga his name 

argit names 

a’rgatit thy mittens 

narga the floor of a house 

(ga’rga bone plate on the end of the 

harpoon shaft 

4473049 arrow 

parga its marrow (pateg marrow) 

L. [rq] 
ittervik entrance 

merkok 

merkut 

sérkok 

serkorpok 

kerka 

erkaluk 

terkejak 

erkekok 

attera 

takkek the moon 

kakkoak) 

karkjok 

pakkut 

M. [tg] 

mitkpoyoapk 

kpitkpa 

itkpaluk fish 

titkpepk 

atkpa 

atkpeït 

tatgaq 

natkpo fond 
barq 

katkpok bone 

ro 
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In these examples, we have in reality only a special form 

of the phonetical phenomenon treated above. The western 

dialects — including the Mackenzie dialect — show an unassim- 

ilated combination of a front consonant with the uvular 9 

(written А); in the eastern dialects, these consonants have 

become assimilated*). tg has here passed into rg, i.e. ["q'|, 

*) In the Greenlandic [to#q'it] the plural of [twpeq], a tent, the remains 

of the p, which have been preserved, have hindered the uvularization 

of the vowel. Yet I have also heard [279] in Greenlandic, with com- 

plete loss of the labial. — The Mackenzie Dialect has tuppkpeit. 

N AI. [tq] NW Al. [iq] SW Al. [Aq] [tq] ete. 

d'tka vent = itl'hràä his entrance 

mitko mit'koon a hair = 

— mit'koon needle min'kin needle 

s'itkwuña chisikoka my knee 

— ching'kok it crackles 

yiükutko etik'kook the little finger ikkılthkoa his 1. f. 

atka ot'kuh name айта his name 

ач ан otkot'eka my mittens — 

ta'tkin 

—_— = 

tatkeh moon — 

— nätrok boot sole 

— kalth-ki'djet shot (for 
shooting) 

pot'ka Из marrow patok marrow 
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with uvularization of the preceding vowel and with the result 

that one long consonant takes the place of two short ones. 

Yet there is an eastern dialect which is at an older stage, 

since the uvularization of the preceding vowel has not taken 

place. In the dialect of Baffin Land, as it is reproduced by 

Е. Воаз, 14, ?r and uq, ur frequently occur in the stems of the 

words where Greenlandic and the Labrador dialect have er (eg) 

or (og) or. I shall give a number of examples of this. 

Bf. [iq ir ic] Gr. [eg er] L. [eg er] 

si'gog knee sergog serkok 

irdning, irdneing son erneq ernek 

irdnivog she gives birth to erniwogq ernivok 

igtsag temple ers:aq back part erksak 

igtsirpä'g cheek tooth, molar of the cheek 

pürtsirpog (the snow) drifts `регзегрод perkserpok 

irnaut train-oil erna et erngaut 

irmirsia'gdjung a cup ermuseg ermgusiärsuk 

irmadlin a piece of skin used to ermalisag ermalit 

lay in the bottom of a kayak 

iga'wik intestines erjawik © erchavik 

ige corner (of the mouth) ege erke 

iqva the back end of the runner ergua erkok 

of a sledge 

igomavog he is awake ergumawog erkomavok 

gigertag island gegertaq gikkertag 

migung hair mergog merkok 

miqun needle merqut merkut 

nirdjun a great animal ners-ut nergjut 

sirinirn sun seqineq sekkinek 

nixe meat nege nerke 

121904 little finger ergergog erkekok 

tæaluk 
ae salmon egaluk erkaluk 
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ixagte a sealskin without any hair on egarte ergekte 

ixkotin sea-weed equ't erklojak (?) 

-lir (suffix) begin -ler -ler 

aivig walrus a “weg aivek 

ne'tiq seal nåt'eg netsek 

tunig a mythical people tuneq tunek 

21714 water imeg immek 

axt'girn ptarmigan agic eq akkigek 

tupirmut to a tent tupermut tuppek 

saunirn bone sa'”neg sauneg 

Bf. [ug ur up] Gr, [og ‘orl, L. [og or] 

sii'gang a whalebone sorgag sokkak 

ugsirn abone ring atthe endofadog-trace orseg oksek 

ajurnapog it is difficult ajornarpoq  ajornarpok 

uxsug blubber ors0q orksok 

uxtsuaredlik polar bear (07804) 

anure wind anore annore 

In these words of the Baffin dialect, accordingly, it seems 

as if the change of $ > e and of u > o (or 9) has not taken 

place before the uvular consonants. There are only some few 

examples of this change in this dialect, as for instance sdrmé 

why, tornit, plur. of funig, gernig black, serdnartog sour (Gr. 

and Labr. se-rnartog) niaxog head, egidlig a-mythical people, like- 

wise the verbal endings -poq, -vog, -toq. 

If we now collect all the information that we have been 

able to obtain about this phonetical change in the course of 

the foregoing comparison of the different dialects, we perceive 

exactly wherein it consists. As we see it, it is a retro- 

gressive uvularization. In the life of the language itself, 

It is the 

uvular position of the palate, which really ought not to occur 

XXXI. 16 

it is rather a matter of anticipated uvularization. 
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before in the beginning of the suffix, that already gets the 

upper hand in the stem of the word, whereby the loosely 

attached syllable (suffix) is closely united with or incorporated 

in the first part of the word. 

The same view of the matter holds good when the suffix 

begins (not with an uvular, but) with a labial, as we saw in 

the example Gr. twit < *Ишй (cf. NW Al. il'we) and in similar 

examples. Here we find a retrogressive labialization, the move- 

ment of the lips being anticipated in the stem of the word. 

$ 34. Cases of assimilation in Greenlandic in- 

flexion and derivation. Already several times before (22 27 

and 33) we have been impressed with the strongly amalgamated 

character of the Greenlandic language, and we have seen 

to how great an extent it may be permitted to consider the 

strong, heavy syllables of this language as developments of 

heterogeneous elements. Especially in the case of the retro- 

gressive uvularization, we have seen how deep it sets its mark 

in the morphology of the Greenlandic language. 

I shall now proceed to show that this phenomenon is 

only one particular link in a far more comprehensive chain of 

phonetical changes, all of which may be traced back to a com- 

mon cause. 

One of the first things that attracts our attention when we 

stop to think about Greenlandic grammar is the big 

contrast between the uvularized formations mentioned in the 

preceding paragraph and the corresponding stems (‘‘nomina- 

tives” or absolutives) from which they are derived by gram- 

matical inflexion. The nom. sing. of ['arg'a] his name, and 

[larg'it] names, is [atleg] a name; of [nerma] his or its band, 

[nim'eg], a band, cord; of [ornit, orgit] (plur.), [un'eg] armpit; 

of [erga], [it'eg] anus; of [пагда], [natleg] floor; of [éo“g'a], 

ltup'eq] tent etc. 
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In short, the original forms of these words have been 

preserved in Greenlandic in the nominative (absolutive), where 

the stem always agrees with the stem of the corresponding 

word in the West Eskimo dialects. But uvularization has been 

at work in many, if not in all of the inflected forms of 

these words. — We have the same case in various verbal 

derivations *). 

Retrogressive uvularization, then, appears in Green- 

landic in the following cases: 

1) in the formation of the plural of certain nouns, all of 

which end in 9 in the nominative (nominal g-stems) and 

accordingly have stress on the last syllable, for example: 

[at'eq], name, plur. ['arg'it]. Compare the regular formation of 

the plural as in 27:0, house, plur. Aut; inuk, human being, 

plur. 27% (with about equal stress on all the syllables). 

N.B. Not a few nouns end in 9 without being acted upon by 

any uvularization, as for example: «”/'og, day, plur. uw ut; 

i”n’ag, steep declivity, plur. #294; a'ta'g, harp-seal (phoca groen- 

landiea), plur. a'ta't; nuj'ag, hair, plur. nut“ät, and several 

others. 

2) in the genitive singular of the same nouns: [at'eg], 

gen. ['arg'up] or ['arg'ip]; cf. the regular 44:0, gen. Аир; inuk, 

gen. "р. 

3) in the following forms of the possessive inflexion of 

the same rouns: 2, 3 and 4 pers. sing. and 3 pers. plur. of 

the nominative singular of the noun; 3 pers. sing. and plur. of 

the nominative plural of the noun; 3 pers. sing. and plur. of 

the genitive of the noun; for example: 

*) Kleinschmidt has ingeniously appreciated and made use of this feature 

in arranging the words in his dictionary. If we want to know the 

meaning of orna, we have to look it up under wuner; if we want to 

know the meaning of ermuseq (drinking-vessel) or ermip a’ (washes his 

face), we have to look it up under mer (water) ete. Cf. his Grammar 

27 and 2 31. 

16* 
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Nom. Sing. Nom. Plur. 

1 Sing. atera my name ана my names 

2 ›  [argit] thy name atitit thy names 

3 Sing. [arga] his name [arge] his names 

4 › [arge] his (Lat. suus) name atine his (Lat. sui) names 

3 ›  [argåt] their name [arg:t] or [arge] their names 

Genitive Sing. Genitive Plur. 

1 Sing. aterma my names atima my names’ 

2 » aterpit thy name’s atiwit thy names’ 

3 »  fargata] his names [argisa] his names’ 

4 » aterme his (suus) name's atime his (sui) names’ 

4) in certain verbal derivations, for instance: 

[zs'erpog] goes in, comes in > ['erg'up''a'] carries or brings it in; 

[is'erp!a’] hides it > ['ers'wp"'a'] hides himself from him (children 

at play); 

[nim'eq] cord, band > [n'erm'up''a] binds him or it. 

Cf. the regular mode of formation (with the same suffix 

-up'a) in aniarpog, rubs, files > aniup'a', rubs something against 

something else. 

I shall here give a number — probably the greater part — 

of the Greenlandic nouns that are inflected after the analogy 

of ateg name, argit 1) names, 2) thy name, arga his name; cf. the 

M. dialect where we have арей or atkoeit names, atkpen thy 

name, ара his name, and NAl. atka his name; SE AI. at'ka or 

atlra my name: 

nateq floor — narga its (the house’s etc.) floor; cf. M. natkpo. 

giteg middle — gerga its middle, cf. M. dialect kpitkoa. 

iteq anus — erga its or his anus, cf. L. Ито a door-way, 

NAl. itka vent, SE Al. itl!hr& his entrance. 
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In the following examples, I give the plural form as a 

type of the inflectional stem: 

[al — ard] aleg harpoon-strap, plur. ardit 

[ul — ord] gonuleg cabbage, plur. gomorAit 

[et—ar] garteg a ferrule, a ring, plur. датой 

[a®n—a®rn] sa'”neq bone, plur. sarnit 

an—arn| ganeg mouth, plur. garnit 

in—ern] arfineg six, plur. arfernit 

un— rn] uneg armpit, plur. огий 

aw—a”r] aweg walrus, plur. a@°rgit or ао’ 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[iw—erg]| iliweq a grave, plur. dergit 

[ww —90"] iluweg a grave, plur. #op'it 

[ip—e"q"] ipeg filth, dirt, plur. e”grit 

[up—0"q"] tupeg a tent, plur. éo"q'it 

[im—erm] imeq water, lake, plur. ermit; nimeg band, 
plur. nermit 

There are also some few examples of such words, where 

the stem ends in a back consonant: 

[4—ер] nigeg ($ Gr.) south wind, in the genitive neo"up 

[ay—ap'] kaneq promontory, 3 pers. possessive Кара 

There are some examples of words whose stem contains 

an uvular; in these, accordingly, no qualitative change of the 

vowel of the stem takes place, since it is already uvularized 

beforehand: 

far—arg’] piarag the young of an animal, plur. piargat 

agajarog stomach, plur. agajargut 

niagog head, plur. niargut ; ujarak stone, plur. wjargat 

[er—e'g"] meraq child, plur. me'rgat 

[er—eq'| talerog the forepaw of a seal, plur. talerqut 

[or—oq'| siorag a grain of sand, plur. siorgat 

ogag the tongue, plur. orgat 
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It is not difficult to get some idea as to the shape of the 

uvularized forms in some earlier period. It lies near at hand 

to assume that they have all originated in the same way, na- 

mely after the analogy of ateq and those other words where 

we have parallel forms to compare with in the West Eskimo 

dialects*). In these dialects, as we have seen, the inflected 

forms too represent the stage when the vowel of the stem 

has not yet been uvularized and the metathesis has 

not yet been carried out. 

But I think it is possible to go one more stage further back. 

There is an indication of the original conditions in one 

of the more central dialects, namely in the Mackenzie River 

dialect. For the numeral 2, Petitot gives for the Churchill 

River dialect the form malook, but for the dialect that he 

himself had heard he gives a form which he spells malleook 

or maleook; Greenlandic has mar/uk. Analogously, then, | 

think it may be assumed that arqgit originally had the shape 

*ategit, which would be the regular plural form of ateg, cf. 

plur. nuit (men) < sing. inuk (man), plur. un wit < sing. un-uk 

(evening) etc. And Petitot actually gives a plural form for 

this word from the Mackenzie dialect which could be the next 

stage of the development of the original form, namely atépeit. 

Petitot has still more words that show that the present 

Greenlandic forms must originally have been one syllable 

longer, namely: 

M. L. W Gr. 

[leg] malepit! waves [y] maggit! [|] тай, in the sing. malik 

aovenelepit six » arginiskit 

C 

[gi] tigiliyoyapk thief [qil|tigiliktok » tiltog 

1 In M. also malit, in L. mallit. 

“) Yet at the same time I shall not omit to remark that we may risk 

making mistakes when we try to reconstruct without qualification the 
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In these Greenlandic words, there is no uvularization 

(vowel 2), for the stem-forms have not given any occasion for 

it; Petitot's р in the last syllable probably designates g here 

(not as often otherwise, 7). 

In the M. dialect, then, not only among the nominal g- 

stems, but also among the non-uvular stems, we find 

examples of unassimilated word-forms where 3 short syllables 

(1.е. 3 syllables consisting of short sounds) correspond to 1 long 

syllable + 1 short syllable in the words of the Greenlandic 

dialect. Another way of expressing it is that in a Greenlandic 

word of this kind a long consonant has replaced the middle 

syllable of the word in the M. dialect. In the above examples 

(maxit), the Greenlandic À corresponds to the læg of the M. 

dialect; that is the reason why the Greenlandic plural form 

has a long /, although tbis sound in the singular form malik 

is short. 

I think that this case may be employed to explain most 

of the other Greenlandic plural forms of words that contain a 

short voiced consonant in the singular and a long unvoiced 

consonant in the plural. The chief peculiarity of this plural 

formation, as it is now found in Greenlandic, seems to consist 

in the shifting of stress that takes place: in the singular 

malik, but in the plural m'aZ"it. I shall later come to con- 

sider this peculiarity more closely. Here I shall merely try to 

explain the quantitative change which at the same time 

affects the next last consonant in the word. If my hypothesis 

about the matter is correct, then the lengthening of this con- 

sonant is due to the peculiar manner in which the plural of 

original shape of every Greenlandic word of this formation. Only with 

some modification does the analogy of а’да < atga apply to merqut 

(a needle), for in the Alaska language the latter has a form whose stem 

is min- (not mit-): SEAL. minikun, needle: minnuksüg'töa, I want to 

sew. — In not a few cases, an uvularized stem is found in both the 

eastern and the western dialects 
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these words has originated. The plural suffix - is added to 

the consonantal singular form so that the final consonant of 

the singular (& ог 9) enters into the plural form: -kit or -git. 

I consider this to be a later feature in the language, although at 

present most Greenlandic nouns form their plural according to 

this principle. The more original principle is no doubt that 

which we find kept up in such simple plural formations as for 

instance sing. nuna (land), plur. nunat; sing. inuk (man), plur. 

inuit. Here ¢ or it is added to the vocalic stem. But the 

plural forms of later construction are characterized by 

their retention of the final consonant. Ex. 

Sing. Plural (Greenlandie) 

qipik feather bed girkrit < ‘ФЕ < *gipikit 

tipik small tivkit < “tipkit < *tipikit 

gatik a bird’s breast gak-it < *gatkit < *qatikit 

iwik grass ipit < “iwgit? < *iwikit 

Here belongs also with a voiced consonant in the plural: 

umik beard umit < *umgit < ‘ити 

Likewise in the following examples, where it is uncertain, 

however, whether the long /- and k-sounds [%', k‘] represent 

original groups with 4 (№ etc.) or if these words originally are 

k-stems (not g-stems) and the long consonants are derived 

from /k (through lg or ly), gk, wk: 

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. 

tal'eq arm Hat isinak (N Gr.)| = røg 
; le pas 3 isik' at 

ukal'eg hare нал" | isigak (SGr.) | = 

uillog mussel, shell  wlil'ut nælanag (NGr.) | £ 
2 nalak'at 

al'og soleofthe foot "akut | malagag ($ Ст.) Г = 

asalog the little as'al'ut | inuwag a toe inu®k-at 

stool to lay the tuluwag a raven tulu*k at 

nee и | gilaluwag a white-whale gilalu"k'at 
in a kayak 

etc. etc. 
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The last words, then, all have a peculiarity which dis- 

tinguishes them from malik; they are namely g-stems in the 

present language. But aside from this, is not the case with 

these plural forms the same as the case with Gr. тай, which 

in the M. dialect had the form male@pit [malegit?], but in the 

singular had the form malik in both dialects? 

That the longer form from the M. dialect represents an 

older stage than the Greenlandic form, and that this stage has 

at one time been represented in the latter dialect also as far 

as these words are concerned seems to be evident not only on 

comparing the forms of the M. dialect, but also on comparing 

the many other words in the present Greenlandic language 

that form their plural in an exactly corresponding manner, namely 

by the simple addition of the plural-suffix to the singular form. 

I shall here give some examples of this formation, classifying 

them according as the final consonant of the base-form is or 

is not subjected to change when the ending is added: 

[f] unchanged: merqut needle, plur. merqutit ; anut male, man, 

plur. anutit; up'at thigh, plur. wp'atit. 

[# > $]: awd shooting weapon, plur. arwädrsit; ЗА a 

board in the stump-bed, plur. 24:28; more'rsit grindstone, plur. 

more'rsisit. 

[g > r]: #64 bay, plur. ikerit; tikeq forefinger, plur. tikerit; 

sneg boot-laces, plur. segerit; kameq promontory, plur. kanerit; 

v'neg a burn, plur. v'nerit; 14'е4 stump-bed, plur. ii-erit; pän’eq 

he-reindeer; plur. pan-erit; ner/eg a goose, plur. ner erit. 

[k>* >]: up'ik owl, plur. up mit; tur ik big loon, plur. 

рии; kil'ik boundary, limit, plur. 2; as'ik picture, plur. 

as nit. 

So I consider this mode of forming the plural to be more 

original than the mode first taken up (malik, plur. тай). 

I have a few remarks a propos of the last examples. The 

transition from k to 7 has more probably taken place through 

an unnasalized q than at one bound. I conclude this from a 
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couple of these words ending in k which have a second plural 

form, one that seems to have resulled from an assimilation of 

-it and the final syllable of the singular form; both wp'ik and 

ty À'ik have such double plural forms, the first up'rt (and wp'eit), 

the second #7 (and fu'Amit). Some few other words form 

their plural only in this way: 

manik egg, plur. man'rt; orpik a tree, plur. orprt; sawik 

a knife, plur. sawrt. 

Of course -rt could have originated from -ЙЁ the words 

thus being inflected on the stem alone; but 147 too would 

in an assimilation become г, and there is reason to assume 

that this intermediate form has existed, when we compare the 

doublets: up'rt, up'mit with the sing. upik. The transition 

a>n is well known. So | think we may assume that 

the plural forms of these words have originally consisted of 

three syllables. In the pronuneiation of some people and in 

some words, -igi has passed into г (*orpigit > orprt); in the 

pronunciation of others and in other words, it has passed 

into imi (uprik, plur. *uprigit > up mit). 

With respect to the examples with final g in the singular, 

the first question is, why has the retrogressive uvularization 

not taken place in these words. It might be suggested that 

these words, at all events as far as their final consonant is 

concerned, belonged to a later period of the language, so that 

the time for uvularization was past when they began to be 

inflected in the plural etc. But against this hypothesis there 

is the fact that they are so wide-spread in the western dialects. 

The truth of the matter is rather this, that there may be cer- 

tain conditions in the base of the word which prevent uvulari- 

zation from penetrating into it. И need not be supposed that 

these conditions are of the same kind in all of these excep- 

tions; for each of these exceptions there may have been a 

special reason why it was preserved as a trisyllabic word in 

the plural. In the first place I have in mind the difficulty of 
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articulating certain sound-groups; for instance, if the syllable 

ik- in ikeg should be uvularized, the result would be a com- 

bination æg, which is difficult to pronounce; for that reason $ 

is otherwise as a rule changed to e in the East Eskimo dialects*); 

but — that is another reason — such a change would make 

this word unrecognizable, and this circumstance leads to a 

break in the tendency of the language in this case, so the 

old-fashioned plural form is preserved (ей etc.) But the 

new habit of formation is seen for instance in nimeg (band, 

cord) plur. nermit. 

With respect to the words: nerseg, pän'eq, and 74'eg, I 

consider it highly probable that they have preserved the old 

trisyllabic plural because the first, now the heavy, syllable of 

the word has originally consisted of two light syllables, the 

original plural form of this word having consisted of four 

syllables. 

When I consider it probable that this circumstance may have 

prevented retrogressive uvularization from taking place in these 

words, then it is because I feel convinced that the de velop- 

ment of uvularization is very closely connected with a 

differentiation ofthe even word-stress, that which I 

have found to be present in all Greenlandic words with sim- 

ilarly constructed syllables. For instance if we conceive of 

[hierit], the present plural of i1‘eqg, as resolved into an orig- 

inal form consisting merely of light syllables “’kilerit, these 

syllables would all have about the same stress. The same 

would apply to all the plural forms cited, both those with 

and those without an uvularized base in the plural (and to 

*) Except in the dialect of Baffin Land, and likewise in some Greenlandic 

words: Gr. is’e, eye, is’e, cold, «”s’oqg, turf, mould, is’erpog, is hidden, 

hides himself. The older forms of these words, namely irse, ise, 

irpsok (Fabricius wbsok or irvsok), irserpok, which are found in Egede 

(and Fabricius), show that the high position of the front of the tongue, 

especially when followed by s, has got the better of the uvularization 

and exterminated it, as it were. 
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the other inflectional forms that are formed on the same stem 

as the plural form). In other words, the case applies not 

only to those words where there has been a possibility for 

uvularization, but to all those nouns and all those verbal 

derivatives in the East Eskimo languages where the declension or 

derivation of the word is accompanied by a change of stress. 

From all those words, then, in the present language that 

have even stress on all their syllables because the syllables 

are similarly constructed, I draw my conclusions for that 

period of the language when the forms treated here were as 

yet unassimilated; they must at that time have consisted of 

similar series of syllables constructed alike with a certain 

stress on each syllable but with the same stress on them all. 

(I think I may be permitted to assume that the accentuation 

of the language was the same then as it is now). But then 

there came a time in the history of the language when the 

even stress — for unknown reasons — became undulating as 

it were, and has divided itself between the first and last syl- 

lables of the word. It was at this stage of development that 

Petitot wrote down, for instance, the word mallerok, cf. Al. 

mälruk, Gr. mar/uk) which he also gives with an accent on 

the first syllable and spelled: mdlapok; cf. his atepeit, the 

plural form of ate'ñ (a name), which in Greenlandic has the 

shape: at'eg, plur. 'arg'it. When the middle syllable loses 

its stress, its vowel is dropped in the course of time, 

and the result is a consonant-collision. In the western 

dialects, the course of development is in many words still at 

this stage, while in the dialects at Davis Strait, a different 

distribution of the sound groups of these words has taken place, 

a distribution which has led to the assimilated and geminated 

consonants of the present language and moreover in a number 

of words to the uvularization of the base-syllable itself. 

In conclusion I shall venture to give some illustrations of 

how I suppose the development of the present Greenlandic 
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forms in each single case to have taken place; the hypothetical 

intermediate forms are, as usual, marked with an asterisk, 

but I may remind the reader that for several of these forms 

there are real parallels in the West Eskimo dialects and that 

closer acquaintance with these dialects will undoubtedly lead to 

the discovery of many more forms which will establish the 

correctness of those given here merely as hypothetical: 

Present Greenlandic Original and 

Plur. or Intermediate Phases of Plural Formation regular Plural 

pine: Possessiv or Possessiv 

ateg a name argit < “aga < ‘ай < *ategit 

пед a floor nargit <“naqgit < *natqit < *nategit 

iteg anus erga (his a.) < orga < “itga < “iteqa 

giteg middle  gerga(its ш.)< "girga < *gitga < *gitega 

miteg eider duck тегдй < "mirgit < “mitqit "mitegit 

a*rgit or 
a“weq walrus | <“avgott <'awrit <*awerit < *awegit 

août 

aleg harpoon-line ardet < ‘ай <“alriti <talert  < *alegit 

iwik grass ig'it < "ori <(“wgit <“wigit < “iwikit 

gipik featherbed дей <“qiwkit <*gipkit < < “qiptkit 

“tupeg a tent to"qit = <“tuwqt < ‘рай < < *tupegit 

nimeg band nermit << "nirmit < *nimrit <*nimerit < “nimegqit 

akuneg interval, akornit << *akurnit < *akunrit < *akunerit < *akunegit 

place between 

Similar series of phases of development can be drawn up 

for a number of derivatives which are formed with suffixes 

whose meanings are known from their combinations with other 

words, for example: 

With the nominal suffix -wseqg, a means (instrument) by which 

something is done: 

р ] ermuseq <"irmuseg<*imruseg<*imeruseg<*imequseg 
те water: a dipper 

lerwmuseg <'irwmuseg < “irmguseg <*imrquseg? 
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With the nominal suffix -arag little 

nigeg south wind: neo’a'g а gentle << *пар’а:4 << "nix pag <"nigra'g 
south wind < *nigerarag 

With the verbal suffix -wmawogq, which in the present Greenlandic 

and Labrador dialects designates that something or someone is in a 

certain state 

iterpog wakens: ergumawog is awake < *"irgumawag < *itqumawag 
<'ilequmaw9q 

iserpog goes in: ergumaw9q has dived < *irgumawag < *isqumaw9q 
down under <“isequmawoq 

the water 

With the nominal suffix -wt or -Й, which designates an instru- 

ment with which something is done, a reason, or the like: 

nimeq: nermup'og winds <*nirmupoq<*nimrutpoq<*nimerutpog 
a band itself about <“nimequtpaq 

something 

imeg:  ermip'oq washes < *irmipoq <“imritpoqg < “imeritpog 
water himself in <“imeqitpoq 

the face 

aterpoq: arqup'a brings <*aqup'a <“atqutpa’ <“atequtpaa 
he goes down it down 

Before leaving this subject, I shall stop to consider those 

nominal g-stems (Greenlandic) in the formation of whose plural 

a shifting of stress takes place, however, without that uvular- 

izing of the inner part of the stem which might be expected. 

Why does it fail to appear? I have already formerly mentioned 

some of these cases (wilog—wuij'ut etc. cf. pag. 248). I suggested 

the possibility that these words were not originally g-stems, 

but ended in -k, so that there was really nothing to cause 

uvularization. | did not mention the other difficulty which in 

that case would still remain, namely the explanation of the 

presence of the vowels и and а in the plural ending instead 

of ©; for the only plural suffixes that we consider regular are 

-t or -#. If the middle syllable should disappear from what 

we suppose to have been the original plural form (*wilogit), 
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we should of course expect the ending -7t (“1 instead of 

wi) ut). We do not meet with this difficulty in those words 

which end in - (malik etc.) or -е4 (taleg) in the singular. But 

in those words of this kind which end in -og or -aq (narlagag) 

in the singular (in the plural respectively -wé ог -at) there are 

accordingly two irregularities to be explained: the absence of 

uvularization in the last syllable but one and the presence of 

a (då) or и in the last syllable. Many more examples of non- 

uvularized plural forms might be added to those already given 

(cf. pp. 243 and 248): 

nig'ag (snare), plur. m'iz åt; qatig'ag (a back), plur. gat'ty dt; 

nan'og (bear), plur. nlan’ut; tas'eg (lake), plur. t'ätit etc. 

Most of these plural formations may belong to a latest 

stage in the development of the plural inflexion of nouns; 

perhaps there is no longer any question here of an assimila- 

tion of g (or k) with the inner consonant of the stem, but 

they may simply be analogical formations after the earlier 

models. The shifting of stress has been felt as the main 

principle in the formation of the plural form and along with 

it has followed quite mechanically, so to speak, that change 

of the stem consonant which consists in its lengthening and, 

in so far as it is a non-nasal, its unvoicing. As for the suffix, 

however, the original manner of constructing the plural is 

retained, namely by the addition of - to the stem vowel. 

$ 55. Historical perspective. Although next to 

nothing is known about the language spoken in large portions 

of the Eskimo world — I include here the American polar 

archipelago and in part Baffin Land, the north coast of the 

American continent south of the archipelago, the coasts of 

Hudson Bay, the northern coasts of Alaska and the Asiatic 

side of Bering Strait — yet the three or four dialects that 
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have been more or less thoroughly investigated (the dialects of 

Greenland, Labrador, the mouth of the Mackenzie River and 

South West Alaska) furnish sufficient material for us to be 

able to make a temporary sketch of the differences between 

them. In the last two sections, I have especially tried to get 

at the bottom of some of the phonetical peculiarities of the 

dialects in these four places. I may add that the impressions 

that I have got from the lists of words and the many scattered 

words given by travelers in their accounts about the interjacent 

distriets have only served to support the results that I have 

come to through the chief works about the Eskimo language. 

From the nature of the dialectal differences it is in many 

cases possible to draw conclusions with regard to the history 

of the language. — In the following I shall try to combine 

these conclusions with the few historical facts that are known 

about the Eskimo. Among the facts I include the theory so 

plausibly set forth by H. Rink, namely that the Eskimo have 

developed their special form of civilization in common as a 

coast-population at some point on the arctic coast, and that 

from this point — whose exact situation is uncertain — they 

have followed the coasts in slow migrations until they have 

become distributed as at present”). 

When Greenlandie in a great number of words has 8 

where the American dialects have 7, it is reasonable (even if 

not necessary) from a general phonetical point of view to 

assume that 7 is the primary, s the secondary sound. That this 

is the case in the Eskimo languages is confirmed by the fact 

that the transitions that take place between other open conso- 

nants within this family of languages always seem to have 

been in the direction from voiced to unvoiced sounds. Within 

the Greenlandic language itself, the aspirated fricatives are 

secondary in relation to the voiced fricatives; for they often 

*) H. Rink: Om Eskimoernes Herkomst. Aarboger for Nordisk Old- 

kyndighed og Historie, 2. Series, Vol. V, Copenhagen 1890. 
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occur when a word whose stem contains a voiced fricative is 

either inflected or supplied with a suffix so that it undergoes 

a shifting of stress, as for example: 

iwik a blade of grass plur. tot 

al'og a sole of a foot or a boot » Ш 

nig'ag (S Gr.) a snare » iy at 

neriwog is eating n'eo'iwlik the place where you 

eat, table or dining-room 

Now if we find similar relations existing between the same 

kinds of sounds as they occur in two different dialects, it is 

natural to regard them after the analogy of the parallel rela- 

tions within the single dialect. So when we find that kiligwaq 

fossil elephant, mammoth (Ray, Petitot) in the western dialects has 

_ become kilig'ag in Greenlandic, the latter form is undoubtedly 

later than the former; the unvoiced fricative g in Greenlandic 

has accordingly originated by the assimilation of two different 

voiced fricatives. kiwqag a servant, a house-maid in the Labrador 

and Mackenzie dialects has got the form k"o'ag in SGr., 

where the voice perhaps still lingers a little in the beginning 

of the g-sound, but otherwise the case is essentially the same 

as the preceding one, only that w in the unassimilated form 

here stands before 49. In the SWAI. dialect I find the word. 

in the form ku'vagak messenger, envoy (Barnum). — In the pre- 

ceding sections (pp. 225, 233, 236, 246, 248), there are examples 

showing the same relations between the other open consonants. 

The orthography in the specimens of the western dialects has 

throughout, as we have seen, bw, wg, lg, 971, rj, rg, as against 

Greenlandic 9, A, с, у. Therefore I have been led to infer 

that voiced sounds originally corresponded to the present un- 

voiced fricatives in SW. Greenlandic. 

In these cases, Upernawik Greenlandic and Ammassalik 

Greenlandic, as has often before been mentioned, have got 

unvoiced stopped consonants, for example: ki”pa't instead of 

XXXI. 17 
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SGr. ki”grat (plur. of ki?gag). Since this peculiarity is com- 

mon to these two groups, which are geographically so widely 

separated, it must already have developed at a time when they 

composed a group together or both belonged to another group 

as against the remaining Greenlanders. In relation to the fri- 

catives of Middle and South Greenlandic, then, these stopped 

consonants are scarcely secondary”), but rather parallel develop- 

ments of the same voiced sounds from which the fricatives have 

developed. The fact that they almost completely take the place 

of the unvoiced fricatives is so important that it makes the 

whole consonant-system of this «northeastern» group different 

not only from the South Greenlandic but also from the sound- 

systems of all the other dialects which it has been possible to 

analyze phonetically. — On the other hand, South Greenlandic 

and the Labrador dialect agree in this respect (cf. pag. 203). 

If we now turn to the relation between $ and 7 in these 

dialects, their distribution is at first glance different. The s- 

sounds seem to connect the Upernawik dialect with Middle 

and South Greenlandic. The Labrador dialect differs from 

South Greenlandic in that it has 7. Yet on closer inspection 

the case assumes a different aspect. The transition from 7 to 

s (unvoiced) between two vowels I think may be considered as 

peculiar to Middle and South Greenlandic. If the inhabitants of 

Upernawik have this s throughout, and | have reason to believe 

that they have, yet it is not certain that they have got it at the 

same time as their neighbors to the south; for instance it is 

possible that after they had settled down in their present 

territory, they have been influenced by intercourse with their 

neighbors and have adopted the sound from them. In favor of 

*) Within the Indo-European family of languages, the stopped consonants, 

for instance p it k, are generally primary in relation to the Germanic 

unvoiced fricatives. But the case is different in the Eskimo language- 

group; the stopped consonants in question are here geminated sounds. 

Long consonants are always unvoiced in Greenlandic in so far as they 

are not nasalized. 
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this hypothesis there is among other things the fact that the 

Ammassalik language — the eastern branch of the group — in 

at least a couple of the words that have been communicated to 

me has 7 instead of s, for example in the common adjectival 

suffix -kajik evil, bad ($ Gr. -kasik). The Eskimo of Smith Sound 

have voiced s [2] here, I think (cf. p. 215). If these northernmost 

dialects (including that of Upernawik) have originally belonged 

to one and the same group, they have gone different ways with 

respect to this sound since their separation. Before their separa- 

tion, however, it is probable that they have had this 7. 

The case is analogous to that of those words where SGr. 

has ts (nätseg a seal) М Gr. Г, Up Gr. 5", E Gr. # or К (ts), L. ts 

or 4, Al. tj (cf. 2 31, pp. 190—192 and 2 32, pp. 205—208). 

Here too L. and SGr. agree, whereas the northernmost groups 

in Greenland not only deviate from these but also from each 

other. — Finally there are a couple of words in which all М Gr. 

so far as I know, has s° ({äs'a, mas'a), where Е Gr. has #8 and Г, 

L. tj (tamadja) and у’ (tagga)*), and the western dialects dj. 

I shall give a survey of these sound-changes in the differ- 

ent dialects, as shown in the examples in the previous sections 

(22 31—32), but it must be remembered that the correspond- 

ence between the sounds is not absolute, 7 in one dialect, for 

instance always corresponding to s in the other; on the con- 

trary, in many words 7 occurs both in L. and Gr.; not every 

t in L. has become s in Gr. and so on. Besides my sources 

are so scanty that I have not often succeeded in getting in- 

formation about one and the same word in all the dialects. The 

table is therefore on several points of purely temporary value. 

Al. and M. Er Bf. MGr. SGr. E Gr. Up Gr. 

j FA, у s j s 
t t 5 5 $ 

(di?) Ute 64]? Ваз ta,s tal CAS 

ts, ts ts ts? CH Bi 

*) Cf. Bourquin Esk. Gr 2 192. 
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The Upernawik Greenlanders, then, have carried this change 

fartherst since the time when it began. 

Of great interest is the fact that the Labrador dialect has 

taken part in the change of 7 to $, namely in a number of 

those words where j was preceded by ¢ (NAl.tj). From that 

I conclude that this change has begun in the words which 

contained tj. At this point the Labrador dialect came to a 

standstill without having completely carried out the change. 

Therefore this dialect has sometimes #5 and sometimes ¢ in 

those words where Greenlandic has got ts, while the more 

western dialects in Alaska have tj and, just like Labrador, 7 

in those words, where WGr. has got s. Where the western 

dialects have #5, these sounds have been preserved in the Г. 

dialect, while Greenlandic through more advanced assimilation 

has generally got s' (ors), cf. the examples cited in 232. This 

change of sound in the East Eskimo dialects (tj > ts) must ac- 

cordingly have begun shortly before the separation of the L. 

and SGr. dialects. In other words, the tendency to change 

the sound 7 to $, a change which the present Greenlanders 

have extensively carried out, had already begun in the districts 

on the other side of Smith Sound while the ancestors of the 

South Greenlanders were still closely connected with the Labra- 

dor tribe. It may be dated as the time just before the invasion 

into Greenland in the 13% C. 

The change of £ to s in Greenlandic is probably some- 

what later. 

The next phonetical phenomenon to be taken up is of just 

as great importance for the establishment of boundaries between 

the dialects as the one we have just left. It is the metathesis 

or retrogressive uvularization that has been treated in 2 33. It 

seems as if the boundary-line drawn by this phenomenon 

must lie between the Mackenzie River and Labrador; for the 

present I assume it to be the west side of Hudson Bay. The 
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language west of this line, then, is West Eskimo, the language 

east of it, East Eskimo. 

If the Central Eskimo group should prove to be on the 

West Eskimo side, the boundary-line must be somewhat 

modified. 

In about all the examples that have been found of retro- 

gressive uvularization, the Mackenzie River dialect agrees with 

the Alaska dialects in having preserved the original shape of the 

consonant-group, where the uvular stands last (ifjr-, atjr-, etc.). 

Only in the word for eye, does the Mackenzie dialect come 

nearer to the present Labrador form 7-e than to the Alaska 

words, the latter having preserved, but the former having 

completely lost the uvular. But this sound was still preserved 

in this word in the Baffin Land dialeet as late as Frobisher’s 

time, and indeed in Greenlandic even as late as Egede’s time 

(erse), and in these dialects it occupied the first place in the 

consonant-group; this leads me to presume that it must also 

have been present at one time in the Labrador and Mackenzie 

dialects, whether it has had the same or a different position 

in the consonant-group in those two dialects. 

The subject of metathesis and uvularization in the Eskimo 

dialects is not exhausted when we have determined the chief 

line of division between East and West Eskimo. As has al- 

ready been mentioned at the end of 2 32, there are indications 

that within the West Eskimo dialect-group (Mackenzie R. dialect 

and Alaska dialects) there must have existed an old division 

similar to the one between the East and West Eskimo groups. 

In other words, as far as these sound-changes are concerned, 

there seem to be two strata, as it were, in the dialects. Peti- 

tot’s Vocabulaire of the Mackenzie В. dialect contains several 

forms which might indicate that this dialect too, in several 

words, has followed these East Eskimo tendencies. For example: 

M. topnpapk (démon), apnapk (femme adulte), kpeoneptopk (noir), 

tchepnaptoapk (gratin), opktgök (graisse) — cf. Gr. to'rnag, arnag, 
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gernertog, se'rnartog, orsog. Whether the stems of these words 

have in the distant past been without an uvular or had nr, sr 

instead of rn, rs, the uvularization of their first syllable must 

have taken place at a time when the Mackenzie R. Eskimo 

and the East Eskimo had not yet separated from each other. 

It is highly characteristic that in the following form in the M. 

dialect, where the retrogressive uvularization is distinct enough, 

present Greenlandic has, not uvularization, but a geminated 

consonant: 

M. amepk, skin, plur. apmgit (or amit) 

Gr. am'eq, skin, plur. ‘ат (or am'it). 

It lies near to assume that the Greenlandic long m in the 

plural is in reality an assimilation of an original 7m, which is 

preserved in the West Eskimo form. If this is the case, this 

form has had the same fate as Gr. irse (Egede) > æs'e, an eye, 

except that the latter assimilation belongs to one of the newest 

strata in the language, the former to a very old stratum. 

The retrogressive uvularization, then, has perhaps already 

begun in a few words before the Mackenzie В. Eskimo separ- 

ated from the East Eskimo, but it has not struck root in this 

dialect, which undoubtedly belongs together with the western 

dialects. The chief demarcation for this sound-change, indeed 

for the dialects on the whole, is no doubt the one that I have 

already suggested. 

In the far distant past, then, the original Eskimo horde 

must have separated into two flocks, of which the flock toward 

the east, before it was again subdivided, carried out the meta- 

thesis. Since this is common to both the inhabitants of La- 

brador and of Greenland, it may be assumed that it was car- 

ried out before the invasion of Greenland, in the districts west 

of Davis Strait. 

But here we are again confronted with a surprising form in 

Frobisher. Of the language in Baffin Land, which geograph- 

ically lies between the two dialects mentioned last and bars 
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the way between them, he wrote down a word containing the 

group ég, where now-a-days — in Greenlandic, in the Labrador 

dialect and undoubtedly also in the dialect of Baffin Land — 

we find rg; it is the word for «the little finger»: 

Frobisher 1576: yacketrone (i.e. locative : on the little finger). 

Present Greenlandic and Labrador loc.: ergergune, in the 

nominative, ergergog. 

Present N Al. yitikutko. NW Al. etitkook. SW Al. tkkilth- 

köka (my little finger). 

Frobisher’s form is probably meant to reproduce something 

like [zläk-'etgon'e|, which, among other things, shows that the 

assimilation æg >rg in this Idialect had not yet been carried 

out in this word at the end of the 16 C.*) This might in- 

dicate that the Eskimo who speak this dialect, the Central 

Eskimo, have come to this coast from the districts farther 

west, where æg is still to be found, some time after the sepa- 

ration of the Gr. and L. Eskimo. 

If all the premises are correct, then we may conclude that 

the Central Eskimo have taken possession of their present 

territory in Baffin Land sometime between 1266 and 1576, 

after their Eskimo predecessors in these parts had wandered 

north in the direction of Greenland. The inhabitants of La- 

brador had probably already at that time been settled for 

several centuries on the same coasts where they are today. If 

the Skrelings whom the old Norsemen found in Markland (and 

*) The occurrence of rq in the first syllable of Gr. ergergog is yet to be 

explained; we get the impression that it is the uvular of the following 

syllable that has cast its influence back on the first and produced a phone- 

tical analogical formation (ef. Lat. quinque < *pe#kwe, Bragmann 2 332). 

Furthermore it is striking to find a in the first syllable instead of 

e. The correctness of the traditional form, however, seems to be con- 

firmed by comparison with the form that is still preserved in the N Al. 

dialect, to which may be added the following parallels: N Al. yeöksa 

cheek = Gr. ersaq and NAl. yögniabwin egg moon, whose first syll- 

able may possibly be related to Gr. it'sik the white of an egg (-win 

time, -nia hunt for). 
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Helluland?) i.e. Newfoundland and Labrador”) really were Eskimo, 

they were no doubt the ancestors of those who are now living 

in these districts. Since the South and Middle Greenlanders, 

as we have seen, have probably belonged to the same flock as 

these old Labrador Eskimo, before they wandered north over 

Smith Sound to Greenland, it must have been in the course 

of the centuries just before 1266**) that they separated from 

those who remained in Labrador, and followed the western 

coasts of Davis Strait. After that Baffin Land got the popu- 

lation that Frobisher fell in with, and whose language with 

respect to the uvularization seems to have been at an earlier 

stage of development than the language of the Labrador Eskimo 

and the Greenlanders; so this people has probably come from 

the west. Now if the northernmost groups of Greenland con- 

stitute together one original group as against the South Green- 

landers, and if they have immigrated into Greenland later than 

the South Greenlanders, it seems natural to connect them with 

the original tribe of Central Eskimo in the west. Whether 

they have separated from this tribe earlier or later than the 

flock that went to Baffin Land is impossible to decide now 

with any degree of certainty. But it is tempting to see some 

connection between the Greenlandic Eskimos’ hostile advance 

toward the south about the year 1400, as described in the ac- 
*** 

№ counts of the old Norsemen and the arrival of these new 

hordes (i.e. the Upernawik Eskimo), who from the northwestern 

corner of Greenland must have pushed on toward the south 

following the coast, always seeking for new and better hunting 

and fishing grounds. Already at that time their language devi- 

ated somewhat from the language of their neighbors to the 

south, whom they here fell in with. As strangers belonging 

to another tribe they were at first regarded as enemies by the 

South Greenlanders; but in the course of time they have mixed 

*) ef. Introduction, p. 18. **) ibid., pp: 17, 24 .***).ibid jap. 27. 
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with those living farthest north (in the Oommannaq District 

and perhaps somewhat farther south), which may perhaps ex- 

plain some peculiarities in the Middle Greenlandic dialect, for 

example 7 and ¢ where SGr. has g and és, T or 9 between 

two vowels, which is used by the population around the Оот- 

mannag Fjord where the West Greenlanders farther south use 

unnasalized 7, and in the dialect of the Upernawik Eskimo 

themselves, the s-sounds instead of the original 7 and #. 

That metathesis which took place in the joint period of 

the East Eskimo group must needs belong to the prehistoric 

times of the Eskimo race. So from a linguistic standpoint it 

is impossible to locate exactly the home of this main group, 

even if we may presume that it lay somewhere along the Arctic 

coasts of America; all that can be said is that two Eskimo 

groups have moved in such a way in relation to each other 

that the one has settled down farther west (the one that has 

kept the language at its earliest stage of development), the 

other farther east (the one whose language is strongly affected 

by assimilation). 

I shall now give a survey of some of the examples of the 

metathesis and the retrogressive uvularization in their genetical 

relations to each other. Those sounds or pairs of sounds 

that are not marked with an asterisk have been supplied with 

examples in the course of the preceding investigations. 

Old Eskimo “tjr, Ir, tq 

AS 
ВИ *rtj, lr, tq 

va | ENN 

rj, “br, tg (1576) "rj, rl, rq | р TSA 
gr Bf.L. SY 

к | и 

NAl. tir, lr, tq M. 5, Ir,tq - (rg),rq L. j,plorg),rg SGr.s,rA,rq 

West Eskimo Gentral Eskimo East Eskimo 
(present language) (present language) (present language) 
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There are no doubt a number of grammatical-morphological 

peculiarities in the different dialects which might also be given 

in support of these groupings; but they would require special 

investigation. I shall be content to mention the East Eskimo 

verbal suffix for 1 pers. ind. -pona, which is common to L. and 

Gr., whereas in West Eskimo, we find -toya (M.) and toa (Al.) 

instead. 

If we consider the forms of the words in the two branches 

of the language, we find that though there are certain cases 

where they agree, yet there are many and important cases 

where they differ. The West Eskimo forms are as a rule fuller 

and more heterogeneous than the Greenlandic forms; they are 

accordingly at an earlier stage of development. In SW Alaska 

we find very old formations along side of forms that are ap- 

parently very much contracted. As examples of the latter may 

be mentioned 

Al. nüg'rhöa (I eat) — Gr. neriwona 

Al. sne (its edge or bank) — Gr. sina 

Al. slå (weather, sky, out of doors) — Gr. sila 

perhaps also 

Al. ghan (native bucket) — Gr. 24а (a pot). 

The old forms that have been preserved often help us to 

understand the etymology of the Greenlandic words. By way of 

a specimen, I shall give four inflectional forms of a verb that 

is preserved both in Greenlandic and in this Alaska dialect. It 

is the verb SW Al. tengluwaka (Barnum Gr. 2 469), Gr. til’ up ara 

and its meaning in both dialects is: I strike him with my fist 

(I fist him). The personal suffixes, which are here translated 

by: I — thou (fisting), I — you etc., no doubt actually mean: my 

— thy (mkin), my — your (mché) etc., since, when taken 

separately and analyzed, parts of them coincide with the pos- 

sessive suffixes of the nouns: 
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SW Al. S Gr. 

tingluwamkin I fist thee Ира" И 

tingluwamche I „ you  éil'up'a"s'e 

tingluwagpunga thou , me  é2'up'arma 

tingluwagpukut thou , us til'up'a"t'iqui 

tingluwamthn *) we „ thee Ziupartigit 

tingluwamtche we „ you  éil'up'a"se 

tingluwagpchea you „ me  ti,-upa”seqa 

tingluwagpchekut you ,, us til'up'a"siqui 

*) i.e. [tenluwamtthin|? 

The noun from which these verbal forms are derived is 

lost in Greenlandic, but is preserved in the Alaska dialect, 

where I find éngluka = my fist. Still the Greenlandic verb 

is formed with the special East Eskimo derivative suffix p, so 

that it seems as if the noun must at some time have existed 

in the East Eskimo language. This is also indicated by the 

fact that the p is geminated, that is, it is an assimilation of 

two consonants, probably kp, the & having been the final con- 

sonant of the noun (*4A uk). With regard to the Greenlandic 

À in the middle of the word, comparison with the western 

form shows that it has originated from 4/ (as probably like- 

wise a/'iwog, becomes bigger, grows, from *anliwog, which is 

made up of ayi-, big, and -liwoq, increases, becomes more so). 

The possessive suffixes in the above examples begin in the Al. 

forms after the syllable -wa, in the Gr. forms after -pa, which 

represents those suffixes whose effect is especially verbalizing. 

Three of the commonest sound-transitions between the two 

languages are immediately seen on comparing the suffixes, 

namely the transitions between Al. m, n and k on the one 

side and Gr. w, ¢ and 9 on the other side. Especially the 

last — К => q (voiced) between two vowels — is characteristic. 

It would lead us to digress too far to analyze all the suf- 

fixes here, but I cannot deny myself the pleasure of taking up 
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just one of them. In the Greenlandic verbal inflection, it is 

nothing less than a riddle how the suffix for thou — me: 

-arma (for example takuwarma, thou seest or sawest me) has 

got the shape that it has; it stands in remarkable contrast to 

the corresponding suffixes for the other persons, especially on 

account of the uvular. If it had not been for the Alaska form 

given here, I should of course have guessed that the form had 

been produced by ‘‘retrogressive uvularization”. But that di- 

stant old form shows us that Greenlandic -arma has at one 

time had a more voluminous body, namely one resembling Al. 

-arpona. И we compare the Greenlandie doublets of the same 

formation, as for instance those for the word ermuseg — 

erwnuseg (a dipper, a drinking-vessel), we can easily reconstruct 

all the phases of this assimilation: *arpona > *arpna > *arwna 

> arma, the present form. 

So it is only through the longer Alaska form that we are 

enabled to understand this Greenlandic suffix. And it is the same 

in many other cases. The western dialects have been 

far more conservative than the eastern dialects. 

Therefore if the West Eskimo dialects should some time 

be subjected to closer investigation so that we can get better 

knowledge about them, I expect that we shall find many more 

differences of dialect, and those in part fundamental dif- 

ferences. My rough sketch of the stratifications in this family 

of languages will by these differences be thrown into stronger 

relief; they will add new lines to it and will perhaps even essent- 

ially change the historical perspective. There is as yet too 

little known about the languages at the extreme western limits, 

both on the coast of Alaska and on the adjacent islands (apart 

from Barnum’s grammar of the language in one single district) 

for us to be able to draw conclusions of scientific value about 

the relations of those dialects to each other and to the 

Eskimo family of languages as a whole. 

All in all there is yet much work to be done in this 
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enormous field of linguistic study. What ! have invited 

attention to is only the results of a first reconnoitring occas- 

ioned by my study of North Greenlandic phonetics. However 

uncertain many of these results may be, yet I hope that they 

will at least in part be of some assistance if anyone should 

sometime undertake to compare the Eskimo family of languages 

either with neighboring or more distant languages with a view 

to finding the hitherto undiscovered genetical connection, if 

there is any, between these and some other languages on the 

face of the globe. If they are not in any other way connected 

with other languages, they may at any rate have adopted foreign 

elements from one or several of them. 

Few peoples, or perhaps no other people in the world, 

have such strange boundaries to their territory as the Eskimo, 

living as they do along the edge of the shrunk ice-regions of 

the glacial period and on the northern edge of the inhabited © 

places of mankind, with outposts in the east on the northern- 

most coasts of the Atlantic Ocean, occupying in the west the 

only point where the old and the new world meet, — a long 

narrow chain of primitive human beings, the two ends of which 

have long ago lost connection with, and consciousness of each 

other, but which is held together by their common and pristine 

language. 
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NORTH-GREENLANDIC CONTRIBUTIONS 

TO 

ESKIMO FOLK-LORE 





I, Folk-tales, 

1. Riddle. 

(Sa'etut, т Fjord.) 

in'v'go'q aha inuk tikil'uÿo | ogarpog | teregiarson uit inor- 

piget | na'ya inv'suk'àl'arama anumagak'arika | a”ma ogarpog | 

siutisuarsonuit inorpiget|naya anumarsarrakarckra | 

A man, it is told, meeting another man | said: | the little 

teregiarsuk’s, can you not overtake them? | №, he answered, 

when I was still young I could overtake them. | Again he asked: | 

the little animals with large ears can you not overtake them?| 

No, | have no longer any practise in overtaking them. 

[teregiarsuk is to signify the fox? The word is not other- 

wise known, but is no doubt connected with the usual Gr. 

name of this animal: teriän’iag, with Labr. #799, a weasel, 

with teridA‘uk, a young ground-seal (phoca barbata), and with 

N Al. terigüniä (Ray) an arctic fox, SW Al. tre kan! ny ak 

wolverine. | 

Hendrik Hugh who related this and the following three tales, which I 

took down in 1901 at the trading-place Sägtut on the Umanak Fjord 

(70° 40’ N.lat.), originally came from the northeastern corner of Disko 

Bay, where he had heard the tales in his youth. His pronunciation of the 

language, at least in those tales which he dictated to me, was peculiar on 

account of his use of the fricative q wherever the official orthography has 

this sound in accordance with the South or Mid-Greenlandic pronunciation 

instead of the n (ng) which is usual in North Greenlandic. 

XXXI. 18 
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2. The Humble-bee. 

(Sarıtut, Oommannaq Fjord). 

iqut:ag | tho ataseq gegertame | un'uk'ut inomrik a'amik 

isertusagan'it'og mato map'erpoq | muk isilerpog | kajortuin’a'sog 

isa tukinasut | inipog ukrarmut | erneriutik inuit ersilerput | 

isermat ogäi'äquarane | sanergam'inut ka’”torame | am.v.a' gig'- 

arianuag | kil'üminut iliwa:| inuit ogarput isuwsul'utik | 80-9 

tamarıtog kina’"na-sualugo | ermerèune nip'ine tama't suarpog | 

gic ariänua'rniarponalorsonuarsiniarional ip-atip atarnik orsomik 

awigrikugo | tuniwat | ит maliè'ugo | pœuarsim'ut pulawog | 

suna'@'a | iqut'ag inopo'rtog |täs"a na-wog | 

There lay one single house over on the island. | At night 

they kept the door shut so that no stranger could come in. | 

Yet once there came a person in; | he was all dark red and 

had scowling (or squinting) eyes. | He sat down by the front 

wall of the house.| Those who dwelt in there were immediately 

seized with fright. | The one who had entered did not say a 

word, but after having stuck his hand into a hole in his side, | 

he pulled out a little ball of thread | (and) unwound it as far as 

he could. The inmates of the house spoke to each other in 

whispers: | why does he act that way? who is he? they think. 

Immediately the stranger calls out with all his might: | I want 

to wind myself a little case! | let me have a little blubber! | 

They took out blubber from the place under the stump-bed, 

cut it off|and gave it to him. | When he went out, they follo- 

wed after him. | He creeps into the little case | they look at it 

in amazement. | He was a bee, which had transformed itself to 

a person. | This is the end of it. 

3. Sun and Moon. 

(басни, Oommannag Fjord.) 

ga”sersuarmigo'g | 140 igalarrgan'itog | inuit pa"niartar- 

gigisart | suna'pa mu?it iserarnamik | tartuin-am-at | im'inut ili- 
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sarisaman'in amik | suna“o'a|qatamutigrt arnaro anudo | anutip 

gataq'une arnag tigul'ugo | pa"niartara' | arnap gatan’un’e 

ilisarileramiuk | ila'ne anileriariume aç'ane partser Augit | anutip 

tigum-ane| kenatiqut parsuarmik at-orpa:|anigune gé’m-ariarpat| 

ilisarisagamiuk | suna’y-a gatanutata pa“niartara: | iA uminut 

arnag iserame | gatanutine krnamigut palisom-at kamad-une | 

ipara'q maneg wYmarqilerpa | am'a gatanuta'ta a”mager Augo | 

anip'ut|120 kawikugo malilerput | arnaq qayat-arpog | ата 

ana: | ganat-arpuk | täs'ago‘q serqginerio дата йо tawkopon‘o'g 

aniget|tässa na'wog | 

In the big meeting house’, it is related, | a house without 

any window | the place of the innuits |, where they used to 

lie with each other (?)? | whenever the innuits came into it | 

because it was quite dark | they did not know each other. | 

What does that mean!® | a brother and sister, woman and 

man, | the brother taking his sister | is accustomed to have 

her to lie by. | When she began to know her brother, | she 

once blacked her hands with soot before she went out; | when 

the man took her, | she touched him over the face with much 

soot. | As soon as he had gone out and it became light, | 

she recognized him. What! her brother used to lie by her!| 

When she came home and in the house, | her brother became 

angry because he had got much soot in his face, |and he 

began to light the lamp-moss (wick in the lamp). | Also his 

sister lights something (or makes some lamp-moss glowing). | 

They go out | and begin to run around the house after each 

other. | The sister soars up from the earth, | her (elder) brother 

also. | These two soar. | This is said to be the sun and the 

moon. | These two, it is told, are those who ran out together. | 

This is the end. | 

' Kleinschmidt: qagsse, Barnum (# 809): käzhyä, meeting house, club 

house of the Eskimo village. 

2 Cf. р. 297 (Drumsongs no. 22, note 3). 

3 lit. what that over there! expresses surprise and contempt. 

18* 
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4. Nukappiaraluk. 

(Sartut, Oommannag Fjord.) 

A man had two wives, it is told. The second, when she 

got him, did not know but that he was married only to her. 

When the man went out in his kajak, as he often did, she 

stood and kept her eye on him. When he had stuck the har- 

poon into a sufficient number of seals, and he had enough to 

tow, he used to steer for land over toward the other side of 

the point. Here he was hidden, and it often lasted a long 

time before he again appeared. She became suspicious, and 

the next time he had gone out, she went over to the place 

where he used to be hidden. Here she caught sight of a house, 

and as soon as she had seen it, she went down toward it and 

looked in through the window. She saw a little boy running 

about on the stumpbed half naked. Being sorry for him be- 

cause he had no mother, she went in to him and sat down 

on the stumpbed. When she looked about her, she discovered 

that there lay some meat under the stumpbed, and on the 

wall hung a harpoon-line. What! that was her husband's 

harpoon-line! He had a wife beside her and this boy here 

was this wife's son! She became angry, and when on looking 

out through the window she saw a woman approaching — the 

little boy’s mother, who had been out gathering berries — she 

took the harpoon-line and made a noose of it, which she put 

up over the threshold in order to strangle her. Listen! now she 

called her son with a loud voice: Nukappiara:luk! When the 

boy heard his mother’s voice, he became glad and drew near; 

but since he was shy before the stranger in there, he did not 

go up to the window, but only listened. Now his mother 

appeared from the house-passage, whereupon the harpoon-line 

tightened about her. She immediately let go of the berries 

which she had in her hand and died. 

Thereupon the strange woman dressed the boy and let 

him go with her over to the house that she came from. 
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As usual, the husband came home and wanted to visit his 

wife, but found her dead — strangled — and the little child 

gone. He quickly set out for his own house (and found that) 

his second wife had taken the little child over there. He was 

not angry with her on account of the murder because she had 

let the boy live. 

The little fellow grew up and in the course of a short 

time became strong and independent. It made an impression 

on him when he found out that his mother had been murdered. 

He developed to be a good hunter and fisher and exceedingly 

strong. Together with his father he went out in a kajak and 

harpooned a white whale, the first large sea-animal he had 

caught. When he had come home with the white whale — and 

they had finished the usual whalehide-eating, he carried his 

harpoon in and after having let it fall on the floor, he took 

hold of one end of it and said: this (the harpoon strap) ought 

to have had a mother! because the big harpoon murdered her, 

because it wound about her, I have jerked it to pieces as I 

was about to roll it up.! See, there lies an instrument, which 

has been a trap! there lies one who has got his mouth opened 

wide! — This is the end of the tale. 

5. Arnaltk. 

Rodebay (Pele Madsen), Jakobshavn. 

arnalin‘oruna| pularartu-mawog |iluman’ame nunagar дите | 

itu ip iluanut tutuniartarput | tut-ut ikat-ut | umiane ulik-ar uno 

amerlartarpog ukiuleranat | uperneranako ama tut'uniarqit-- 

arpog | pularqawim'inut Пас tikik-amik | ogarput s"ormeta"wa 

tutut pärrutilerpat | im-aqa ersinisaqaleramik | arrim’e ila'ne 

urukut pisut'ut tikik-amik | ogarput narsarsv'p isergiane 

qukoniag anisorujusuanortog tako”arput |tarna"na ersinalono 

tutut pa rus'imasut | anutit ikätut im'inut tikid-utik ogaluarsa’- 

' It takes almost superhuman strength to jerk such a leather strap to 

pieces, 
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rup'ut | arnalik iserame arne ogargina | so‘rmak'o amutit ода- 

lutut | arna’ nil'in'ilaqg | kamalerpog arne unatalerpa | krsa 

ogargina' | suan'orin’a | ди о затзь"р anisorsu'p nerisuartin‘o'g | 

arnalik tamak aniname iserpoq | tupime ganänue erqup'ar| 

sanalerporio gas’ulioriune | etc. 

Arnalik, it is told, him (you know), | was about to set 

out on a reindeer-hunt in (the valley of) the fjord | having his 

settlement in Z/umannak. | There they used to capture reindeer 

at the upper end of Zfwwieg Fjord. | There were numbers of 

reindeer. | When Arnalik had filled his big skin-boat with the 

game, | he used to return home at the beginning of winter, | 

and when it again became spring, he again started out reindeer- 

hunting. | Once when some of his country-men came into their 

hunting district around the fjord, | they said: What does this 

mean? | are the reindeer beginning to stay away (decrease in 

numbers)? | perhaps because they are beginning to be afraid 

of something. | Quite right! when some of them once, after 

having wandered afoot all day, came (in there), | they said: at 

the entrance to the big plain | we saw a worm (qu/‘oniag)', 

a terribly big one; | out of fear of it the reindeer have dis- 

appeared. | The men coming to each other in crowds, talked 

about it. | Arnalik went in (into the house) and said to his 

mother: | why are these men talking together? | his mother 

said nothing. | He became angry and began to beat her. | Finally 

she said: | that other one (that one out there) is said to 

be a bad one? | the big QuA'oniag will eat you, it is said! | 

Arnalik ceased, went out and came in (again) | carrying in 

the supporting beams of his tent, | and began to set to work 

’ The word is used to signify a caterpillar, but has probably been 

used about larger animals (eels or snakes?) in previously inhabited distriets. 

Kleinschmidt (Dictionary p.154) connects it with the verb qu/up’oq, is folded 

together, lies in two (or several) layers. 

? suan'o'rin’a Obsolete. The expression may possibly refer to the son: 

He takes violent hold, or He is a bad one when he thrashes, it is said. 
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to make arrows. He finished so many that he could fill two 

sealskins with them. The others went to bed, but Arnalik was 

still up. — The next morning when they wakened, Arnalik was 

sone. He wanders off over the plain. At the entrance he sees 

some smoke: | what! that is QuAX'oniak who is breathing. | He 

stopped and dug a hole in the earth, where he laid the arrows 

he had made. From there he went over toward it with his bow 

and only two arrows, and when he was so near that he thought 

he could be heard, he bawled out loudly. When QuA'oniag heard 

his voice, it suspected that it was the man Arnalik and moved 

toward him. Arnalik fled away and it followed after him. When 

it approached rapidly, he stretched his bow and laid one of his 

arrows on, turned around toward it and shot it in its erstina 

(the place between the neck and the shoulder close behind the 

collar-bone). He laid another arrow on and hit it again effect- 

ually in the same place. At full speed he reached the hole 

that he had made, and cast himself into it. QuA'uniag passed 

without noticing him and moved on. With the arrows that he 

had left there he shoots it again and again, each time opening 

the hole and closing it again. Once when he had shot at it 

acting thus, oh how dark it became (ganale ta‘rpai'äk) down 

there! he could not get any opening to the daylight and now 

he understood that he had killed it. Arnalik could not come 

out and began to smother. He set to digging (with his hands) 

and steadily shoveled the earth loose. aime! (there you see)! 

finally a hole to breathe through! when he had recovered a 

little, he dug again, and when the hole was big enough, he 

went out. After he had moved along the side of the animal, 

he caught sight of its face, which was like a large human face 

— you may be sure he was frightened (ersinaraluaga'gq)! — 

When he had come home, he said nothing to his countrymen. 

But when it became night, he said: over east there | have 

! an interjection indicating that it happened as expected. 
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killed Qui umiag. When you have had your sleep out, then 

fetch it. — They brought it home, and thereafter, it is told, 

reindeer again came back in numbers to the district. 

[In the remainder of this long tale it is related how Arnalik 

fights first with an amarog (wulf) and its young, then with a 

sig'ut9q (a very rare kind of seal), and then with a large bear 

which has its haunt out on an ice-mountain. Every time the 

reindeer decrease and Arnalik has a talk about it with his 

mother, who tells him the reason. Every time he returns home 

he does not say anything about it before in the evening and 

he requests the others to fetch the slain animal. But to each 

hunt are attached a number of different details. The tale ends 

by mentioning the renoun which Arnalik wins: “ве slays the 

largest animals on sea and land, as besides him only Qa'suk 

used to 40”.] 

6. Four birds in human shape. 

(Thomas Magnussen, Jakobshavn.) 

Once upon a time a man went out hunting. When he 

caught sight of a house, he went in and saw a black man on 

one side in there and a white man on the other side. They 

had a servant. The black man said: Qroge, fetch some meat! 

when the servant had gone out, the housemate (the white man) 

said: it is an aperient that he will give you to eat. — Is it an 

aperient? — It is a loin, the loin of the last she-seal that I 

caught. — The white man said: @roge, fetch some meat! When 

the servant came in, the black man said: it is small trout? that 

he will give you to eat. The guest said: we are in the habit 

of eating that kind of fish. Then the black man became angry. 

The housemate said: Fetch the funny one (tivsinag). The 

1 egaluag in North Greenland also used of a smaller fish (Gadus aegle- 

finus). 
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servant fetched him. While he (the funny one) was on the way, 

one could hear his laughter (4‘arpaluwa erserpog). When he 

came in, they saw a snubnosed contemptible being with a sea- 

scorpion between his legs. He said: today Itrtivis‘waq and I 

rowed after a seal, so that the blade of my oar got some cracks. 

The man (who was out hunting) went out, and when he 

looked behind him, he saw a raven, a gull, a Огоде! and a 

falcon sitting on the slope of a mountain. Then he under- 

stood that it was they who had shown themselves to him in 

human shape. 

7. The little Angakoks from the North Land. 

(I, unviut, Jakobshavn.) 

A place with very large houses, large rooms in them, many 

seal-hunters. During the winter, sometimes seals in great 

numbers, sometimes no seals to be had. 

At one time, when the scarcity of seals threatened starva- 

tion, some of the Innuits began talking about the big angakok 

[anak'oq). He lived far away, to be sure, but since they were 

longing for seals, the Innuits summoned him and promised him 

payment. The angakok came. Night and darkness came, and 

they let it become dark in the big house; all the lamps were 

put out. The angakok was practising witchcraft. All night they 

keep the lamps extinguished, and no one utters a word. Then 

the angakok spoke and the lamps were lighted. 

The angakok, having received his payment, returns home 

— and the hunters set out hunting. Later they come home 

and say as before: no, no seals have come! the angakok must 

have lied! 

They summoned another angakok, again extinguished the 

lamps and made the interior of the house dark. Again there is 

practised witchcraft. 

1 The meaning of this name was unknown. In East Greenland it means 

a kind of sea-bird. 
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There were two children there in the house, two orphans. 

When it had become quite dark in the house, the Innuits could 

not see the angakok. Only these two orphans kept their eye 

on him. Just think! tyese children were themselves angakoks; 

therefore the angakok could not get away, but remained in the 

house”. 

One of the children says: only look, the angakok has not 

gone away! make a light in here! 

The lamps were lighted; the big angakok got angry: very 

well! just try the children, let them get you seals! 

The other child said: bring me the boat-skins! They 

brought the skins in and laid them on the floor. 

Now the two orphans extinguish the lamps and put on their 

bird-skin garments, then get down on the floor and run on top 

of the skins circling along the edge of them. Away it goes 

into the ground. The Innuits look for them through the win- 

dow -— down there on the beach they come out — they go 

out over the ice and disappear. 

The Innuits wait for them. 

Finally it begins to dawn. All night the children have 

been away; then they come back through the floor and take 

off their bird-skin garments. Look, they say, seals in great 

numbers! but none of you must get two, each of you shall 

only capture one! 

Away go the hunters out on the ice, along the edge of 

the coast — and you may be sure they caught something this 

time — a miracle, the number of seals there was now! They 

all captured only one seal apiece. 

The children relate something that is amusing. That 

time when they had departed and were on the way outward 

toward the west, they came to a crevice which it was impos- 

1 This remark implies that the angakok. when he practised witchcraft, 

was supposed to leave the house in a supernatural manner. This is often 

alluded to in the tales. The angakok is supposed to go to the water-witch. 
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sible to get over. They got a stone laid over the crevice and 

walked over on that — now they saw a house and came up to it. 

The entrance-passage was dripping with water. They went in. 

A large being in the shape of a woman! was alone in there, 

her hair was in disorder and she was angry. The children 

took hold of her and arranged her hairs and washed them. She 

thanked them (expressed her pleasure) and ceased being angry. 

What do you two want? she said, for a long time I have 

not seen a human being. 

The children said: in need we come here, to ask you for 

seals. 

The woman said: Then let me know when you are about 

to go home! — 

We are about to go home now, they said. The big woman 

then spoke over in the direction of the hollow under one of 

the stump-beds: many seals come forth! and over in the direc- 

tion of the other stump-bed: many white whales come forth! 

The animals began to appear. When a pretty seal comes forth, 

the little girl (one of the children) grabs it by some of the 

hairs, winds them around her finger and pulls them off. 

Then the big woman is said to have said: Well, now there 

are many! and further: in the beginning each hunter must 

capture only one seal; if each one captured two, the seals 

would give out for them. 

So far the children. Thus they related. The next few days 

it was quite surprising, the number of seals there was! The 

Innuits began to be very fond of these children; for they were 

angakoks. 

Once there came a woman from the neighbors in to them. 

My husband has caught a beautiful seal, she says and tells 

what it is like. 

The little angakok-girl says: I made a mark on one of 

? This is the water-witch, arnarquas'a'q. 
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them by pulling some of its hairs off. Pay attention, let us 

look for it! 

She spread the sealskin out. Can you see, there it is! 

the trace of my fingers, where there is no hair. 

The visitor said: It might be a pleasure for you to own 

that skin! and so the angakok-child received it. 

After that a number of white whales and seals were caught. 

When summer approached, all the hunters went south for 

reindeer hunting. Here the northerners and the southerners 

met each other. When there had already been caught a number 

of reindeer, it was frequently mentioned that there was a great 

angakok in the south land, a rival of the angakoks of the 

north land. 

Which has the greatest angakok, the north land or the 

south land? 

Day after day they speak about this, but it is impossible 

to find anyone who will compete with the one from the south 

land. 

Then one of the angakok-children said: I too am your rival! 

The great angakok from the south land answered: You are 

a child! I disdain you. 

The child, who wished to compete with the old one, said: 

If I lose, the old one shall bury me. 

The southerner gets up, and all the Innuits from the north 

and from the south look on eagerly. He takes out a knife and 

cuts off his hand with it. He throws it up in the air, it falls 

down and grabs hold of the grass. Then he takes it up and 

puts it on him again. у 

The child from the north land now takes а knife and also 

cuts off his hand and throws it up in the air, so that it falls 

down and grabs hold of the grass. Then he takes it up and 

makes it fast again. 

All the Innuits were struck with surprise when they saw 

the great angakoks compete with each other. 
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Now the old angakok does not want to continue any more. 

But the child from the north land says: Come, let us try once 

more! — The old one says nothing. The boy goes down to 

the beach where the kajak lies, and takes out the seal-lance 

and thrusts it against the sea. How it squirted up on all sides, 

just as the ice becomes in warm sun-shine. He glides out over 

the sea without sinking in. Eagerly the Innuits gaze at him. 

When he has finished gliding, he gets up, and the north- 

erners shout: he is invincible! — The southerners’ angakok 

would rather not try it, but his countrymen pressed him: Well, 

will it come to anything! otherwise you always used to say 

that you are the first. 

Although he does not саге to at all, yet he has to go 

down to the beach. He takes the seal-lance and thrusts it 

against the sea, and it squirted up, for the present. Whatever 

else he thrust it against, it flew to all sides. Then he began 

to jump out. 

The northerners shouted: Only look! the big angakok is 

gliding at a fine rate! — How it squirted and splashed! He 

plumped into the water and that was good for him. 

They laughed with all their might, all the many Innuits 

who stood and looked at it. 

The big angakok from the south land went shamefaced 

into his tent. Otherwise the northerners generally used to lose. 

So far the tale goes. The northerners carried off the victory. 

Here it ends. 

8. Periergoja'q (The Simpleton). 
(Niargornarsuk, Egedesminde). 

[This tale is obviously a European folk-tale which has undergone some 

revision in Greenlandic tradition and has got a good deal of Eskimo co- 

louring, however, without losing its foreign character. It is of course of 

late origin]. 

Perherqojw run a | timiusiäsa'segar/une galiämine | un-umat 

inarput arne kisiit ilanalugo | sinilersit astarnersoag tikiup'oq | 
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qalia:lo tinip'a | perkerquap timiusiäsartinua ата timikono | 

täsalo a"lamik nerisäsagaratik | atnata ogargina | ginatna- 

gatit perkergoja'g | asarnerup inua akilerqu'k | persergoja'g 

nunamut a™arpog | tamane imerkäk une tamarnanaq tordo- 

larpog | аз‘атпегор inua akilerie | tarmak anikanilag | kiqui-- 

ermik perergoja‘g as'orsuag nipitorsuaïmik torsolarpog | ila 

ila as aïnerup inua akilerèe | in arsoquamik anil'äp'oq | inuk 

nepriwiuk mi'ianik tinumiartog | täs'a as arnerup in'ua per er- 

göja'muso tun'iup'a | periergbja'g ogarpog | ta‘ “nakasik  süs-- 

anilag | uwana nepriwiup miyl'ianik pegarpona | as'aïnerup 

inua ogarpog | takös-uat | ta*walo nep'iwiup miyhia tinumiar- 

nut is'uilerpa: | регдегави го isinilerpa: | etc. 

Periergoja'g had some meal in his garret. | He lived alone 

with his mother. One evening when they had gone to bed, | a 

violent east storm came on while they slept, | and took the 

roof with it | and took all that little quantity of meal that 

Periergoja'g owned with it | and they had nothing else to 

live on. | Then his mother said to him: | that is vexatious! 

and it is your fault Periergoja'g. | Now you must get the 

lord of the east wind to give it back! | PerZergojæg starts off 

for the country | and when he has got far enough, he calls 

out in the air: | The lord of the east wind must pay! | — ш 

vain, he would not come out. | Again Periergoja‘g calls with 

а loud voice: | йа, Иа, well! well! the lord of the east wind 

must pay! | From a little bluff he appears, a human being with 

a table-cloth in his hands, | which he offers to PerZergoja'q. | 

Periergoja'g says: | that useless thing is not worth anything, | I 

myself have a table-cloth. | The lord of the east wind 

says: | (now) you shall see: | Thereupon he begins to spread 

out the table-cloth, | and Periergoja’g pays close attention. | 

Give bread, says the lord of the east wind. Give porridge, he 

says and spreads the cloth out more. Give sweet things, he 

says — and everything comes. He gives it to Perierqgoja:q, 

who returns home with it. Now Perjergojaq spreads the 
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cloth and says: give bread and give porridge! — in vain; 

nothing comes. Then he again goes to the lord of the east 

wind: the cloth is no good, give me some other compensation! 

The lord of the east wind takes out a pair of scissors and 

cuts in the air with them, whereupon a number of clothes fall 

down. Periergoja‘g takes the scissors with him home and on 

the way he meets the old Sea-witch. Give me something to 

drink, he says. She answers: yes, and I shall look after what 

you have in your hands. When he had finished drinking he 

proceeds on his way, and when he has come home, he takes 

out the scissors and cuts in the air with them. But no 

matter how much he cut, it was in vain, nothing fell down. 

Again he went to the lord of the east wind and asked him to 

make compensation. This time he gave him a big kammer! 

and said: did you meet anyone on your way? PerÀergoja'q 

answered: I asked the Sea-witch to give me some water to 

drink. — Then that was the reason, said the other one, when 

you began to drink. Do not say anything about the big ham- 

mer if she wants any pay next time, but kill her with it! 

Periergoja'g sets off and meets the witch at home. He kills 

her with the hammer. Then he takes those things which the 

witch had charged for giving him a drink: a table-cloth, a 

pair of scissors and a lamb — all of it he takes with him 

home, and after he has gone in, he takes to patting the lamb 

on the thigh; immediately the money rattles on the floor. 

He spreads out the table-cloth; and immediately there is 

food on it. 

When the king had heard about this, he paid a visit to 

Perierqgoja'q, accompanied by his officers. What does Perder- 

goja'g do? He fills a hog’s bladder with ashes and lays it on 

his mother’s stomach. When the king comes in, he pulls a 

knife out and sticks it into his mother, deep down in the 

hog’s bladder. His mother lets on that she is dead. 

1 Greenlandic mok'orte, Danish mukkert, Dutch Moker. 
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Why did you kill her? asks the king. 

Per ierqgoja'q takes a hen and bends down to his mother's 

ear with it, so that it bawls out loudly. His mother rises. 

The king says: | should like to own that hen! I shall give 

you much money for it. Periergoja'g gave it to him. 

Now when the king had returned home he stuck his own 

wife with the knife. Then he screamed into her ear, but she 

did not move. The king became angry and went together with 

his officers to Periergoja'g. But as soon as they stepped in, 

he said: Hammer, strike them down! One by one they fell, 

and when.the king remained almost alone, he said: let me go! 

you shall have my daughter. 

Thus it happened that Perjergojag got the king’s daughter 

in compensation. 



IT, Old-fashioned Songs 
(ivwmertut, iwnerutit) 

especially from the Umanak (Oommannaq) District. 

a. Songs and nursery-rhymes from 1220orsuit 

(Igdlorsuit) 71° 15’ N. lat. on Oommannag Fjord, 

communicated by Martin Mörch (1 1903) and by Simion. 

1.' agiseg pawane nars'atlà me apuk\art'äime 

the ptarmigan up there on the little plain | on the new-fallen snow 

sata kt | tunlutak | a“palutwat'ak? | kajlortudt-ak 
its eyes its eyelids (are) tolerably red | (are) tolerably brown 

nul'on’u'ag ak'ornan'e арии ад 
the little rump | in its middle space | а tolerably little tiny anus 

1 cf. по. 105 (Arq.). 

* Notice throughout the song the use of the dualis. 

3 In spring (in mating-season) the eyelids of the ptarmigan become red. 

This song I took down in several places, among others, 

at Argittog (68° 13) south of Egedesminde, where the following 

variants are found at the end: nulonue akornane Ича“та (its 

anus) ог nulonue akornane isergiluk (rima). 

7 awanın 9 q qil'an''sq 

up there in the north, it is related | at the sky’s (it is related) 

kikınanınd'q arnelesınuag guta"sa? 

boundary (it is related) | (lives) the little Arnelisik | Quttausaq | 

targ’amiut ar"sa® kid риа: * oma puja: À 

Tarqammiuttausaq | who has got her? | he there has got her 

XXXI. 19 
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samiutarqarma tal'ergiseqlarma ' 

because he has something? on his breast | because he has a fore- 

artarliuta” ® tya[p] aZ}'aty"p 

paw on him | listen! (?) | the male seal’s | the young seal’s 

paniäta na”kiäp pania malergäp nulia 

daughter (has him) | the harpoon’s daughter | the roused (pursued) 

awın eruluk 

seal’s wife | a poor divorced wife | 

1 Cf. по. 101. ? 0. means properly heaped measure (filled with heaped 

measure) * from tawgarmiog, the kajak-knife, which is stuck in under the 

cross-straps of the kajak * puja = piwa * namely: an amulet ° namely: 

as an amulet 7 from talerog and -is’arpog (to supply oneself with some- 

thing, take it along) 7» ® these words seem to be somewhat corrupt in form. 

3. ata pawan’a konkortorpalut-ar- 

listen! | up there (in the east) | one that makes a big 

suag unuænersuarme erge karanama 

noise: kongkok! | in the middle of the big night | just as I waken 

apusmakuso sis rutikarasualonalo ! 

and through the deep snow | I (both) glide down at a rapid rate with 

kala: hih-arasudlonalo ? 

the snow | (and) I at a rapid rate .... | (all the while hearing:) 

kun kun kuno“ 
kong kong kong ....? | 

! The meaning of this and the next word is uncertain. siso rup'a = (the 

snow) glides down in masses and drags him with it — -ti- — considers — 

-l'arasuar- — at a rapid rate — the whole perhaps: it seemed to me that 

the snow glided down over me at a rapid rate. 

2 kala'leq (in plural) kala'iit is otherwise unknown in North Greenland. 

In South Greenland, it means “а Greenlander”. 

3 This onomatopæia occurs also in the tales (cf. Rink who thought that 

it was connected with one of the Irokesian traditions. Esk. Tribes p. 21). 
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4. egaluänuit nuliäta oga'"se nunmit 
the little salmon-trouts | their wives’ words!: | from the point 

kandna nuisara name ja jie pa™tinijuk-o 

down yonder | when he appears | (she weeps) | look! his kajak-oars | 

1 TL 
apär'arivmit ar Je p'atim'i-s'in\a’e 

he has got red (with blood) | (she weeps) | his kajak-oars’ edges? | 

qagorsil'ariomit ja je” märanuane 
them he has got quite white | (she weeps) | his own little children | 

giasartomuit ja je" sund pa" na 

the little ones, who are often to weep | (she weeps) | it was exactly 

käv)ormikat* ja je" 
with that? | that, with which they struck him dead | (she weeps) | 

1 the widow's song of lamentation when her husband, the male salmon- 

trout, has been caught (struck dead). 2 the edge of the kajak-oar is of 

white bone. # i. e. the kajak-oar * Kl. Dict.: kavdlormigpa strikes against 

something with the oar-mountings (kavdlog). 

The following is a variant from Jakobshavn (Thomas Mag- 

nussen) in Disko Bay: 

The salmon (egaluk) is lamenting her husband who perished in 

a kajak: 

When he came out there by the point of land, ja@wjex, how red 

his oars used to shine, jdwje. His children go out in vain (to look 

for him) jäwje‘:, his grandchildren go out in vain (to look for him) 

Jäwje't. 

к 5. Anto‘quara antonuara sume'pan'9g 

my little Anton | my little Anton | where are they said to be 

gatanutınwatit pawane pawane 

your little sisters and brothers | east (up there) east (up there) 

pawanerujuswag ga” /una'rsuit nunarsud”n’e 

far far away in the east (up there) | in the big land of the Europeans 

iv} ınuag susasog kisimetono* Autit 
you little dear one | it makes no difference | if you are quite alone 

19* 
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tamanetomo: Autit atartarsum'q ilånisås'uåt 
(while) you being here | your big father, it is said | him you will be 

tamane Jutit om anarsuarme 

able to live with | (while) you being here | in (or on) the big Oom- 

mannag | 

6. var ndkindarmat okal:quaq 
| i-a | that time when it was to be pitied | the little hare 

toqui armas ut (?)1 ino-nerqorqagq 

because they eagerly killed them it is surely not living (any longer) 

nako-nerqgorqa?q isk qi}arutij dk (-Jäk) * 
it is surely not strong (any longer) | the shining eyes | 

ers naka nak iqaka 
I am afraid of them | I pity them | 

1 -masut for -mas ‘uk? 

? dual. The adjective was first used in the plural (-2it), afterwards 

with the ending (-/'dk), which probably indicates the dual. — М. M.'s 

variation: giwsa'rutii'it (or -4'dk) seems to be meaningless. 

7. amartonuag aja ja” m'äs-änuar- 
a little one who is carried in amaut! | (a little?) one 

påtog? ajaraja isersuak ® 
who is accustomed to being lulled asleep | its two big eyes 

sanimut isenis or'sulätark® oma 

sidewise | two right big ones, which eagerly stare | he there 

saneliaran a qa’ ne sancliarana® 

he moves along side of me on top of me moves along side of me | 

am'äs"änuag quliwsiusäs’a 
(he is) a little capelan (fish) which is to cook over the lamp | 

* the hood sewed fast to the back of the fur coat and intended to hold a child. 

* Kl. mavsarpoq, lulls a child asleep. -pät, old-fashioned suffix? — L., 

-pakpoq = is accustomed to (cf. Bourquin, Labr. Gr. р. 260, no. 25 and 101). 

* dual (obsolete). Now only in the plural (isersue; -tarit). * saniliag, one 

who moves along side of something; spouse. 

LES 
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a kus ds uaq iniminit anirerga”g 
the big wheat-ear | from its nest | comes quickly out 

1 ef. по. 13 (ZA), no. 59 (Iti.), no. 70 (Omnt.), no. 103 (Arq.). 

From Jakobshavn in Disko Bay I have several variants of 

this song: 

a. When the wheat-ear came out of its nest, it said: ‘jas katuis 

tjas katuis set tartata take me to husband. Why do you lament 

your husband? him the striding one (pisuk’a’g), the big striding one 

who sniffs after worms between the bushes. — You I do not want, 

because you have too high a forehead, have long feathers and are 

short-necked. — He (or she?) is a master at speaking, is given to 

jesting speech, he was the one that began to speak. 

b. Conversation between a wheatear and a snow-bird. 

When the wheatear came out of its nest, it said: take me. — 

Oh, you I will not take, since you have too high a forehead and 

too big feathers. Ah, my children are not dirty and I am industri- 

ous at sewing. — The wheat-ear: take me, your children are dirty 

and you are not industrious at sewing! — The wheat-ear is a 

master at speaking, he is given to jesting speech. 

b. Old Drum-songs from 11407348. 

ата ajina arjina”  katanaja” 
he over yonder | he over yonder | he loses it? | 

' ef. no. 62 (Qarj.) no. 51 (Jti.) ? seil. the drum. 

20.2 malan'asuarsuk g’uman a- 
one that lays his head all the way back (strutting) | one that sits 

sularsuk gernertuimarsuag — har-hav 
quite crouching (hunchbacked) the big one which is quite black | 

1 cf. no. 74 (Omnt.). 

11. ta mana artulerpara 

this one (or now?) I am beginning to lose my power over it! | 
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qla“tina mana artulerpara 
my drum | this one | I am beginning to lose my power over it | 

1 те. I am beginning to be tired of using it (the drum). 

12.1 (no words) war je je ja j'a je je etc. 

1 cf. по. 25 (IA.), по. 55 (Iti.). 

с. Drum-songs from IAdorswit 

communicated by Simion. 

13.1 kusagä”säk? iniminik aniheqa'og 
the naughty wheat-ear from its nest (it) comes quickly out | 

wijutlo™ ага harjarja' 
wiutiu! (it whistles) — 

1 ef. по.8 (ZA), no. 59 (1.), no. 70 (Omnt.), no. 103 (Arq.). 

? kugsak (Kl.) a kind of wagtail; -kaws'ak, bad, damned — is used 

humorously as a petting attributive (is rare south of O'm'an’aq). 

14. awan’ag qonujup og gonuwjonuälogadg  awan: are 
the north wind!) it smiles | finally ? it smiles | but thou, north wind!| 

u ä"p''a"k-\it# awanag iqup'a"kit Uap a’ kit 
I deceive thee | north wind | I slander thee | I deceive thee | 

1 perhaps as a proper name 7? -nuälerpog? 3 uäep'a' (Rasm. чара). 

15! kilerniZ)'o дипча дип“ а "9 away are 
and Kilernik his dog which they have strangled, it is told | 

iKkermun’dq piturono gimiik\a'y'9.q awarjarı away 

by tying it to the stump-bed, it is told | which they have hanged, 

ariawariajarı  sukramuın vg aware aya its'ergum'ik 
it is told | on the upright beam in the house | which they have let 

imyik'anorg aja" ayhunia’saniik nerisika ng 
drink old urine!, it is told | which they have fed, it is told, with 

awa arya 
twine (or hemp) | 



>) <> or 

1 akiore'sut, reply (to the challenging drum-song of another) ? iterogq, 

urine containing ammonia is used for lye. 

16. ‘j'a mana tukunvna | aa 

there now | I sleep in the neighbor’s house | 

17. дата’ jaïje a ja'jea' 
in there | ...: 

amers9"q isumagän'ilag  sunanoruna 

18.1 he with the big skins has no sense | what does it mean? 

tikerqa'rä"n'e ajom'it'orsuaq sun\a ça "n'a 
when I first came to him | he was exceedingly good | but what is 

ajartarso"wag ernegaranile 
now the matter? he is in a high degree bad (evil) | but having no son | 

isumagäntlag 
he has no sense | 

7 qwertut, challenging drum-song. 

A таги aluar'a”krit n\akiunarpa®krit 
I had formerly sympathy with thee | I have no longer sympathy 

ganatan uarme ‚inegarntalerawit 

with thee | in a little rocky cavern | when thou beganst to want to 

närmijunarpa®k-it 
dwell | I have ceased to show thee sympathy | 

1 akis'uta: the answer (to the former song). 

20.1 nap'arkartäp  ernersua mamaja тата: 
Napparkartak* | his big son | it tastes aja it tastes aje 

mamajaje a im’aga ususud 

it tastes aja aje ia'® | how is it I wonder | his big membrum | 

ilik-ale® tiyurisup*  natsermuse®  nergod- 
my fellow-partisans let them take him to the floor let him lie 
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käse mamajarjerar najumasäkrit 
on his back | it tastes aja aje a that which you wanted to smell-‘| 

nawakrit perqic'arniar ий 

I smell it | -to make yourself well | 

l'iwern'eq, challenging drum-song ? the name means: a stick or 

upright staff, which turns about % perhaps referring to the revenge 

(‘revenge is sweet’) + р instead of k 5, 5 -le probably serves here as 

an affirmative or encouraging appendix according to the usage current in 

Labrador (Bourg. Labr. Gr. 2 296, Note) 7 ?snuffingtobacco, coffee, ete.? 

naju- for nariu- 

21.1 usut ia an'op'inok? tikinarnatit® 
Usuttia | your little husband (it is related) | when he 

gonasianut 4 67011040 ° gis ertartalika”- 
comes to you about his neck you embracing him he is accustomed 

säl'ara9g ® djajarjarja 

to begin to jump about odiously | 

Te #4 ? -ok perhaps instead of 0`4 3 tikin- for tikik (7 

a nasalized k?) * -anut for akut (or akut) 5 Kl. eqipa KL 

qigsserpoq, jumps, vaults (without aim like children in play). 

22.1 'orman'dt"'amut tikerarawit majoaler- 
to O'm'an'ätsiag that time you came on a visit you went 

putit aj' dj a n'oartaraw'it? 
up (to the houses) | | when you appeared (in there) 

suna takom'ilät sinitrui'iuk"o . sälasor- 

you did not see anything | but they slept there | but she lay with 

suare pa'ısut'- 

her arms spread out (on account of the heat in there) | you also 

ilerujät ip'anaqut* 871199 

began to feel her” | over the flap of her trousers | while she slept 



takoriäram:a näkanarputit qiwiuligä”sak una 

when you saw me | you laid yourself down flat | she was thickly 

covered with down. 

1 исе’тед, у. по. 18 (note) 2 noariarpog *К1. 3 or: to ravish her 

ef. Kl. Diet. раззйра  * ip'at, the flap (the front side highest up) of a pair 

of Eskimo trousers 5 so that it can be seen on vou now. 

23. gawonalo | awonalo | tenasardd-artona | arikimak-o | 

tamasa | nulidk-a | 

Both south | and north | I had got a desire for mating | and it 

happened as I said: these | they all | (they became) my wives | 

24. not used here 

25.. пов used. 61..n0,12.(14.), no. bo. (06) 

26. sdwnaya ajay a ers eqenaganildtit 

He down there (in the west) | a‘ja ia’ | there is no one who is 

afraid of you! | 

27. not used 

28. jar ja" | umerota‘nik | tequsiomineg | ja ja” ата“ 

ja amayja | 

| A part of his mustache | one (1.е. I) should like to take it | 

29. not used 

30. utotoriartorpona? | akut-usut utornik | awan’ersorsu- 

aq | g'äwiuniäleruj'ona | ona | akun'ilioma | sermiarsunrut | 

ne'gisd®n-ik | tundtmana | orsogan’ittunuamik | зта’Чо | ogar- 

dune | nna”gararımiku”ta | nereniqajaga tit | 

Таш on a journey to get vulvae | opened у. | (it is) a tremendous 

north storm | I am also on a journey to the trading-place | hither 

(I came) | interrupting my journey | to Sermiarsuit | meat | one gave 

me | without blubber on | and thus | saying | if we had not got a 

son-in-law | (then) you had not got meat | 

! from utsuk, vulva. 
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31.1 аа | gäwkoa | uluargarto'g (or uluarqut-2°q) | a°"- 

karnriarit’e | atorniäm'uurite | ‘wilul'tm-ut | k'aniul'Tm'ut | 

ımaga” jaha jaya" 

How are matters | (with) them down south | (with) him with the 

thick cheeks | please travel (2. pers. plur.) | please take the oppor- 

tunity ? | to the mussel-place | to the place of sea scorpions | how are 

matters | aja... | 

1 ef. по. 63 (Qar.) * or perhaps: keep on, be lively! 

32.' awa: qanorun'a | alarparse | tusarma | nät'sersuag 

Üluliänuamut | pitulomo | Чиа’ | иаца | aquwmariaräwne 

kımowätaka”s:apdg | 

| How is it with him | your Alapa”? | I have heard about him | 

(that) a hooded seal | to a little ice-bedecked mountain | he bound 

it | the one that he killed | I | when he put his seal-lance in it | it 

sprawled wildly(?) | 

1 cf. по. 91 (Omnt.). * ара is a historical person (born about 18102). 

He belonged to the Eskimo settlement Om andåtsiag. у. Atuagagdliutit 

1899, DOs (p97): 

d. Drum-songs from Cape Uperniwik (Uperniwiup 

Nva on Oommannag Fjord). 

33.1 jaja’ | quieds ona | ajaya | uj''äsiso m'a | tup'a- 

sius"0o"q'a | uja’siso'n’a | ajarja* | quiejäs onda | 

ca-aja | I lose (have lost) my lamp | aja aja | I am going to 

search (for it) | ада | I am going to search for the tobacco | aja | 

I am going to search (for it) | aja | I have lost my lamp | 

1 Tobias M. said that this song referred to an event which he remem- 

bered hearing about. There once lived an old couple in this place, Cape 

Uperniwik in Oommannaq Fjord, which had formerly been a small trading- 

place. The husband was called Inaluag, the wife, Unaralak, and they 
were both angakogs. They were born over on “Ubekendte Eiland” at 

Tiiorsuit, which at that time (about 1845) was still only a little Eskimo 

settlement. One day they took a trip over to the island together with 

another family for the purpose of reindeer-hunting. The family they were 

with had taken coffee and sugar along. The two old people remained in 
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their tent while the others went hunting; Unaralak had previously seized 

an opportunity to steal their sugar from them, “because he was evilly 

disposed toward them”. But they did not notice anything and departed. 

When they returned, they said, "we had no sugar for our coffee up on the 

mountain”, Unaralak began to sing. In the meantime, one of the young 

unmarried women had noticed that Unaralak had a piece of sugar which 

she was eating, and she told the others what she sad seen. Unaralak heard 

this, and then it was that she began to sing the above song. After that 

she came back to the others and drank coffee with them, returning the 

stolen sugar. But she and her husband had bewitched the sugar in the 

absence of the others and those who ate any "died of it”, related Tobias. 

34.1 usutia | umaquwutit | anopmop (anvtmvp?) | 

tikman’ate (or -atit) | gisertartaliga’sdiaratit | tikerarrama | 

tikitaranama | nerisämilama | ajwaja' | qag'amut | pawona | 

mäjoartarpona | aja’ | sorio uwana | gimika”san una | nuliar- 

togä”sak | sordo uwana | ttoqutikärssäk | nuliartoka”scäk | ia: 

je aja" 

Usuttia | are you thus”? | your little husband? | whenever he 

comes home to you | you are accustomed immediately to begin to 

jump about (‘“rut”){ | when I have been out visiting | when I am 

accustomed to come home | I do not (even) take time to eat | aja | 

up the mountain | up there | I am accustomed to climb up | aja | 

just as if I(am) the poor dog | which ruts, the poor thing (or rascal) | 

just as if I | (am) the poor old he-dog® | which ruts, the poor thing | 

ui aja | 

1 ef. no. 21 (14.) ? or: you are such a one, that ... 3 incorrectly 

apprehended or written (from ayupit + go-q or аи uag (genitive -7'u'p')). 

It probably means the same one as the singer himself: 1. 4 as in times 

of copulation ° itoqut the strongest dog in a team, the leader 

35. not used 

36. Ismäsorpisia | imikaj'utukävs at | umersäi'erswakra| 

Tsinadhuk’s* nith-song: | the rascals, who ask (me) to work for 

them | I will whistle at them? | 

! name (of ап angakoq) meaning: the poor foot 2 “J dont care a 

fig for them”. 

37. a”za”kataryja | ава gmammut | вика” genammut 

ikat,a” nwarnermit | arjaja* 
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38.1 ата“ ада | 'uar'a | tak'orqil'ara | 

My little anus? | let me see it (him?) again | 

1 ef. по. 66 (Qar.), no. 53 (Iti), no. 80 (Omnt.) ? perhaps used as the 

name of a person. 

39. gan'or'isoq\ila ‘na \ernertarraliun.« uäwtut ‘it'onua- 

mik | sakiäz'utumquamik | 

Would it would come to pass thus partly at all events | would 

he (or she) would get a son | with something which is just like me! 

a little one with a poor breast | 

40. Parlosi | mak,itan'ässua | arnanuro | mak'iton'äs ua: | 

usumin'uko | ai'àt | nak'anajaj ed ja jeg 

Paulus | his big (membrum) erigatum | to the women | his big 

erigatum one | and towards his membrum | even | he stoops aja | 

41. om änarmionuit | i7'awiup tonarnut | pisukwartar- 

foqu'it | дата“ aya: | ig'awik dlak-ara-namiuk | 

The dear little inhabitants of Oommannag | over toward the 

kitchen | the ones who are accustomed to walk with little rapid 

strides | from out there (outside the window) | when they catch 

sight of the kitchen | 

42. anutinuse | ersinargisona | utorka | amet'orqam'ini | 

amergarput | 

But among men | I am one that people are afraid of (I look so 

terrible) | my utrut (vulvae) | they have the same old skin that has 

always been on them | 

43.1 nuk’apiusona temalerama 

+ 

As young as i am | I begin to feel sexual desire | 

1 cf. п. 60 (In). 

J 
44. not used 
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451. anargqajaya | takonarpruk | atartarpin una | pis t'a | 

amargarja amargaja' 

Amarga? | do you not know it | it is your father’s | it is your 

father’s | his nith-song | 

1 ef. по. 89 (Omnt.), no. 97 (Serm.) ? proper name meaning: a child 

which is carried (by its mother) on the back in a hood (amaut). 

46. taklorniari'ämoit | ayrımuaga"t | tak'ornart'arpise | 

umiartorginmut | 

The little new-sights-seeking ones | they are approaching slowly 

(far away) | are you coming to see something new? | to Umiartorfik 

47. avit ila тако | niwiarsiäkrimako | ata:"sertalera"- 

kit samonajwaja nwiarsiagargion'itoq | samo-naja | isual'e 

ata seg | 

Oh see! there we have them, these! | young maidens these | 

when I began to go underneath them | downward | something !, which 

was no place, where there are maidens | downward | but the outer- 

most end of it | is alike (for them all) | 

1 т.е, I found something (vulva). 

48. awiniarawit | ut"ergiagla”tit | siornam'ut aja jaja" 

Ja” jaja” 

That time you wished to separate | you would like to have 

turned around again (come back again) | in the past | 

49. awona | a"jaja | ilomut | gajartoyama | makararjea” | 

upmiläna | isoriersuaroruna | gajartoro'säranama | ganandq 

keke konuajarjerja” 

Northward | aja aja | surely | when I rowed in a kajak | ? | 

I do not believe (1) | he is said to be the very outermost one! | be- 

cause I used to row so badly in a kajak? | once in the past, it is 

related | | | 

' i, e, the foremost, the best one of them all 2 qajartoru'sarpoy. 

i 
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= BR man usak'äs’e (or sul | paj'uton usak'äs’e (or -siup) 
1 

Haren: de | pesa"n'ik | ра; omo.p'it | ‘ixuan'e | sarpisänrik 

pisä"n'ik | 

He the little wicked one | he who brings me a gift | the tail 

(sarpik) of a white whale | one which I am to own | your gift’s | its 

other part | the future white whale’s tail | the one which I shall 

own! | 

' The meaning is: there he comes and gives me merely half of a sarpik 

instead of the whole! 

е. Drum-songs from Itiwiiarsuk sung by Benigne, 
Jellime's mother and Tine, Pele's mother. 

51.1 arjıma katanarja 

1 ef, по. 8 (JA). 

52. ааа | s'ilan'uko | tak'usun'a | ирайциа | kina’ko 

tutunik atorton'sq 

Fy!(?) | those outside there (in the open air) | how hideous it 

looks | his little thigh | 4 | he who uses reindeer-skin, it is 

said! | 

' who is clad in reindeer-skin. 

58. amararjera !mwana tak'orqil'dana aja 

cf. по. 38 (Up. N.), по. 66 (Qar.), no. 80 (Omnt.). 

54. Иате | unatarne | kmorarsmajutdg | uwanan'uag 

sap\epaka jaya 

Surely | on the other side of it | (there I can see) the one who 

is behind on all occasions | I the little one | I the very bold one | 

1 ef. по’ 68 (Qar.). The meaning is: I cannot be seen where I stand; 

from my hiding-place, I can see him. 

55. cf. по. 12 (14.), no. 25 (14.). 
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.56.1 ak'iwna::ja:ja 

He over there on the other side! (?) 

1 ef. по. 65 (Qar.), по. 93 (Serm.): akliwnla‘, ak'iwn'a'; The meaning 

is uncertain. ‘On the other side” probably refers to the opposing party. 

57. dæm'aje ja ganorina malle iKtIrnarıma ajoraga "na 

cf. no. 92 (Serm.). 

58. tam'an-anarne ogalutorsue aja ilisrtorsue mue 

гта“ anute isumakerdutem-ak-o ogalud-arnertoqaq 

ef. no. 94. 

59. kıusäso:p iniminik anil'aqga®q wiutio 

cf. no.9 (14.), no. 18 (14.), n0.70 (Omnt.), no. 103 (Arg.). 

60. 50710 nuk'apiul'oma tenalersona 

ef. по. 48 (Up. N.). 

61. u'ersaju'itoq awamaquarliona amut'inät tamarmik 

ikaät''a't. 

cf. по. 76 (Omnt.). 

f. Drum-songs from Qarajag sung by Ay acte, 

Kali’s mother (born 1829 in Saritut). 

62. ayma (ог -ца’) katuna jaje jaja ада jajeja 

jaja 
Cf. по. 8 (14.), no. 51 (Ik.). 

63." ип’ада| qawk:0 | uluaquto't | a" Xarniaritse | asanuar- 

niaritse | ага? | panuag?® | ersixartarpag? | akisutarnuag*| 

ka? | nuikatarpoq® | a" arniaritse | aséquarniaritse | 

vsana ya | nepisanararra 

I wonder how they are | the ones down south | the ones with 

the thick cheeks | please travel away | please love one another a 

little | he over there on the other side? | the little P.* | he appears 
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now and then | the little A.* | he over there on the other side | he 

appears now and then. 

| Please depart | please love one another a little | I will swallow 

him | I will eat him | 

CR TO SLA) ? The word could be taken in the sense of: Ans- 

wer me! but I think it is rather to be taken as a demonstrative pronoun 

formed of *ake (the opposite side after the analogy of gawna, pawna, kin'a 

ete., or else the interjection а before kin'a (he over there to the south) 

3 Probably a nomen proprium, perhaps — pa'quagq, the buoy-holder which is 

Stuck in under the cross-straps of the kajak so that it may be held fast 

4 Probably a nomen proprium, meaning: the little answer, or perhaps: the 

little shining one. % combined with the suffix -A'dt'a’rpoq (Kl. -tdlagtarpor). 

64. kesame isidnuara nddisiulerqaqa 

Finally | my little drum-skin | I begin to get it in order 

(to use it) | 

65. aktwnarjaja 

cf. no. 56 (Iti.), по. 93 (Serm.). 

66. amaja ikmuwana (or itmuara) takargilana 

cf. по. 38 (Up. N.), по. 53 (Ik), no. 80 (Omnt.). 

67. tugiute атала парике“ 

It tastes лису (?). 

68. Иате onata'ne etc. 

cf. по. 54 (Ik). 

с. Drum-songs from Ommannätsiag 

sung by Kegite, Peter’s wife, born in Om’anrätsiag, Eli Kutätog, 

born in Sét'ut, Ribika Puäla, born in Uwkusis-ät. 

69. па’ тата | 'ut‘on'uprond 

| aja | I long for utsuk (vulva) | 

70.1 kusässuag iniminik an'il'erqa®q uwliul'iuqg'a ара“ 

pa jaya’ 

cf. n0.9 (ZA), no. 13 (14.), no. 59 (1), no. 103 (Arg.). 
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71. tawarzja'! | \aom'ma? | tawaya 

| ?. | there you can see! | 

1 tawarija'rtog a dissolute person ? ima = iwna! yonder. 

72.1 pawanaja | quanisarquiaka hide de | ila''sa | 

'argianisarmana? | pawanaja' | aje jaja: | paw'ana | pujona | 

ma | ana | eqaluniiema® | pujona | kimukarpona | pawiana 

apeya aja oa‘ 

(Them) up there from the east | I am accustomed to thank them, 

the little ones | but the westernmost ones | some of them | they are not 

accustomed to have me for a friend | up there from the east | aja | 

up there from the east | I have come | yonder | from the salmon 

(river) | I have come | I go to the west (westward) | from the east 

up there | aja | 

1 ef. по. 96 (Serm.), where, however, the first part is wanting; it begins 

with: pawana pujuna. ? wrqiak, a friend 3 по. 96 has exactly the same 

form, which seems to be antiquated (-Acma?). 

73. mana | ee | ern’ertunik | tusarleranama | 

a | Ja j'acja | vana | ajarpona | tha | ta'niuarn'eg | 

uiluarn'eg? | uwana | ajorpona | ayja pa jaja 

This one (him) | I envy him immensely | his song | as often as 

I begin to hear it | this one | aja | I | I can not (sing) | believe 

me! | the art of making poems | the art of upsetting | I | I cannot | 

1 < wilog, a shell, wiluarneg, to be like a shell, a shell which easily 

upsets. The poem consists of ironical remarks about the opponent who 

can sing but who cannot even row in a kajak without upsetting. 

74. шага“ | malanasuarsuk qumamas'uarsuk gerner- 

tumarsuag | d'ja'jeajd ja" 

cf. n0.10 LA 

75. але“ jarjera” känapa jaja 

aja | he down there | aja 

76!. za"j'a' | wersajuitog | aja | uersdjuitag | va | wer- 

sajuil'oq | nersajuiton uag | uwanan'uag | uwanan'uariiunga® | 

anutmun'a® tamarmik | ikratat? | ajajapanjarj'a" 

A woman who has never copulated with a man? | aja | a 

XXXI. 20 
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woman who etc. |ia | a woman who etc. | the little one who has 

never copulated | I the poor little one | truly I (am) the little one of 

bad repute | the little one of bad repute belonging to all men | 

their mistress | aja’.... | 

1 ef. по. 61 (Iti.) ? or perhaps: who is barren, unfruitful. = 3 no. 61: 

awananuar ona * no. 61: anutirnät 5 no. 61: ik'atlat 

77. pmuagima! | sarqusa'rpana kujdtarpa ya | tajäk'a 

partarpae 

My playmate | he is accustomed to take (or use) my sarqut? | 

he is accustomed to lie with me | my bracelets | he is accustomed 

to take them from me | 

1 -gat + та == gama 2 зат, especially those implements which 

lie in front of a man on top of the kajak, thence: anything which is in 

front of one. 

78. masale | suliäsak'a tja" | merque | iwka:lut'ut ара“ | 

pusämsaliraruk"it | ıma'gaka"’son'a! | aja: | nuliarclerotgqa? | 

ene qunaralotuiagis'ag | Jana ya 

Surely | I shall have great trouble | her hair | the sticking 

ones | when I begin in earnest to penetrate them | thus I shall 

eagerly say | aja‘ | аз soon as we get married | well, then it will 

easily be seen how delightful we have become | 

1 —ima ogakutsona? ? -lerwwtina (for -lerwwta?) 

79.1 talergarakarawit | onerquta: гай | niogaradarawtt | 

isn uanrile | qui'erusi"}'omit | merqusiwitu'e | itegar'akardme | 

tarıma'.dorie | gonujuk'äws'äs'e? 

That time when you still had arms | just like a tern | that 

time when you still had legs | but his little eyes | having something 

to dry the tears off them with | but just like (i.e. as big as) a 

needle-case | when he had an anus | surely being thus | what fun! 

! There is unfortunately but one copy of this song, which is pro- 

bably very corrupt. It begins with the 24а pers. sing.; then the speaker 

seems to forget this and passes over to the 3r pers. 

2 this expression is used especially to a little child that is laughing; it 

means literally: a nasty smile. 

80. itmuara armanjeja tak'argilar'a" 

ef. по. 38 (Ор. N.), по.53 (Iti.), по. 66 (Qar.). 
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81. waga“na | kuj'äl'ara'ne | ajasawna'ja | quib.suäk-- 

ik-ut | nisil'omo | galasersua”tnut | ke’donunca | isi.sudt mut? | 

tute” Aonona | ; 

Suppose one did that to her | when one lay by her? | aja her 

over there in the west aja | in her big collar-bone | hanging fast to 

it | in her big navel | biting it | the big point of her foot | step- 

ping on it | 

1 or perhaps: how is it with her when he lies by her. Yet the other 

interpretation seems to be more probable, by which, according to Eskimo 

usage, the impersonal form (one) is understood as “|” 2 ase (or ise?) 

has perhaps some other meaning. 

82. ааа’ tiki'arnermit | timia.kuluit | asukiardegca | 

natarqualisuag | Pe 

On account of storm and showers | the fulmors | let them say 

to me: do not know you!|he with the big nostrils|he over there! | 

The meaning is perhaps: in spite of the snow-storm I recognize him 

(you) over there! 

83. ajdt‘ialag ajätsalag | kunerqajarganak'o | ım'ersu- 

ana | ajätiaq 

Ajätsiala'g | I was just on the point of kissing her | only sing 

loudly (?) | Ajätsiag | 

84. amale | gineraluarujona | gimögimik | alupa:rtorsuar- 

mik | ilamo:q | tkil'arumarmata | mumrise | gineraluarujona | 

But again | I too should like to turn around to look at the 

sledge with the licking married couple! | various ones, it is said | 

because in a short time they will be at full speed; | surely, after 

people | I too should like to look around (after them) | 

1 aluparput, they lick each other, is (according to Kl.) a joking or 

derisive expression about a husband and wife who are continually together 

just as if they could not be separated — a habit which is not usual among 

Greenlandic married people. 

85. gamana"ja | ém'iler'ujon'a | inunik a” anik | tak- 

uni'ar kona | atargamana | n'ertorsuit | malarkına | am-argor- 

hono | gamana yaya" 

From in there | I also began to join in the song | other people | 

since I wished to see (them) | hear from in there | those who sing 

20* 
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loudly | (through) the window | which I have open for myself (for 

my sight) | from in there | aja | 

86. awa:j'a krsame | ila‘na | ıyianuara "na | näl'isiule- 

ga”na | dwa'jap'a jaya 

Finally | merely a part | my little throat | I begin in high degree 

to get something which suits | ava‘ Па | 

The meaning is: finally I begin to hear them sing something which 

suits for my throat, so I can join in! — Perhaps this song belongs together 

with the previous one. 

87. &nerniarneg | nukananaqa?q 

In singing | one (i.e. I) gets tired of it in a high degree | 

88.1 kiZ)orun'a | a"}'aseqaq'a: aja | kiZdorunca | sergor- 

Jasegag'a «j'a | use®n'a | anoq'itoq | anuson’a | 

One (1.е. I) envies him | (because) he has а rifle | one envies 

him | because he has a weapon which makes a report | but now I 

recall | before he had ever caught (anything) | I had caught (some- 

thing) | 

1 Seems to be an old man's song from the transition time when fire- 

arms began to be used in the district (about 1820—30, cf. Atuagagdliutit 

1899—1900 p. 98). 

89. amarqa:ja:j'a | etc. 

cf. no. 45 (Up. N.), no.97 (Serm.) 

90. sakiäta”ka! | asasäg'uak'a | amisorlomalo | erqa*j'o- 

niko | amisoriomalo | pajuxonixo | 

My sisters-in-law | my dear little ones | (both) when I have 

got a big animal | I think of them | (and) when I have got a big 

animal | then I bring them (a part of it as) a gift | 

1 sakiätsiag, brother-in-law or sister-in-law. 

91.' awaja ertortorsy'/une? | nät'sersuag | toquiä"s'e | 

pituk-a: | niwiiarsorsy’ dune | tis-a’na | toqutä"se 

| That one (or he?) screamed loudly for help(?) | a hooded seal | 

the one which caught should be killed | the one which he had 
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bound | to a little ice-mountain (he bound it) | screaming loudly | at 

the moment when | the caught animal was to be killed | 

1 ef. no. 32 (IA.) 2 — К]. értarpog? 

В. Drum-songs from Sermiarsuit 

sung by Agnete, Te’s wife (born 1833 there) 

92.1 ата“ а’ | qanorin'a | malle | iXtornarun'a | арота’ а 

ama:j «ja 

| How (is) that one there! | Malé | are you ashamed of me | do 

you think I am evil-minded | | 

1 no. 57 (Iti.): amvaje ja ajoranauna 

93. cf. no. 56 (Ik), no. 65 (Qar.). 

94.1 tam'an'à"nerne! | ogalut'orsuit | inurt tàma't | ода- 

lusaranamik | iliu'aram'amik | aton'itonut | mane | up'er- 

genaya"wui ааа 

Only here in this place | (are to be found) the big story-tellers | 

people all | because they are accustomed to talk eagerly with each 

other | because they behave eagerly | we who are of no use | (we) 

here | we are accustomed to have trustworthiness | 

1 cf. по. 58 (Iti.): Кота `а‘патие? 

95. jajaja | kesa | mak'o kınuta'sänuaka | nunusiwak'a 

jajujaje amejaj a" 

| Finally | these my little teeth(?)! | I have got rid of them 

(have lost them) | 

1 < kigutaussag? (Kl. a tooth on a saw or in a comb. 

96. pawand pujona etc. 

cf. no. 72 (Omnt.). 

97. cf. по. 45 (Up. N.), по. 89 (Omnt.). 

98. alet | nuliåsa | ap alum'ät | serçalum'ät | keke? | 

sulupa'p | uawit'y's'ars'y'p | o'masudk | kidilumat| nuk'apidt'asp | 
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ogaka "ma | pilmuäjwitona | unerdo | ajuitona | зарегатща | 

ajoq'ik'aluariona | sapmik-aluarjona | ikmutiwnut | uni”karto- 

rasondlona | aliäka? | puäs'uäliäka ? | tunuliäkra® 

Alet(’s) | his future wife | when she ran about (in play) | and 

when she threw wet mud about her | ?! | Sulupaks? | the big 

idiot’s | his big heart | it was deeply wounded (by her) | he the new 

young man | he scolded me (saying:) | I am one who never will be- 

come happy | and says | that I am evil | since he had no power 

over me | although I am not otherwise incapable | although I am 

not otherwise powerless | to my friends | he has got the intention 

to tell something (bad) about ше | ? | ? | ? | 
! 

1 perhaps = interjection А, which expresses disgust. 2 means 

literally: sea-perch (perca norvegica) 3 the last three words are difficult 

to understand. The suffix -Ёа means: my (plur.) 4 < puak, lung 

5 < tiquk, liver. 

1. Songs from Rodebay (Jakobshavn District). 

(Karl Olrik who communicated these songs (no. 99, 100 and 

101) to me heard them in the middle of the last century up north 

in Ata’). 

99. Su'autil'e ameriormiut gagajarsersarpat | за“ 

gaqajar ii arpagase | ilisimanergarpuse | ага“ | qaqajardersot 

gagajarsersöt | nalumigaluarpä'se 

Why are the inhabitants of Amerlog in the habit of running 

them down? | sea (a name?) | Of a certainty you (plural) run them 

down(?) | you know all about it | now listen! | the down-runners 

(the abusers) | you know them. 

100. kaka:jämquario parkan uk | kakajaj'änop siutinuak-ut 

krwarna | akij'uarugole | kewara 

When I and Kakajänuag wrestled | Kakajänuag bit me in my 
little ear. | But I paid him back in full | (and) I bit him. 

101.1 awanigag qilans'q Кат amiliusinuag (?) | 

kia piwa | wma piwa: | 

sa miusagarma(?) talergisegarme(?) 
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ataliusa’q(?) tiyap aatyp рапча 

nakiap pania malergip nulia 

awenervluk 

1 ef. по. 2 with translation. К. 0. did not understand the words followed 

Бу (?'. 

К. Songs from Aulätsiwik Fjord (68° 15' М. lat.). 

No. 102—104 written down in Argittog at the dictation of a 

woman Mikisuluk, born 1845 in Aulätsiwik; no. 195—107 modern 

songs communicated by her daughter who sang them for me in 

addition to several others in a similar modern style. 

102. inoarurinanwinvq aus alino'sarput 

The little dwarfs, it is related | they made little preparations for the 

av partonasoarput qimap'arpu't 

departure | (recitative ah) our big out-stretched skin! we leave it 

sup amea kusd'p amea 
whose skin the wheat-ear’s skin 

1 generally about a sealskin which is stretched out by being fastened 

between pegs stuck in the ground. | 

103.1 kinato'q wimilara: garrtusup? 
Whom can I get to husband! | him with the lofty forehead | him with 

mergortusup? gar Aen: asog uwana 

the many hairs (the shaggy one) | him without trousers | me | 

WIN ina gartusona 

will you have me to husband?|I who myself have a lofty forehead | 

merg ortuson'd gar henas'orso\eson'a 

[ who myself am having many hairs | I who myself am without trousers 

alt La à uikumanilan'ehk ga'rtonawrt 

| you | I do not want you to husband? because you have so lofty a 

mergortonawrt gariimas'or- 

forehead | because you have so many hairs | because you are 
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sonaw'rt ogagarsinar/une ogaluxar- 

completely without trousers | just as she said that at the same 

sin’ar June gæv garuk 
moment as she related that | (the bird’s screech ?) 

1 cf. по.8 (IA.), по. 13 (IZ), no. 59 (It), по. 70 (Omnt.) ? or: who is 
it anyway that I have to husband! ° genitive sing. 

The meaning of this song becomes clear by comparing it with 

no. 8. It is a conversation between a wheat-ear and a snow-bird. 

104. tuluara sund' na kimriarpiuk 
my raven what is that that you have in your beak? 

inv'p qut'ora’ sørme tam'us'inilina 
a human being’s | his thigh | why do you not give me a piece of 

enak’o taqakiwkak-o 
it to chew (eat) | an old (discarded) pot? | when I (tasted?) it | 

"ap atane gatjo'tåk Чаи qauk 
at the foot of the slope a ladle (the raven’s screech) 

! or: the remains of beams in a wall? 

This song seems to be a variant of the following song from 

Smith Sound: 

A Raven flew by, above a person, carrying something in his 

beak. “What have you in your beak, Raven?” the person asked. 

“A man’s thigh bone” the Raven answered “I eat it because I like 

it. I shall swallow it”. 

(A. L. Kroeber: Animal Tales of The Eskimo. Journ. Amer. 

Folk-Lore. Vol. XII, 1899). 

105. cf. no. 1 (from Oommannag) 

106. uwana mak'ua usorisak'a unaqutij'it usorisak'a 

awigaluarautik utsertartut 

I envy those who have a sweetheart; I envy those who, even 

if they have separated from each other return again. i 

[I also took down a variant of this song at Jakobshavn; there 

the last word in the song was:] 

katit'artut, those who are in the habit of uniting. 

Fa 
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107. ikatinega'ra piumasv'sar2ono ikatinegarad siul'ermik 

qag'at tunuane kinuiermik umia atane ikatinega'ra piuma- 

so'sarhono tikatinegara kusätala'p спала kamiusäquäne kitius- 

änuane tkatinegara 

I caressed her and trifled with her, letting on as if I wanted 

her (to wife), first behind the cliffs, last time under the umiak (the 

big skin-boat); I caressed her by the wheat-ear’s nest, a little east 

of it — a little west of it. 



Ш. Children’s Games and Rigmaroles. 

No. 1—10 (with the exception of the variants) communicated to me by 

Thomas Magnussen, Jakobshavn, no. 11 by Pele Madsen, Rodebay, по. 12 

by Kattak Reimer, ibid., по. 13 by Karl Olrik, ibid. 

1. arsarta! qa arsagisa! 

Let us play ball! — Yes come, let us play ball! we choose 

sides — I toward the east — I toward the west (toward the south 

and the north) — there are too few of us — there are enough 

of you — then we must exert ourselves — we have won, we 

have taken their land, we have undressed them (mat-arpawut) 

— we have taken our land back, we have got into our clothes 

again — you must parry correctly, you must push with the 

shoulders, not overthrow with the hands — away with it (i.e. 

the ball), I follow you, I shall be on guard at the end of the 

field (@gut‘og), you are to lead the way! 

2. seqiniusarta! qa! 

Let us play sun! yes, I shall be the sun — I shall be the 

sun — I shall be the moon — to the sun or to the moon? 

3. arpatagiarta! ja:jorte‘rta! pat'ät'a! 

Let us run from goal to goal! let us clap! you must 

help me — run in — you run out — run well out of the way 

(like an animal that is shy) — tås'a'”set milortis:y'tit you must 

be the one that throws the ball at them! 

4. nuwerta! 

Let us play nweg (a kind of arrow used to shoot birds with)! 
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I shall be nuç'is ag! (the wood that is used for such an arrow?) 

nuwe пише пише! 

1 This word generally signifies the cord or line on which something is 

strung; especially: a short strap with a cross-peg on one end and a pointed 

piece of bone on the other end to string the fish on that have been caught. 

(Kl. Ordb. p. 256). 

5. gajatitserta qajatitse ! 

Let us see who shall be kajak! (or who has perished in 

a kajak?) you are the kajak (or: you have perished in the kajak) 

— you step back! 

6. gilaluwa:sarta (occasional game?) 

Let us play white-whale! — yes come, let us play with 

toy harpoons (na‘ligarta); you shall be my buoy! the kajak makes 

a spurt toward the whale, lifts the harpoon in order to throw it, 

he harpoons it. 

7. piquarta il'erusarauta (occasional game) 

Let us play that we have a stump-bed (a house) — 

you shall be my husband and you shall be my son. Fetch some 

food! — Let us play that you two are out hunting: my hus- 

band is towing a captured seal, he has caught a harp-seal, they 

say, go down to the beach and drag it up for him! — Your 

husband is fortunate to catch so much. — Ah your son has 

caught a white-whale, your husband has got the side-piece for 

his share, his younger brother has got the paw.... 

8. isitararta! 

Let us play 2ss2{taiaq (the game in which the children 

hold each other’s hands and form a circle around one of their 

number who half way squats down in the middle. This one 

(zs’itog) is to try to touch the others with his backside; the 

one who is touched has to take his place in the middle, and 

thus the game continues) uwana isiusv'na: 1 shall be the 

one that squats down — (they sing:) nu-yu'p awatane isitaja 

pap'ata:ja 
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Variant from Oommanaq: 

Nonvp awatarne isitaya pap'ata“ja 

isegisa'g pap aqisa q 

pinerninuag tinujumarpa’ pinarisersuarput 

Variant from Rodebay: 

isitaja pap ataja 

tamawta 1s'eqis'a 

tamawta pap agqis'a (or tamawta pulagis a) 

9. iteganisarta, iteqanisa’ etc. 

10. torlianta'rta 94! 

Let us play tu lian (i. e. decide who is to be it by 

counting out) 

tvlian tvlian ty'lianta: 

winde winile winlista' 

vrkutrale make parnalerpa: 

perputit pe‘rit (go out of the circle!) 

v'mule atorma ma 

ug ale ug'ale pup'u'tit 

Variant from Ооттатад: 

turlian ty'lian turlianto | gimili ginili ginlista | оков 

magaparnalerpana | perputit pe‘rit | o-male atormana | ug'ale 

ug'ale perrit 

Variant from Rodebay, see the following number. 

The beginning of the rigmarole ‚seems to be a Greenlandic 

rendering of the Danish counting-out rigmarole: “ullen dullen doff, 

fingel, fangel foff etc.” The rigmarole is also said to be known in 

South Greenland; it seems to have passed completely over into the 

little Greenlanders’ language. 

11. ersul'iga"tut, those who hide themselves. 

tylian tu'lian turlianta | çinili ginili ginilista | o-kotäale maki- 

pan'alerpa | perputit ре’ги. 
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[My informant added the following:] when they have all 

been counted out of the circle with the exception of two, the 

one who counts out says to the other one: а’ре iit punit 

(you are monkey, stoop!); he must stoop down so that he 

cannot see anything. Then all the others run away and hide. 

Thereupon he opens his eyes and begins to seek for them. 

If after some time has passed he still cannot find them, he 

must say: ko'koja'rie. As he listens, he will hear (as answer): 

ko’kojog (or: kokojuk). When they act in this way, he will 

gradually find the others. 

12. The fingers. | 

kurog uma iterniarit qajartortut gimalerpartit 

you thumb there, wake up! the kajak-rowers are about to leave you! 

tikeg uma iFernidrit umiartortut gimalerpartit 
forefinger there, wake up! the umiak-rowers are about to leave you! 

gitterheq v'ma ierniarit qisut-artut gimalerpartit 
middle-finger there, wake up! the wood-gatherers are about to leave you! 

mikilerag vrma iferniarit nuniagiät gimalerpartit 
ring-finger there, wake up! the berry-gatherers are about to leave you! 

egergog uma iterniarit  parrnaqutitaraiät  дипщегра 
little-finger there, wake up! the crake-heather-gatherers are about to 

leave you! 

13. Nursery-rhyme. 

alunarrsuag  kitoradarmat nujaro'g atawog 

the big leather strap | when it burst | a hair, it is related, | it held; 

atawog taman'a 

it holds (is hanging together) | this: 

(quickly) duliaminin-waq (pause; in lower voice:) tinupanin-ua 

a little tiny hummock a little swelling 1 

(quickly) sluliaminersuag (pause; in lower voice:) finupanersua 

a big hummock a big swelling ! 

! a swelling either on the ground (knoll) or on the body. 



IV. A Letter written by a Greenlander. 
(The original is appended in autotype.) 

In the first line, I give the words of the letter in the writer’s own 

orthography, under that, my phonetical transcription of the words, and 

under that again my translation. Since the original is not altogether 

easy to decipher, three processes of interpretation are necessary in 

order to get at the translation: the interpretation of the letters of 

the original, of the phonetical value of the letters*), and of the 

Greenlandic words. It is but natural that it must occasionally remain 

problematical if the writer’s meaning is exactly reproduced in the 

translation. 

Words of the original: asasara takusimasaralu 

Phonetical transcription: asıäsar,a takusimasaralo 

Translation: my dear and whom I formerly used to see 

ilesematuk alakatit teguvakka kujaugalu 

ilisimato"q a'ak'atit imuwak'a ира” ао 

uvaga alakaka basisagenibatit 

wana a?'ak'ak'a pa'sisan' en erpatit 

what I here have written you will possibly not understand it 

*) I give a phonetical transcription of the words of the letter, as I used 

to hear them pronounced anywhere in North Greenland and as the 

letter-writer himself probably would have pronounced them. Yet I dare 

not guarantee that he has no dialectal pecularities which have remained 

unknown to me. 
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alakunama takusunek 

ah aquyam a(?) takusimasunik (?) + 

since you asked me to write about something (funny) to see(?) 

uvaga  namaikik sumi ne cena kisejanimi 

uwana  na'mik sumi(k) takusagäm'ilana kisiän’ime 

т snore anywhere not anything at all have I seen but (other) 

inuit atasejugetut kevetunik takusut 

uit ata'’siion it ut giwit'unik takusut 

Greenlanders being not one (i.e. several) having seen Qiwittoqgs”) 

tusatabaka kisejane  kusaiaresamilunet kilifamelunet 

tusartarpak'a kisifäne kus’atarisamik’vn'vt kiligamihvwet 

I often hear about them but either en, or Kıliwfags 

а Do u a 

amargumilvnrt kurkordamikumrt takusimasunik (?) Ÿ  tusarneg 

or Amarogs or Koukoriags?) about them being seen I have 

ajupuga kesejani  kalunat agalakigamik Ben 

ajorpuna kistäne gad una't analagınamik umiarsu"armik 

never heard but the Europeans who wander far and wide on their slips 

imaka с 

тада quus'utaris amik 

perhaps (they have seen) Quyussutariags (mermen and pers) 

inusub ++ nalaganik takusukasemajonasebut uvaga 

inus’v'p nalımanık (?) taku”s"ukasimajon'arsiprut Uwan а 

of а big man’s size Hey no doubt look confounded ugly. I 

suli ор tamata suvagelagut Цете kanuk лай 

sule inoqutmisak'alo tama"ta sv’ wanllanut il'ime ganog in'erpet 

still and my housemates we all we are well you how are you? 

alu ae аира gif. END т. 

gimak'awt' mut ergartortarpavt mit uwa®tinut ajum'im(?) 

after ue had left us we used to talk about you to us good (well) 

for “takusunik? ++ or inasub = i”n’as'y'p, a steep mountain’s. 
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alakegavet kesesejane nalunakusaraluvatet 

akargmawit kisdin’e näluna"rqusaraluWatit 

because you have written again but what you otherwise asked 

for information about 

buveuragek nalulerakit 

puwioranik (?) nalulerak it 

because I have forgotten it I scarcely know it anymore 

nalunagelaka ikebalagemata 

пита ilaka ikip akan un ata 

I know about them *) that they have not been few 

uvaga kesema benejalugaguvaka 

uwana kisima pindarjun?)änuaka + 
mine only . the few (or small) ones which I have caught poorly 

bujugelaka atat 2 natit 9 

puiun ilak'a atat mar uk nätsit qua’ dut 

I have not forgotten them harp-seals two floe-rats (phoca foetida) 9 

tesemebor (?) 29-nek tequgaluvaraket 

Язитгро (?) 29-nik iequyalu”arakit 

here are 29 5) those I have caught, to speak of it ®) 

asvtut inuluvkuvakit ата nulijama 

aç'ut? inv’ luarquak"it ата nuliiama 
eagerly (?) I bid you live well (greet you) also my wife 

insijane inuluvakuva 

in’isiane inv" l'uarquwa 

her house-guest she greets him 

Sakarijas inugsuktuk 

заката iny'sut'oq 

Sakarias Inûgsugtoq 5) 

for piniaraluäquak a? ++ or “asatut, lovingly ? 
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Notes. 

1) Is perhaps the date of the letter he is writing and is per- 
haps written first. 

2) Ghosts. Means literally people who on account of shame or 
resentment have moved away from other people and live as recluses 
out in the mountains. The Greenlanders have a panic fear of them, 
about whom there are many tales. 

3) Some of the many monsters of the folktales. There is pro- 
bably some actuality at the bottom of most of these ideas, for in- 
stance reminiscences of animals which the Eskimo have known in 
their earlier home-lands. amarog is still the word for wolf in 
America, but this animal is not found in the inhabited part of 
Greenland and is therefore never seen. kiliwfag is the name given 
by the Point Barrow Eskimo to the mammoth which is now known 
only in fossil form. (Ray: Point Barrow Expedition p. 54.) 

4) i. e. about the captured sea-animals. 
5) The Eskimo arithmetic is at a very low stage of development. 

This may be a slip of the pen, but I consider it quite probable that 
Saka for the moment has got 29 out of 2+ 9, 

6) i. e. if that is worth mentioning. 
7) Christianized Greenlanders generally receive in baptism a 

Danish family name and a Danish (European) Christian name. There 
are only very few families in Greenland who like this one, bear a 
pure Greenlandic family-name. inv'sut'og means the young one. 

Sakarias was an old Eskimo and a practised seal-hunter 

who lived in the settlement Argittog on Aulätsiwik Fjord (south 

of Egedesminde). When I was in his house, there dwelt his 

four married sons and their children, besides his wife and a 

couple of female relatives. I stayed there for about 14 days. 

— I received the letter the year after my return from Greenland. 

The orthography in the letter indicates that Saka no doubt 

remembers the value of the letters of the alphabet from the 

time when he went to school, but he employs them in his 

own way for his own original orthography, which is based on 

nothing else but his own pronunciation. He has either for- 

gotten or perhaps never learned the artificial orthography 

used by the missionaries. That his knowledge of the letters 

of the alphabet goes a good many years back (about 50 years) 

may be seen from his use of р instead of p (6 has long been 

out of use in Greenlandic orthography) and the absence of 

XXXI. 21 
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any distinction between Æ and g in his writing. What I espe- 

cially want to call attention to is this: 

1) He makes no distinction between g [9] and xg [n], al- 

though he must have learned in school to use the letters ng 

for the latter sound: he writes g everywhere; in other words, 

as a North Greenlander, he makes no difference between those 

two sounds in his pronuneiation, but pronounces [7] where the 

South Greenlander would pronounce [9]. In a similar way, he 

writes В in Niwabar (November) for the corresponding nasal (m). 

2) Just as he only has one symbol for k and g, he has 

only one symbol for / and À, although in his pronunciation, 

he of course makes a distinction between the two sounds. 

His feeling that À is a single sound is more correct than the 

dl, tl, gdl of Kleinschmidt’s orthography. 

3) Just as he uses 5 or p at random, there seems to be 

no rule for his use of the vowels e and &, о and u. 

4) He indicates no modifications of the vowels, neither 

labialization (av, 2%, uw), palatalization (a) nor uvularization. 

Especially the last of these omissions is of interest. He does 

not write ar, er, or, but merely a, e, о, (or 2, и), and this is 

no doubt because he does not hear any r after the vowel in 

these cases, but correctly feels the sound ar etc. to be a 

whole. 

5) He does not indicate the quantity of the sounds except 

once (teguvakka, kk = [k’]). 

6) The hiatuses ea, zo are filled by a 7, ма, ue by av, 

which are glide-sounds testifying to his slow manner of pro- 

nouncing. 

7) Only his own name is spelled according to the con- 

ventional orthography (gs, kt). 



У. Decoy-Sounds. 

When the Greenlander is out fowling or seal-hunting, he 

often has a practise of enticing the game over toward him by 

imitating its natural sound (song, scream etc.) and thus calling | 

it, as it were. For instance, I have often heard and seen a 

Greenlander calling from the strand to the young gulls out 

over the sea, swinging the wing of a gull in one hand while 

he holds his gun ready in the other. Each kind of bird is 

decoyed with its special sounds. The singing and piping of 

the small birds too, although they are not sought after as 

game, are imitated in a definite manner, perhaps especially by 

the children or for the children’s sake. 

These natural sounds which have thus been adopted in 

human speech from the language of animals furnish an 

interesting contribution to phoneties. Of course like other 

loan-words in the language, they undergo some change in 

adapting themselves to the Greenlander’s customary basis of 

articulation: but the following specimens will show that in 

many or in most cases he has trespassed beyond the normal 

limits of this basis and has resorted to extravagant sounds in 

order to approximate as near as possible to the sounds of the 

birds and the seals. In comparison with us, the Eskimo is 

undoubtedly an authority when it comes to an exact imitation 

of the sounds made by the animals in his native-land. The 

following little collection of decoy-sounds I wrote down exactly 

as they were reproduced for me by Ka-wartag a quick-witted 

Eskimo and the best sealer at the settlement of Oommanndtsiag. 

It was no easy task. I am sorry that my reproductions only can 

21* 
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give a very vague notion of the real character of these strange 

sounds; it was difficult to analyze them, it was still more difficult 

to find satisfactory ways of expressing them. But still I think 

it will appear from my descriptions of the specimens that this 

“language” (anthropo-ornithological etc.), from a phonetical point 

of view, combines distinct peculiarities of the Eskimo language 

with foreign elements. Notice the constant use of uvular and 

even more ‘‘back” articulations. The Eskimo has heard the 

sounds of his own language in the sounds of the animals. 

Sometimes it has even occurred to me that perhaps, on the 

other side, his language may have been influenced in the 

course of time by the constant use of these decoy-sounds. 

Many hours of a roving Eskimo hunter's life are devoted to 

repeated practice in these extreme articulations. They are 

foreible sounds, intended as they are for the open spaces of 

free nature and for incessant repetition, as the animals use 

them. 

The auk (ap'ag) has two screams: 1. [har’m har’m| в = 

trilled point-r; ° weakly voiced. Falling musical accent on 

ar, about from A to Е sharp. 2. [g'egegegeger 9'едедедедет], 

with the point of the tongue resting between the upper and 

the lower teeth. Throughout the whole word, chromatic falling 

of the tone about from A to D. 

The black-backed gull (naja ог na“jaq, plur. na åt). 
NN 

The young, gulls: [dr dr] К г — strongly trilled 

uvular 7. d is perhaps unvoiced, the rest of the word voiced, 

beginning about with the tone c, from there chromatically 

falling one tone. 

The old she-gulls: [quteq gut‘e'g] AB FAG 

sharp. 

The scream of the other gulls is reproduced as [kotö"], 

unvoiced throughout, namely [5] whispered, [5] whistled in a 
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chromatically falling tone, of some gulls аз [gaj'a’] ог [qaj'a”| 

with wide opening of the lips, and voiced. 

The ptarmigan (ngis’eg). 

The she-ptarmigan (agisreg arnawiag), when she calls 

her young: fe | ‘v’| with a singing or screeching falsetto voice, 

beginning with a glottal stop and then chromatically falling to 

the pause (here indicated with a stroke |). — Also short [@ €] 

with nasalization. 

The he-ptarmigan (4498560 anutiwiag): [a | a”) 

Pub | LP glottal friction throughout, beginning and ending with 

the stop; so the sound is neither whispered nor voiced (in the 

usual sense of the word), but is in reality a guttural sound 

produced in the larynx. The lips wide open, the point of the 

tongue at rest a little above the lower teeth. It is a sound 

which is otherwise quite foreign to the Greenlandic language. 

The young ptarmigan (agis'ip piara’): Е (whistle) $ (whistle) 

t (whistle) 2) Я 2) mf vp Ч i.e. 3 times a short, falling whistle 

(from A to G), which begins each time with the point of the 

tongue striking against the back side of the upper front teeth, 

and whose close each time seems to be accompanied by a glottal 

stop. The whole combination of course voiceless. 

Kittiwake or three-toed gull (fa‘tera‘q, plur. tatera“t, 

larus tridactylus): [takat*e-g takat'e-q qrq] A р, y ie ry i 

with a high falsetto voice. 

The seal, especially the common seal (phoca foetida), is 

decoyed in several ways, of which the most characteristic can 

scarcely be reproduced by sound-symbols; it may perhaps 

approximately be given as [ga00'] or [go90"], uvularized and 

voiceless throughout; first large, rounded lip-opening, which 

is gradually drawn together as if for a closed о; the tongue is 

strongly pressed together against the background of the mouth. 

The sound is produced by the violent expulsion of the breath, 
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which creates resonance in the mouth in the same way as 

when one blows over the edge of a jar with a little opening 

or into a shell. This sound is considered especially difficult 

to imitate. — The same kind of seal may also be decoyed by 

the sound which is produced when the mouth is filled with 

air which is then expelled through the tightly closed lips. — 

A third decoy-sounds for seals is iy Swanley Jp (oser ni 

er ay ag 2 etc. (G sharp — F sharp), with rapid tempo; 

first a whispered &, then a short, falling whistle, both slurred. 

In how far reindeer and sharks are decoyed by sounds I 

was unable to find out. — But Ka-wartag gave me a number of 

sounds for such birds as are only seldom hunted, namely for 

The raven (tuluwag): [gao 940] (A—F sharp) with a 

trilled uvular q. 

The wagtail (kusak, Kl. dict. kugsax or kugsagtar): 

[hwuit dsd dsd dsd dsd 484] x y y y y y voiceless, the first 

part short and suddenly rising (from A to C), the last part 

chromatically falling. 

The young wagtails: [folle] or [uw tuwe"] (A СА) 

in a falsetto voice. 

? (sujag, a little bird, partly white, partly black): [pe wi] 

(A — C) in a falsetto voice. 

Sparrow (narsarmiutag): [matulmuag tetiöp tetiöp]. 

In closing, just a few of the sounds which the North 

Greenlander uses (in addition to his whip) in driving the dogs 

harnessed to his sledge. They no doubt vary a good deal from 

place to place. Those I used myself I learned at Jakobshavn: 

a sign for the dogs to stop (by whistling), one for them to go 

faster: [5“ s"] or [häph'äp]), one for them to go to the left: 

(“tw ‘iw] with a high falsetto voice, and one for them to go 

to the right [212118 @lil'i], likewise with a high (rising) falsetto 

voice. 



VI. Eskimo Place-names from North Greenland. 

The Eskimo place-names*) are merely common nouns that 

have been specially employed to designate certain places, and 

therefore it is generally easy to get at their meaning. Still 

very often the Greenlander does not get any general idea, or 

at least he does not think of any such idea when he uses the 

word in everyday life. Qag'ag (mountain) designates for him a 

certain mountain, east or west of his hut; likewise kouk (river) 

is a certain river, gegertag (island), a certain island that has 

once been so called by one of his ancestors, despite the fact 

that there are many other mountains, rivers and islands round 

about in the neighborhood. ‘‘The big island” is the name that 

has been given to Disko Island and no doubt to several other 

islands too along the same coast. 

So we have every reason to expect great monotony in 

these names and frequent recurrence of the same ones, and 

we only need to glance at a map of the Eskimo coasts where 

*) Collections are to be found in: Giesecke's ‘‘Mineralogiske Rejse i 

Grönland”, ed. by F. Johnstrup. Copenhagen 1878 (pp. 353 366: “De 

gronlandske Stednavnes Retskrivning og Etymologi” by H. Rink). — 

“Meddelelser om Grönland” Vol. III, 1894, pp. 995—1016 (List of Place- 

names in Conspectus Floræ Groenlandicæ with indications of latitude 

by N. Hartz). — "Meddelelser om Grönland", Vol. VIII, рр. 30—32, 

рр. 119 ff., pp. 268 ff, Vol. IX, рр. 341—350 (place-names in East Green- 

land). — Petermanns Mitteilungen Vol. 48, 1902 (Stein, place-names 

north of C. York). — Petermanns Mitteilungen Ergänzungsheft 80, 1885, 

рр. 90—95 (Е. Boas: Baffin Land. — C.F. Hall: Narrative of the 

second Arctic expedition (ete.) 1864—69, ed. by Nourse. Washington 

1879 (pp. 354—398). 
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the place-names are given to find that the case is exactly as 

we expected. It seems as if the original settlers, who named 

the places, always believed that they had found their own 

familiar land again in the new districts where they came. Again 

and again we come across names like “the island”, “the big 

island”, “the little island”, “the tolerably large island”, ‘the 

mountain” "the big mountain”, etc., “the point of land”, “the 

big point of land”, etc., ‘‘the river”, ‘the bay”, “the sound”, 

“the inlet’, “the corner”, ‘‘the slope’, ‘‘the sand”, ‘‘the sunny 

side”, ‘‘the shady side”, etc. — all of them words current in 

the language, but which besides being used as common nouns 

have become speeially stamped as names of certain localities 

in every district”). 

They are characteristic on account of their lack of individu- 

ality. It seems as if they express the first impression made 

by the places, and they only testify to what the Eskimo has 

had practical use for designating; the name is given, so to 

speak, by nature itself. 

Somewhat more special are names like “the one without 

a top” (i.e. a cliff with a bare top); ‘the fragrant one”; ‘‘ebb” 

and “flood” (i. e. places where the ebb and flood-tide are 

especially marked); ‘the current” (i. e. where it is especially 

strong); ‘‘the place where the wind blows with unusual violence”, 

etc. Here we already notice more independent power of 

observation, yet still limited by the practical needs of everyday 

life. The same may be said about the place-names which owe 

their origin to the fact that certain animals frequent the locality: 

“the auks”, “the gulls”, “the black guillemots”, ‘‘the ringed 

seals”, “the full-grown he-eiderducks”, etc., often with the 

addition of the suffix “the many”. We also find words for 

animals that are of less importance as game such as “the 

snails”, ‘the mussels”, and others; likewise, though more 

*) In the following collection of place-names from North Greenland, I have 

omitted many of these common names. 
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seldom, plant-names: ‘the sea-weed”, "the ferns”, ‘‘sorrel”, 

rhododendron”, ‘‘angelica”, ‘the moss” (for the wick of the 

lamp), ‘‘grass”, "the berries’, and names of minerals: “iron”, 

“clay”, ‘‘potstone”, ‘‘grindstone”’. 

Of linguistic interest is the fact that all the ideas, the 

psychological results of each observation, are always comprised 

in one word in accordance with the whole structural tendency 

of the language, this one word (the name) thus often expressing 

several different ideas. This is the case in those names, of 

which we have already given examples, where there are special 

indications of quality combined with the chief idea, as for in- 

stance: big, middle-sized, little; many, bad, good, etc. These 

qualifying attributes are added by means of suffixes in so far 

as such suffixes are to be found in the language. If the 

language has no suffix with the desired signification, an in- 

dependent word (generally a verbal participle) is used to express 

the quality, while the main idea itself is merely implied, for 

instance: ‘‘(the) blushing (one)” = the red mountain (land etc.); 

“(the one) growing black” = the black mountain (land etc.); 

“the uneven one” — the uneven island; "the flat one” — the flat 

island. The meaning of the suffixes, in terms of the grammatical- 

logical systems of our languages, may be either adjectival, 

nominal (for instance -wik, the place where; -lik, the person or 

the place that has or where there is), or pronominal (especially 

used possessively, for instance ata-a, its below-lying, kania, its 

Within-lying, in-an-inward-direction-toward-the-land-lying, where 

“its” (-a) refers to the most conspicuous or the most familiar 

part of the land). Among the adjectival suffixes, there are some 

which are obviously obsolete, occurring only in combination 

with certain words (names), and whose meaning is now uncertain. 

Such are the suffixes -na-q, -ra‘rsuk, -arsuk and -sus'uk, which 

are all translated by curious, peculiar, strange, unusual, but which 

have probably formerly had more concrete meanings. -arsuk 

and -ra‘rsuk are much used in Labrador in combination with 
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personal names to form pet-forms: the dear little thing (Bourg. 

Gr. 2 493); I have also found it in North Greenland in personal 

names (Atara-rsuk, Unara’rsuk). The suffixes -Auk and -kavsag 

signify something like evil, abominable, damned, but the latter 

of these suffixes generally seems to have a humorous tinge; 

in combination with personal names, it half converts them to 

pet-forms. -useg is adverbial and means: approximately; -neq 

and -Aeg are superlative suffixes, the latter to be combined 

only with words expressing direction (locality), for instance 

kamii'eg, the one farthest over toward the interior of the land. 

Of special importance in place-names is the suffix -wsag, 

“which resembles -”, that is to say, the word to which it is 

added is not to be taken in the usual way, but is merely to 

indicate a resemblance, as for instance z4'erusag, the one that 

resembles a stump-bed, that is a ledge in the mountain-side 

(which looks like a stump-bed). 

We now come to those names which do not simply 

refer to some peculiarity in the place but which owe their 

origin to the play of the imagination, as when mountains are 

called ‘‘shoulder-like”, ‘‘kidney-like”, ‘‘heart-like”, ‘‘tongue- 

like”, ‘‘udder-like”, ‘‘excrement-like”, ‘‘nose-like”, ‘‘boot-like”, 

‘‘mouth-like”, or when islands are called ‘‘sleeve-like”, ‘‘floor- 

like”, bays and inlets, ‘‘lake-like” etc. Very graphic is the 

name pertua"“sa, "one that resembles a capsizing boat”. 

To a different class, again, belong the names where only 

the object that the place is compared to is expressed, the idea 

“like” being implied, or rather left out. These metaphorical 

names only occur sporadically. We have them in the case of 

mountains that are called “the toupees”, ‘‘the horns’, "the 

comb”, “the drill”, ‘‘the blubber-bag”, “the shade for the eyes”, 

“the neck”, “the stomach”, ‘the liver”, ‘the big hip”, “the 

snub-nosed one”, “the snout (of an animal), “the hair of the 

(seal’s) whiskers”, “the lips (of the гетдеег)”. Unusually 

graphic are ‘the one that draws his stomach in very much” 
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(about a mountain that is bent inwards), ‘the one that weeps” 

(a wet mountain-side), ‘‘the one that carries a child on its back”, 

"the one that has no jacket оп”, "the one that has taken off 

his fur-coat”, anore-narlana "the lord of the winds” (a very 

high mountain). 

Of a different kind again are such curious, highly con- 

scious appellations as argittog “the one that has no name” 

and nv'ssurta' “that which No-ssuag has its name from”, that 

is to say, the big point of land (‘‘nv's‘waq’), where no doubt 

formerly that settlement of the same name was situated which 

now lies some distance away and has taken with it, as it were, 

the name “big point of land”. 

A large number of the place-names have been suggested 

by details of human life, indeed they may even serve to give 

us information about characteristic features of Eskimo life, for 

instance: "the houses”, ‘the inmates of the house”, ‘‘the ones 

with the big sledges”, "the bad way”, ‘‘the spring- or summer- 

place” (i. e. the place where people camp in tents), “the place 

of ascent’, ‘Бе place of descent’, “the place where one got 

down at last”, “the place where one carries one’s boat over 

land”, ‘the place where the big skin-boat or the kajak is drawn 

up on land”, “the place where there is an outlook”, ‘the place 

with good drinking-water’, ‘the place with the tent-skins”, 

“the place with the bridge”, ‘the fox-trap”, ‘the cooking-place”, 

“the place where one does one’s business”, ‘the ball-game- 

place”, “the place where one expects something” (namely game), 

“the place where one easily comes across reindeer’, "the place 

where one is for the sake of shooting’, ‘‘the place where the 

nets are put out”, “the place where one hunts whales” etc. — 

Such occasions as the erection of a cairn, a pole, kindling of 

fire, drying of fish, gathering of lamp-moss, potstone, arrow- 

heads etc. may give rise to the name. Indeed there are place- 

names which are quite epic in character, like: ‘the place where 

there no longer stands an erect pole”, “the place where iron 
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has been taken”, ‘the place where one flayed the skins off”, 

“the place where one got enough to eat”, “the place where 

one (or they) died of hunger’, ‘‘the place where the pastor 

generally walks”, “the place where the man beat his wife” (or 

vice-versa?), ‘‘the place where stones were thrown”, ‘the place 

where the head generally has to be bent back” (that is in order 

to look up), "the place where on waits for the seals or the 

birds to become fat”. 

All these names have to be expressed by whole sentences 

in English; in Greenlandic there is only one word for each, 

whose elements express every detail of the ideas. — Of special 

linguistic interest are the examples of interjections used as 

names: kaka: (surprise), ik’e (shivering from cold), also the 

names made up of verbal indicatives: nakralega'g "now it is 

falling” (i. e. a cliff) and awartarpa'‘t ‘they broke the necks 

of them”. 

It must be added that there are of course many names 

which can no longer be explained, either because they have 

become corrupt in the course of time, or because they contain 

archaic elements. 

The following place-names | took down at the different 

settlements as I visited them, without stopping to investigate 

their meaning at the time. In some cases it is only with hesita- 

tion that I presume to suggest my explanation. Rapid and 

careless pronunciation may have made the meaning uncertain. 

But I leave it to others to furnish better explanations. 

[ have not tried to make the list complete; on some 

stretches of the coast, however, and especially in the Umanak 

district there are not many omissions. But north of Upernawik 

and in the northern part of Disko Вау I have only given very 

few names. 

The names are given in the order from north to 

south following the coast of West Greenland (North Greenland). 

In the column to the left | use my phonetical orthography 
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(y = ng, А = 4, dl, ф = bilabial f, a == long а (à), ar == @ etc.). 

except that I here double consonants to indicate that they are 

long (thus Й instead of Г etc.) Every consonant that is pre- 

ceded by 7 is as a rule long or half-long; this is indicated 

only in some few cases. 

To the right I give some of the names in the usual 

orthography of the maps. — The largest Eskimo settlements 

are at those places which are designated as small trading- 

places (“Udsteder”) or as colonies (‘Kolonier”), the seat of 

the Danish managers, parsons and assistants. When only 

Eskimo settlement is given, it means that the place is 

inhabited only by Eskimo (a ‘‘Boplads”). 

Place-names. | Translations (Etymology). Remarks. 

Mernog | ?cf.Labr. merngorpog istired | northernmost Eskimo 
| | settlement in Danish 

| Greenland (73° 50') *) 
Kuk the river Eskimo settlem. (73° 45’) 

Sarpaq ‚the eurrent | Eskimo settlem. (73° 42") 
Nuta’r miut inhabitants of new land, or (ais USER nn tl 

new inhabitants | я 

Ikerasa’rsuk | the peculiar sound or channel | Ness 

Sarttogq the thin (flat) island "Eskimo settlem. (73° 32’) 

Täsiusag resembling a lake the northernmost Danish 

| | trading-place (73° 21’) 
Uwinasog  |sloping downward Eskimo settlement 
Ergorheq the hindmost inland | Eskimo settlement 

Nawja”t ‘the young gulls Eskimo settlement 

Tussa'q ef. Labr. tupjat, tutjat a trail, | Eskimo settlement 

track (from tume a foot- 

| print) 

Qa’csersuag |? the big kagsse (Kl. a meet- | trading-place (73° 5’) 

ing-house or a valley) | 

*) According to Ryder the two northernmost settlements in 1887 were 54404 

and Itiwdiarsuk (73° 31’). Meddelelser om Grönland vol. VIII, p. 232. — 

Many ruins of houses were found farther north, as for instance on 

74° 19’ М. lat. (u. s. р. 254). 



Place-names. 

A“ pildttog 

Kinittog 
Qarsua 

Upernawik 

Pamiu”a 

Kargat 
(kappat ) 

Nosuättiaq 

Umiartorpik 

Suiloq 

Qa:rsut 

Qa*rsorsuaq 
Appadiit 

Arqusaq 

Ama’siwik 

Avpparsuit 

_ Innia 
Tine [те] 
Anu na’ 
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| Translations (Etymology). 

‚the red one (the soil or the 

| mountain) 

the towering mountain 

‘the big one which has no top 
(a flat-topped mountain) 

the summer-place (viz. where 

one camps in tents) | 
| 

| | 
| 

‚its tail 

promontory jutting out from 

| the inland 

the middling large cape or 

peninsula | 

place where people (i. е. tra- | 

| vellers) use umiaks (boats | 

| rowed by women) | 

Га tube or a hole where there | 
is a draught | 

bare flat-topped cliffs | 

the big bare flat-topped cliff 

the ones (islands or cliffs) 

with auks 

‘the one which resembles a 

sleeve 

the place where full-grown 

| male eider ducks were 

caught 

the big auks 

its pointed top 

ebb (low water) 

his or her mother | 

Remarks. 

trading-place (72° 56') 

| Eskimo settlement 

a hill close to Upernivik 

the northernmost Danish 

colony Upernivik 

(72°47' N. 56°10'М.) 

promontory of an island 

mountain 

deserted Eskimo settle- 

ment 

island 

Kinittuarssuk | the strange towering one | 4 little high island 
Niagorna'rsuk 
Siqarn-aq 
544124 

the strange head | 
gray (like a gray dog) | 

the foremost one | island 



Place-names. 

Iperag 

Mane'suarsuk 

Mane:soq 
Kaneq 

Awakheq 
Kanersuät- 

siag 

Upernnawik 
kujä2eq 

Upern-awi- 
sudg 

510749 
Qa'mmawik 

Ujarattog 
Manetsog 
Ana’”ssag 

Kinatak 

Innerit 

Qergertag 
Nv:arsuk 

Umiargik 

Niagornar- 
suk 

Kana'rsuk 
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Translations (Etymology). 

the moss wick of a Green- 

landie lamp 

the remarkably uneven one 

the uneven one 

promontory jutting out from 

the inland 

the outermost one 

the middling large 

montory 

the southernmost summer- 

place 

pro- 

the great Upernawik 

sand (or grain of sand) 

full of big stones 

uneven 

?resembling excrement 

mountain in whose ridge 

there is a cut (lit: in 

whose row of teeth there 

is à hole) 

the fires? or the flint-stones, 

cf. Petitot Vocab. iknek (C.) 

anmagq, silex 

island 

the strange headland 

place where the boat umiak 

is drawn up 

the remarkable head (cliff) 

the strange point of land 

Remarks. 

mountain with steep de- 

clivity 

island 

island 

the small colony Préven 

South Upernivik, the 

southernmost trading- 

place in the Upernivik 

District; the above 

mentioned colony of 

the same name is here 

called: 

island 

island 

island 

island 

island (Schade’s islands) 

island 

fjord 

fjord 

point of land on which 

there is an inhabited 

house 
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Place-names. | Translations (Etymology). Remarks. 

Täsiusag | resembling a lake 

Qornog ‘narrow part of a fjord or 

sound 

Nenutusog wide (broad part of a sound) 

Siuteroq snail mountain 
Amittog “narrow fjord where there are 

two inhabited houses 

Sergat the black guillemots 

Amittorssuag | the big (very?) narrow one 

Mijiorçik | the place where stones are fjord 

| (or were) thrown 

Yorrva lits valley | 

Siyyuk snout Cape Swartenhuk (71° 

| | 40'N. 55°52! W.) 
Maliniag that which people must, 

follow ? 

Qa'rgog cooked and dried liver or 
seal-meat Labr. = dried 

entrails | 

Narssaq plain | 
Inoqudsa't | the old witch-like persons? | 

(ef. arnarquas'a'q the 

witch of the sea) 

The following is a general survey of the names of the 

most important places in and around the Umanak (Oommannagq) 

Fjord (71° N.Lat.), which we come to next on proceeding to- 

ward the south. Most of these names do not so much belong 

merely to single points (cliffs) as to whole expanses of shore 

or parts of the land, even if the origin of the name may 

indicate that a single more limited locality was the starting- 

point. 1 begin at the northernmost entrance to the fjord and 

proceed toward the inner end and then along the southern 

shore out to the southern entrance, including as 1 proceed 

the nearest islands. 



Place-names. 

Qinniwik (or gin- 
nuwik?) 

Argertoarssuk 

Niagornäkä”ssak 
Iironuag 
Pa”nanäsoq 
Täsiusag 
Ege 

Ilkerusät 

Tartosaq 
Ego”tät kilket 

Akunnerit 
Ego "tät 
Sawe:t 
Ulissät 

Mane:tsoqut 

Kussättag 

Ippik 

Niagornäka”ssak 
Ulikki"wik 
Ummr"wik 

Orpinarsuit 

Argersiorgik 

Ittako 

Sergarssuit 

XXXI. 
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Translations (Etymology). ° 

winter provisions | 

where there always are whales | 
the hideous head (cliff) | 

| 

‘the little house 
rich in berries 

resembling a lake | 

corner (of the mouth), entrance | 

(to the fjord) | 

ledges which resemble the stump 

bedsteads in a Greenlandic | 

house | 

resembling a kidney 

the westernmost ego'ts (a kind 

of seaweed) | 

the spaces between 

a kind of seaweed (plural) 

the iron implements, the knives 

tide waves at high water, or 

| waves that beat heavily 

the land that is connected with 

the uneven place 

sloping downward for a stream | 

of water 

cliff, steep clayey slope facing 

the sea 

| the hideous head of the cliff 

| place where there is high water 

place where the boat is drawn | 

up on land (during the rein- 

| deer hunt) | 

the conspicuous bushes (or 

small trees) 

the place where one hunts 

whales | 

the remains of the skins which | 

have been sewed together 

| the large (many ?) black guille- | 

| mots | 

| 

Remarks. 

place where one stores away Cape Cranstown 

(71° 22 N. lat.) 
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Place-names. Translations (Etymology). | Remarks. 

Kaniusag resembling a promontory bay 

Tonnarssuag the high declivity (bluff) | 
Ukkusissä pule- the Uk’usisät big reindeer- large fjord toward the 

arssuät hunting district. north 

Uvkkusissét | potstone 

Qiqua the innermost part of the the inner end of the 
| fjord | fjord(72°22 N. lat., 

Pänertog dried meat or fish (or from) 53°41’ W. long.) 

| 

pan‘eg, а fullgrown male | 

| reindeer?) | 
Niagornaka”s- the hideous head (cliff) | 

sak | 
Iennarssuag | the big bluff | 
Qo‘rorsuag  |the large valley | 
Iniog ‚surge, swell | 

Säliaruseg that which is relatively fore- | 
| most | 

Puersasrwik ‚the place where one waits: 

for them (seals, birds ete.) | 
to become fat 

Puerjasrwrserm- | the glacier at the place where | 

mia one waits for them (seals, | 

birds etc.) to become fat. | 
Akuliarusinuag | the little mountain which is 

| relatively in the middle | 

(i. e. it towers up between | 

two fjords). | 

To the south lies the island: 

Place-names. Translations (Etymology). 

VYeqgerttarssuaq the large island 
Inni”ssua its big summit 
Niagornaka”ssak the hideous mountain head | 
Ittakuarssuk the conspieuous or beautiful | 

Itako? (v. p. 337) | 
Naja*t the young gulls 

Akerte ?(the one that answers, 1. e. 

echoes?) 

Remarks. 



Place-names. 

Ko“na 

Sisara'ccog 
Nornarıtsiag 

Kaner kuk 
Umiammakut 

Карра 
Nuliargik 

Puto 

Mü-rqat 

Отиза: 

Kaner hussuaq 
Akuliarusinuag 

Qiqua 

Uicçak 

Niagornakaws- 
sak 

Qonulertusoq 

Sermeq awan- 
ner eq 

Qiter heq 
Pa’’rniwik 
Qunnertusog 

Qor hortonuagq 
Kusanarsors- 

suag 
Kusanasoq 
Serminuaq 
Uperniwik 
/perniwe Noa | 

Siorag | 
Ino'nuajuk 

| Бе big fjord 

the little glacier 
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Translations (Etymology). 

? 

? 

the middling big point of 

land 

an inlet, a fjord 

(these row-boats ?) 

their promontory 

mating-place 

hole 

the children 

?the front side of the inner- 

most part of the fjord 

the little mountain towering 

up between two fjords 

its (the fjord’s) inner end 

the fern 

the hideous mountain head 

where there is much moun- 

tain sorrel and similar 

vegetation 

the northernmost glacier 

the middle one 

the berry-place 

where there is a big moun- 

tain-cleft 

the little waterfall 

the enormous slope 

sloping, slope 

the summer-place | 

the promontory at the sum- | 

mer-place 

sand (lit: the grain of sand) 

a little person (?) | 

Remarks. 

fjord 

island 

island 

fjord 

Eskimo settlement (6 

houses) 

glacier 

| glacier 

glacier 

tent-place and houses 

glacier 

Eskimo settlem. (71° 

10'N., 52°51' W.) 
tent-place 

| coal-place 

22" 
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Place-names. | ‘Translations (Etymology). Remarks. 

Ayiaq |achild born in concealment (?) | tent-place, building lots 

No'a its promontory | 

Kusiniquaq the little river-bed (which 
| is dried out in summer) 

Kusinek anner- the river-bed which con-, 
tuneq | tinues running longest | 

Ujarassuag  |the big stone | 

Argeq the whale | 

Serminuag | the little glacier | 
Tuperssuag the big tent 

Kanerkusop | the mouth (“the hole for the the outlet of the sound 
pa | sleeve”) of the big fjord | between Uperniwik Is- 

| land and the mainland 

Niag’orn'anuag the little mountain head | 
Qalättog that which boils? or the one high steep mountain 

that draws its stomach 

very far in? | 

Iilorssuit the large houses the island Ubekendt 

Eiland (Unknown 

Island) and the small 

trading-place JAJors- 

| suit onits eastern shore 

From here to the north of the island Ubekendt Eiland: 

Place-names. Translations (Etymology). | Remarks. 

No'Gutak the point of land 

Koruyka“ssa"‘t |the hideous clefts 
Nersinasosaq |vesembling а snub-nose | 
Elimana the place where one expects | 

a good capture (of fish, | 

seals etc.) | 

Luna resembling a house? 

Qa'rusuk (lit: the one that is ready 

to burst) an underground | 

hole | 
Tiioquaq the little house 

Erquarta iwnna | the bluff on the back side | 

Erqua its back side | 



Place-names. 

No’*takisog 

Qernertog 
Norgagortog 
Qernertuaraq 

Ti ikkäppag 

Ana'°saq 

Erssaq 
Pertüla'’sa 

Or kunawia 

Süjjua 

Argo 

Nujèuk 

Issito-“sak 

Ujara"t 
Галия 

Papenusik 
Viggak 
Sarqa’ 
Tukkuik 
Tuluag 
Qarnusaq 

Awartarpa't 

Tsergiag 

Narsinasonuag 

No'nutaq 
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Translations (Etymology). 

no’g takiso'g the long 

point of land? 

the black one 

the white point of land 

the little black one 

the kajak that has returned 

home ? 

resembling excrement (the 

color) 

the one that shows teeth(?) 

the one that is just as if 

about to capsize 

its (or his) proper fall 

its front part (prow) 

the stern 

the two rumps 

< isito'g ice-fog ? one 

that is just like ice-fog ? 

the stones 

a bridge, something that 

lies across 

| Ве fish tail (-sik?) 

‚a fern 

its sunny side 

the miser 

| Ве raven 

‘a short wall built in front 

| of the entrance as a 

shelter from the wind 

` (usually: gay'usaq) 

they broke the back parts 

| of their heads (i. e. the 
_ fishes’ or the men’s heads) 
‘brim of a hat, shade for 

| the eyes 

the little snub-nosed one 

|а point 

Remarks. 

little island 

island 



Place-names. 

Ilulio'maneg 

Teriänniag 

Nuna’nuag 
Jwnarssue 

Nager hoq 

Aopaluttuquaq 
Kinumaneq 

No-nmiut 

Nahiggik 

Kusininuag 
Ko’ronuag 
Miorto‘toka"ssak 

Niorto'suag 

T)orsuit 

Inokassa“t 

Qe-oge 

Qa'co'p ihaua 
T)herussaka”’ssaet 

Kap'é 

Kin'arsim'a 

Apaluttoka"ssak 

Sermeq gernertog 
Akuliarusikawssak 

Qa'rsuka®ssak 

Isers'iutilik 
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Translations (Etymology). 

a place thatis slightly concave 

the fox | 

the little land 

the big bluffs 

the hollow (in the moun- 

tain wall) | 

the little red one 

? = tinumaneg, that which 

is bent around 

the dwellers on the promon- 

tory 

the place that is just op- 

posite to one or that one 

is abreast of (nautical) 

the little river-bed 

the little cleft 

niorto'tikaws'ak, the 

hideous drill | 

the big drill 

the big houses | 

many people | 

?the one that is clipped, a 

kind of small gull 

Qa'sog’s house 

the hideous things that look | 
like beds | 

?the one that wears а| 

double layer of clothes | 

(Kl. kappip'oq) 

that which has got a cut 
or nick in its edge 

the hideous red one 

the black glacier 

the hideous mountain which | 

towers up between two 

fjords | 

the naughty cliff 

?a place where the birds 

are driven inward 

Das 

Remarks. 

formerly inhabited 

(ruins) 

(ruins) 

steep cliff 

small trading-place 

formerly inhabited 

building-lot 



Place-names. 

Kaner Auarsop ser- 
mia 

Serme ergina 

Tirssarissog 

Qegerta’ akia 

Tornit 

Serma’runnika”s- 

sak 

Ummrtwik 

Sermmika”ssag 

Qinartarssuag 
Aserussuit 

Appatat 

Qagortuütsiaq 

Kanimusa’misog 

Tupersu'åtta't 
Qanatalika”ssak 

Pukkitoaja’k 

Nonotaka”ssak 

A’) MaPniargik 

Sisortartokavssak 
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Translations (Etymology). 

the glacier of the pretty (?) 

or peculiar(?) fjord 

the edge of the inland ice 

in the corner of the 

inner part of a fjord. 

the fragrant one 

Remarks. 

the innermost part of 

the KanerAuarsuk 

Fjord 

the coast opposite to the south of the little is- 

island 

the inland inhabitants 

the hideous place where the 

glacier has disappeared 

place where the boat is 

drawn up on land (during | 

the reindeer-hunt) | 

the naughty or hideous 

glacier 

the large mountain ridge 

?the large crevices 

the auks (the moderately 

many auks?) 

the tolerably little white 

one 

the one that faces toward 

the inland 

the moderately large tents | 

the hideous one (place) with | 

the rocky cavern | 

the low one — (aja'k?) 

the hideous point of land | 

(-nota?) 

place where they are out | 

hunting with shooting-| 

or | weapons (cross-bows 

fire arms) 

the hideous one (cliff) that 

is apt to slide down 

land in the fjord 

between the mouths 

of the two fjords 

Kanerhuarsuk and 
Innerit 
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Place-names. | Translations (Etymology). | Remarks. 

Ko’rorsuag kanis- | the innermost (easternmost) | 
Àeq | large cleft 

Nunatanuag the little land-island (in the 
inland ice) 

Kusinersuag the big river-bed 

Maijak ?the one that has a gash or 

a loose Нар (Kl., mag- | 

dlagpog): a hangnail 

QJegertanuit the little islands 

Oqa-sakawssak the hideous tongue-like one 
Tüs'art'oq ?the place where the sea 

breaks in 

Qa’marujuk the place where it is some- | 
what light 

Erçaiiika"ssa ?(ergag, a coat of water- 

tight skin) its (the fjord’s) 

hideous one that wears 

a coat 

Qasinissät erni- the place of the sea-dogs 
wigiät | (phoca vitulina), where 

| they breed 

Serga’ wat the nests of the black guille- 

| mots 
Qagortokawssak the hideous white one | 

A*sorgik ?place which is becoming 

rotten or melting 

Akuliarusiusa- the hideous thing which re- 

kawssak ’ зешЫеза mountain tower- | 

ing up between two fjords 

Kusivnika“ssak  |the hideous river bed 

Portuso'q the high one 
Qegertaka”ssak the hideous island 
Täsiusa pa’ the mouth of the lake-like one the mouth of the 7a- 

| siusaq 

T'serqgiaq a shade for the eyes an overhanging cliff 

No’nuag ‚little tongue of land | 
Akuliaruserssuag the big towering mountain Eskimo settlement (1 

between two fjords | house) 71°3'N. lat., 

| 51910’ W. long. 



Place-names. 

Orssovianuag 

Qeopukatssa"t 

Na“jane 

Ko’rorsuag 

Siorgane perser- 

sartoq 

Kissawiarssuit 

No'suättsiaq 

Innerit 

Qa'rsors'uaq 

Kusinerssuag 

Sermeg awanner- 

eq 
Nunatag 

Sermeg 

Perierçik 

Ko-rorssuaq 

Nunarsusuaq 

Ajorsisimasog 

Sermikaws’ak 
Narsa’rsunuag 

Issi 

Рио 

Tsergiag 

Egalussualik 

Qunnertog (or 

-t0'q) 
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| Translations (Etymology). | 

the little mountain con- 

taining white felspar | 

the hideous tracts of broken 
| stone | 

by the gulls 

the large cleft 

the one that drifts with 

sand 

the falcons 

the moderately big 

of land 

the fires or flints (silices) 

the large, flat-topped cliff 

the big river-bed 

the northernmost glacier 

point 

land-island in the inland ice 

glacier 

the place where people die 

(died) of starvation 

the big cleft 

?the big (peculiar?) land 

the one that could not get 

any farther, that had to 
give up 

the hideous glacier 

the little peculiar plain 

?frost, cold — or from: 

is’ip'og, bends down ina 

| sitting position — or from: | 

is’in’erit, the loose pieces 

of ice between the land | 

' and the main ice 

a hole 

| а shade for the eyes 

place where there are sharks 

‚?the one that is cleft (a 

cleft) 

Remarks. 



Place-names. 

Matta’titog (or 
-to'q) 

Argartargik 

Sa“tog 

Ukusissät 

Alanerqa'q 

Akuliaruseg 

Qegertål 
Qasinissåt 

Qammik 

Sergät 

Sa*tuarsuk 

Kinittuarsuk 

Iluerto'q 

Qernertoarssuit 

$41164 

Appat 

Uiggagq 

Qa’so‘p tdhua 
Iter Rak 

Umiässussuk | 
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Translations (Etymology). 

?the one that has much 

matak (whale-rind) 

place where one generally 

descends, or 

aquatic animals generally 

dive down 

the flat one 

 potstone (plur.) 

the top of Alanog, the shady 

side (of the fjord) 

relatively the middle one 

the islands: 

sea-dogs (phoca vitulina) 

?one that is 

heaped measure 

the black guillemots 

the peculiar flat one 

the peculiar towering one 

the one with the many pits 

(or ditches) 

the peculiar black ones 

the leader (foremost one) 

the auks 

a fern 

Qa'sog's house 
a depression (mountain hollow 

or bay) 

?the curious row-boat 

where the 

filled with | 

Remarks. 

| 

| small trading-place (at 

the foot of a high 

steep mountain of 

this name) 71°2’N. 

lat., 51°31’W. long. 

Eskimo settlement (1 

house) 

| WSW. of Ukusis'ät 

| Eskimo settlement (4 

| houses) 

| 

] 

island somewhat far- 

ther south (high) 

a rather large island 

south of Ukusis’ät 

on the southern side 

of the island 

ruin 



Place-names. 

Nagerorsuaq 

Nakkalega'q 
Kusinikawssak 

Liu kujcidheg 

Serminnuag 
Imerssuag 

Пиед 

Арра“ 

Рата 

Qagortudtiag 

Innerit 

Qeporqaq 

Torsukatak 

Akuliarutip qaq- 

ga” 

Sergäilt та 

Qarsortanuit 

Jepponnuit 

Tuluvanuit 
Siso"p kajuk 
Najätta*t 

Kusinersuag 

Tharssuit 

Lliarsue qegerta‘t 

Nager horsuaq 

J’nnarssuag 

Sa*tuarpala*t 
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Translations (Etymology). 

the big hollow in the 

mountains between two | 

fjords 

now it is falling! 

| Ще hideous river bed 

the southernmost house 

the little glacier 

‘the big (body of) water 

the grave 

?the one that has auks 

his or her daughter 

the tolerably little white one 

the fires or flints 

a species of big whale ‘with 

a low round dorsal fin 

and many furrows under 

the abdomen” 

? tors'o'g, the entrance-hole 

of a house, house-passage 

the mountain of the inter- 

vening space 

the nests of the black 

guillemots 

?the small arrows 

the little stones that have 

slid down 

the little ravens 

the moderately small gulls 

the big river-bed 

?the big orphans 

the islands of Zliarssuit 

the big hollow in the moun- | 

tain-chain between two 

fjords 

the big bluff 

the miserable little flat ones | 

Remarks. 

mountain 

the sound between 

Ap'at Island and 

the mainland 

at the entrance to the 

sound on the north 

side 



Place-names. 

Anat 

A‘na‘kodt 

Sa’rqutito'g 

Egina 

Qa'sop thhua 
Sermi nunata* 

Sermi kanihheq 

Amittuättiaq 

Anoreto'q 

Itiw ) jiarssuk 

Jvnanuag 

To’ jitalik 

Pera“sarssuit 

No'suätsiaq 

Ukalilik 

Qiièuaq 

I) rutorgät 

9104 

Qegerta'rqut 

Ko-rqut 

Sattut 

Sa“‘tugisut 
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Translations (Etymology). 

? 

a'na't's rivers 

the one who has a big outfit 

of kajak-implements 

his or its corner (of the 

mouth) 

Qa'sog’s house 

a land-island of the inl.-ice (a 

protruding mountain-top) 

the innermost (easternmost) 

glacier 

the middling little narrow one 

the one where it is very windy 

the peculiar crossing 

the little bluff 

the one that has loons (co- 

lymbus glacialis) 

the large ones (pieces of 

wood) which can be used 

for sledge-runners 

the middling large point of 

land 

the one that has hares 

the little carcass of a land- 

animal or bird 

the old houses 

the inner part of a fjord or 

a hole 

р 

the valleys 

the flat (thin) ones 

the ones that are very flat 

(or thin) 

Remarks. 

bay 

a little pointed cove 

at the inner end of 

a bay 

ruin 

mountain 
high mountain 

| Eskimo settlement by 
the fjord of the same 

name 

‘Eskimo settlement (3 

houses) on a flat 

island (70° 48’ N., 

51° 20' W.) 

island 

small trading-place on 

a little island (70° 

48'N., 51°30' М.) 

3 small islands a little 

farther north 



Place-names. 

Uiore:t 

Agoar eq 
Na X yorgik 

Nasiggth 

Niarqusät näsig- |? 
gidt 

Ammat 

Amittudtiaq 

No sudttiag 

Akinnag 

Qumasinua 

A°pilättog 

A“pilätto* ta’ 

I’nnaka”ssak 

(дла 

No’na*tsiag 

Sermer it 

A-neq 

Niagornekassag 

Alanorssuag 

Qanulik 

Mer jertut 
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Translations (Etymology). 

the ones that are at the very 

end of the row (an increase 

in length) 

a special room, a side room 

?place where things sprout; | 

| the place of vegetation 

‘the place where there is an. 

| outlook 
|? 

‚silieated slate (plur.) i. e. 
| argillaceous slate which 

has been hardened by sili- 

cious water, and which was | 

formerly used for arrow- 

| heads, knives etc. 

the middling narrow one 

the middling big promontory 

| something that is just opposite 

its little neck 

the red one 

that which A-pildttog is| 

named after 

the hideous bluff 

the shells 

the middling little promon- 

tory 

the ones (mountains or fjords) | 

that have a glacier ? 

the rotten one 

‘the hideous head-like one 
the big shady side | 

the one with the edge of ice 

(along the shore) | 

‚the children (obsolete word, 

’ now used only in elevated | 

| style) | 

Remarks. 

farthest east 

farthest west 

Eskimo settlement (2 

houses) 

the southern entrance 

to the Sermilik Fjord 

mountain 



Place-names. 

Itivssa'g 

Pramag 

Jijerusag 

Akuliaruseg 

Aku2eq 

Så ати 

Айа 

Pamiä ua 

Agajarua 

Pa wrnät 
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| Translations (Etymology). 

?the land (lowland) that one 

continually has to walk 

over 

|? 

‘the ledge 

the one that lies just about 

between 

the middle one 

the relatively outermost or 

foremost ones 

that side of it which is just 

opposite, the shore on the 

other side of the sound 

‚its tail like that of an aquatic 

animal (seal or walrus) 

a (interior) stomach 

the berries 

Anuja’rtorgik |? 
Qinarsuaq 

Qa’rsukawssak 

Ilua 

Akuliarusersuag 

Alakarsa‘ria 

Qo’rorsuag 

Nager uk 

No’%erut 

Qa'rusuk 

Qa'newe't 

the big bridge of the nose 

or the big sharp edge of 

the shin-bone 

the hideous flat-topped cliff 

its interior 

the big towering mountain 

between two fjords 

‘the one that allows him to 

| become visible 

| the big cleft 

a cleft in the mountain 

| extending from valley to 

valley or from fjord to fjord 
2 

rocky cavern 

the places for the kajaks 

(where they are drawn up) 

Remarks. 

| rather small island 

| Storüen, rather large is- 

land with an Eskimo 

settlement (3 honses) 

on the north side of 

Storöen (Great 

Isl.) 

on the south side 

| the northwest point 

| 

(promontory) of the 

island 

on the mainland south- 

east of Akuliaruseg 

at the promontory 

on the promontory 



Place-names. 

Qarajag or 

Qayajaq 
A“paluttuguag 
No"“kawssak 

Sigcuanuit 

Kissawiag 

Nunannuag 
Qaraja wia 

Ko"ka'ssak 

Näsergawik 

No natsiag 

No'nutakawssag 

TI’nnerit 

Niagornag 

Nunataq 

Alanno-g 

Itipilua 

Puiättokawssak 
Qegertaq 
Qa'rssog 
Itinneg 

I Alergiusag 

Kosuaq 

Ma ‚joriarsuättsiag 

Egaluit 

Tinuk 
Narsa’sonuag 

1 “nnarssuaq 

Nuggiumaneg 
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Translations (Etymology). | 

a rounded bay between two | 

steep cliffs 

the little red one | 

the hideous point of land | 

the small mountain slides | 

?a kind of bird (hawk ?) 

(kis ‘arviarsuk — a falcon) | 
little land 

its real garajag, inner end 

of the fjord 

the hideous river 

? there where the proper out- 

look is to be found 

?the middling large project- 

ing point of land | 

the hideous clumsy point of 

land (minor promontory) 

the fires or flints 

resembling a head 

land-island in the inland ice 

the shady side 

? = Kl. iserfiluk, rima 

? the hideous blister or bubble 

the island 

the flat-topped cliff 

depression, the lowest pass 

between two bays or fjord 

resembling a chest 

the big river 

| Ве rather great ascent 

ithe salmon (plur.) 
the liver 

|?the little plain 

the big bluff 

?the one that advances most | 

Remarks. 

settlement (70°25'N., 

50°32! W.) 

low promontory in front 

of the glacier 

nearest to the glacier 

| the south side of the 

Umanak Fjord 

deep, broad canon, in 

which there is 

a large river on the 

way from 

a mountain in the in- 

terior of the land 



Place-names. 

Ilusissog 

Sissokajuk 

Ujara"'t 

Qo-rorsuaq 

Sorgaq 
Sermmia 

Sissina 

Narsinasoq 

Mal'art'argik 

352 

| Translations (Etymology). Remarks. 

| ?that which lies in the direc- | 

tion of the interior 

?the one that frequently 

| slides down 

its stones 

the big cleft 

la whalebone 

‘its (the inland’s) ice 
its fox-hole 

the snub-nos€d one 

place where the head is 

generally bent back 

glacier 

Kanimusammisog the one that is turned in the 

Qa'rsog 
Kusinerssuag 
Umiartorgik 

Qan'erpalluk 

Sisoaklawss'a'tt 

Sermersuaq 

Lwiämarnät 

Tvna’rsunuag 

Umiusarsuag 

Iter 2'eg 

Qepporsuit 

Im ikiättog 
Assakannuit 

Sermmia 

direction of the inland 

a broad-topped cliff 

the big river-bed 

‚place to which they used to | deserted Eskimo settle- 

go in row-boats (umiags) ment 

the one that resembles a 

| mouth in appearance (or 

in sound) 

‘the hideous (impassable) 

| stones that have slid down | 

‘the large glacier 
resembling a woman’s breasts | 

(or the udders of a female 

animal) 

the peculiar little bluff 

|? the big one which resembles 

| acurtain in a Greenlandic 

tent 

the one that is deepest down | deserted Eskimo settle- 

in the valley or farthest ment 

| in in the bay 

‘the big avalanches of stone | 
| warm water with a little river 

the little ones that roll! 

around or roll down | 

its (the inland's) ice (glacier) | 



Place-names. 

Niagornnäka”ssag 

Assaka'rssuit 

Sermika”sa'k 

Qarnersuag 

Innarsunuag 
An ayzwugilinuag 

Tup'erssuakawssa’t 

Kurtartonuag 

Katartog 

Sänneriag 

Qepporsuit 

Sermiarsuit 

Two islands 

Place-names. 

Taleroq 

Ikerasak 

Ike 

I kærtalik 

XXXI. 
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Translations (Etymology). 

the hideous head-like one 

the big or strange ones that 

roll around or roll down 

the hideous glacier 

the big breaker 

the strange little bluff 

the little place where one 

rests (supports) one’s rifle 

(or field-glass) 

the hideous big tents 

flows 

beats ? 

2) <ka'wit'artog, the one 

that often whirls round 

something that lies or has 

turned across something 

hammers or 

a cross-bow). san'erpog: 

turns or has turned cross- 

wise (or <san'erpa: soils 

either with something dry 

or something moist) 

the big piles of stones (ava- 

lanches of stones) 

the peculiar glaciers 

east of this point: 

| Translations (Etymology). 

a seal’s ог awhale’s fore-paw 

‚the sound 

|? 1) interjection on feeling a 

cold shiver, or 2) the hard 

wood in a kind of drift | 

timber 

which has a bridge 

| 
| 

| 
| 

the little river which usually 

1) the one that frequently 

or 

else (especially the bow of 

Remarks. 
| 

Eskimo settlement 

(708.85 N. lat, 

51°56’ W. long.) 

Remarks. 

trading-place 

Eskimo settlement (1 

house) close by Ike- 

rasak 

Eskimo settlement 

23 



nés и за А 

# 
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Place-names. Translations (Etymology). Remarks. 

Ikerasanuag the little sound (strait be- Eskimo settlement 

tween two islands) 

O*"m’an-ät"iag the smaller o'm’an'ag Eskimo settlement 

Jag'arsuät*iag the right large mountain 

Näsigrik the outlook-place 

Inussuk (resembling a human being) 

a cairn 

Näsigeisguag the big outlook-place 

North of Serm’iarswit there lies out in the fjord: 

Place-names. | Translations (Etymology). ! Remarks. 

O'mmannag ‘resembling a heart an island with a high 
mountain (1168 m.) 

| | and a colony of 

the same name, the 

Umanak of the 

| | map (70°40'N. lat.) 

Mane: Jät ‚a piece of pack-ice Eskimo settlement (1 

| | house) close to 
| Umanak 

Qorjortonuag | the little one that flows down | brook 

| (waterfall) 

Iiderusarsuit | the big ledges 

Napparutarneg | ?resembling the dorsal fin of 

| а whale 

Näsigeik the outlook-place 

Pu jänne the pools of water that smell. 

Ko'rorsuag  |the big cleft (valley) 
Arssarginuag the little place where they 

play ball | 

Palassargisar- | the place where the preacher | 

targia ’ is accustomed to sit in the | 

sun or: to walk to and fro | 

| (promenading) 

| 

Nonnuag the little point of land 
Puiiammiut the (fox-) trap-inhabitants deserted Eskimo settle- 

Pujiätiquag | Ве little trap ment 



Place-names. 

Kamiipal'o 

Qa“janak or 

Qa'"janaka”ssak 
No'nutakavssak 

Ko’suakawssak 
Vor iortoquagq 

Vepporssuakaws- 

sat 

Kanusanuag 

Sa'*tog 
Oernertomuit 

Ujukuartorgik 

Povruseq 

Qa'niwrt 

Qilakittog 

Ky'kawssak 

O-manittog 

Nværsuk 

A'’magq 

A'’maraq 

Qafjja't 
Qatjja'nuit 

Toapa'rsuit 

Kv:k 
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Translations (Etymology). 

|Pthe one that looks like an 

(Eskimo) boot 

|?place where one got food 
| enough to eat 

the hideous point of land 

the hideous big river 

the little one that flows down 

(waterfall) 

the hideous big taluses (ava- 

lanches of stones) 

‚the little (quantity of) brass 

| ог copper 

the thin (flat) one 

the little black ones 

place where one stands on the 

shore and catches gulls 

by means of a piece of 

blubber which is fastened 

to a hook or peg at the 

end of a line 

‚a bag (made of a whole skin, 

for blubber) 

the places where they lay the 

kajaks up 

the one that has a little sky 

(i. e. a little peak)? 

the hideous river 

the one that is not living 

(any longer) 

the peculiar little point of 

| land 

'a live coal (coal?) 
the little live coal (coal?) 
?their kajaks 

the little kajaks 

‘the big or strange pebbles 

(from the sea) 

the river 

Remarks. 

deserted Eskimo settle- 

ment 

high, pointed mountain 

uninhabited houses; 

coal-beds 

23° 
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Place-names. 

Ivnakavssak 

Kussanasunuag 

Sargargik 
TEE a Iluwerquliss us'0q 

Qa-rsuarsuk 

Pattorgik or 

Amiarssuit 

Tjiioka“sak 

Imerissoq 

Qærsut 

Qilertinuit 

Aniarsut 

Ekorgät 

Sergat 

Anore narlana' 

Kimittog 

Avgqui/oniag 

Niargornät 

ork т. 
Ото [о] 

Sälisag 

Noila sag 

Nunarsuättiaq 

Ama'rtorsuaq 

356 

Translations (Etymology). Remarks. 

| the hideous bluff 

the little one that slopes 

downward 

the current-place, rapids 

?the one who misses a place 

of deposit 

| the peculiar flat-topped cliff 

| place where husband and wife 

| fight (or where the hus- 
| band beats his wife) 

the hideous house ‚an unhabited house 

place with good water 

the bare flat-topped cliffs | small trading-place 

| the little toupees (the women’s mountain 2025 m. high 

| mode of dressing the hair), (70°38' N. lat., 52° 

| | 28' W. long.) 

the big (many?) grindstones | mountain (Slibestens- 

| or files | fjældet) 

the underlayers, a tongue of 

land at the foot of a high. 

| mountain 

the black guillemots 
‘the master of the wind 

the towering one 

'?the one where there is bad 

walking 

the head-like ones 

? the eeking (Kl. wigo = uio, 

an addition to the length; 

eeking) cf. p. 360 

the one with the hair scraped | 

off (especially about scrap- 

ed hides) 

resembl. the upper opening | 

in an Eskimo cloak(anorag) 
| | 

bay middling large land [nis isolated cliff 

| 

| 

small trading-place 

the big ama'rtog (one who conspicuous, round 

carries a child on her back | topped cliff 

| in the hood of her cloak | 



Place-names. 

Tuwiussa* 

Nvrtuileg 

№" qitereq 

Tuluänuit 
Kı'narisog 

No'suättsiaq 

Kusininuag 

Ege 
[tiv je 

Tupersuarta: 

I’nnarsudtsiaq 

Sammisog 

Kv:k 

Quta'r /uk 

No:loq 
Qernertuarsue 

Ipikawsät 

Kanissut 

Kaniuaggät 

Qupittag 

Sammisuarag 

Itatalik 

Nager hog 

Sar jog 

Ko'ruta' 

Kaneq 

Ри} häsuag 

Amittuarsuk 

Ny'suag 

357 

| Translations (Etymology). 

resembling a shoulder 

the next point of land 

the middle point of land 

the small ravens 

the one with the pretty face 

the middling large point of 

land 

the little dried up river-bed 

the corner (c. of the mouth) 

the boats over 

? that from which the big tent 

has got its name 

‘the tolerably big bluff 

the one that is turned this 

way (in our direction) 

the river 

a forbidding steep place 

‚point of land (-log = -luk?) 

the big entirely black ones 

the horrid clayey banks or 

moraines 

the sea scorpions 

the little sea scorpions 

a cleft 

the little one that turns this 

way 

'?(a place) with tent-skins, 

which are associated with 

the place 

the hollow, the depression 

?a thinner place 

the valley’s surroundings 

the promontory 

the big trap (fox-trap ?) 

the narrow one 

the big point of land 

the place where one carries” 

Remarks. 

(map:) Iterdlak 

Hukken (70°44'N. lat., 

54°28! W. long.) 

small trading - place 

(map: Nugsuak) 
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Place-names. Translations (Etymology). Remarks 

Ike*ag or one that (or he that) departed the inhabited part at 

Пе“ад, Пе“а for the bay (ikeg) the trading-place 

No'sy" ta that which has given Nv’suag Eskimo settlement just 
its name south of Nugsuak 

№-тад or ?the real (proper) point of 
№-"тад land 

Nål Zuarsuk the peculiar ford 

Nälluarsuarag | the little peculiar ford 

Nål Muarsuccuaq | the peculiar big ford 

Kucininuag the little dried up river-bed 
point of land 

No: luk the ugly point of land 

Disko-Bay. Here I give merely a few names although the 

place-names are in reality just as numerous here as elsewhere 

along the inhabited coasts. The bay itself has no special name, 

but is merely called “the sea”. The sea outside is spoken of 

as “the real big sea”. Disko Island is named Qegertarssuay 

(the big island); Arveprinsens Eiland is called AA/uittog or 

Appät (the auks) after the colony of the same name which is 

situated on its west coast. 

Place-names. | Translations (Etymology). | Remarks. 

Qegertaq the island ‚small trading-place 

‘alerva its fore-paw (the seal’s) | (69°58’ N. lat., 51° 

Kaniorssuit the big sea-scorpions | 14! W. long.) 

Pisissarçik |?place where one is accus- 

| tomed to leap, jump (or 

| shoot with the bow and | 

arrow) | 

Ana’ | his excrements (or: her elder | Eskimo settlement 

| brother) 

Ulussät | 21) Фе cheeks (plur. of uluak) 

2) a kind of stone which 

can be used for и 

(1)a woman's knife 2) har- | 

poon-point) 

Kussanasog ‚the one that slopes down 



Place-names. 

Arsiwik 

Ata 

Pa:kittog 

Qit’ermmiut 

Anarjuit 

Sis’arisog 
Lluarque't 

Nokutak 

Sa‘tukojoq 

Siororssuit 

Agajarua 

Sargaq 

Innag 

Qunnerssuag 

Ana'rsuit 

Legit 

Pikiulik 

Anoreto'g 

Kama:rsuk 
Itussa'g 

Pamiua 

Tunnerit 

Oqa“ttoq 

Оа-тззиа 

Näsipginuag 
Iwianarnät 

359 

Translations (Etymology). Remarks. 

place where thereisanabund- | Eskimo settlement 

ance of provisions 

that which is below, the foot 

(of the slope) 

something with a small open- 

ing, here: a fjord with a 

narrow mouth 

the ones that live in the 

middle | 

?the ones that need to do) 

their business | 

the pretty beach | 

the stone pits (to keep blub- | 

ber in) | 

a clumsy point (of sand) 

the flat (land) (kujo'g?) | 
sands (sandy | 

| 

small trading-place 

(69°43' N. lat.) 

small trading-place 
= / 

ee 

?the large 

beach) 

its (his) stomach 

current 

the bluff 

the big fissure 

the big (many) excrements | 

grass | 

the one that has a fountain- | island 

head (?) | 

the one rich in wind 

the strange promontory 

? continual walking over land 

or over a mountain ridge | 

its tail | 

?the ones that have fallen 

down 

the cormorant ‘small trading-place 
| (Rodebay 69920" 

its flat-topped cliff N. lat.) 

the little outlook-place 

the one resembling udders high mountain 



Place-names. 

Persera tog 

Qavssusergik 

Nuer Auk 

Ogarttunuit 

Kidtty't 

Panalittog 

Ipiv'taq 

Sawe'rneg 

Kuännerit 

Qarajaq 

Täsera'ssag 

OQasimiartu't 

О-о [uu"k] 

Oju kièèeq 

No: luk 
Qasiniarçuit 

Qasiniåtta't 

Tinuajuk 
Itisuarsuk 
Vaquihut 

Alannua 

360 

Translations (Etymology) 

the one that continually (on 

| all occasions) drifts 

‘the place where nets are put 
out 

one that rises a little above 

its surroundings (a low 

island ?) 

| 

the very warm (springs ?) 

the one that has four legs, | 
a four-footed animal or | 

| insect | 

that which resembles а 

handle; the neck of land 

between a rather broad 

the little (few) cormorants | 

| Remarks. 

high mountain 

| 

| peninsula and the main- 

| land | 

| place where iron has been | 

taken | 

angelicae archangelicae 

a rounded bay right closely | 

surrounded by cliffs 

‚resembling a lake | 

those (places) where there | 

are many sea-dogs (phoca | 

vitulina) 

?the two v’juk? Gr. wio 

eeking; Gr. y's'ut boiled | 

capelans (Labr. üjok boiled 

meat or fish) 

the westernmost o‘juk 

the evil point of land 

the big (many) sea-dogs 

|the moderately many sea-dogs 

|? (tiquk liver) 

‘the peculiar deep (place) 

the mallemokes (kind of big 

gulls) 

its shady side 



Place-names. 

Imussunarttart 

Akinna:q 

Vinun nua 

Qamutilissuit 

Patta “pik 

Llulissdt 

Pitorqaq 

Il kumiut 

Allutuarsuk 

Sa’r/uk 

Tserqiaq 

Nu Pa Jiuman eq 

Kinittoy 
Sermermiut 

No-a 

Pernneg 

Aiorarçik 

Amerssiwik 
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Translations (Etymology). 

| the onesthat almost resemble 

| cairns 

the one that is just opposite 

the little inner end of the 

fjord (that resembles a 

cave) 

the ones with the big (or 

many) sledges 

the ball-game-place 

the icebergs 
| 

the wind-cañon, place where 

sudden gusts of wind arise 

the house-dwellers 

?the peculiar one that has 

a poor support or under- 

layer (the foot of the cliff) 

= sa’rkog (?), athinner place 

a shade for the eyes 

the one that advances most 

forward 

that which towers up 

the inland-ice (glacier) in- 

habitants 

its point of land 

a joining 

?place where one steps (as 

from stone to stone) or 

a place where they (the 

birds) dive down 

place where one stripped the 

skin off 

Pitorgeg kamièieq the innermost (easternmost) 

Kiiieq 

Tuluanuit 

path of the wind 

‚the outermost (westernmost) 

one 

| the little ravens 

| 
Remarks. 

the colony Jakobs- 

havn (69°13’N.lat.) 

Eskimo settlement 

Eskimo settlement 

Eskimo settlement 

deserted Eskimo settle- 

ment 

here begins the big 

ice-fjord south of 

Jakobshavn 
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Place-names. 

Qa ja 

Qegqertanuaq 

Kuniåtta'g 

Ko'rorssuag 

Qilakittoq or 
Qilagittoq (?) 

Ko-nuarssuk 

Kissawiarssuit 

Qagarsuätriag 

Immilik 

Qo'rqut 

A "Aha "niarçik 

Näiluarssuk 

Sarganuag 
Qiasog 

Qunulerssuit 

Serqua'rtog 

A‘paluttog 

Ko-nuaq 

Niagornnak 

Ippik 
Qa‘rinnerit 

Nyrluk 

Na jata't 
Amittuarsuk 

Nagittoq 

Upernawik 
Sargarssuk 

Pin'omiut 

Tivssarisog 

362 

| Translations (Etymology). Remarks. 

‚?his kajak 

the little island 

2 | 
the big cleft | 

?that which has a little sky mountain 

| (i.e. a little peak) 

the little river (place) | 

the falcons high mountain 

the middling high mountain | smaller mountain be- 

hind the preceding one 

‘that which has water 

| Ве groves, the valleys | 

place where one is for the | 

| purpose of shooting 

‘the peculiar ford 

the little (weak) current | 

the one that weeps | bluff 
the big (much) mountain sor- | promontory 

| те] (or a similar plant) | 

the one that cracks (or crash- | promontory 

| es, bangs) a little bit 

the red one bluff 

the little river (brook) 

cliff resembling a head promontory 

steep clayey bank, moraine | promontory 

'?the ones with the prettiest bluff 

’ (smoothest) surface 

the (hideous?) promontory | promontory 

the moderately many gulls | bluff 

the peculiar narrow one (бога?) 

that which is low, pressed | promontory 

down 

the spring- or summer-place | promontory 

| Current | соуе, inlet 

the inhabitants of the heaps | projecting bluff nearest 

of gull-excrement to the inland glacier 

on the north side 

‚that which is fragrant cove farthest in on 

| | the south side 



Place-names. 

Jaja’ 

A“Aja“niargik 

Alano-qua 
Vilonaneg 
Palionajoriaq 

Täserarsuag 

Pitorgeg 

Оерротзий 

Sälkiaruseg 

Innarsuag 

Inna" yisoq 

Ltiherssuaq 

Nuggiumaneg 

Sad hiatkasik 

Makisarsuag 

Nunarsudtiaraq 

Nunarsuat’iag 

Pitorgeq 

A rgartargik 

Ogaussag 
Vika quihik 

A™pahutuarssuk 

Itisuarssuk 
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Translations (Etymology). 

its (his) kajak 

place where one is for the 

purpose of shooting 

the little shady side 

?that which is (most) shrunk 

the one that lies on its side 

or with its face downward 

(-joriag) 
the big pond (pool) 

place where sudden gusts of 

wind arise, draughts of 

wind 

the big piles of stones, taluses 

relatively the foremost one 

the big bluff, steep mountain- 

slope 

a place which has à very 

steep bluff 

the big land-passage 

that which projects most for- 

ward (or up) 

the bad S&/Zia (that which 

lies in front) 

the bigmakisag (= makiseg ? 

loin, hip?) 

the little middling large land 

the middling large land 

draught of wind, where the 

wind blows hard 

the usual place of descent 

rhododendron 

1) one that has a handle like 

that of a harpoon 2) the 

smallest species of whale- 

bone whale (whose dorsal 

fin resembles 

handle) 

the peculiar red one 

the peculiar deep one 

such а 

Remarks. 

promontory 

promontory 

cove 

lake 

cove 

promontory 

promontory 

promontory 

cove 

promontory 

promontory 

promontory 

promontory 

promontory 

steep mountain 

promontory 

cove 

cove 

| cove 
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Place-names. 

Puiiätiquaq 

Ammokaja'riag 

Argarajag 

Moajoralät‘iwik 

Uwanuit 

Ikkar hualuit 

Ikkatuaja’g 

Nunarsukata’q 
5158471804 
Sarfarnertog 

Sawitargik 

Ege 

Апота““#од 

Mattatornag 

Arquiiuk 

Nusuätsiaq 

Inegortuarssuk 

Qa'rsoq 

Akuninuag 

I) Aumiut or 

Awannarjrt 

Ippik 

364 

Translations (Etymology). | Remarks. 

the little trap | promontory 

the place where one goes | promontory 
right down | 

place where one has come |cove 

down (the last place in 

the descent) 

the place where there is easy 

ascent (or where fishes 

often come up?) | 
|? (the small wa or ua | 

| (plur.)?) 
| Фе many rocks (nautical) | cove, bay 

| place which is always shallow | promontory 

 ?that is tired of Nunarsuk | promontory 

'strand where it is passable | cove 
the eurrent-channel promontory 

|? place with the usual eur- | promontory at the 

| rent (where everything! southern point of 

| floating drifts away with! the entrance to the 

| 

| the current) ’ fjord 

| Ве corner of the mouth, the Eskimo settlement 

corner | promontory 

the one that is without a 

hooded cloak (or without 

| clothes) 

| опе that resembles a person | 
| who has taken his fur-| 

cloak off 

the bad road | 

the middling large point of | 

| land | 

| the one with the peculiar | 

point | 

‘the bare flat-topped cliff 
the little space between  |cove 

the house-dwellers \ Eskimo settlement 

the northernmost ones Г 69° 8' М. lat.) 
a high steep clayey slope | clayey plain, moraine 

| facing the sea | 



Place-names. 

T)honuag 

Kaka: 

Inussuk 

Pergerga'g 

Ilimanak 

Napparuta’runeg 

Tuapanuit 

Tuapassuit 
Nunatanuag 

Po’ruseg 

Arpik 

Pinuarsuk 

Akuliaruseg 

Qalileruneg 

Na“nilik 

Amalo’siwik. 

T)iorsudtta't 

365 

Translations (Etymology). 

the little house 

interjection expressing great 

surprise etc. 

resembling a person, i.e. a 

cairn 

the thing whose ends are very 

much bent together 

the place where something 

may be expected (in the 

way of a capture of fish 

or seals) 

the place where there no 

longer is any nap'aruta’, 

mast, upright pole (where 

there formerly was one) 

the small (or few) pebbles 

(washed up on the shore) 

the many pebbles 

the little nunatag (land- 

island which projects 

above the ice). 

the blubber-bag 

?1) Kl. Dict.: that which is 

troublesome, 2) — Labr. 

akbik, arctic blackberry 

(rubus Chamamorus) 

the peculiar gull-knoll (flat- | 

topped mountain which 

resembles a heap of gulls’ 

excrements) 

a mountain-ridge between | 

two bays, which resembles | 

a nose 

? place which has been de- 

prived of its cover or 

its top | 

? which has the shortest one | 

?the place with a rounding 

|the middling large houses | 

Remarks. 

very steep slope 

promontary 

trading-place Clavs- 

havn (69°4! N.lat.) 

promontory 

high mountain 

island 



Place-names. 

Kiäsia 

Oqa'tsuarssuit 

Qa-"senna 

Ilimananuag 
№ ̀ таиад 

Qasigiämuit 

Akuhiet 

Ikamiut 

Ttihjermiut 

Nok 

Niwark 

Nalikak 

A'rsia*t 

Оедетатззиад 

Qa'rsut 

Tluileq 

Amisät 

Kittisun quit 

366 

Translations (Etymology). 

its shoulder-blade 

the peculiar cormorants 

that which is always wet 

the little /limanagq (у. p.365) 

the middling small pro- 

montory 

the little sea-dogs (phoca 

vitulina) 

the middle ones 

dwellers of Zkamiut) 

the boats over 

point of land 

?shoveled or shoved aside 

(< niwappog) 
the angle between the legs 

as between the legs of a 

Greenlandie lamp 

the spiders 

the big island 

the flat cliff 

land that appears to be an 

island by itself, but is 

| connected with the main- 

land or a larger island 

|? 

the little western ones 

?the ones that dwell over | 

there (ikamiormiut, the | 

the point-dwellers ; those who | 

dwell where one carries | 

| Remarks. 

promontory 

| 

the col. Christians- 

| haab (68249' М.) 

‚small trading - place 
(Akugdlit) 

small trading-place 

(68°37' N. lat.) 

 Eskimo settlement 

small trading-place 

branches of the fjord 

south of Niwa’k 

the colony Egedes- 

minde (68° 42’) 

Disko Island, especi- 

ally the name of the 

colony Godhavn 

Godhavn 

Godhavn 

Eskimo settlement on 

Grönne Eylæn- 

der (Green Islands), 

inhabited only du- 

ring the summer 

Grönne Eylænder 

(Green Islands) 



Place-names. 

Kittissuarsuit 

Kittissut 

Qummarçik 

Kijhermiut 

Manermiut 

Qegertarsua'ttiag 

Innannag 

Aku et 

Qaniki(t) 

Kana “ад 

Qipinasog 

Quseq 
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Translations (Etymology). 

the peculiar western ones 

those toward the west 

place where one makes water 

(= quisargik < qo'g 

urine) 

the westernmost inhabitants 

moss- dwellers 

the middling large island 

? 

the middle ones 

?(the nearest ones?) 

the point that projects mod- 

erately much (in the di- 

rection of the sea) 

that which is warped, very 

crooked 

Remarks. 

Hunde Eyland (Dog 

Island), small trad- 

ing-place 

Kronprinsens Ey- 

land (the Crown- 

prince’s Island) 

small trading-place 

Brendevinsskeret 

(Brandy Reef) 

Vester Eyland 

(West Island) Eski- 

mo settlement 

small trading-place on 

the west coast 

small trading-place : 

the northernmost in- 

habitants at the 

trading-place 

the southernmost in- 

habitants at the 

trading-place 

small trading-place 

(68°18’ N. lat.) 

Eskimo settlement (1 

house) by the Au- 

lätsiwik Fjord 

cove or bay near the 

settlement 

The following places are all in the valley of the Aulätsiwik 

Fjord (68° 12’ N. lat.): 

Place-names. 

Argittog 

Oga*ttut 

Translations (Etymology). 

the nameless one (?) 

the cormorants 

Remarks. 

Eskimo settlement on 

a little island 

island 



Place-names. 

Qegertaq 

Ukalilik 

Mapparsuit 

Niagornarssuk 

Umiarsy'ssag 

Nättoralik 

368 

Translations (Etymology). Remarks 

the island | the largest island in 

the group 

the one which has hares island 

the big elay-plains ‚between Argittog and 

Niagornarsuk 

the peculiar head (a moun- mountain and Eskimo 

tain-knoll resembling a | settlement (68° 16’ 

head attheendofatongue N. lat.) 
of land) | 

the one which resembles | island 

an umiak (boat rowed by 

women) | 

the one that has an eagle mountain 
(eagle’s nest?) 

Niagornarsussuag | the big Niagornarsuk (v.s.). | 

Per jerqotaq 

Nässuit 

Nåt'ernaq 

Tuttogajasoq 

Sergartog 

Alännor hea 

Alännor гта 
Qegertasussuk 

А-а ил 

Ttiv } eq 

5 arçarsuaq 

|? < perduk, storm, i.e. the 
place which attracts the 
storm | 

the horns 

which resembles a floor (just 

as flat) | 

the place where one easily 

may encounter reindeer | 

the black guillemot-catcher | island 

the one that is farthest over | island 

in the direction of the 

shady side | 

the little Aläm’orieg (т. 8.) island 

the strange or curious island large island east of the 

(-sussuk, curious ?) three small ones 

place where there is distur- Eskimo settlement 

bance or whirls (in the (68°11' N. lat.) 
water) 

carry-over-place (small Eskimo summer-settle- 

tongue ofland betweentwo ment 

bodies of water where one 

can carry the boat over 
the strong current narrowing of the fjord 

| 
| 
|| 

À 3 



Place-names. 

Qorsonittog 

Tunortog 

Argersworgik 

Narsa-rsuk 

Iti” детзиад 

Lt iraq 

Iti” Riarsuk 

QJasiniättart 

No'arsorçik 
Isersiutit 

Nå? ssuttog (or -0'q) 
Or ler çik 

Iyyawinissup ilua 

Sarga'rsuk 

Qar jutog 

Отеля 

369 

Translations (Etymology). 

the one that tastes or smells 

like urine 

?the one that lies behind 

the whaling-place 

the peculiar plain 

the big carry-over-place 

the little carry-over-place 

the peculiar carry-over-place 

the middling large sea-dogs 

(phoca vitulina) 
2 

?haze (< iseg) 

that which is well hidden 

place where one aims with 

the spear or the arrow 

the interior of the country 

with the cooking-place 

the peculiar current-channel 

the one that uses its lips 

(gar/og), especially with 

reference to birds: chirp, 

sing. (here with reference 

to a waterfall) 

whiskers on a seal’s or rein- 

deer’s lips (about a kind 

of heather ?) 

The following are the names of some 

the inhabitants of Niagornarsuk draw up their umiaks (boats 

rowed by women) 

the fjord for many days in order to hunt reindeer. 

XXX. 

Remarks. 

island (Tarajornitsog 

on the map) 

larger island 

the sea south of the 

islands 

the names Narsa'rsuk 

to Nä”suttog belong 

to the southern side 

of the fjord 

cove on the northern 

side of the fjord (at 

the inner end) 

cove 

the sound between 

Tunortog Island and 

the mainland 

the big northern 

branch of the fjord 

with Nordenskiöld’s 

Glacier 

of mountain north 

Tunortog 

of the places where 

in the summer after they have rowed up 

During 

24 
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that time they live like ¢Aduwinag-dwellers (ити), that 

is to say, in summer-huts or hunting-huts erected on the 

hunting-grounds and constructed of turf. These huts dispense 

with the long entrance-passage and have small windows of 

gut-skin. Sometimes they sleep out of doors merely under a 

reindeer-skin fastened to a cliff and continue the expedition 

farther in the next morning. Besides they also carry tents 

with them which they use at fitting times and places. 

Place-names. Translations (Etymology). Remarks. 

Umewik (or Um-|the boat-place, where the 

me wik) boat is drawn up and kept 
during the reindeer-hunt | 

Arparta'q the new descent | 

Ka‘‘torassät = ka‘toris ät? whale-louse 

(plur.) 

Sännerut a cross-bar (over one or more 

supports), the cross-piece | 

Ergalummio salmon (place-)dwellers | 

Ussuit the ground-seals (phoca bar- | 

bata) 

The following are the names of some of the places where the 

Niargornarsuk-dwellers dance in the summer by the hunting- 

grounds, and where they often meet with other Greenlanders 

who live farther away. One of them plays the violin, another, 

the harmonica. The dances, like the melodies, are old-fashioned 

(Scotch?) reels and peasant-dances which the Greenlanders have 

learned from the Danish seamen and (in earlier times) from 

Dutch whale-fishers. 

Place-names. Translations (Etymology). | Remarks. 

Qasinrättag the middling large sea-dogs 

Ite” hiarsog (-arsog == arsuk?) the) 

(peculiar ?) place where 

one walks over land when 

out travelling 



Place-names. 

Ipiutarsog 

Argarta'g 

Nv:a'rsuk 

Sa'rAuättag 

Translations (Etymology). 

where there is a handle 

(ipe) i. e. a narrow neck 

between a peninsula and 

the mainland 

the new descent 

the peculiar point of land 

?the rather flat one (or 

ones) 

Remarks. 

24° 



VII. Eskimo Music from North-Greenland. 

In ethnographical museums, Eskimo musical instruments 

are unknown with the exception of the drum. It seems as if 

the Eskimo have never known nor used any other artificial 

musical instrument than this. Still they find pleasure in music, 

namely in the music that is produced by means of that natural 

human instrument, the vocal chords. Wherever Eskimo have 

been found in their natural state, they have known the art of 

singing, but we know nothing about what outside influences 

may have given rise to their manner of singing. 

Before the coming of the Europeans, the Greenlanders’ 

ideas about music were undoubtedly very different from ours. 

Even if the melodies from North-Greenland given here, which 

have come down from olden times, contained no evidence of 

this difference, we should be able to infer it from those spec- 

imens of Eskimo music which we have from other branches of 

this race”). On comparing all these specimens, we find that 

there must be a certain primitive musical culture among the 

Eskimo and that this musical tradition is to be traced far back 

in time; for the music in all of these specimens is highly 

characteristic and its style is always easy to recognize even in 

songs heard for the first time. It is not only monotony that 

characterizes these songs — for that is a feature in all kinds 

of primitive music — but rather certain stereotyped or tradi- 

tional relations between the few tones constituting the Eskimo 

*) F. Boas: The Central Eskimo (Sixth annual report of the Bureau of 

Ethnology (Smithsonian Institution) 1884—85. Washington 1888). — 

R. Stein: Eskimo Music (The White World. New York 1902 and Globus 

Vol. LXXXIII). 
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scale, together with certain traditional rhythms. The latter 

perhaps owe their peculiarity to the fact that the songs for 

the most part are sung for the first time to the accompaniment 

of the drumstick’s steady beat. — The melodies themselves, 

however, do not seem to be very stable; at least I have not 

succeeded in finding one and the same melody preserved both 

in and outside of Greenland, for instance in Boas’s collection 

from Baffins Land or in Stein’s from Smith Sound. But the 

material furnished by these collections is to be sure rather 

deficient when it comes to making such a comparison. There 

is no doubt, however, that the style of the songs is everywhere 

the same. 

I found that the Greenlanders are as a rule musical. They 

are quick at catching tunes and can repeat what they have 

heard with exactness. I conclude this from the ease with which 

they pick up European melodies. It is worth noticing that when 

these melodies are adopted by the Greenlanders, it is only very 

gradually that they seem to become modified by the more naive 

national style, with which they in reality never wholly assimilate. 

The new melodies (songs or dances from Europe) are preferred 

as being prettier than their own, which are therefore in most 

places in danger of being forgotten. It was not until I came 

north of the Nv'ssuag (Nugsuak) Peninsula that I found them 

in any great numbers. It is always easy to distinguish the gen- 

uine Eskimo melody from the imported one. — Of the following 

melodies, no.2 to 5, also no. 8 and no. 12 were communicated 

to me by a native ajoge (*‘kateket”) or school-teacher (Martin M., 

Tiàorsuit). It is obvious that they are originally genuine Eskimo 

melodies, but have partly become somewhat modernized, both 

with respect to rhythm and melody, because the man who 

communicated them to me was more familiar with European 

music than is the case with ordinary Eskimo hunters (cf. the 

end of по. 3). No. 100 and the lullaby at the end of the collec- 

tion have more of a European stamp and are probably of foreign 
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origin like so many other melodies that have become popular 

in West Greenland. Especially pretty and genuine in sound is 

no. 99 (written down in Rodebay near Jakobshavn). 

I have always taken down and reproduced the songs in 

the key intonated by the individuals themselves. As for the 

female voices I have always put them an octave lower. As a 

rule the Greenlanders sing in tune, but now and then I had 

to take down the melodies after individuals who were less 

certain in their intonation, and on those occasions it often 

oceurred to me that the intervals of our staff might be too 

great or that the fixed values of our notes might not be adapted 

for all the Eskimo’s tones. But aside from such occasional 

circumstances, I did not get the impression that our staff was 

unsatisfactory for the notation of this kind of music or that 

the Greenlander makes use of more minute or different intervals 

than those we have in our music. 

As a rule I do not introduce the songs with any indications 

of key and measure because both of these often shift within 

the same song, and particularly because neither of them cor- 

responds to what is generally understood by those terms in 

civilized music. It often seemed rather arbitrary to me to 

mark off bars, yet in most cases I have done it to the best of 

my ability. The qualitative value of the tones, that is their 

pitch, I found easier to determine than their quantitative and 

rhymthmical values. But I acknowledge my lack of practise in 

taking down records of this kind and I leave to those who are 

more competent to criticize and utilize this material. 

The tempo in the songs I estimate to shift between 

andante and allegretto”). 

The mark X on the music-line indicates that the preceding 

measure is to be repeated unchanged. 

*) When the Greenlanders sing their hymns to ours melodies, they have 

a tendency to draw the tones out very long and to make our andante 

into a Greenlandic adagio. 
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The melodies of the Songs. 

The numbers correspond to the numbers of the texts pp. 289-313. 

1. 49-869 pawane_ 

ЕЕ ЕЕ ЕЕ ЕЕ 
а - WA - nin - y 

Er ES 
arne'-le - sinuag 

en 

ak - a - top pa-ni-ä-ta nawk kia pa-ni-a 
AN a 

ИИ 

nu-li-a а - winne - ru - luk 

5. а-м pa-wana konkortor -pa-lut - torsuag 

SSS = 
erge ha - ra’ en 

re ee 
4. AE ae ka- 

See ee oe ee à 
= er sn + ae === ee 
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nana nu -i- за - raname 
en væve en N TAN ES 

= — Paar ara Чат EFT ЕЕ = Beer So oe EL =. === eu. 

6. i-a 0 - ka - linuaq 

ига  ersinarka (13). ku-säs-uag  iniminit 
Me T a 

Аж eur mo. zuge: 
ser: 

aniierqa'q wiju-teou 

RER m wre en as Zune ST яве: ERE Era PRO rr 

9. ar - jina a-jin-a ka-tan-a‘-ja 
eh ie EN a — = es Er AN en 

Пе” и: : omer г Re ur NE ST 3 

12. (Melody without words). 

= | - ee en 
ee En an m ee nn 

ba I es 

ee en — — 
= istics ee ae к oa 

№. дата: ayari - je - a 
Pan 

= Se Den BE RE Meee EEE er === 
— —___ oe Zu ев. д 

a — — à — à т 

je - а ga-ma  ja- je -а- ju - 

— я ПРА SSS ee БСТ eee 

ee 
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Re ei 
ga-ma  ga-ma a Ja ja 

een con 
tot, Же, 

18. amersoq isuma - ganilag una - ja - ja 
ONE 

RS DES er, REF ser RS ЕЕ ee ore 
en ic Е РЕ = a — je 

una - ja-ja Una - ja - ja una - ja - ja 

o— Fe) »—y — 
= SE ee aes Se me en a 9 

una - ja - ja una - ja” una - — 
———— SS 

— -—0—_ 9 — AP - @ 2 ЕЕ ЕЕ ЕЕ ЕЕЕН ЕЕ ЕЕ 
snn« - una - ja” 

ee SSS re a m eu Da ee en 
a ns a > ЕР? Е 

ER ee ee БИ НИ ны 

suna - фа-пта a-jor-tor - 80° - wog 

m ee ee = = —— == = = es Е ee ee er ee 
u-na-ja” erne - gana - nile 

= nee <a Se SE LA GE. ue 

ren: es Se ses 
— 

isuma - ganlag  una-a ge: ja una - ja - ja 
ie foe FE == = Si — 

> ÆRE 

19. narkinalua - rawket a-wari- ja” 
SU. LIE. m, Ч ИИ ms —— u U BER PACE s- 

ee: PR es D Е EN 
DE tk же — 

ne ee оо DEAR D en 
Le SE == oe nn = 



а - war - ja 

hs Е — ae 
ив = = =a sae ae a is АИ mn 
—— Den er; 4 ыы ПН SES SETE en — 

a-wari-a” ' aja 21. usutia 
AN 

—=_ - = —— — 

Е CR = —з ax оу tr о 
SJ ze LE 3 = ss" у 2 ВИС р. = LE 

tikin - ana - tet tikin - ana - 
— æn = 2 

EE D PS er ker oe ef + ое à 

SSS SS SS SSS 
tet aja za-ha-w … qonasianut 

EF Brie ERE SES 
-Laraondg a-ja-ja ha-a 25. a-ja-ja- 

26. a-ma'- ja 

ата» - ER - ae 

\ se! 
= er ER = ЕЕ Je er ii 

— — и 

See 
a-ma -jaja 39. да-да: 

La) An an en 

a EB re f=} = 
("li Ce ne ee ea 

ut: - 0" - tori - artorpona a-kut -usut 
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ut - 0: - mik 
=. 

I FEER Se ae à Е 

ut: - 0° -tori- 

— = ge = (Boa SS 
ee er Е et ao Е = ar 

4 = 

artor - рода - aja” Ja a ja - aja - à 

= Ser === ЕЕ: 
= —# et ae 

а - ja ja 33. Uja'-  si-sona tupa'- 

= = pe 

= ЕЕ ЕЕ 
в 

sius’ona ада ja-a ja ja quiräs:ona 

ne Hate Dre 

aja 

Se = — —8 — — 

Pr # r Se г ee 

aja-ja ja ja 34. u-suti-a  i-ma-qa-wutit 
PN 

Seesen 
—- 

aja aja aja 

— Е oe ee Des и er à 
+, = 

an-opin-o'p tikin - г - tit me Fake -op ti-kin- 

rn Er и И nn 

ana-te  qis'er - tarta - pe våd - sala - ra” - tit 
en 

—ø- — —9——0o—9——0- 2 a — 
FEE SEE ES Fa ar 



36. 2-mi- ka -ju - to - kaw-sa-- d u-in-er 

sd-her-su-ak-a = aja aja’ 

= = о 2 = ee 2 a: LA = = 

= u —— a3 Е Е = ss и sea — =. Sa es BES DI. zer PSN E> = re 

a-ja 38. а-та aja’ 
OO) EN Ar 

— — ae ee ni) 
== EE === Ess we 

Е en 

Re EE 

a-ja ja 

SR RER EE EU EE 
RS EC MAR SE HD С. ee ee 

qa- ja PRN о a-ta'-tar-pin-u-na 
AN 

an ae Zu en en Le Е ee 
See Se ee ne 

pisi - a amar-ga-ja ата-да ja ja Ja Ja 
an 



ja ja Je а 63. tree gawko =u-lu-ar-qu-tot 

iM 1 Е 
$ - тада gawko u-lu-ar = i- тада qawko 

aular-mıa - rise as-anu-ar- 
en 

== = Sr Sr ale Beurer ee 
E ser er zen 

nia - ritse а - kina - pan - чад er-si-har- tan-uag 

e => Zu SS 

an SE 
$ - [а - те ur - Lane 

= = DE = 

> an-uag u-wan-an- E 
PN en 

FRA) 
sue AS 

72. рашаща“ а“ ae = 

Be er 
pawana 

TEDE per = — 

О” gi eae 



aje - ja’ 
AN AN 

RSR "ot DIENEN Se NEE ем me er 
à —— + Е 

pu-jon-a pa-wan-a  aje - ja 

аи ея > в в к. BREI аш: жа. — EEE à 
Е Е. 

ja ja“. 43. тата“ 

Е a == == 
ons 

и- 307-14: -a” -kar twn - ertu - mik 

=f = DE SE f : | ЕЕ 
гея ЕЕ es 

тата a-je aja” aja 

SS ЕЕ 
0-wan-a  A-jor-pon- a 8 - - la” tar mtu- 

=; рее век 
_arner 74. aja -- je -- a er Fu ja i 

a ee =a 

a-ja 

ЕЕ ЕЕ 5 
gqu-man-a-su-ar-suk malan" gernertu - - - патзиа’ 

ТЕТЕ er re «48 EZ + + а 2 = —. |9 = = Re 
aja* ja ja ja ja masale  suliäs-- 

ЕЕ: Е === 
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aka iw-ka'-lut--ut ара“ 

ee... ee er = Se 
N = 

== 
awa jar it li-harukit imær - - чадо ona 

=== = == FE и. = 

aja få awa ajar nulia- 

ЕЕ ЕЕ 
relero: -- tika inerqu - - паг о - - tua - - gis’og 

nn 
— —_ — 

=. ERE == Е РЕ ЕЕ: Е 

во we $ - mer - Le - tar da - tut 

ta -ler-ga-Ja-rawit aja 
= er == — N 

Es = : Дэ. co === 
3 

i - sin-u-am - ile № $ - sin - и - an - ile 

ЕЕ Ae 
ger -us-12-07 -1t Bel, -si-wil-u-À'e 

SANT ета вне. — er Sa +h + 

= ee === =. ou 
3 Ww 
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812. ima-ga'na ku-jär-an-a'-ne  ar-ja 

Te 2 | РЕ ps | | ma = 
SET a FEER > REE: 

V7 oe Е Зи. 

81. qutu- kvwzonun'a galasarsu- 
= Sn о EE 

+ he ee 
eT ES ar x — 7 EEE mm ae SIE 

atinut krw-Jon-un -a a-ja  säwna'uja 7 - 8i- 
PAN 

Е и. LEE — = р 

sudit: - inut tutiw ionun’a aja  säwna-uija 
STAR ER CRE eee x ыы 

| ase FEY BEER | à se #2 No Pre 
ЕО Per —0—4 4-0 —I — 

== 3 

83. aj-ät-ia-lag aj-ät'-ia-la-g awo-na да-да 

= 

in - er -su-ar-na 

Fin 
in-er-su-dat- - - - na awo-na ja 

Sasse = ns 

a - а* - ja ja - - ja kun-er-ga-jar-gan-ak’o 

3 

-ak-o- awon-a’ ja-ja ja a-ja-ja 

FRERES ЕЕ BE 
ajätian ajätian Bs 86. awar-a” 
PR: à ras ee = 



krsame dlarına iyianua - - rauna 
nm See 

= =} = t RE 

Е or 
в в @ в De. Fr 

3 

nad - siule - gan’a awa-ju ja-ja 87. awa 
N Ca AN aN E 

— penis => À = = 
ЕЕ ЕЕ 

оо в в 

sunauga mana  iwnerniarneg nukanänarga'q 
fay ———— © 

u zen = I = 
soa Pers Feen, + 

— в 

99. (А, Disko Вау) 

sy’ ho Не Gamer - Jermi-ut qaqa-jar - pat 
a 

SS SS 

SS nn 
-se «a-ta-le-a jar - pat gaga- 

KR en — = an у 

Е 
nalon- 

~~ a 

РРР о ® 8 IF 
ax i | EE oe = PESESEF 3 - 

100. ka-ka'-jänu-ar)o paganuk ka ka: - jin - op si- 
ER IE SEE. ee S 

Ge |. a SEE 2 === ее ЕЕ 
у Zu 

и - Иди - akut kewana' а- 

fe gg SE nez a = 
6 =; TREE т Е t = Е — 
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Children’s Games no. 10. 

to-lian to'lian to‘lian - № ginili ФИ 
3 — ——3- —-—— 3 —— 3 — 

+ ee nn | — + . 1 2] 
lead = ——— eee 

cinlista Ben 

Ss ЕЕ ЕЕЕЕ НЕЕ. 
= — а с — 

ma - le at-or-mamn-a ugale ugale 
i 3 rr en 3- — 

ee a er 
— - ; + тт — SS — 

puputit Lullaby (sung alike in Niagornarsuk and 

НЕЕ Ser ee ЕЕ: === =e 
See met of ————E 

in Id-orsuit). 
FEE = en u - - : — ———. 
о ро 

= ss sen о 
Variant of melody no. 4 (from Jakobshavn). 

nonmit kana-n' a jawjer’ 

= esters SEE: et 
a FAR - = === ees! SS ow ee m 

2 

Drum-song from the east coast (Ammassalik) *): 

andante giocoso. 

m mom om oa Ps 

ar: mn IE — À- = 
и DO UC ON Me OR Re, Ou Due me. À 

== #5 TES TS 

En м 
nn 2 oe see ee be a UT - = 
ee HEV Å En _ + Эээ = Га 

*) Written down after the phonograph brought home by С. Kruuse (1902). 



(squalling) 
an | OC eh en en 

SE ==] | | === = = | 
=== ” me ee 

9 





_ ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS. 
N 





| shall here take up several important points about which I have obtained 

or found new information while the work was going through the press. Almost 

a year intervened between the printing of the first and the last parts of the 

manuscript; the first proof-sheet was dated September 12, 1903, the last, 

September 14, 1904. On reading the proof-sheets I often found it necessary to 

make many corrections and additions. Much of the proof-reading I did during 

a stay in Berlin which caused the printing to progress somewhat slowly and 

even to be interrupted for a short period. Even if the subject that I have 

investigated is not one about which we are continually hearing something 

new, yet many months cannot pass without some change in the state of 

knowledge in this department.. A whole year is bound to bring new con- 

tributions. Neither have I ceased in my own research and of course the 

results of my research have been of more significance for the latter part of 

the work than for the part that was already printed. This will be sufficiently 

evident from the following coneluding remarks. 

ad 9.19. 

For further information about Lahontan (or La Hontan) 

see for instance М. Г.Е. Воу: Le baron de La Hontan (Transact. 

Roy. Soc. Canada, 1894) and Fr. de Nion: Voyages au Canada 

du Baron de la Hontan. Paris 1900. 

ad pp. 20—21. 

Nepisiguit. On older maps the forms of this name vary: 

Nepegigouit (the Jesuit Relation 1643), Nepegiquitius (Creuxius’ 

Latin map 1660) Nepigiguit and Nepiziguit (Denys 1672), cited 

in W.Ganong: A Monograph of the Place-nomenclature of the 

Province of New Brunswick (Proceed. and Transact. Roy. Soc. 

Canada, 2% Series, Vol. И, 1896), cf. Monograph of the Carto- 

graphy of the Province of New Brunswick by the same author 

(ibid. Vol. Ш, 1897). The ending -дий is also found in the river 

names Guisiguit and Pisiguit in the same region. According to 

Cuog: Lexique de la langue Algonquine (Montreal 1886) the 
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meaning of nipi in this language is water. Ganong (у. $. р. 256) 

tries to explain Nepisiguit by the aid of the Micmac language 

where we have the word Win-peg-ij-a-nik, rough water, but this 

seems less plausible. A.F.Chamberlain (in The Eskimo Race 

and Language. Proceed. Canad. Inst. Toronto 3. Series, Vol. VI, 

1887—88, р. 276) claims that this stem, which is found in many 

Algonkin languages (pz, water; nipa, die; sleep; night; moon), 

is a loanword in the West and Central Eskimo languages 

(М. nipaluk, rain; L. niptaipok, cf. Gr. niwtaip'og, it snows; ete.); 

but he has no doubt confused different stems. 

The Greenlandic word nipisa, a wolf-fish, which also occurs 

in Labrador with the same meaning, is naturally to be connected 

with the stem in the verb nipippog, hangs fast, sticks fast (like 

porridge in a pot) etc. 

The ending -quit is a common diminutive suffix in Green- 

landic (in the plural) but it must be remembered that according 

to the principles of the present language it would be irregular 

for the final @ of the stem-word (nipisa) to be changed to 7 

before this suffix. 

Tadoussak (p.21). In Greenlandic tarto (L. а), a kidney; 

suffix -ussag, resembling it. Cf. Tartussag (place-name) р. 337. 

ad p. 32. 

In a recently published work by A. A. Björnbo and Carl 

$. Petersen: Fyenboen Claudius Clausson Swart (Claudius 

Clavus), Nordens eldste Kartograf. En Monografi. Avec un 

résumé en francais (Det Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selsk. Skrifter, 

6. Rekke, historisk og filosofisk Afd. VI, 2. Köbenhavn 1904), 

there is given an undoubtedly correct and final explanation of 

the place-names in Greenland found on the old maps. It appears 

that not only are they all Danish words which probably Claudius 

Clavus himself has attached arbitrarily to rivers and promontories 

along both coasts of the land, but also that when they are read 

connectedly in the order in which they stand on the map, from 

north to south along the east coast and from south to north 
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along the west coast, they compose a strophe of an old Danish 

popular ballad. — After this discovery, I must accordingly make 

some change in my remarks about these place-names. The 

word Nice-fluvius on the maps has probably no connection with 

ON. hnisa. 
ad p.43. 

Even if Cranz’s information does not refer to East Green- 

landers living as far north as the inhabitants of Angmagsalik 

(which I now consider rather improbable), still it shows that at 

that time too there was a striking difference between the dialect 

ofthe northern EastGreenlanders and that of the southern 

West Greenlanders, whereas the dialectal differences between the 

same East Greenlanders and the northern West Greenlanders 

was not so great. 

The Eskimo at Cape York seem to have been mentioned 

for the first time by Poul Egede in his Journal p. 239 (for 

the year 1771), where he says: A colony has been founded this 

year at a point 73° N.Lat. on the island Upernavik, the native 

name, which signifies spring-place, having been retained. The 

next year an ordained parson and a native ‘‘katekei” are sent 

up there. The land here is found to be lower than it is farther 

south and consists almost wholly of islands; it extends in a 

north-easterly direction and afterwards, as the Green- 

landers say, in a more easterly direction as soon as 

one has passed to the north of the so-called Iisblink (glacier). 

There are also said to be inhabitants farther north 

at 75 degrees, and might it not be worth the trouble to try 

to get there, since the passage is not so endangered by ice as 

the passage to Österbygd etc. 

ad pp. 49—60. Bibliographical Survey. 

It is not my intention to make this complete, but merely to 

call attention to some additional works which contain specimens 

of the Eskimo language and might therefore be of use to the 

comparative philologist. 
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a) Original lists of words from the language of the West 

Eskimo taken down on expeditions to Alaska and Tschuktsch 

Peninsula are to be found in various works by Russian authors 

which are mentioned in Pilling’s Bibliography, for instance in 

the works about the expedition of J. Billing (1785— 94) vid. 

in Pilling Sauer; Lisiansky (1803—06); G. A. Saricheff 

vid. Robeck; Davidoff (1810—12); Е. у. Wrangel (1821— 

23), vid. К. v. Baer; L. A. Zagoskin (1842—44); Zelenie; 

Furuhelm etc. 

I may also mention here James Cook (cf. the survey 

р. 51, по. 8); W. H. Hooper; Е. Whymper; А. Pinart; W. 

Н. Dall cf. the survey р. 56, по. 49); Aurel Krause, for the 

titles of whose work the reader is referred to Pilling. 

Copious specimens and lists of words from the East Eskimo 

in Baffin Land, besides those found in the works of Fr. Boas 

already mentioned (cf. the survey no. 16 and 24), are also to be 

found in the following articles by the same author: Eskimo 

Tales and Songs (Journal of Amer. Folk-Lore Vol. Il, 1889, 

Vol. УП, 1894 and Vol. X, 1897) and Der Eskimo-Dialekt des 

Gumberland-Sundes (Mittheilungen der anthropologischen Gesell- 

schaft in Wien. Vol. XXIV, Wien 1894). 

Linguistic notes about the Eskimo around Smith Sound, 

besides those in the works mentioned in the survey (cf. the 

survey no. 25 and 26), are also to be found in Cl. Markham: 

1) The Arctic Highlanders (Ethnol. Soc. of London, Trans. Vol. 4, 

London 1866), 2) Language of the Eskimo of Greenland (Royal 

Geogr. Soc. of London, Arctic Geography and Ethnology, London 

1875) and in A. L. Kroeber (cf. the survey no. 23): 1) Animal 

Tales of the Eskimo (Journ. Amer. Folklore Vol. XII, 1899), 

2) Tales of the Smith Sound Eskimo (ibid.). 

d) It is only the second edition of Barton’s book (ef. 

the survey no. 60) that contains Eskimo words (from Cranz). In 

the first edition there is only one word (p. 67 nunai. 
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Between nos. 63 and 64 of the survey is to be inserted 

C. R. Lepsius: Standard Alphabet for reducing unwritten 

languages and foreign graphic systems to a uniform orthography 

in European letters (2. ed., London and Berlin 1863), in which 

Greenlandic is treated (pp. 289—291) and where there is a 

review of Kleinschmidt's orthography. 

ad р. 65. 

А series of articles from the magazine Atuagagdliutit have 

been translated into English by H. Rink and are included in 

his “Danish Greenland, its People and its Products’. London 

1877, pp. 230—267. 

ad p.71 (Phonetics 2 2). 

While there is no doubt that & £ p occur sometimes with 

and sometimes without strong aspiration in Greenlandic, yet it 

may be difficult to determine in which words or cases these 

sounds are aspirated. In remarking that the aspiration is found 

before the vowels 2 e «, I do not mean that we always find 

it or that we find it in all words before these vowels. I have 

— perhaps too hastily — formulated a general rule or ‘‘law” on 

the basis of occasional cases. It is perhaps necessary to 

systematize the cases in some other way — if they can be 

systematized at all. 

ad pp. 86— 87. 

[y| This sound has some resemblance to the German ich- 

sound and differs from the ach-sound in that it lacks the uvular 

friction. Its place of articulation is therefore probably farther 

forward in the mouth than I had determined, though not as far 

forward as is the case with the German ich-sound. I estimate 

its field of variation to lie between у’ and 7*8), 

There is a similar difference in articulation between the 

[g]-sound and the fricative in German “Tage”. 

The Gr. [p]-sound on the other hand has the uvular fric- 

tion in a high degree and might be described as an exaggerated 

German ach-sound (7). 
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ad pp. 190—191 etc. 

Ву fc I designate a single uncombined palatal sound partly 

articulated with the blade of the tongue, the point of the tongue 

remaining passive. In the beginning in my notes on East Green- 

landic | sometimes used {js to designate the same sound. 

pp. 188 —189 etc. 

r designates a voiceless 7, that is, about the same as р 

but without the strong aspiration that characterizes the latter 

sound. 

ad p. 186 and 196—197 (231). 

After this section had been printed I was informed that 

at about the same time the printers had on hand an article 

by Pastor Schultz-Lorentzen: ‘‘Eskimoernes Indvandring i 

Grönland” (The Immigration of the Eskimo into Greenland), an 

article intended for publication in ‘‘Meddelelser om Grönland” 

Vol. XXVI. In this work we have for the first time a closer 

investigation of a dialect-division on the southern part of the 

west coast, namely at Godthaab. All along the coast south of 

this colony we find the unrounded vowels 7 and e — just as in 

East Greenlandic — in all those words which in the territory 

north of this colony have и and 0. Cf. my dialect survey 

pp. 196—197. 

ad pp. 228—229 (2 32). 

It was not until after I had written this that I came across 

F. Boas’s Notes on the Eskimo of Port Clarence in Journ. 

Amer. Folk-Lore, Vol. VII (1894). Port Clarence is situated 

in Alaska at the narrows of Bering Strait, accordingly some- 

what farther north than those Eskimo whose language Barnum 

has described. In the language-specimens given by Boas here, 

the uvular tenuis occurs just about as frequently as in Boas’s 

specimens of the East Eskimo language. Here | find written 

umiag, gayaq, gipik (blanket), kapitag (watertight), nirijog (eating), 

a'getik (mittens), nanug (polar bear), arnag (woman), etc. We have 

therefore every reason to believe that as far as this sound is 
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concerned there has been no deviation from the East Eskimo 

consonant-system before reaching this point (accordingly also 

at Pt. Barrow) and then it is also less probable that the dialect : 

described by Barnum lacks this sound in so high a degree as 

his manner of designating the sounds would lead us to suppose. 

The map. 

1) The Eskimo living farthest south on the west coast 

of America are — according to М. Н. Dall (Tribes of the 

Extreme Northwest) — Ugalakmut (-miut?), who also inhabit 

the island Xayak. On this side of America too they must have 

lived farther south in earlier times, as far down as Stikine 

River or even still farther south, as is evident from the kitchen- 

middens that have been found there (between 56—57° N. lat.). 

2) Dall’s and Nelson s maps have the ending -mut in 

the names of the tribes, while the suffix with this signification 

otherwise generally has the form -miut. That the latter form 

is present in the Alaska language too is confirmed both by 

Ray and by Barnum (Gr. 2 102). Is it not possible that the 

other spelling is to be explained by the fact that the maps have 

been compiled after Russian maps where the letter ro is used 

for iu? 

3) News has just been received from ‘‘The Danish Literary 

Greenland Expedition” that they have traversed the district 

around Melville Bay and that everywhere along the coast 

they have found old ruins of Eskimo houses, which testifies 

to the correctness of my hypothesis as to the West Green- 

landers’ emigration to South Greenland from the north. 
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Signs and abbreviations. 

* before a word indicates that the word is a reconstructed 

(hypothetical) form. 

< the word (the syllable or the sound) to the left of the sign 

has originated from that to the right or is genetically 

secondary when compared with it; 

> vice versa. 

— the words on both sides of the sign are genetically con- 

nected or doublets. 

* (quantity), ' (stress), \(pitch), ” (stop), ~ (nasalization), vid. Tab. 1. 

Analphabetical signs according to О. Jespersen’s system, 

vid. Tab. И. 

Gr. = Greenlandic. 

Kl. Ordb., Kl. Dict. = S. Kleinschmidt’s Grönlandske Ordbog, 

vid. Bibliographical Survey no. 34, p. 54. 

"Kl. = the word cited is not in Kleinschmidt’s Ordb. 

Kl. Gr. = S. Kleinschmidt’s Grammatik der grönländischen 

sprache, vid. Bibliographical Survey no. 47, p. 56. 

Rasm. Ordb. — J. Kjer and Chr. Rasmussen: Dansk-grönlandsk 

Ordbog, with a Greenlandic-Danish supplement, vid. Biblio- 

graphical Survey no. 38, p. 54. 

Abbreviations of Place-Names, vid. p. 6. 

» » Dialect Districts р. 182. 



INDEX. 
(The numbers refer to pages.) 

a 107,109, 113, 117, 121, 148, 

134.153, 196. 0107,09, 

113,147,152,154,156. @ 107, 

109, 112-113, 121, 153-154. 

med, OS: 118,115. а: 

Lila Lao. a £07, Lis. 

-a'q 178. 

accent, vid. dynamic a., musical a. 

Alaska 45, 182, 222-229, 230 ff., 

240, (252-253), 257 ff, 275, 394. 

Algonkins 20, 392. 

amarog 280, 319, 321. 

Ammassalik Eskimo 40, 42-43, 

44 (note), 184. language of, 43, 

187, 202, 259, 398. 

Angmagssalik, vid. Ammassalik. 

analogical formations 255, 263 

(note). 

analphabetical system 8-9, 105, 

Table II. 

Ari frödi 16. 

aspirated fricatives 71,257. [0] 77. 

[71 86-87. [<] 89,396. [A] 94. 

[9] 102-103. 

aspiration 71, 395. 

assimilations 158 ff., 168 ff., 211. 

vocalic ass. 161,172. consonantal 

162-163 ff., 171-172, 229-230, 

235, 238-239, 246-247, 256- 

260, 262-264. [rn] 74, 82. 

XXXI. 

Atuagagdliutit 65, 200, 214, 298, 

308, 395. 

b 71, 73, 219, 224. 

Baffin Land, vid. Central Eskimo. 

Bartholin, Thomas 50. 

Barton, B.S., 58, 394. 

Bessels 38, 41. 

bilabial 95. 

Cape York Eskimo, vid. Smith Sound. 

Careli 33, 37. 

cartography 30 ff. 

Central Eskimo 212-215, (222), 

235, 240-241, 263, 394. 

changes, vid. vowel ch., consonantal 

ch., assimilations, occasional 

changes. 

Clavering 42. 

Clavus, Claudius 30-33, 37, 392- 

393. 

consonantal changes 176-177, 188- 

195, 205-210, 214, 220, 249, 

259, 265, 267. 

4 71, 73, 219, 224. 

dances, drum d. 62; European 370. 

Davis, John 34, 36, 49. 

dialects, vid. Eskimo; comparison 

of, 45. 

26 
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diphthongs 156-157, (161). 

drum-dances 61-62, 293-310. 

dynamic accent, vid. stress. 

е 107, 112, 114, 153, 154. > 112. 

e 109, 112. e 107, 109, 113. 

e' 107-109. & 109. 6 109, 110, 

155. 

-e'g 174. 

Egede, Hans, 35, 53, 68. 

Egede, Paul, 36, 53, 55, 63, 235, 

393. 

Eskimo, wanderings of, 15, 20, 

26-29, 37-48, (260), 263-265; 

traces of, 16-17, 41-42, 333 

(note), 397, vid. the map; 

former territory of, 19-22, 397; 

linguistic family of, 45, 268-269 

grouping of dialects 47, 198- 

203, 203-229, 260, 264-265; 

number of, 61 (and note); poetry 

of, vid. drum-dances. 

Ff Le] 71,102-3,147, 204,219, 257. 
Frobisher 34, 37, 49, 235-236, 

262-263, 264. 

9 71,73, 219, 224. 

д 73, 81, 83-86, 202, 216, 219, 

(249-250), 257, (273), 395. 

glides 145-152. 

glottal stop 72. 

glottis positions 71-72. 

Graah 184. 

Greely 41. 

Greenland, name of, 16. 

Greenlanders, names of, 8-9, 21 

(note), (30), (32), 36-37, 38, 

Eskimo. 

guttural 70, 325. vid. uvular. 

h 71,72, 267, 324. 

Hafsbotninn 23, 25. 

haplology 170. 

Hauksbök 22-24. 

Historia Norwegiae 26. 

hnisa 32, 35-36, 393. 

Humboldt’s glacier 41. 

i 107, 112, 114, 121, 146, 149, 

$ 107, 112 (189, 193). г 109. 

112, 154. г 109. 

igdluvigak, vid. idAuvigag. 

iAduvigag 370. 

incorporation 242. 

in(njuk, innuit 26. 

interjections used as names 552. 

interpreter 11. 

inversion, vid. metathesis. 

itsag 15. 

Irenicus, Franciscus 32 (note). 

*it- 256. 

*itjr- 236, 261. 

Ivar Bärdsson 27-28. 

j 87-88, 204-209, 212, 220-222, 
233, 235-236, 256-260. 

k 71, 81-83, 395; final 188-189; 

for [9] 218, 223, 227-228. 

к, vid. 4. 

1 71, 86-87, 146, 204, 224, 232, 

257, 395. 

kajak (gajag) 33. 

Kalälek, Kala’lit 26, 36-37, 290 

(note 2). 

karälek, vid. Kalälek. 

| kateket 63. 
50 (no. 3-4), 321 (note 7); vid. | kiliwfag, kilig'ag 219, 257, 319, 

321. 
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Kleinschmidt 54 (no. 34), 56 

(no. 47), 65-66, 96, (123), 146, 

(159), 166, (168); 177, 187, 

(202), 212, 248 (note), 275 

(note), 278 (note), Preface XV. 

koukoriak, ku'koriag 319, 321 

(note 3). 

Kröksfjord 23-25. 

kussatariag 319 (321, note 3). 

kutättut 155, 178-180. 

1 73, 90, 93-95. 

À 71, 90, 93-94, 146, 216, 224, 

257. 

labialization 147-151; retrogres- 

sive 242. 

Labrador 19-20, 182, 203-212, 

221-222, 229 ff., 257 ff., 273, 

329. 

labials 95 ff. 

La Hontan, Baron de, 19, 391. 

Lepsius, С. В., 395. 

-liwog 170, 171, 267. 

loanwords, Norse 35-37, Danish 

155, 287 (note), 316 (no. 10). 

loss of sound 172, 108-199, 246- 

247, 250, 251-252, 266-267. 

m 74, 95-96. 

Mackenzie R. Eskimo 182, 216- 

222, 244, 246-249, 252, 257 ff. 

Markham, Cl., 394. 

Markland 18, 28, 263. 

metathesis 230-237, 

261, 265. 

Micmac 21, 392. 

Miertsching, J. A., 45 (note). 

migrations, vid. Eskimo. 

Mingan, isles de, 20. 

-miut 397. 

253-254, 

musical accent 151-145; cf. decoy- 

sounds 324-326. 

-mut, vid. -miut. 

n 74, 90-91, 93; final 188-189, 

200, 218, 215, 225. 

ng, vid. 7; ngr, vid. 7. 

n (ng) 74, 81-83, 84-86, 201; final 

188-189, 200, 213, 215. 225. 

77 (ngr) 74, 81, 201; final 188-189, 

200, 213, 215. 

Nares 41. 

nasalization 73, 78, 153. 

Nepisiguit 20-21, 391-392. 

Newfoundland 20-22, 28. 

Nice fluvius 32, 393. 

Nicolai V, Pope, bull of, 28. 

Niger, vid. Clavus. 

Norörseta 23, 25. 

Norse loanwords, vid. loanwords. 

o 109, 115, 154, 396. 

ö, vid. end of the index. 

1097115. а 112, 155.0. LOG: 

110, is 9.09 ES 

-0'g 174. 

occasional changes of sound 116, 

167,168, 177,118. 

Olaus Magnus 33-34. 

Olearius, A., 35, 50. 

orthography, principles of, 9-14; 

value of, 46, 223 (note), Klein- 

schmidt’s, 146, 166, 202, 212, 

223, (291 no. 44, 292 no. 7?, 

304 n0.635), 322, vid. Preface 

ХУ; earlier о. 218, 236, (235, 

263), 321-322. 

p 71, 95-96, 216, 257-258, 395. 

phonetical lists 5, 8-9; v-list 97. 

palatalization of consonants 89, 93, 

26* 
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(152); of vowels 93, (104), 119, 

146, 147, 152. 

Papinaki 20-21. 

Peary 38, 184. 

Pining 29. 

pitch, vid. musical accent. 

plural, mode of forming, 247-255. 

psychological remarks 118, 156, 

143-144. 

4 5, 75, 81, 210, 223, 227-229, 

396. q° 75, 188-189, 214, 239. 

qagsse, дассе 274-275. 

qvoge 281. 
giwittog 319, 321 (note 2). 

quantity 120-125,166-168; q.and 

stress 127-129, (159); change 

of q. 110, 129-131, 159-160, 

173-174, 247-251, 265. 

qudhoniag 278. 
qunussutariag 319. 

quvdlugiag, vid. quAdoniag. 

r,t 78, 16-77, 81, 192,758: 

r 188-189, 193, 396. 

rn 73, 74, 82, 153, 233; rn, ry 82, 

201, 203, 210, 233. 

rng, Vid. 7 (ngr). 

rq 76. 

р 71,77, 81, 203-204, 224, 232, 

395. 

окр for [g] 216-219. 

rhythm 127, 129, 137-140. 

Rink, H., 35, 44, 52 (no. 20), 56 

(no. 51), 59 (no. 69-71), 61-62, 

185, 256, 290 (no. 33), 395. 

rounding of the lips 95, 114-115; 

inner rounding 111. 

s 88-90, 114, 117, 209, 260. 
с 88-89, 146, 202, 233, 257. 

Schoner, Schöner, Joh., 31, 32, 

33 (note). 

siyyuts'q 280. 

Skræling, Sereling 16, 18, 21-28, 

30, 36-37, 263-264; language 

of the 5. 21 (note). 

Smith Sound Eskimo (C. York) 38- 

39, 184, 393; songs of, 312, 

373; language of, 187, 200, 

203, 215, 393, 394. 

Snæfjall 24-25. 

Speculum regale 22. 

Standard alphabet 225 (note). 

stress (dynamic accent) 125-131, 

(137-140); stress and quantity 

127-129, (159); change of в. 

129-131, 170-172, 247-248, 

251-255, (257-258). 

suffixes 157, 164-166, 171-177; 

plural s. 247-255; verbal s. 171, 

244, 254, 266-268; -wog 175, 

199, (266); -poya 266; -arma 

268; nominal etc. $. 253-254, 

329-330; possessive s. 243-244, 

(253), 266 ff. 

suffixing, principle of, 158-159, 

329 ff., vid. incorporation. 

svarabhakti 155, 165. 

Swart, v. Clavus. 

t 71, 90-92, 260, 395; t 217, 

220-221; ts 92, 155, 190-191, 

202, 206-209, 217, 220-222, 

259-260, 596. 

-tq- 238-239, 253, 263. 

Tadoussak 21, 392. 

tempo 119-120, 374. 

tenues 71, 395. 

teregiarsuk 273. 

*tih'uk 267. 
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tone 135. 

u 108, 109, 115, 121, 146, 396; 

ü 108-109, 112, 121, 154. 

ь 154; y" 109,115, 121: 0 152, 

154; 5, 108, 112, 152, 154. 

Diarteg 43. 

Umingman nuna 38-39. 

unvoiced fricatives, vid. aspirated f. 

Upernawik Eskimo 40, 264, 393. 

Upernivik, vid. Upernawik. 

uvula 70. 

uvular 75-80, 81. 

uvularized vowels 109-112, (106), 

155. 

uvularized consonants 153, cf.151. 

uvular glide 152. 

uvularization 154, 164, 165, 166; 

retrogressive 241, 243-246, 250- 

254, 260-265. 

v [w] 73, 95-102, 147-151; v-list 

237, (9) 

wanderings, vid. Eskimo. 

Vesterbygd 17, 27. 

Vinland 17-18. 

vocal harmony 155. 

voiced sounds 73, 81; у. fricatives 

172, 203-204, 217, 219, 257, 

267; [r] 76; [4] 83-86; [7] 87- 

88; [z] 90; [w] 96-102. 

vowel, final 225. 

vowel-system 103-106, 107-108, 

109, 113. 

vowel-changes 117, 153-155, 159, 

161, 175, 196-199, 203, 211, 

234, 240-241; e > ja, jø 263 

(note). 

DO Os Wide u 

p, vid. 7e 

y, vid. К. 

y 112, vid. ö (u). 

z (voiced s) 209, 215. 

Zweite deutsche Nordpolarfahrt 42. 

æ, vid. ä (a). 

оса ТЕ Иа: 910.50 

Österbygd 17, 28. 

a) 9, Vide @: 
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3 > v) 
v f Danish v and f (somewhat more 

loosely articulated than in English) 

oceur occasionally | > 

s point and blade $ (fs, rs) ` 9 
5 unvoiced 

с front 8, aspirated 5 | 

h (rare) | 4 | | 

| * one dot с 

| advan 

"two dots 
è а 5 

slight degree of nasalization: а ¢ 

strong degree of nasalization: га & 9 

* quantity: a long, а. half long, a” very long 

| stress: ‘a relatively strong stress, ;4 relative 

stress, «a weak stress 

1 pitch: а low pitch, а medium pitch, ‘A high | 

* glottal stop р 4 | 

[| enclose the phonetically transcribed words; © BSS | 

tions are given without brackets. 

aN oe ze 





Meddelelser om Grønland XXXI. 

Ч 

k 

t 

Р 

9 
N 
nm 

m 

rr uvular fricative, the point of the 

© f Danish у and Г (somewhat more | 

5 

с 

h 

List of Consonants and Vowels. 

uvular stopped consonant, a cf. French dame 

stopped consonants, closely re- > | @ the same slightly advanced 

sembling the corresponding |5 | @ the same greatly advanced 

consonants in French: côte, 2 
=] 

uvularized a, à, à 

a 
ton, pas, — before a almost а | 

like unvoiced 9, d, 6. à 

e cf. French été, in Greenl. higher uvular nasal consonant, | 

ea mixed е (v. 2 14) back nasal 

front nasal 
voiced 

| e uvularized e, å-like 
lip nasal : . 

ë  uvularized e, e-like 

uvularized e, ö-like 
tongue passive 2 2 , SR 

: ee i cf. French dire, fini 
ef. Danish: bage (g fricative) Е 

: between e and 2 
cf. English: you 

i? mid-tongue i 

usually voiced 
cf. French: lui 

bilabial, without protruded lips | «cf. French tout, tour 

ü cf. French tu, in Greenl. more mixed 
strongly aspirated frica- 

v between о and uw 
tives which correspond ; unvoiced 

tor glw | 
| advanced v 

р g о о cf. French rose, in Greenl. more 
loosely articulated than in English) | 

closed 
occur occasionally : 

uvularized o strongly closed 
| 

point and blade $ (és, rs)\ | 
a unyoiced 

front s, aspirated ] | 
| 

(rare) | 

uvularized open о 

o © © \ 5 | advanced о (somewhat ö-like) 

* one dot over a vowel indicates that it is slightly 

advanced 

‘ two dots over a vowel indicates that it is greatly 

advanced (7 retired) 

‹ Slight degree of nasalization: g ¢ 

strong degree of nasalization: Tg & 9 

quantity: a long, а. half long, a very long, @ short 

| stress: 'a relatively strong stress, ,a relatively weaker stress, Иа very strong 

stress, a weak stress 

1 pitch: | low pitch, 2 medium pitch, å high pitch (relatively determined) 

glottal stop i 

[] enclose the phonetically transcribed words; less delicately shaded transcrip- 

tions are given without brackets. 

Tab. I—II. 

The Analphabetical System 

according to 0. Jespersen: The Articulations of Speech Sounds, Marburg 1889, 

as modified in the same author's Fonetik, Copenhagen 1897—99 (Lehrbuch der Phonetik 1904). 

The figure in the main according to F. Techmer. 

a-b-e outermost, middle and inner- 
most position of the lips 

d the lower edge of the upper front 

teeth 

e the upper edge of the upper front 

teeth 

f the gum (arch-rim) 

h the highest point of the palate 

k the uvula 

1 the back of the phauces 

Se) 

The organs of artieulation are: 

a lips: a0 lip closure al groove (as in #) 03, 5, 7 rounded vowel- 

positions of lips 

a2 slit (bilabial v) a4, 6, 8 unrounded vowel- 

positions. of lips 

В point of the tongue: 80 closure against 1 groove (as in 8) 
the teeth or just 2 slit (Eng. th) 

behind them 

7 surface of the tongue: 70 closure against 71 groove (Eng. sh) 73, 5, 7 narrow vowels 

ВТ side opening (1) 

the palate 72 slit (yin Eng.you) 74, 6, 8 wide vowels 

д soft palate 20 closure ofthe soft 91 slight nasalization 02 normal nasalization 
palate against 03 strong nasalization 

the back of the (French) 

phauces 

e vocal chords: 5 e0 closure el voice position =2 position for [№] ete. 
e3 breath [7] ete. 

£1 weak stress, €4 strong stress, €2 and £3 two 

degrees of medium stress. 

€ lungs: £0 pause 

With respect to the employment of the system, notice: 

a By unéven numbers — groove-like articulations; even numbers = slit-like arli- 

eulations; 0 — elosure 

al 2 (read: one, two) = lip position nearer 1 than 2 (i.e. rather narrow groove than 

slit). «42 (read: four, two) = lip position nearer 4 than 2 

a0’ — lip closure Nearer the point В than с 00% = lip closure nearer с than b 

English [d] analphabetically: 80 60 ei, [#]: 80' 00 e2, |n]: BO! 02 el 
[i] in French dire, fini = 04° 738 

[2] in English put = a3% or 35% 74i 

[x] in French tour, tout = a3® 73] 

[0] in French rose == 45% 751 

If we let 2 stand for any exponent, the signs are thus employed : 

70% = closure with the point of the tongue itself (#) 

for — closure with the blade of the tongue (61 — Eng. [s]) 
70: = closure produced by that part of the surface of tongue which most naturally articulates against 

the respective point of the palate, varying according to the different exponents (y0iori — k etc.) 
702 = closure produced by a part of the surface of the tongue lying a little farther back 
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